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Stellingen
1.

Delangzamekristallisatievanzuiveretriglyceridenwordtvoornamelijk veroorzaakt doorhet
grote entropieverlies tijdens inpassenvantriglyceridemoleculen inhet kristalrooster.
Ditproefschrift - hoofdstuk 3en4

2.

Deinitiëleruimtelijke aggregaatstructuur ineensnelkristalliserende vetdispersie is fractaal
maarzaldaarna, doordat aggregatie enkristallisatie dangelijktijdig optreden,nietmeereen
eenduidige constantefractaledimensionaliteit hebben.
Ditproefschrift - hoofdstuk 5en6

3.

Bij eensnelkristalliserend vet isminder dan 1%vastefasenodigomeencontinunetwerkte
vormen. Omeen sterkvetkristalnetwerk tekrijgen metzoweinigmogelijk vastvetmoet
aggregatie inrustplaatsvinden engevolgdwordendooreensnellepolymorfe overgang.
Ditproefschrift —hoofdstuk 4 en5

4.

Eensterkematevan sintering vanvetkristallen invet-continue systemenveroorzaakt een
geringe smeerbaarheid. Daarommoet indatgevalaltijd mechanisch worden nabewerkt.
Ditproefschrift - hoofdstuk 6

5.

Doorhun sterke anisometriekunnentriglyceridekristallen ineendoorvander Waalskrachten
bijeengehouden netwerk tijdens vervormingbuigen zonderhetnetwerk optebreken.
Ditproefschrift - hoofdstuk 6

6.

Debredetriglyceridesamenstelling vaneenvetblend heeft totgevolgdatverschillen in
mechanische eigenschappen doorverschillen inprocesvoering vaaktenietworden gedaan
doordevormingvangesinterdekristalverbindingen alsgevolgvanherkristallisatie.
Ditproefschrift - hoofdstuk 7en8

l.

DeconclusievanJohansson enBergenstâhldatdeelastischemodulivandispersiesvan
tristearaatkristallen inolienietverklaardkunnenwordenopbasisvanvanderWaals attractie
isnietjuist,omdat dedoorhengebruikteHamaker-constante met eenfactor 10- 100is
onderschat doordeveronderstelling datdebrekingsindex vangekristalliseerd tristearaat
kleinerisdandievandeolie.
D. Johansson and B.Bergenstâhl (1992;,J.Am. OU Chem.Soc. 69,718-727

8.

Instabiliteit van schuim enemulsieswordtvaaktenonrechteaancoalescentie toegeschreven
terwijl Ostwald-vergroving minstenszobelangrijk kan zijn.
A.S.Kabalnov and E.D. Shchukin (1992),Adv. In ColloidandInterface Sei.38,69-97

9.

Hetmechanischgedragvanxanthaan-galactomannaan gelenbij kleinevervormingen wordt
voornamelijk bepaald doorderigiditeitvandexanthaanketen.
W.Kloek, H.Luyten enT.van Vliet (1996),Food Hydrocolloids 10, 123-129

10. Protocooperatie van endofytische Acremonium-soortenmet grassen(Loliumspp.; Festuca
spp.) leidtbij hogetemperaturen totdevormingvandepyrrolizidinealkaloidenTV-formyllolineenAf-acetyl-loline.Ditgeeft voordegrassenbescherming tegenvraatdoor insecten.
H.Huizing, W.Kloek enT. denNijs (1989),Prophyta 1,24-25

11. Hetdrogenvangroentenenfruit metbehulpvanmicrogolven incombinatiemet gelijktijdige
drogingmethete lucht isalleenzinvolinheteerstestadiumvanditproces;inlaterestadia
leidthettot achteruitgang vandesensorische kwaliteit.
AIR-3-CT94-2254:A novel approach topreserve the intrinsicquality offruits and vegetables in dry
conservation processes

12. Hetzogenaamde lineairegebied(evenredigheid vanspanning envervorming) van allerlei
gelenwordtkleinernaarmate dereologische apparatuurnauwkeuriger wordt.
13. Light-producten zijn echtedikmakers.
14. Dat eenzoekopdracht inliteratuurzoeksystemen naarrheologicalpropertiesvaak alsresultaat
theologicalpropertiesoplevertkanmogelijk verklaard wordenmethetDeborah-getaldat
genoemd isnaardegelijknamige profetes diezegt (Richteren 5:5):"Debergenvloeidenweg
voorden Heer...."
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Abstract
Kloek,W.(1998).Mechanical properties offatsinrelationtotheir crystallization.
Ph.D.thesis,Wageningen AgriculturalUniversity,Wageningen,TheNetherlands,(pp.241,
English andDutchsummaries).
Keywords:
fat, triglycerides, crystallization, nucleation, fractal aggregation, rheology, sintering, particle
networks, surface scrapedheat exchanger.
Abstract:
Crystallization in bulk fats is always initiated by a heterogeneous nucleation process.
Homogeneous nucleation conditions for fully hydrogenated palm oil (HP) in sunflower oil (SF)
couldbeobtainedbyemulsifying thefatphaseintoveryfinedropletsandusing sodiumcaseinateas
an emulsifier. The crystallization kinetics of such a dispersion was determined by means of ultra
sound velocity measurements and could be modeled by a classical nucleation model. The
temperature dependency ofthekineticsyielded asurface free energy for nucleus formation ofabout
4 mJm"2 and almost the whole triglyceride molecule should be in the right conformation for
incorporation inanucleus.
The isothermal crystallization kinetics of bulk solutions of HP in SF in the ß' polymorph
could be described well by combination of a classical nucleation function and an empirical crystal
growthrate equation taking into accountthedecreaseof supersaturation during crystallization. This
yielded a surface free energy for heterogeneous nucleus formation of 3.8 mJ-rn2 and about 80 %of
thetriglyceridemoleculetobeintherightconformation for incorporation inanucleus.
Fat crystals in oil exhibit Brownian motion and attract each other due to van der Waals
attraction that results in dispersions with fat crystal aggregates. The structure of the fat crystal
aggregates could be described well by a fractal approach as was shown by light scattering and
modeling of the viscosity as function of shear rate. Low volume fraction HP/SF dispersion yielded
fractal dimensionalities ofabout 1.7 -1.8 which isindicative for rapid diffusion limited aggregation
and increased with increasing shear rate. Volume fraction of solids of about 0.005 appeared to be
sufficient toform aweak gelbuilt from aggregateswithadimensionality of about 1.7-1.8.
Simultaneous crystallization and aggregation of high volume fraction HP/SF dispersion
leads to compaction of aggregates after primary network formation. The elastic moduli of these
dispersion can be described by higher apparent dimensionalities. Crystallization after gelation also
makes the stress carrying strands less flexible and leads to sintering of the fat crystals. The latter
occurred more easily for fats having a broad fatty acid distribution. Sintering of fat crystals was
shown by comparison of elastic moduli and loss tangents before and the development of moduli
after mechanicaltreatment.Frommodelcalculations,itwasshownthat for dispersions inwhichvan
der Waals forces are the only interaction forces, crystals can easily bend on deformation of the
crystalnetwork.
Applicationofshearduringcrystallization leadstomorecompactcrystal aggregates aswas
shownbydetermination ofelasticmoduli incompression ondispersionsthatwerecrystallized ina
surface scrapingheat exchanger.

voormijn ouders
voorJeanine
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1.1 Fats
1.1.1 Nutritional aspects
Fats are important suppliers of energy and essential fatty acids in the human diet. Besides
direct supply of energy and essential fatty acids, fats are important as carriers of fat-soluble
vitamins.For adaily energy intake oflessthan 12.5MJ,it isrecommended that this is supplied for
at least 25 %by fats. For adaily energy intake of morethan 12.5MJ, this should be at least 30%.
The recommended intakes correspond to 56 - 140 g fat-day"1 (Harwood et al. (1986)). The energy
value of fats is about 38k J g ' , which ismuch higher than the energy values for proteins (17 kJg')
or for polysaccharides (16kJ-g"1)(Gurr (1995)).Nowadays, in western countries fats provide up to
40 % of the daily energy intake. These high fat intakes can lead to obesity and coronary heart
disease,the latterbeinganimportant causeofdeathinmostindustrialized countries.
Besides adecrease in fat consumption, it isoften considered desirable to change thenature of
the fat intake. There are guidelines that advise to lower the consumption of fats containing (long)
saturated fatty acids (C12-C16) and transunsaturated fatty acids (Lambertsen (1992)). It should be
stressed that there is no clear evidence for a decrease in mortality if the intake of fats containing
saturated fatty acids and transunsaturated fatty acidsisdecreased without adecrease ofthetotal fat
intake(Harwood etal.(1986))andpossibly alsofor constant total fat intake.
The change in the fatty acid patterns of fats has important consequences for the melting
properties of the fats, specially melting temperature and melting enthalpy. This has important
consequences for thosefood productsinwhich fats givetheproduct desired, structuralproperties.

1.1.2 Properties offats
Fats and oils belong to the class of compounds called lipids, to which also belong alkanes,
soaps, fatty acids, sterols, carotenoids, methyl esters of fatty acids and various polar lipids,
including phospholipids. An important property of lipids is that they are soluble in non-polar
organic solventsand (almost)insoluble inaqueous solutions.
Fats in the liquid state are termed oils, while when in a partially solid state, they are called
fats. Wewill usetheword fat to indicateboth the crystals and amixture of crystals in oil. Whether
wehavea fat oranoildependsonthetemperature.
From achemical point ofview, fats and oils consist of triesters of the triol glycerol, and they
are called triacylglycerols or triglycerides (Figure 1-1). The carboxylic acids that are esterified are
the fatty acids. Natural fats and oils contain almost exclusively consist of fatty acids with an even
number ofcarbon atoms sincethey arebiosynthesized bysequential additionofacetylcompounds.
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Figure 1-1. Structureofatriacylglycerol. ThedottedboxindicatestheglycerolresiduewhileRj ,
R.2andR3 arethefatty acidcarbon chains.
Chemical constitution andtheposition offatty acidsresiduesdetermine thethermal behaviour
ofatriglyceride.The fatty acids candiffer incarbon chain length,number ofunsaturated bonds and
thetypeofunsaturated bonds(cis/trans).
Triglycerides canbe identified onthebasis oftheir fatty acidcompositionby using a3-lettercode. The first letter identifies the fatty acid esterified at the 1-position and so on. Wewill use the
fatty acid codes as given in the thesis of Wesdorp (1990) (Table 1-1). For example, the code PSP
represents thetriglyceride glycerol-l,3-dipalmitate-2-stearate.
Table 1-1. Codingoffatty acidsafter Wesdorp (1990)
Code
C
L
M
P
S

fatty acid
Capricacid (decanoic acid)
Laurieacid (dodecanoic acid)
Myristic acid(tetradecanoicacid)
Palmitic acid(hexadecanoicacid)
Stearicacid (octadecanoic acid)

Code
O
E
1
A
B

fatty acid
Oleicacid(«s-9-octadecenoicacid)
Elaidicacid(fr-ans-9-octadecenoic acid)
Linoleicacid(cw-cw-9,12-octadecadienoicacid)
Arachidicacid(eicosanoic acid)
Behenicacid (docosanoic acid)

Cocoa butter contains high amounts of POP, POS and SOS while palm oil contains high
amounts of POP, POO and PPP. Sunflower oil and soy oil contains high amounts of 111,HO,US,
100 and 1SS.Rapeseed oil containshigh levelsofthelong fatty acid erucic acid(cis-13-docosanoic
acid). Most natural fats consist of hundreds of different triglycerides. For use in foods and other
products, vegetable oils are often (partially) hydrogenated to yield fats with a special melting
behaviour. For example,hydrogénation ofpalm oil yields high amounts ofPSP and PSS that have
higher melting temperatures than POP and POO, which are present in palm oil. For margarine
production, fat blends areusedthat consist ofbothhydrogenated fats andnatural fats toobtain such
ameltingprofile that atmouthtemperaturenosolid fat is left.
Besides the important property of lipids that they are soluble in non-polar organic solvents,
anotherimportant characteristicisthattheycancrystallizeinvariouscrystalmodifications. For SSS
this was first observed by Heintz (after Hagemann (1988)) who observed melting at 52 °C, and
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subsequently onheating sawre-solidification andmelting at62°C.Duffy showedtheexistenceof3
melting temperatures for SSS at 52, 64 and 70 °C (after Hagemann (1988)). Evidence for the
existence of 3 basic crystal forms was given by X-ray diffraction spectra (Lutton (1950), Malkin
(1954)) and became more clear by correlation of X-ray spectra and infrared spectroscopic
observations (Chapman (1962)). Later, more fundamental structural studies on polymorphism of
triglycerideswerecarriedoutafter 1964byLarsson(1986),Hernqvist (1984)anddeJong(1980).
Table 1-2. Classificationofpolymorphic modificationofmonoacid triglyceridesbased on X-ray
diffraction and infrared absorption (Hagemann(1988)).s =strong line, ß/'and ßj
aresub-modifications oftheß' polymorph
polymorphic Unitcell
modification
a
ß'
_ß

shortspacings from Infrared absorption
X-raydiffraction lines wavenumbers
(nm)
(cm')
hexagonal
0.415(s)
720
orthorhombic 0.38 (s), 0.42(s)
719and 726(ß,'), 719(ß2')
triclinic
0.455(s),0.36-0.39
717

The three basic modifications are the a, ß' and ß polymorphs and are classified on bases of
the short spacings in the X-ray diffraction spectra and absorptions in the infrared spectra (Table 12). Although there exist sub-modifications in the ß' and ß polymorphs,the use of only the 3 basic
polymorphs issufficient inthisthesis.
The existence of polymorphs is the result of the possibility to pack the long hydrocarbon
chains in various ways. Only one polymorph is the most stable one, generally the ß polymorph,
whichimpliesmonotropicpolymorphism. Thestability generally increases intheorder ofa to ß' to

ßThea polymorphisveryunstable andisnormally onlypresentduringprocessing offats, thus
on atime scale of minutes or less. However, in milk fat the a polymorph can bepresent over very
long times (over years) due to the wide triglyceride composition. The crystal packing of the a
polymorph is fairly loose and the aliphatic chainshave some rotationalfreedom.The ß' polymorph
ismoredenselypacked andisoften desired during storageof fatty food products.Depending onthe
triglyceride composition of the fat, this polymorph can be stable over a period of years. The ß
polymorph isthemost denselypacked andisnormallynotdesired infood productsormore specific
in margarine since the slow formation of this polymorph is often accompanied by sandiness of the
product. For fractionation of fats, the ß polymorph is often desired due to formation of large
spherulitic crystal structures which can easily be separated from the mother liquor and are well
washable. It is not always clear whether polymorphic transitions occur via the liquid or the solid
state.Figure 1-2 showsaschematicrepresentation ofthepossiblepolymorphic transitions.
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a

"H—>E
exothermal transition
endothermal transition

Figure 1-2. Possible transitions between the liquid state and the various polymorphic
modificationsoftriglycerides (common case).
Forpure triglycerides the melting temperature and the melting enthalpy increase in the order
a to ß' to ß.The melting temperature of the a polymorph of monoacid saturated triglycerides
increases smoothly with increasing fatty acid chain length.Also for the ß' andthe ßpolymorph the
meltingtemperatureincreaseswith fatty acidchainlengthalthoughthereisazigzagpattern for oddand even fatty acid chain lengths with the latter having higher melting temperatures (Hagemann
(1988)). Melting enthalpies of monoacid saturated triglycerides are described rather well by
parabolic equations with a maximum at a fatty acid chain length of 22 carbon atoms for the a
polymorph, about 24 carbon atoms for the ß' polymorph and even higher for the ß polymorph
(Hagemann(1988)).
For unsaturated monoacid triglycerides both melting temperature and melting enthalpies are
lowerthan for thesaturated monoacid triglyceridesofthesamefatty acidchain lengths.Themelting
temperatures and melting enthalpies for cis-unsaturated monoacid triglycerides are lower than for
the frans-equivalent.
The description of the polymorphic behaviour of fat blends is greatly hampered due to the
greatnumberofdifferent triglycerides,whichcanleadtothe formation ofcompound crystals. They
canform solid solutions,inwhich thedifferent triglycerides canbepresent inallproportions,orthe
composition can be restricted, dependent on the triglyceride composition of the fat blend.
Compound crystal formation readilyoccursinthea polymorph sincethepacking inthis polymorph
is not very dense so that different molecules can fit the same lattice. Compound crystal formation
also occurs in the ß' polymorph but since the crystal lattice ismore dense, it is restricted to groups
of similar triglycerides. In the ß polymorph, compound crystal formation only occurs for very
similartriglycerides inrestricted compositionalranges.
Calculation of phase diagrams of binary systems from thermodynamic solution theory is
possible for the ß' and ß polymorphs (Wesdorp (1990)), but for systems containing more than 2
compounds it is hardly possible to calculate the phase diagrams. In multi-component systems it is
often possibletotreat agroupof similartriglycerides asanonecomponent system.
Consequences oftheoccurrence ofcompound crystallization are(Walstraetal.(1995)):
• Narrowing ofthemeltingrange
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• Thepredominantmeltingtemperatureofafatdependsonthecrystallization temperature.
• Stepwisecoolingorvery slowlycoolingofaliquidfatleadstolesssolid fatthanrapidcoolingto
the samefinal temperature.
• Unstable polymorphs persist much longer. For instance in milk fat, the a polymorph canbe
presentforyears.
After and even during the primary crystallization of fats, recrystallization occurs since the
crystallized dispersions are far from thermodynamic equilibrium. Various changes can occur
(Walstraetal.(1995)):
• Change inthecomposition of compound crystals. This can lead to a change in thenumber of
melting peaks and/or narrowing of these peaks, as determined by DSC (Differential Scanning
Calorimetry).
• Polymorphic transitionsofunstablepolymorphstomorestablepolymorphs.
• Occurrence of Ostwaldripening:regions ofthe crystals with small radii ofcurvature have such
high solubilities thattheydissolve andrecrystallizetoregionswithhigherradii.
Polymorphic transitions areaccompanied bya change in composition of compound crystals
andadecrease ofthefraction solidfat.

1.2Crystallization
1.2.1 Supersaturation
The primary crystallization process can be divided in nucleation and crystal growth. Both
processes can only occur if the triglycerides or, a part of them, are supersaturated. A solution is
supersaturated if the solubility of a component is smaller than the amount present. For ideal
mixtures, thesolubility xx of compound x expressed asmole fraction at absolute temperature Tis
givenby(Wesdorp (1990)):

In*, =

AHfi

f

1

1A

K

where Rgthegasconstant, AHti isthemolar enthalpy of fusion ofthe crystallizing component of
polymorph i andTmitheabsolutemelting temperatureofthecrystallizing component ofpolymorph
i.This equation canbeusedtocalculatethesolubility ofahighmelting triglyceride inoil,likeSSS
inOOO,butcanalsobeusedtocalculatethesolubility ofahighmelting composite fat,like a fully
hydrogenated fatincompositeoil.

(l-i)
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The driving force for crystallization is the difference in chemical potential, Aju, between a
supersaturated solution (fraction dissolved cj andasaturated solution (fraction dissolved* x ), and is
for idealsolutions givenby:
(1-2)

whereß iscalledthesupersaturation ratioandln/7the supersaturation.
Figure 1-3 shows iso-ln/? lines as function of temperature and the fraction dissolved
component for themodel systemusedinthisthesis.Thesolidphaseconsisted of fully hydrogenated
palm oil (HP) and the oil phase was sunflower oil (SF). The iso-ln/7 lines for the a- and ß'
polymorph arecalculated from Equations 1-1 and 1-2.
T(°C)
Inßin ß' polymorph
0

1
2

Z

Inßina polymorph

0
1
2

0.2
CHP

0.3 0.4 0.5
(")

Figure 1-3. Iso-lnßcurvesofHP/SF dispersions inthe a- andtheß'polymorph asfunction of
temperature(T)andfraction HP (cm) calculatedfrom Equations1-1and1-2. Solid
linesrefertotheß' polymorphanddashedlinescorrespondtothe apolymorph. The
dashedregionissupersaturatedinboth a-andß'polymorph.: Tma =41.8°C, AH[a=
9SkJmol\ rm,p.=57.3°C,Atffp. =161 kJmol 1 .
Figure 1-3 shows that the maximum initial \nß that can be obtained in the ß' polymorph
before the a polymorph becomes supersaturated, depends on the fraction material dissolved. A
solution with cw = 0.20, that has crystallized isothermally at a temperature of 20 °C, is initially
supersaturated inthea polymorph. Ascrystallization proceeds,the fraction dissolved decreases and
at a certain moment the a polymorph is not supersaturated anymore and crystallization can only
take place in the ß' polymorph. Whether crystallization in the ß' polymorph indeed occurs also
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depends on the kinetics of the crystallization process; Figure 1-3 is based on equilibrium
thermodynamics.

1.2.2 Nucleation
In this thesis, the classical nucleation theory will be used, although this theory nowadays is
considerednottoberight.Statisticalmodelswouldbemoreappropriate,but aremathematically too
complextobeused for ill-defined triglyceridemixtures.
Nucleation istheformation ofordered crystalregionsonamolecular scale,with sizesthat are
large enough not to dissolve. For a given supersaturation, this critical size r* of an assumed
spherical crystal isgivenbytheKelvin equation:
2-y-V

r*=- f —

(1-3)

A/*

where/ i s thesurfacefreeenergybetweennucleusandmotherphaseand V themolarvolumeofthe
material inthecrystalline state.Thecritical sizecanbecalculatedbyequatingEquation 1-3 and 1-2.
Forasupersaturation of3inthe ß'polymorph at T= 298K, y= 4mJm"2 and 7 =Mlpa 0.86/1000
= 8.610^ m 3 mor' this would yield acritical radius r*of about 0.9 run. This would correspond to
about 3molecules in anucleus of critical size. This order of magnitude calculation shows that the
nuclei areverysmall,toosmalltoapply anymacroscopictheoryontheformation ofnuclei.
The activation free energy AG*3D for formation of a spherical nucleus with critical size is
givenby(Garside(1987)):

3D

3-(/t b r-ln/?) 2

where vc is the molecular volume in a crystal lattice and khthe Boltzmann constant. Increase of
supersaturation will lead to a smaller critical nucleus size and a smaller activation free energy for
nucleus formation. The nucleation rateJ, the number of nuclei formed per unit time and per unit
volume,is according classical nucleation theory,written as an Arrhenius type of equation (Garside
(1987))

^•Amx-exp (-AGt
kj

•

whereJnax isthemaximum nucleation rate..ƒ„,„would depend onthemaximum molecular collision
frequency, which is often given by k^Tlh,with h the Planck constant. Furthermore, JmàX would
dependontheconfiguration ofthenucleatingmolecules.Fortriglycerides,thelongaliphatic chains

(1-5)
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havetobeinasuitableconformation thatleadstoanstrongdecreaseofentropy.Foragiven system
•^maxwill be constant. The nucleation rate will be strongly dependent on AG3D* and therefore
stronglydependent onIn/?and /.

nucleation in
absenceof solid
interface

nucleation in
presenceofsolid
interface

homogeneous
foreign
interface

heterogeneous

crystalor
solute

secondary

Figure 1-4. Thevarious typesofnucleation (Garside (1987))
Several types of nucleation can be distinguished (Figure 1-4). If not catalyzed by the presence of
triglyceride crystals or foreign solid surfaces, nucleation is called homogeneous. In the case of
homogeneous nucleation of triglycerides, supercooling up to 30 K can be applied before
crystallization occurs.Thistypeofnucleationonlyoccursifthefat isdivided insuch smallvolumes
thatonaveragenoforeign particle (catalytic impurity)perdroplet ispresent. Sincethe supercooling
needed for homogeneous nucleation is so high, homogeneous nucleation of triglycerides always
takesplaceinthea polymorph.
If catalyzed by foreign particles, nucleation is called heterogeneous. The activation free
energy for heterogeneous nucleus formation is lowered due to chemical or physical affinity of the
nucleus for the foreign particle. A consequence of this affinity is the lower supercooling needed to
initiate crystallization. This canbe quantitatively expressed by acontact anglebetween the nucleus
and the foreign surface, which is determined by the interfacial free energies between the nucleus,
foreign surface andthemotherphase.
Supercooling ofonly 1 -3Kisneededtoinitiatecrystallization oftriglycerides ontime scales
of seconds tominutes. Secondary nucleation iscatalyzed by thepresence of acrystal surface ofthe
crystallizing component and cantherefore only occur after primary homogeneous or heterogeneous
nucleation and subsequent crystal growth. The occurrence of secondary nucleation in triglycerides
hasbeen shownby Walstra and van Beresteyn (1975)who demonstrated thepresence of numerous
crystals in an emulsified triglyceride droplet that had crystallized under such homogeneous
nucleation conditions that only one or two crystals per droplet were expected. The mechanism of
secondary nucleation in triglycerides is not clear. A possible explanation is the existence of very
ordered layers near the crystal surface and less ordered layers somewhat further away from the
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crystal surface. Due to such ordering, nucleation becomes easier. Both heterogeneous nucleation
andsecondarynucleation arebelievedtodominate inbulk fats.

1.2.3 Crystal growth
After nuclei are formed, they growbytheaddition ofmolecules tothecrystal face(s). Garside
(1987) and Boistelle (1988) give general reviews about this subject. The state of the crystal surface
is an essential parameter in describing the crystal growth rate Gc.The growth rate of rough crystal
faces is aboutproportional tothe (local) supersaturation. Growth units can easily attach tokinks on
the surface and growth is continuous. This type of growth occurs at high supersaturations. The
growth of flat surfaces occurs by a layer after layer mechanism. On the flat surface, first a surface
nucleuswith critical sizehastobe formed. Tothisnucleus,growth units canattach thereby forming
a flat surface. Inthis growth model, Gc isproportional to the surface nucleation ratewhich depends
on the activation free energy for formation of surface nucleus. Therefore, the Gc of a flat surface
would be an exponential function of supersaturation. Layer growth mechanisms occur at low
supersaturations. Crystal growth rates depend, besides on the state ofthe crystal surface, on factors
likeviscosity, conformation ofmolecules, surface defects, presence ofimpurities, shearrates andso
on.
Theoretically, crystal growth rates are proportional to the supersaturation if it is high and
proportional to supersaturation at a power higher than 1if it is low. Skoda and Van den Tempel
(1967) also found theseproportionalities for the growth ofpuretriglycerides inoil.Apart from this
study, hardly any growth rates for triglycerides have been reported in the literature. Therefore, it is
difficult to model crystal growth rates for fats, especially for systems containing many different
molecules,likeinafatblend.Ifbothnucleationrateandcrystal growthrateareknown asa function
of supersaturation, it is,in principle,possible to model the crystal size distribution as a function of
time.Fromthisdistribution,thefraction ofcrystallized material canbeobtained asfunction oftime.
Inthecaseofspherical crystals,aconstant crystal growthrateandaconstant nucleation rate (soata
constant supersaturation), the volume fraction of solids <f> as a function of time ; is given by
Avrami'sequation (1939a,b)
<t> = -n-G? -J-t*
whereitisassumed thatnoimpingement oraggregation ofcrystalsoccurs.

(1-6)
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1.3 Mechanicalproperties
1.3.1 Aggregation
Fat crystals inoil attract eachotherbyvan derWaals-forces. Theonly repulsive interaction is
hard-core repulsion, which acts only at very small separation distances. The fat crystals aggregate
due to the attractional forces and form voluminous aggregates. These aggregates can grow so far
that they form a continuous network or a gel. The time t0i needed to half the initial number of
particlesc0duetocollisionsbyBrownianmovement is,for sphericalparticlesgivenby:

05

^JU_
4-khT-c0

where T]B is the viscosity of the continuous phase. The flocculation timetosis an indication for the
time scale over which aggregation takes place. For a dispersion having a volume fraction particles
<j>a of 0.01, a particle radius of 0.1 um and assuming tj0 = 60 mPa-s (viscosity of oil at room
temperature, T = 298 K) yields a flocculation time of about 4.5 s. In reality, fat crystals have
anisometric shapes, and Equation 1-7 will therefore only give arough estimate ofthetime scale of
aggregation.
A complicating factor in describing the aggregation of a crystallizing system is that both the
mass fraction of particles and the particle size increase in time. Depending on the nucleation rate
and thecrystal growthrate, early inthe crystallization process thetime scaleof aggregation already
becomes shorter than the time scale of crystallization. A consequence of simultaneous
crystallization and aggregation is that at a low fraction of crystallized fat already a continuous
network is formed, while still a substantial amount of fat has to crystallize. This generally leads to
sinteringi.e. theformation ofsolidbridgesbetween aggregated crystalsandaggregates.
Random aggregation of monodispersed spherical particles leads to aggregates of a fractal
nature (Meakin (1984)). The number of particles with radius a in an aggregate of radius R is then
givenby:

where D is the fractal dimensionality, a measure for the compactness of an aggregate. The
compactness increaseswith increasingD. Inthe case ofperikinetic aggregation (Brownian motion),
it would result in a dimensionality of 1.8. Higher D values are obtained if repulsion between the
particlesispresent oriftheaggregates aregrownundershear(Family andLandau(1984)).
Since the number of volume elements in a spherical aggregate scales with (Rldf, the volume
fraction ofparticles inafractal aggregateisgivenby:

(1_7)
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This equation shows that the internal volume fraction of an aggregate decreases on aggregate
growth. Atthemoment that $ ntequalsthevolume fraction ofprimaryparticles inthe system, agel
is formed.
For SSS (0.5 %)crystal aggregates inolive oil, aD of 1.7 was determined by means of light
scattering (Vreeker et al. (1992)). This dimensionality should be considered as an apparent
dimensionality since crystallization and aggregation step during preparation of the aggregates
occurred simultaneously.

1.3.2 Rheologicalproperties
1.3.2.1 Smalldeformations
The rheological properties of fats are primary determined by the fraction of crystallized fat.
Papenhuijzen (1971) observed a shear modulus G proportional to the power 4 of the volume
fraction solid. Low fractions yield a soft, spreadable product while ahigh fraction can yield ahard,
brittle product. A consumer normally desires aproduct that is spreadable atboth room temperature
and refrigerator temperature and that completely melts in the mouth. Therefore, a specific melting
rangeofthefat isrequired.
Another important factor that determines therheological properties is the interaction between
the crystals. Initially, crystals are aggregated due to van der Waals attraction. Deformation of a
network that consists of undeformable crystals aggregated by van der Waals attraction, leads to an
enlargement of the separation distance between the crystals. However, if the crystals are sintered
due to simultaneous crystallization and aggregation or due to recrystallization, the crystals have to
bend on deformation of the network. In this case the elasticity modulus depends on the bending
modulusofthecrystals.Bendingofcrystalscanalsobeimportant for non-sintered dispersions ifthe
crystals are long and thin. When moving the aggregated crystals away from each other from the
situation where the net van der Waals forces arezero,the van der Waals attractional force initially
increases. This force can be sufficient to deform the crystals to large bending deformations, which
aredependent onthesize,shapeandbendingmodulusofthecrystals.
The geometric arrangement of the crystals and the aggregates is also an important factor in
determining the elasticity moduli. The first presented network models assumed the crystals to be
arranged in linear chains in 3 perpendicular directions in which every particle contributed to the
elasticmodulus (vandenTempel (1961),Nederveen (1963)).Alatermodel ofPapenhuijzen (1971)
assumed that not every particle contributed to themodulus. He assumed the network to be built of
compact crystal clustersconnected by linearcrystal chains.According tohiscalculations, for a 8%
SSSinoliveoildispersionsonly4%ofthesolidfatwaselastically effective.

(1-9)
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The effectiveness of the solid fat to form a network with a high elastic modulus can also be
described by assuming that the network is built of fractal aggregates. The elastic modulus of a
network of fractal aggregates is given by the general equation (Bremer et al. (1990), Bremer
(1992)):
X

D

G =A-p~

(1-10)

whereA is aconstant related to the interparticle interaction andx is a constant that isrelated to the
geometry of the stress-carrying strands. Factorx may varyfrom2 for linear stress-carrying strands
to4.3 for stress-carrying strandshaving afractalgeometry. SoforZ)= 1.7 this equation can explain
scaling exponents between elastic moduli and volumefractionsolids varying from 1.5 for x = 2 to
3.3 forx =4.3.
From the concentration dependency (G <x^ 4I ) of the elastic moduli of SSS in paraffin oil
dispersions observed by Papenhuijzen (1971), Vreeker et al. (1992) calculated a dimensionality of
1.95 assuming x =4.3. These dispersions had first crystallized and were afterwards diluted with
paraffin oil to the desired volume fraction. This separates the crystallization step from the
aggregation step.
From unpublished data of Hoekstra and van den Tempel (1964), it was shown that the yield
stress <ry scaled with <j>to a power of 3.6. This exponent can be explained by the stretching of the
stress-carrying strandsondeformation uptotheyield deformation. Thestretchingresults ina lower
x value.Assuming the dimensionality of the aggregates to be 1.95, as calculated by Vreeker etal.
(1992)forx =4.3, anexponentof3.6correspondstox =3.8whichislowerthan4.3.
Applying fractal aggregate theories to explain relations between G and ^ of dispersions that
already aggregate during crystallization is far from straightforward, since a substantial fraction fat
may still crystallize after a gel is formed. This may lead to compaction of the aggregates. On the
other hand, fractal aggregate theories may provide important information about the structure of fat
crystalnetworks.

1.3.2.2 Large deformations
Smalldeformation experimentsyieldinformation aboutthe structure ofthenetwork andabout
interaction forces between the structural elements. For fat dispersions these properties have to be
determined at very small deformations; otherwise, the structure is irreversibly affected. The linear
regionofdeformation offat crystal networksissmallerthan0.001,andthenetwork structurecanbe
affected athigher deformations.
Large deformation experiments yield information about important quality characteristics,
which are relevant to processing, handling and eating. An important property for margarines is
spreadability.Duringspreading,thecrystallizednetwork issubjected tolargedeformations andhigh
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velocity gradients. This causes the fracture of sintered crystal bonds at certain length scales and
rearrangement ofthenetwork structure.Iffats aremechanicallyworked,themodulusofelasticity as
measured within the linear region, decreases. The percentual decrease of this modulus is often
calledthework softening.
The theory of fracture mechanics is a powerful tool to understand the fracture behavior of
various types of materials. It can give information about the type of the bonds and the structural
elements involved in the fracture process. The theory of fracture mechanics assumes that all
materials areinhomogeneous and/orhave defects. These inhomogeneities or defects are the starting
point for fracture becauseondeformation ofthematerial stress isconcentrated atthesepoints.Ifthe
local stress at these points is higher than the bond strength, fracture can start. If the differential
deformation energythat isreleased duetoongoing fracture isequal toorhigher thanthe differential
energythatisneededtocreatethenewsurfaces,fracturecanpropagate (Gordon(1978)).
The simplest form of fracture mechanics is linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) which
assumes that the amount of energy that is dissipated due to flow can be neglected. So LEFM
assumes that all the stored deformation energy is available for creation of new surfaces. However,
many food products arevisco-elastic sothat the amount of energy that isdissipated hasto be taken
into account. If the flow is limited to the region were fracture occurs, fracture parameters can be
determined using elastic plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM). Fracture mechanics theory has been
successfully applied toexplainthe fracture properties of cheese(Luyten (1988)) although it is more
complicated for suchatrulyvisco-elasticmaterial.
Itislikelythatthesetheoriesarealsouseful indescribing thefractureoryieldingproperties of
fat crystal networks. If a sintered fat crystal network is deformed, most of the deformation energy
will be stored in the crystal chains. Some flow of oil through the pores of the network may occur
but this dissipation will be neglectable compared to the amount of energy stored. However, if
fracture occurs between aggregates, energy may also be dissipated due to friction between
aggregates.
The importance of energy dissipation onfractureof fat crystal networks is also shown when,
for instance, a fully hardened fat that hardly contains any oil, is fractured. The fracturing is
accompanied by a loud popping noise.This sound is theresult of ashock wave caused by very fast
crack growth due to the release of stored deformation energy, without energy being dissipated in
viscous flow or friction. If amargarine, which contains about 20% solid fat, is spread, no sound is
heard,indicatingthatmuchoftheenergyisdissipatedbyoilflow orfriction between aggregates.

1.4 Aimandapproach
Thepurpose ofthiswork isto study the small and large deformation behavior of crystallized
fat dispersions and to relate the resulting mechanical properties to the crystallization conditions of
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the fat. The fat system studied is a mixture of fully hydrogenated palm oil (HP) in sunflower oil
(SF). This system can be considered as a model system for fat blends that are used for margarine
manufacturing.
chapter 3: Thenucleation kinetics ofthesystem arestudied bydetermining the crystallization
kineticsofemulsified model systems.Fromtheconditions atwhichhomogeneous nucleation occurs
it ispossible to estimate the surface free energy ofanucleus and thepart ofatriglyceride molecule
that should be in the right conformation for incorporation in a nucleus. From the kinetics of
heterogeneousnucleation itispossibletocalculatetheconcentration ofcatalyticimpurities.
chapter 4: The crystallization kinetics of the bulk model system at various initial
supersaturations andvariousfractionsofcrystallizable solid fat yieldsinformation abouttheamount
of solid fat and the average crystal size in time.The surface free energy for nucleus formation and
the part of a triglyceride molecule that should be in the right conformation for incorporation in a
nucleus asobtained from nucleation kineticscanbeusedtoestimatenucleation rates.Together with
determined crystallization curves,it ispossible tomodel crystal growth rate as function oftimeand
thusasfunction of supersaturation.
chapter 5:The structure of fat crystal aggregates canbe studied well at low volumefractions
ofsolid fat (^< 0.01) sinceatthesevolumefractionsitispossibletoseparatethecrystallization and
aggregation processes. Suitable techniques for studying the aggregate structure are viscometry
(determination of volume fraction of aggregates as function of shear rate) and light scattering
(determination ofD by measuring the scattered intensity as function of scattering angle). From the
viscosities,theinteraction force betweenprimaryparticlescanbeestimated.
chapter 6:Bymeasuring the elasticmoduli at small deformations as a function of the volume
fraction of solid fat (0.06 < <f> <0.14) of dispersions that had crystallized in the rheometer, it is
possible to determine the aggregate structure of a dispersion in which crystallization and
aggregation proceeded simultaneously. This structure can be related to the structure obtained for
dispersions inwhichtheaggregation andcrystallizationprocessesareseparated.
Frequency spectraof fat dispersions containing asolidphasethat isexpected to sinter (HP)or
a solid phase that is expected to show hardly any sintering (PPP) can give information about the
type of interaction between the structural elements and the extent ofrelaxation occurring at various
timescales.
chapter 7: Compression and wire cutting experiments give information about large
deformation properties of fat dispersions such as spreadability. These properties are important for
the consumer perception ofaproduct. Bycombination oftheresults ofboth typeof experiments, it
is possible to calculate the defect size. Defects are those inhomogeneities (tiny cracks) in the
structurewhereyieldorfracturestarts.
chapter 8:Sincefats are generally crystallized in avotator lineunderhigh shear conditions in
practice, the model system was processed in a votator. The properties of the crystallized products
weredeterminedbycompression testsandpenetrometertests.
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chapter 9: The results presented and discussed in the previous chapters are compared,
interrelated and discussed and anoverview ofthevariablesthat determinethemechanical properties
ofaplastic fat isgiven.
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2.1 Triglyceridecompositionandthermalparameters
This chapter briefly explains some properties of the model fat system that is used in this
study. It consists of mixtures of fully hydrogenated palm oil (HP) and sunflower oil (SF), the HP
being the solid phase and the SF being the liquid phase. None of the fats were purified. The fatty
acidcompositionoftheHPandSFisgiveninTable2-1.

Table2-1. Fatty acid composition(w/w)of sunflower oil (SF) andfully hydrogenatedpalm oil
(HP).FattyacidcodesCx.y;x =numberC-atoms;y = numberofunsaturatedbonds.
fatty acid code percentage inHP percentage inSF
(-)
(-)
C12:0
L
0.3
M
0.1
C14:0
1.0
6.1
P
41.3
C16:0
2.2
C18:0
S
55.9
27.3
C18:l
0
0.1
1
64.2
C18:2
A
C20:0
1.0
B
0.3
C22:0
This table shows that the HP is made up of glycerides containing saturated fatty acids,
specially palmitic acid and stearic acid. The SF contains a high fraction of unsaturated fatty acids
andonlyasmallfraction ofpalmitic acidand stearicacid.
The HP contains less than 1 % monoglycerides, about 6 % diglycerides and about 94 %
triglycerides.Thetriglycerides inHPmainly contain stearic acid andpalmitic acid.The triglyceride
composition is calculated from the total fatty acid composition and the composition of the fatty
acids esterified at the 2-position of glycerol, assuming random distribution of the fatty acids over
the 1- and 3-positions. Only the combinations containing stearic acid and palmitic acid were
considered. Table 2-2 shows that the HP would be rich in the triglycerides PSS, PSP and SSS.
Besidesthetriglyceride composition, alsothemelting temperaturesT^{ and theenthalpies of fusion
A//fj ofthevariouspolymorphs arecompiled. TheTm for all thetriglycerides areall far aboveroom
temperature so that at these conditions HP is a hard fat. The SF started to crystallize at a
temperatureofabout -5°C.Sinceexperiments wereonlycarried out attemperatures above 0°C,no
dataaboutthetriglyceridecomposition ofSFandtheirthermalbehaviouraregiven.
Thermodynamic parameters of the model system were determined by measuring the
crystallization temperature Tof the a polymorph (rapid cooling) and the melting temperature Tof
the ß' polymorph (after isothermal crystallization abovethe a melting temperature) as a function of
the mole fraction HP, cw, by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The temperatures Twere
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the peak temperaturesinthethermograms. From theobtained temperatures asfunction ofthe mole
fraction HP,AHf;iand 7 ^ of the pure HPinpolymorph i were calculated assuming ideal mixing
usingthefollowing equation:
AHt.
mC

HP =

R

1
1
T 21m,i s

(2-1)

An advantage of determining AHfi andT^ using this method instead of using AH(i and T^as
determined from pureHP,isthat correction ismade fornon-ideal solubility behaviour ofHP inSF.
These results, which could only be obtained for the a polymorph and the ß' polymorph, are
compiled in Table 2-3. Also the calculated average molar mass, based on the triglyceride
composition,isgiven.

Table2-2. Triglyceridecomposition offully hydrogenatedpalm oilcalculatedfrom thetotalfatty
acid composition and the compositionof thefatty acidsesterifiedatthe2-position of
glycerol,assumingrandomdistributionof thefatty acidsoverthe1-and 3-positions.
Only triglycerides containingpalmitic acid (P) andstearic acid (S) are taken into
account. Also meltingtemperatures (T^) andenthalpies offusion (AHfi) ofthepure
triglyceridesinpolymorphiarecompiled(fromWesdorp (1992))

Table2-3.

triglyceride

percentage

PPP
PSP
PSS
SSS
PPS
SPS

(%)
4.0
26.1
39.0
14.5
6.0
2.2

T
•*• m,a
(°C)
44.7
47.2
50.1
54.7
46.4
50.7

AW*
kJmol 1
95.8
112.2
106.0
108.5
100.0
103.0

Somepropertiesofthemodelsystem used.
T
component
molarmass
•* m,a
(g-mol1)
(°C)
854
41.8
HP
SF
877

r

m,P'

(°C)
55.7
67.7
61.8
64.3
58.7
-

&HV.
kJ-mor'
126.5
165.5
156.5
124.0
-

T'IUP'

(J.mol1)
9.8104

CQ57.3

^kp
(°Q
65.9
65.3
64.4
72.5
62.6
68.0

A#f.P

kJmol 1
171.3
173.6
172.9
194.2
166.3
170.3

AHffi.
(J.mol1)
1.61105
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2.2 outerphysicalproperties
Thedensity of SF, asfunction oftemperature Tin °C, is given by 920-0.673Tin kgm 3 . The
densityofHPintheliquidstateisgivenby929.4-0.680-Tinkgm"3.Thedensitydifference between
theliquid andthe solidphaseofHP isabout 84,89,94,99 and 105kgm"3attemperatures of 0,20,
40,60and80°C,respectively (Meeussen(1995)).
We determined the viscosity of SF as function of shear rate and temperature using a Bohlin
VOR equipped with a 5° cone-plate geometry. SF behaved Newtonian. The temperature
dependency oftheviscosityofSFisshowninFigure2-1.Whendecreasingthetemperature from 60
°C to 5 °C, the viscosity increased by a factor 5. The viscosity is given by 7=exp(14.28+3.37-103/7)where Tis theabsolutetemperature.
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3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Nucleation
Nucleation is one of the most important steps in crystallization but also the one that is least
accessibletoexperiments.Nucleationistheformation ofordered domainsbybimolecularreactions.
When these ordered domains or embryos exceed a certain critical size, their Gibbs energy will
decrease on further addition ofmonomers and anucleus is formed. Anucleus can grow further and
form a crystal. We will use the classical nucleation theory (Volmer (1939)), although it is known
that itcontainsseveral errors(Lyklema (1991)).Themainerroristhatbyusing the classical theory,
a macroscopic model is applied to ordered domains that are very small. Furthermore, the classical
theoryusesGibbsenergychangesfromequilibriumthermodynamics asameasure for the activation
Gibbs energy which is a kinetic parameter. It would be better to use mechanico-statistical models
but in our case we are mainly interested in obtaining some characteristic parameters that can be
used to estimate nucleation rates in order to model crystallization kinetics. Therefore, the more
simpleclassicalnucleation theorymaybe sufficient.
The Gibbs energy change AG3D for formation of an embryo is determined by a positive
surface termAGsduetosurface tensionandanegativevolumetermAGV duetoenthalpy of fusion.
AG3D=AGS+AGV=Z a,'h+V- AGV

(3-1)

I

whereax isthe area of face i, y the surface Gibbs energy of face i, Vthevolume of the embryo and
AGV the change in Gibbs energy due to phase transition per unit volume. The critical size of an
embryo for formation ofanucleus canbe calculated bydifferentiating Equation 3-1 withrespect to
thedimension(s) ofthenucleus and finding themaximum AG*3D- Foraspherical nucleus,Equation
3-1 canbewrittenas:
AG3D=4n-r2-y +j7r-rK&Gv

(3-2)

Differentiating withrespect torand equating to0yields acritical sizer*for aspherical anda
cubicnucleusshaperespectively, of:
-2/ . „
sphere

AG
» f

'•

r

r

c bic
cubic
"

_-4y
* /-•

Incaseofacubicnucleus shapewith axesa,b andcon aorthogonal co-ordinate system, y is
an average surface Gibbs energy given by (fab-ftc-ftc)1'3 were ab, ac and be refer to the different
nucleus faces
Substituting r* and AGV =A///V where Visthemolarvolumeinacrystal latticeandA//the
chemical potential difference between the supersaturated and the saturated solution or melt, yields

\?~"
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the activation Gibbs energy AG*3D for the formation of a spherical nucleus as function of the
supersaturation:
2 ..i
AG,,

xr2

2

3-Afi

(3-4)
T„,-T
Motadon = RJ- ln>0

A

Ame„ = Affy •:

whereß isthesupersaturation ratiowhichgivestheratiobetweenthesolubilitiesofthe crystallizing
component at saturated and supersaturated conditions, Rg the gas constant, T the crystallization
temperature, vcthe molecular volume of a crystal, 7VavAvagadro's number, A/ft,, the enthalpy of
fusion of polymorph iand Tmj the melting temperature ofpolymorph i.The natural logarithm of ß
iscalledthe supersaturation. Thenumerical factor 16TT/3isthe shape factor for a spherical nucleus.
Assuming a cubic nucleus shape yields a shape factor 32 and a surface Gibbs energy which is an
averageofthe surface Gibbs energyofthethreedifferent faces.Figure3-1 gives aplot ofthe Gibbs
energychange asfunction oftheradiusofasphericalnucleus.
A

G (*b7)
10

Figure 3-1. GibbsenergychangeofthesurfacetermAGsandthevolumetermAGvon "growth"
ofasphericalorderedstructureassumingsomerealisticvaluesfor triglycerides.
\nß =4,vc =1.4-1a27m3, T= 298Kand y =3.8mJm"2.

The activation Gibbs energy and the critical nucleus size both decrease on increase of
supersaturation or decrease with temperature. The number of molecules /* in a nucleus of critical
sizefor aspherical andcubicgeometryisgivenby:
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i*=— respectively;

(a)

32x-y\2
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sphere

(b)

3.ÇkJ.]n^

(3-5)

64-fV
i*

=

cubic

—-—

(kj-hiß)3

( c\

y }

wherek\, isBoltzmann's constant.
The number of nuclei that are formed per unit volume and unit time is called the nucleation
rateJ andismostly expressed asanArrhenius-type ofequationusing AG*3D astheactivation Gibbs
energy.Besidesthebarrier for nucleation thereis alsoa"barrier" for transport ofthemolecule over
the liquid-solid interface. This barrier is often related to the delay that the viscosity causes on the
diffusion of acrystallizing molecule overthe liquid-solid interface. Forglass-forming systems, this
"barrier" canslow down thenucleation process dramatically due to very high viscosities.
Triglycerides do not show glass formation but there can be another "barrier" for nucleation: the
triglyceridehastobeintherightconformation before itcanbeincorporated inanucleus.Thisterm
canbecome important inthecaseof long-chain molecules.The lossofentropy ASon incorporation
in a nucleus is given by Afljy/Tmj. Theprobability that a fraction a of the molecule is in theright
conformation is given by exp(-a-AS/Äg). The above-discussed "barriers" should not be regarded as
separate"barriers"butasfactors thatdelaytheoccurrence ofanucleation event.
The collisions frequency in a system containing N molecules that can crystallize is given by
N-(kbJ/h)with h the Planck-constant, so that nucleation rate for homogeneous nucleation is given
by:
khT
J=N--±--exp
h

f

a-AS^
-AG*,D
R.g / •exp]v "•bKT

Factor a doesnot onlygivethe fraction ofthemoleculethat shouldbeintherightconformation for
incorporation inanucleus,butwillalsotakeintoaccount afactor likeviscosity.
Homogeneous nucleation is the type of nucleation in which no surface acts as catalyst: the
crystallizing molecules spontaneously form nuclei. Homogeneous nucleation conditionsare
normally onlyreached whenthesolutionormeltisdispersed into anumber ofdropletsthat exceeds
the number of catalytic impurities present in the system. For crystallization of dispersed tristearate
and tripalmitate, supercooling intheapolymorph upto26Kwasmeasured (Phipps (1964); Skoda
and van den Tempel (1963)). For emulsified milk fat, supercooling up to20 Kwas obtained

(3-6)
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(Walstra and van Beresteyn (1975));the extent of supercooling needed depended on the spread in
droplet composition.
In bulk fats, supercooling of only a few K is needed to induce crystallization. This is
explained by the presence of (solid) impurities of a size larger than the dimensions of a nucleus.
These impurities can act as a catalyst for nucleation by lowering the activation Gibbs energy for
formation of'a nucleus. Depending on the wetting of the solid surface by the nucleus, a smaller
liquid-crystal interface needs to be created. Figure 3-2 shows a geometrical consideration of the
heterogeneousnucleationprocess.
Liquid

Foreignsurface
Figure3-2. Geometricalprinciple of heterogeneous nucleation. Vectorsindicatethesurface free
energies:I=liquid;s =solid(foreign); c = crystalnucleus

Thevolume and surface areaofthenucleus depend onthe liquid solid contact angle 9.For 6
- 180°, no "wetting" of the foreign surface by the "crystal" occurs and the type of nucleation is
homogeneous. For 0=0° there is no barrier for nucleation and instantaneous phase separation
occurs.For intermediate values of 0, nucleation isheterogeneous and the free activation energy for
nucleation isgivenby(Zettlemoyer (1969)):
AG3D=ƒiß) •AG3Z),hom

with /(<9)=^(2+cos0)(l-cos6>) 2

Nucleation in bulk fats is often believed to be of an heterogeneous nature (Walstra et al. (1995)).
Particlesthat can act asacatalyst areprobablymicelles ofmonoglycerides, ordered emulsifiers and
wallsofcrystallization vessels.
Another type of nucleation is secondary nucleation. This is nucleation occurring due to the
presence of crystals of the crystallizing compound. Different types of secondary nucleation are
known: apparent, true and contact (Garside (1987)). On apparent secondary nucleation, small
fragments of crystals are washed of by flow of solute along the crystals and act as new nuclei. On
true secondary nucleation, embryos of sizes smaller than the critical nucleus size are introduced by

(3-7)
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thepresence ofcrystals.Theseembryosdisturbthesteady statedistribution ofordered domains and
can enhance nucleation. Contact secondary nucleation originates from collisions of crystals with
other crystals, walls of vessels, impellers and so on. The importance of the role of secondary
nucleation in fat crystallization has been stressed by Walstra (1975,1987,1995). Emulsified
triglyceride droplets, crystallized at conditions for homogeneous nucleation, showed hundreds of
crystals per droplet while only one or two crystals were expected (Walstra and van Beresteyn
(1975)).If emulsion droplets ofmixed paraffins had crystallized, only one ortwobig crystals were
observed (van Boekel (1980)). The strong secondary nucleation can probably be explained by the
existence of ordered transition layers between the crystal surface and the solution and should
depend on the type of molecule (paraffins vs. triglycerides). Walstra (1998) gave a hypothetical
explanation for secondary nucleation in fats which implies that clusters of partially oriented
triglyceride molecules diffuse away from a crystal face that grows via kinetic roughening. These
clusters may give rise to separate nuclei if the crystal growth rate is small enough to enable
considerablediffusion oftheclusters.

3.1.2 Nucleation kinetics
Theconcentration ofcatalytic impurities isimportant for modeling the crystallization kinetics
of bulk fats. To determine the effect of impurities on the crystallization kinetics, the crystallizing
phase has to be divided in such volumes that at most one catalytic impurity per droplet is present.
This can be achieved by emulsifying the fat phase. If the fat is divided over a number of droplets
that is very large compared to the number of catalytic impurities per volume, homogeneous
nucleationwillpredominate.
Nucleation rates in emulsified fats can be determined by measuring the volume fraction of
solid fat (0) as function of time (/)•Thereto, one has to assume that the average time needed for a
nucleation event is much longer than the time needed for the droplet to achieve complete
crystallization. Inthatcase,thevolumecrystallization rate isdetermined bythenucleation rate.The
crystallization rate will be proportional to the volume fraction of droplets that contains no crystals
(\-<fi) (Turnbull (1952), Turnbull and Fischer (1949), Turnbull and Cormia (I960)) and will
therefore decreasewithtime.
^ =* - ( l - 0
at

(3-8)

The reaction rate constant k can be written as a function of the nucleation rate J. For
homogeneous volumenucleation, therateconstantkvisproportional tothe droplet volumevaandis
givenby:
K

=J-vA
(3-9)
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If nucleation is catalyzed by impurities at the droplet surface, the rate constant ks is
proportional tothedroplet surfacea&.
ks=J-ad

(3-10)

Solving the differential equation leads to the following expression that gives the volume
fraction solidified dropletsasfunction oftime:
<f>= l-exp(-k-t)

(3-11)

Taking into account the droplet size distribution, this expression has to be summed over all
droplet sizes:
oo

$ = 1- U°d •exp(-*•t)M

(3-12)

where ifà isthe differential volume fraction ofdropletswith sizesbetween d andd+àd. In the case
ofhomogeneous volumenucleation or nucleation catalyzed by thehomogeneous droplet boundary,
theisothermalcrystallization ratecanbemodeledbyonlyonenucleation rateindependent ofd.Itis
assumed thatthedropletcomposition andthecomposition ofthedroplet surface areinvariant.
In case of heterogeneous nucleation, the crystallization volume contains impurities that
catalyze the nucleation process. This nucleation process can not be modeled by a single nucleation
rate because the number of impurities per droplet varies with diameter. Furthermore, there is a
distribution of the catalytic activity of the impurities. The nucleation rate decreases with time. At
the start of the heterogeneous nucleation process, the droplets containing the highest number of
catalytic impurities will crystallize. This maximum nucleation rate can probably be related to the
nucleation rates of bulk fats. As the crystallization process proceeds, smaller droplets will
crystallize because they contain fewer impurities. At the end of the crystallization process, the
volume fraction of solidified droplets will reach aplateau value $,,because some droplets are void
of impurities and therefore will not nucleate heterogeneously. If it is assumed that the catalytic
impurities are distributed at random over the volume, the maximum achievable volume fraction of
soliddropletscanberelated tothenumber ofimpuritiespervolumeby:
^ m =l-exp(-v d -iV i m p )
where 7Vjmp is the number density of catalytic impurities which is strongly dependent on
temperature.

(3-13)
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Walstra and van Beresteyn (1975) showed that the nucleation rate can approximately be
written as function of the initial, i.e.maximum nucleation rateJoand the volume fraction of solid
dropletsbyalinearrelation:

(3-14)
1--^
0m/
Combining Equations 3-8, 3-9, 3-13 and 3-14 and solving the differential equation yields the
volumefraction ofdropletscontainingcrystalsinthecaseofheterogeneousnucleation asa function
oftime:
J =J0

1-exp -Jo-Vi-t

0m-l

v

1 !
1

f
exp

(3-15)
-Jo'Vi-t-

whichisapproximatedby:

'

=

'--1x°/'Vd'',

(3

Fitting crystallization curves of emulsified triglycerides to a heterogeneous nucleation model
requires the fit parametersJoandiVimp while using ahomogeneous nucleation model requires only
onenucleationrateasafit parameter.

3.1.3 Ultrasound velocity measurements
Severaltechniques likedilatometry, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),pulsed wide-line
nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry (p-NMR) andrecently ultrasound velocity measurements
are available to determine the crystallization kinetics of fats. All the techniques use the change of
oneormorephysicalproperties oncrystallization. Dilatometry wasusedwith success inthepast.It
uses the difference in specific volume of the liquid and the crystalline phase. DSC detects the
change in enthalpy oncrystallization which ismeasured as aheat flux. For slow thermal processes
theheatflux isoften toolowtobedeterminedvery accurately.
Nowadays, p-NMR is the most widely used technique to determine the amount of solid fat.
This technique is based on the large difference in relaxation time between protons in a solid and a
liquid environment. By measuring the signal directly after the pulse, which is proportional to the
total amount ofprotons,andafter such atimethat onlythe solidprotons have relaxed, it is possible
tocalculatethe amount of solid fat (vanBoekel (1980);van Putte and van den Enden (1974)). The
amount of solid fat in emulsified fats can be determined by measuring only the signal after

"16)
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relaxation of the solidprotons, and calculating the amount of liquid oil from the specific signals of
the continuous water phase and the liquid oil phase (van Boekel (1980)). The advantage of using
onlytheliquid signal, isthattheresultsdonotdepend onthepolymorphic modification ofthe solid
phase.
Ultrasound velocity measurement is apromising technique that is recently introduced for the
determination of solid fat contents (Povey (1995)).The technique is rather simple: a low intensity,
high frequency sound wave pulse is emitted through a sample and the time is measured that is
needed for thepulse totravel twice the distance through the sample from which the velocity ofthe
ultrasound in the sample, v, is calculated. The sound wave is a longitudinal wave: the propagation
direction is the same as the vibration direction. The sound wave causes local compression and
extension inthematerial.
Az
inrest

Az-Ax
•> v

sound

wave
Figure 3-3. Localcompression andelongation duetoacompressionalsoundwave
Suppose that a material segment of length Az, cross-sectional area a and compression
modulusKiscompressedbyaforceF toalengthAz-Ax.Thestraininthis segment isthengivenby
Ax/Az(Figure3-3).Thestressisgivenby:

a

Az

(3-17)

The excess force AFthat causes an infinitely thin segment of material to accelerate is given
by:

AF =

a-K-\^\-Az

This force is given by the product of mass (p-a-Az)and acceleration (âfx/di1) so that the
acceleration canbewrittenas:

(3-18)
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dt2

K (d2x
p àz'

(3-19)

wherep isthedensityofthematerial.Thevelocityofsoundvisthengivenby:

&

l

W

v=—= —=-j=
dt \ p
JK-p

mat
(3-20)

where Kis the adiabatic compressibility which equals the reciprocal of the compression modulus.
These equations are valid for systems in which no loss of intensity of the primary sound wave
occurs. In a mixture of i components (phases), the ultrasound velocity is a function of the volume
averageofthedensityandthe compressibility:
l

v= ,

(3-21)

^ZW-*i)-ZW-A)
wherefaisthevolumefraction ofphase/component i.Itisnotnecessary todetermine Kandp atthe
experimental conditions tocalculate thevolume fractions from theultrasound velocity. The volume
fraction can be calculated from the velocities of the individual components. In the case of
emulsified fats, the volume fraction solidified droplets can be calculated if the ultrasound velocity
in an emulsion with completely liquid droplets (vi) and completely solid droplets (vs) is known at
comparable temperature. The volume fraction solids 0 can be calculated by the Urick-equation
(Povey(1995)):

J 1_
J

1

..2

..2

h

(3-22)
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where fa isthevolumefraction ofcrystallizing component inthedispersedphase.
An advantage of using the solid and liquid velocities of the dispersed system is that no
correction has tobe made for scatteringby the dispersed particles. Multiple scattering increases the
travelling length of the sound wave pulse and therefore causes an underestimation of the actual
ultrasoundvelocity.Duetomultiple scatteringbroadening oftheprimarypulseoccursalso.
Application of the ultrasound velocity measurement to determine the crystallization kinetics
of(emulsified) fats isonlyuseful for fats with narrowmelting ranges and very simple polymorphic
behaviour. Polymorphic transitions and recrystallization will lead to more densely packed crystals
andtherefore smallercompressibilities,resultinginahigherultrasound velocity.
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3.2 Materialsandmethods
3.2.1 Materials
A description ofthephysical properties andthe triglyceride composition of themodel system
isgiven inchapter2ofthisthesis.

3.2.2 Preparation ofemulsions
The aqueousphase oftheemulsions consisted of2 %(w/w) freeze-dried sodium caseinate in
0.005 M sodium chloride (pH = 6.9), or 1 % Tween20. Sodium caseinate was chosen as an
emulsifier because it gives athick layer around the droplet to achieve maximum protection against
partial coalescence.The SFwas added tothe aqueousphase atroom temperature. The HPwasfirst
melted at 80 °C and then added to the unhealed aqueous phase. Every emulsion contained 20 %
(w/w)dispersedphase.ThepercentageHPinthedispersedphasewasvaried.
Prior to (pre)emulsiiication, the mixture was heated to 75 °C to be sure that all HP had
melted. A pre-emulsion was made by mixing in a Waring Blendor or an Ultra Turrax for 15
seconds. This pre-emulsion was emulsified with a high-pressure homogenizer (Foss Electric,
ShieldsorRanny).Priortohomogenization, thehomogenizerwasrinsedwith water of 75CCfor 15
minutes to thermostat the homogenizer. This avoided crystallization of HP in the homogenizer.
Before using the emulsion, itwasheated to 75 °Cfor 15minutes tomelt theHP andto destroy any
crystal memory.
The particle size distribution of the emulsions was determined using a Coulter Counter or a
Malvern Master Sizer. From this distribution some characteristic droplet size (<4b)and the relative
standard deviation of the droplet size distribution (Cx) were calculated using the following
equationsinwhichn\isthenumberofdropletswithdiameterd\.

with Sx=Y,nrdf

d*=\^
b'

i

(3-23)

J

x+1

Theresultsarecompiled inTable 3-1.
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Table3-1. Characteristicparameters calculatedfrom the dropletsize distribution ofemulsified
HP/SFmixtureswithafat contentof20%(w/w)
HP/SF
(%)
100
100
25
25
25
10
10
10
0

continuousphase
caseinate
caseinate
caseinate
caseinate
caseinate
caseinate
caseinate
Tween20
caseinate

homogenizer and
numberofpasses
Shields;1
Foss;8
Ranny5bar;6
Ranny 10bar;6
Ranny20bar;6
Shields;2
Shields;6
Shields;6
Shields;2

ß?32

c2

(um)

(um)

0.54
1.13
2.93
1.96
1.13
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.47

0.68
0.40
0.44
0.45
0.56
0.51
0.50
0.53

3.2.3 PulsedNMR
The p-NMR used was a Bruker-minispec P20i which operates at a frequency of 20 MHz.
NMR tubes were filled with a known weight of emulsion (about 0.8 g.). For determination of the
amount of solid fat, only the liquid signals were measured. The solid fat content of a crystallizing
emulsion can be determined by measuring the liquid signal of the emulsion (Sem), the liquid signal
of acompletely solidified emulsion (Ssoi)andthe liquid signal ofanon-solidified emulsion (Shq)by
usingthenext equation:

Sm-S,

liq

" sol ~ "^liq

Prior to isothermal crystallization experiments, a cooling-heating scan was performed to
determinethetemperature atwhichcrystallization started.

3.2.4 DSC
Experiments were carried out using a Perkin Elmer DSC-7. Emulsions had crystallized by
cooling the emulsion from 80 °C to 5 °C at a rate of 2 K-min"1. After keeping a sample for 2
minutesat5°C,itwasheatedatarate2K-min"1todeterminethemelting endotherm.

(3-24)
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3.2.5 Ultrasound velocity measurement
Theultrasound cellwasfilledwith 75ml emulsion and placed inawaterbath for temperature
control. The time for the sound pulse to travel twice the diameter of the cell was measured by the
ultrasonic velocity meter (UVM1, Cygnus Instruments). Temperature, velocity and time were online transmitted to a spreadsheet. Every minute, average readings of the velocity and of the
temperature were made. The timing accuracy was 0.01 |is in the range of 10-200 us. The velocity
could be measured with an accuracy of 0.1 ms"1. The temperature precision was 0.01 K and the
temperature accuracy insidethecellwas0.05 K.
The ultrasonic transmitter and receiver consisted of lead zirconium titanate ceramic crystals
and operated at a frequency of 2.25 MHz. At a typical velocity of 1500 m-s"1 the wavelength of
sound is about 0.7 mm so that the wavelength is much larger than the emulsion droplet diameter.
Figure3-4 givesaschematicrepresentation oftheUVM1andtheauxiliary equipment.
The emulsion inside the cell was continuously stirred using a magnetic stirrer (300 rpm).
Temperature cycling was programmed using a Grant PZ1 temperature programmer. Prior to
isothermal crystallization experiments, a cooling-heating scan was made to determine at what
temperature the emulsion started to crystallize. This temperature scan was also used to determine
thedependency ofthesolid andliquidvelocities oftheemulsionsontemperature.

temperature sensor
ultrasound
emitter/receiver
magneticflea
UVM1

submersible stirrer

PC

Figure3-4. Schematicrepresentation oftheultrasoundvelocitymeasurementset-up.

3.3 Resultsanddiscussion
3.3.1 PulsedNMR
Figure 3-5 shows thecooling-heating curves of emulsions with various fractions ofHP in SF
homogenized with the Foss-Electric homogenizer (É?32 =1.1 um) by measuring the liquid NMR
signal.
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Figure3-5. Liquid signalsasdeterminedby p-NMR on coolingandheatingofemulsifiedHP/SF.
The arrows indicate the direction of temperaturechange. Thepercentages near the
graphs indicate the amount of HP in the dispersedphase. Tc and Tm indicate the
temperaturesatwhichcrystallization andmeltingoccursfor emulsified100% HP.

Theliquid signals for thevarious fractions HP are shifted along the Y-axis tomakethe graph
more clear. The graph is explained by means of the measurement on the 100 % HP emulsion. On
cooling from 50 °C the liquid signal increased due to the influence of temperature on the liquid
signals of the water phase and the liquid HP. At a temperature of about 35 °C the liquid signal
suddenly decreased due tothe crystallization of HP. At a temperature of 32 °C, crystallization was
completed and the liquid signal increased on further cooling. Heating the crystallized emulsion
showedthatthemeltingprocessstarted atabout56-57°Candwascompleted around 60°C.
The decrease of the liquid signal on complete crystallization of emulsified HP at a volume
fraction of the dispersed phase of 0.20 was by about 6.5 units. The accuracy at which the signal
couldbedetermined was 0.1, whichwouldresult inan error inthe fraction of solidified droplets of
1.5 %. Increasing the volumefractionof the dispersed phase could reduce the error but this could
lead to déstabilisationof the emulsion. If the dispersed phase consisted of 10%HP/SF,the error in
the percentage solidified droplets was about 15 %. This is far too much to use this method for a
quantitative description ofthecrystallizationprocess.
The supercooling needed toinitiatecrystallization inthevarious dispersions willbe discussed
later.
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3.3.2 DSC
The emulsions were prepared at various homogenisation pressures to vary the droplet size
distribution. Table 3-1 shows that the average droplet size decreased with increasing
homogenisation pressure. Figure 3-6 shows the cooling curves of emulsified 25 % HP/SF as
measured with DSC. The cooling curve of the emulsion homogenised at 20 bar is not shown but
yielded thesamepeaktemperature astheemulsionhomogenised at 10bar.
The clear point of a 25 % HP/SF dispersion as calculated from the melting temperature and
enthalpyoffusion oftheHP(Table2-3) assumingidealsolutionbehaviour,was about 50°Cfor the
ß' polymorph and about 31 °C for the a polymorph. Theemulsions that wereprepared atpressures
of 10and 20 bar could be supercooled by about 14K in the a polymorph, independent of droplet
size (results 20 bar not shown in Figure 3-6). This independence suggests that crystallization in
these droplets was induced by homogeneous nucleation, although the supercooling relative to the
bulkmelting temperature wasnot veryhigh.The emulsionthatwashomogenised atapressure of5
bar showed crystallization over a broad temperature range but it was most extensive at 31 °C,
roughlythea clearpoint, and lessextensive at about 15°C.Themajor crystallization at 31 °Cisat
a temperature at which the bulk fat with the same composition starts to crystallize in the a
polymorph. It is not likely that an increase of the average droplet size from 1.9 um (10bar) to 2.9
Urn(5bar)resultsinanincrease oftheonset crystallization temperature from 16°Cto 31°Cdueto
a higher number of impurities per droplet. It is more likely that the emulsion, homogenized at a
pressure of 5bar, was partially destabilized and therefore behaves more or less like bulk fat since
theemulsionswerestored atrefrigerator temperature.
Itwas notpossible to dovery accurate isothermal crystallization experiments using DSC due
to the differential nature of the method: for slow crystallization rates, the heat flux was too low to
heatflux

exo

20

30
7-(°C)

Figure3-6. Cooling DSC-scans of emulsified 25 % HP/SF (volume fraction = 0.20). The
emulsions were homogenised with a Ranny homogeniser at different pressures
(indicatedinbar)tocreateemulsions withdifferentdropletsizedistributions
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allow accurate determinations. Moreover the time needed for stabilisation of the base line after
bringingthesampletotheisothermaltemperaturewastoolong.

3.3.3 Ultrasoundvelocity measurement
3.3.3.1 Coolingheatingcycles
Figure 3-7a shows that the ultrasound velocity of the continuous phase increased with
increasing temperature but the rate of increase decreased with increasing temperature. The
ultrasound velocity of sunflower oil decreased almost linearly with increasing temperature. Figure
3-7b shows that the ultrasound velocity of emulsified sunflower oil as a function of temperature
showed an maximum value. The temperature at which the maximum velocity occurred, increased
withdecreasingvolumefractionofthedispersedphase.Thecurvefitted athirddegreepolynomial.
v(ms"1)
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0
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Figure3-7. Ultrasoundvelocitiesasfunction of temperaturefor (a)pure sunflower oil and 2%
sodium caseinatein waterand (b)the measuredand velocities calculatedaccording
toequation3-21for asunfloweroilemulsion (<^{= 0.20)
The theoretical ultrasound velocity-temperature curve was calculated by using the velocities
of the water phase and the oil phase in the non-emulsified state and substituting the velocities in
Equation 3-21. The theoretical velocity is higher than the measured velocity in the whole
temperature range. The difference is about constant and the maximum occurs at the same
temperature. This suggests that the difference is caused only by scattering of the sound waves by
the dispersed particles. Scattering results in a longer travelling length of the sound wave and
therefore anunderestimation of the velocity. Due to scattering also the shape of the reflected pulse
waschanged.
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Figure 3-8. Ultrasound velocity of emulsified HP as function of temperature on subsequent
cooling(dottedline)andheating(solidline).
Figure 3-8 showsthecooling (from 80 °Cto20 °C)andheating curve (from 20 °Cto 80°C)
of an emulsified HP dispersion as measured with ultrasound velocity measurements. On cooling,
theultrasound velocity initially followed athirddegreepolynomial like incase ofthe sunflower oil
emulsion. At 35 °C the ultrasound velocity started to increase steeply with decreasing temperature
from 1480 ms"1 to about 1550 ms"1 at 30.5 °C due to crystallization of the HP. Crystallization of
theHPwould result in anincrease indensity and adecrease incompressibility. The increase of the
velocity on crystallization shows that the relative change in compressibility is stronger than the
relativechangeindensity.Onfurther cooling after crystallization, thevelocitydecreased againwith
decreasing temperature. On heating after cooling the velocity initially followed the cooling line
indicating that the emulsion was not destabilized at this stage. At temperatures above the
crystallization temperature, the velocity also followed a cubic curve like the sunflower in water
emulsion indicating that no melting process occurred. Around 48 °C the velocity increased over a
temperature interval of about 7 °C. At 52 °C the velocity suddenly dropped asthe melting process
started. Theincreaseofthevelocitycouldhavebeencausedbyapolymorphic transitionfroma toa
mixture of mainly ßand some ß' because a more stable polymorph will have a lower
compressibility. Forapolymorphic transition, onewould expectthevelocityto stayhighon further
heating and not to decrease suddenly since the compressibility decreases due to denser crystal
packing.Between 55and 59°Cthevelocitydecreased strongly, duetomelting ofthecrystals.This
melting temperature agrees well with the melting temperatures of the ß' polymorph or the
ßpolymorph of HP. After the HP had completely melted (T > 59 °C), the heating curve initially
followed thecooling curvebut soon deviatedfromthe cooling curve.This deviation was caused by
coalescence of the emulsion droplets, resulting in creaming of oil droplets; The emulsion was not
homogeneous anymore and the measured velocity does not correspond with the initial emulsion.
Sincedéstabilisationoftheemulsiononly occurred after meltingofthecrystallized emulsion during
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high shear and not during cooling, it is unlikely that déstabilisationwould occur during isothermal
crystallization.
Thecrystallization andmeltingtemperatures agreedwellwiththetemperatures determined by
p-NMRmeasurements (Figure3-5).The figure also seemstoshow astronger decrease oftheliquid
signal at a temperature of about 48 °C,which could be indicative for a transition to a more stable
polymorph.
The increase ofthe sound velocity oncrystallization of a20 % emulsion was about 70m-s"1.
When the accuracy of the velocity is 0.1 m-s"1, this means that the amount of solid fat can be
determined with an accuracy of 0.3 %. This is much better than the accuracy of 1.5 % that was
reachedbythep-NMR method
Figure 3-9 shows a cooling-heating cycle of a 20 % emulsion of which the dispersed phase
consisted of 10 % HP/SF. The general form of the curve is comparable to that of the 100 % HP
emulsion. Crystallization occurred atamuch lowertemperature. Instead of showing an increase in
velocity oncrystallization, only asomewhat smaller decrease invelocity on cooling was seen. This
can be explained by the higher negative value ofthetemperature coefficient of the velocity due to
thepresenceofsunflower oil.
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Figure3-9. Ultrasoundvelocityofemulsified10% HP/SFusingsodiumcaseinateasemulsifieras
afunction oftemperatureonsubsequentcoolingandheating.
The heating curve initially followed the cooling curve, indicating that all the HP had
crystallized over anarrow temperature range. Themelting process started around a temperature of
35 °C.After melting was complete,the velocitywasthe same as for the cooling curve. This shows
that no significant coalescence had occurred. After the first cooling-heating cycle, a second one
was performed. This curve perfectly matched the first cooling-heating curve. The heating curve
showednoindication for apolymorphic transition from a to ßorß'.Weshowedthatthetime scales
ofthistransition in 10%HP/SF dispersionswere30minutes and 3minutes attemperatures of 5°C
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and 15 °C, respectively (Kloek (1998), chapter 4). Taking into account these time scales, the
polymorphic transition was expected to occur at a temperature of about 14 °C. The increase in
velocityduetoapolymorphic transitionwaspossiblytoosmalltobenoticed.
The supercooling needed for crystallization of emulsified 10 % HP/SF was 13 °C for the a
polymorph and 34 °Cfor the ß'polymorph. These supercoolings werehigher than the supercooling
for emulsified 100 % HP which were 7 °C and 22 °C for the a and ß' polymorph, respectively. If
nucleation isheterogeneous,thiswouldmeanthattheHPcontainedmostoftheimpurities.
Emulsified 10%HP/SFwith Tween20astheemulsifier gaveavelocity-temperature curveof
the same shape(Figure 3-10).Crystallization started at 13°C,whichis 3°Chigherthan for sodium
caseinate asthe emulsifier. Thehydrophobic lauryl chain of Tween 20possibly induces structuring
of the triglycerides molecules near the droplet boundary so that a smaller activation Gibbs energy
would be needed for nucleation and therefore crystallization temperature will be higher. The
melting process started at the sametemperature as for the sodium caseinate stabilised 10% HP/SF
emulsion. The emulsion also appeared to be stable against (partial) coalescence, despite a less
protective emulsifier. Repeated temperature cycles with the same emulsion gave velocitytemperaturecurvesthatperfectly matchedthecurveobtained atthefirst cycle.
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Figure 3-10. Ultrasoundvelocity of emulsified10 %HP/SF using Tween20 as the emulsifier as
function oftemperatureonsubsequentcoolingandheating.

3.3.3.2 Isothermalcrystallization
Isothermal crystallization experiments were carried out onHP emulsions attemperatures that
were selected onbasisofthecooling-heating cycles.The sound velocities indispersions containing
completely solidorcompletely liquiddropletsasafunction oftemperatureweredescribedbycurvilinear regression. The volume fraction of solidified droplets was calculated by the Urick-equation
(Equation 3-22).
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After introduction of the emulsion in the ultrasound cell, it took about 4-5 minutes for the
temperature to reach its final value. During this time crystallization should not occur. At high
supercoolings, a little crystallization sometimes occurred before the final temperature was reached.
This will have some effect on the results at the beginning of the crystallization process but it will
not affect the crystallization curve after, say, 10 minutes. In calculating the fraction of solidified
dropletsfromtheliquid-and solidvelocities,theactualtemperatureswereused.
Figure 3-11 shows that the (initial) crystallization rate of emulsified HP increases with
decreasing temperature. After 90 minutes the fraction of solidified droplets was almost constant.
The fraction solidified droplets increased with decreasing crystallization temperature. This can be
explained by heterogeneous nucleation: at lower temperatures the fraction of droplets void of
catalytic impurities was smaller so the fraction of droplets that had not crystallized would also be
smaller. If nucleation would be homogeneous, crystallization would proceed until all droplets had
crystallized.
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Figure3-11. The volumefraction of solidified dropletson isothermalcrystallizationofemulsified
HPwithsodiumcasemateasemulsifier. Temperaturesareindicated(°C).
The crystallization curves were fitted to homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation models
taking into account the droplet size distribution (Figure 3-12). The experimental crystallization
curveswere fitted bestby aheterogeneous nucleationmodel althoughit shouldberemembered that
the heterogeneous model contains two fit parameters (the maximum nucleation rate Jo and the
number density of impurities Mmp) while the homogeneous nucleation model has only one fit
parameter (the nucleation rate).The initial crystallization rate is somewhat overestimated what can
beexplainedbythatthetemperaturehadnotreached itsfinalvalueinthefirstfewminutes.
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Figure 3-12.Fitted isothermal crystallization curves (solid lines) of emulsified HP using (a) a
homogeneous volume nucleation model and (b) a heterogeneous nucleation model.
Themarkerscorrespondtothemarkers inFigure3-11.
According to equations 3-4, 3-6 and 3-7, it is possible to extract the surface Gibbs energy y
for (heterogeneous) nucleation from the slope of aplot of InJoagainst a supercooling term. Figure
3-13a showsanexcellent linearrelationbetween InJoandthesupercooling term.Theobtained slope
corresponds to a value for the surface Gibbs energy for a nucleus of 2.6 mJ-m"2. However, as the
type of nucleation is heterogeneous, the liquid solid contact angle factorfi^O)is smaller than 1and
therefore thesurface Gibbsenergy fornucleationwouldbehigherthan2.6mJ-m"2.
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Figure3-13.Fitted maximum nucleation rateJoasfunction of an supercooling term (a) and the
number density of catalytic impurities A/impversus temperature (b) obtained from
crystallization kinetics of emulsified HP using sodium caseinate as the emulsifier.
Nucleationisassumedtooccurinthe apolymorph.
According to Walstra and van Beresteyn (1975), the number density of catalytic impurities
increases with decreasing temperature, often following the empirical relation logA7^ = A-BT.
Figure 3-13b shows a negative correlation between the number of impurities and temperature.
Coefficient B expressesthetemperature sensitivity ofthenumberdensityofcatalytic impurities and
isabout 1inthetemperaturerangeof34-35 °C:thismeans anincrease ofA ^ by afactor 10for a
decreaseintemperatureby 1 K.Thisvalueisveryhigh.Walstra andvanBeresteyn determinedBto
be 0.16 for emulsified milk fat. At lower temperatures the logarithm of A^jmp increases more than
linear with decreasingtemperature. This canbe due to the high values ofA 7 ^ , so that the term 1exp(-Vd-A'jnip)(Equation 3-13)becomesinsensitiveto N^.
Inorder to determine under which conditions homogeneous nucleation occurs, it is necessary
to decrease the number of impurities per droplet. This canbe achieved by dispersing the fat phase
into smaller droplets or by diluting the hardened palm oil with sunflower oil. Since it was not
possible to homogenize at various pressures, the HP was diluted 10times with sunflower oil. An
additional advantage isthat the composition ofthefat phase is closeto that ofthedispersions used
for the rheological and bulk crystallization studies. A disadvantage is that a whole new range of
triglycerides containing unsaturated fatty acids is introduced and that the temperature at which
crystallization startswillbemuchlower.
Figure 3-14 shows the isothermal crystallization curves of emulsified 10%HP/SF stabilized
with sodium caseinate. They are described well by assuming homogeneous nucleation. It was not
possible todistinguishbetween volumeor surface nucleation. Fitting the crystallization curvesby a
heterogeneousmodel showedsignificant poorer fits for alltemperatures.
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Figure3-14.Thevolumefraction ofdropletscontainingsolidfat during isothermal crystallization
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Figure3-15.Fitted nucleationratesassuminghomogeneous nucleationof emulsified10 %HP/SF
stabilisedwithsodiumcaseinateasfunction ofasupercoolingterm.

Aplot of InJagainst a supercooling term again yields a straight line (Figure 3-15). The slope
corresponds to a surface Gibbs energy for a nucleus of 4.1 mJ.m"2 and the intercept yields a preexponential term of 1.9-1021m"3.s"'.The surface Gibbs energy is significantly higher than the value
obtained from themaximumheterogeneousnucleation rates for emulsified HP.
On diluting the solid phase 10 times with sunflower oil, the nucleation type apparently
changes from heterogeneous to homogeneous if it is assumed that the nucleation of emulsified HP
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is of a heterogeneous nature. There are two possible explanations for the change. First, the HP is
diluted sothattheconcentrationofthecatalytic impurities isdecreasedby afactor 10.The decrease
ofthisnumber can evenbe muchhigher ifmicelles ofmonoglycerides are the catalytic impurities,
since itispossible that the critical micelconcentration isnotreached. Second, the solubility ofthe
HP and the impurities inthe sunflower oil is influenced by the addition of triglycerides containing
manyunsaturated fattyacids.
It was shown earlier that the presence of Tween 20, a molecule containing a lauryl chain,
increased the onset crystallization temperature of emulsified 10 % HP/SF by about 3 K. This was
explainedby structuring ofthetriglyceridesnearthedropletboundary, although oneshouldkeep in
mindthatTween20contains aratherbulkyhydrophilic groupthathinders aclosepacking oflauryl
chains in the fat phase. Another reason for the higher onset crystallization temperature can be the
lower activity coefficient of triglycerides close to the droplet boundary due to the presence of the
lauryl chains.The lower activity coefficient reduces the solubility near the droplet boundary. If the
adsorption layer consist ofpure Tween 20, it is expected that the whole droplet boundary acts asa
catalytic impurity and therefore the nucleation kinetics should be modeled by a homogeneous
modelwithaloweffective surface energy.
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Figure3-16. The volume fraction of droplets containingsolidfat on isothermalcrystallization of
emulsified 10 % HP/SF using Tween 20 as the emulsifier at various temperatures
(indicatedin °C). Thesolid linesarefits assumingheterogeneous nucleationand the
dottedlinesarefitsassuminghomogeneousnucleation.

Figure 3-16 shows that thenucleation kinetics of Tween 20stabilized dispersed 10% HP/SF
are best described by a heterogeneous nucleation model. The surface fit is slightly better than the
volume fit (results not shown). A possible explanation is that not the whole droplet boundary is
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catalytic, but only some areas at the droplet boundary to which impurities from Tween 20 are
adsorbed. Figure 3-17a shows that there is a roughly linear relation between ln/o and the
supercooling term.Thenumberofimpuritiesperunit surface areawouldbe about 1012perm"2and
decreases slightly with increasing temperature as can be seen from Figure 3-17b. Assuming an
averageparticle diameter of 0.38 um yields about 0.5 catalytic impurity per droplet forNimp= 1012
m
Figure 3-17 shows that the fits are poorer compared to the fit of In/versus the supercooling
term of 10 % HP/SF dispersions stabilised with sodium caseinate (Figures 3-14 and 3-15).
Especiallythe fit parameters obtained atatemperature of 12.77(i.e.asupercooling term of 3.0110"
5
K"3)seemtodeviatefromthefitparametersobtained atothertemperatures.
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Figure3-17.Fitted maximum surface nucleation rate Jo (a) and number density of catalytic
impuritiesN^ (b) asfunction of a supercoolingterm and temperature,asobtained
from crystallization kineticsof emulsified10 %HP/SF using Tween20 asemulsifier.
Thesupercooling term is calculatedby assuming that nucleation occurred in the a
polymorph.

3.3.4 Discussion offit parameters andsupercooling
Table 3-2 gives a compilation of the supercooling needed to initiate crystallization in
emulsified HP/SF mixtures and the type of nucleation that was derived from the crystallization
kinetics fortheexperimentsdescribed inthischapter.
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Onsetcrystallizationtemperaturerc.0nset andsupercoolingAT
emulsified HP/SF dispersions with various average particle
differenttechniquesandthetypeofnucleation derivedfrom the
%HP
100
50
25
25
100
10
10

technique
NMR
NMR
NMR
DSC
Ultrasound
Ultrasound
Ultrasound

emulsifier
caseinate
caseinate
caseinate
caseinate
caseinate
caseinate
Tween20

dn
(urn)
1.13
1.12
1.13
1.13
0.54
0.39
0.38

-*c-onset

A-*a

(°C)
35
27
19
19
35
10
13

(K)
7
9
12
12
7
14
11

in the apolymorph of
sizes determined with
crystallization kinetics
nucleationtype
fromkinetics
heterogeneous
homogeneous
heterogeneous

The supercooling in the a polymorph needed to initiate crystallization of emulsified HP is
about 7 K. This low supercooling suggests that crystallization is initiated by heterogeneous
nucleation as for homogeneous nucleation ofpurified fats supercooling up to 26K is reported. The
type ofnucleation that was derivedfromthe crystallization kinetics of emulsified HP was also of a
heterogeneous nature. However, the supercooling of emulsified HP is independent of the average
droplet size as follows from the crystallization temperatures from NMR and Ultrasound
experiments. This suggests that the nucleation of emulsified HP is not catalyzed by impurities and
thus is homogeneous because the reduction of the number density of impurities per droplet by a
factor (1.13/0.54)3=9.2didnot leadtoaloweronsetcrystallization temperature.
IftheHP isdilutedwith sunflower oilthemaximum supercooling increases from 7K for 100
% HP to 14 K for 10 % HP/SF. A more relevant term to indicate the supercooling is the
supersaturation since this is the driving force for crystallization. The supersaturation needed to
initiate crystallization canbe calculated from Equation 3-4 and yields values ranging from 0.83 for
100%HPto 1.90 for 10%HP/SF.Thecrystallization kinetics of emulsified 10%HP/SF could be
described by only one nucleation rate for all droplet sizes and therefore nucleation seems to be
homogeneous. Ontheotherhand, the supercooling needed relative to the bulk melting temperature
ofthea polymorph isonly 14Kandsuggestsheterogeneous nucleation.
Apossible explanation for thisconfusing resultcanbethetriglyceridecomposition oftheHP.
It consists of a fairly wide range of triglycerides each having their own melting enthalpy and
melting temperature. Triglycerides containing short fatty acids will have a lower melting enthalpy
and melting temperature thenthose containing long fatty acids.Thesolubility oftriglycerides inoil
depends on the melting enthalpy and melting temperature and decreases with decreasing
temperature. Whether a triglyceride or a group of triglycerides is supersaturated depends on both
solubility and the amount of those triglycerides present. Triglycerides that contain long chain fatty
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acids (C20, C22) are only present at very small fractions and would not be supersaturated at
conditions at which bulk crystallization occurs: bulk crystallization will be initiated by
heterogeneous nucleation of triglycerides containing shorter fatty acids (CI6, CI8). In case of
emulsified 10 % HP/SF, crystallization occurs at much lower temperatures, at which (groups of)
triglycerides containing long chain fatty acids, present at small amounts, would be supersaturated.
About 3 % of the triglycerides in HP consist of fatty acid residues with lengths of 18 and 20 Catoms. Suppose this group has amelting enthalpy and melting temperature in the a polymorph of
125 kJ-mol"1 and 62.9 °C respectively. These values are the average of the values for tristearate
(CI8) and trieiconate (C20). The mole fraction soluble HP in SF (XHP) as function of temperature
canbecalculated using theHildebrand equationwhich assumesidealmixing behaviour (Hannewijk
(1964),Wesdorp(1990)):
AH(i
ln(*Hp) = '

R

s

1

1N

(3-25)

V *mj

where Tm is the melting temperature of the HP. Dispersed 10 % HP/SF with sodium caseinate as
emulsifier started tocrystallize atatemperature ofabout 10°C.Atthistemperature the solubility of
triglycerides containing C18 and C20 fatty acids is about 0.02 % in the a polymorph. A 10 %
HP/SF mixture contains 10% •3 % = 0.3 % of these triglycerides so that they are supersaturated
considerably. The supersaturation (ln/7) of the triglycerides containing long chain fatty acids is
about2.7,whilethesupersaturation calculatedfromthebulkproperties isabout 1.9. Whether using
the bulk properties or using the properties of triglycerides containing long chain fatty acids, a
supercooling of 14 K is calculated, although there is a considerable difference in supersaturation.
This implies that the degree of supercooling would not be a good criterion to decide whether
nucleation is homogeneous or heterogeneous. A better criterion would be the supersaturation, but
thisparameterisdifficult todefine inmixturesthatcontainawidedistribution oftriglycerides.
Can we now explain why the crystallization kinetics of emulsified HP fits a heterogeneous
nucleation model, whereas the supercooling or supersaturation needed to achieve crystallization is
independent of averageparticle size? Whenfittingthecrystallization curves of emulsified HPwith
a heterogeneous nucleation model, it is assumed that the nucleation rate decreases in time because
the sizeofthedropletsthat crystallize,decreasesintimeand therefore thenumber of impurities per
droplet also decrease in time. However, if the catalytic impurities are formed by a group of
triglycerides that ispresent atsmall amountsbut aresupersaturated most,thenumberof triglyceride
molecules per droplet and their molecular collision frequency can be the limiting factor for
nucleation to occur. In thatcasenucleation wouldbecatalyzedby groupsof triglyceride molecules
that are present in such small amounts that the kinetics are modeled best by a heterogeneous
nucleationmechanism whileinrealitythenucleationtypeishomogeneous inbeingcatalyzedbythe
triglycerides themselves. The reason that the crystallization temperature doesnot strongly decrease
with decreasing particle size can be due to the narrow triglyceride composition. If the number of
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molecules of a certain group of triglycerides per droplet becomes too small for the occurrence of
nucleation insmaller droplets,only little further coolingisneededto increase thenucleation rateby
the same factor as by which the droplet volume is reduced since the activation Gibbs energy for
nucleation formation isstronglytemperaturedependent.Furthermorethenumberofmolecules (Afin
Equation 3-6) that canparticipate in forming acatalytic unit will increase with a small decrease in
temperature.
Performing calculations on the extent of supersaturation of certain groups of triglycerides at
relevant temperatureswould bevery difficult, since accuratethermodynamic data arenot available.
Moreover,theformation ofcompound crystalswillgreatlycomplicatethetheory.
From Figures 3-13 and 3-15, it is clear that in agreement with classical nucleation theory,
thereisalinearrelationbetween la/and thesupersaturation term \I(T-A27) forthesodiumcaseinate
stabilised emulsions. From the slope and the intercept, an (apparent) surface Gibbs energy of a
nucleusandthepre-exponential frequency termmaybecalculated (Table3-3).
Table3-3. ApparentsurfaceGibbs energy(y) ofanucleusandthefrequency termobtainedfrom
isothermal crystallization of emulsified HP/SF mixtures nucleating in the a
polymorph, r isthecorrelation coefficient.
HP/SF emulsifier nucleationtype
y
pre-exponential factor
r2
2
1
(%)
from fit (mJ-m' )
(m'V )
100
caseinate heterogeneous
2.6
4.71019
0.9995
10
caseinate homogeneous
4.1
1.9-1021
0.9927
19
10
tween20 heterogeneous
3.3
8.610
0.9400

From thehomogeneousnucleationratesofdispersions containing 10%HP/SF stabilised with
sodium caseinate, asurface Gibbs energy of4.1mJ-m"2was calculated. Ifthe same dispersed phase
was stabilised with Tween 20, a surface Gibbs energy of 3.3 mJm"2 was obtained. The difference
would be caused by theheterogeneous nucleation mechanism in stead ofhomogeneous nucleation.
From the ratio of the calculated surface free energies, the heterogeneous nucleation factorf{9) is
calculated tobe0.52,yielding aliquid -solid contact angle # « 90°.Therewasnobig difference in
the calculated y if for the same sodium caseinate stabilised 10 % HP/SF emulsion in stead of
homogeneousnucleation,heterogeneousnucleationwasassumedtooccur (byabout 5 %).
Thecalculated surface Gibbsenergiesaremuchsmallerthanthevaluesdeterminedby Phipps
(1964), and Skoda and van den Tempel (1963) for emulsified tristearate and tripalmitate. They
found valuesof about 10mJ-m"2.This maybe duetopurity ofthecrystallizing phase and therefore
theavailability ofmoreaccuratethermal data.
Pre-exponential frequency terms were about 1021m"3s"' for homogeneous nucleation. If it is
assumed that nucleation is homogeneous and we take the bulk properties of 10 % HP/SF (N =
7-1025 molecules-m"3, T = 288 K and AS = AHUa I Tm,a =311 J-moF'-K"1), the fraction a of the
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molecule that should be in the right conformation for incorporation in a nucleus according to
Equation 3-6 is 1.08. Ifitisassumed that onlytriglycerideshaving CI8andC20fatty acids (2 %of
theHP)can form nuclei,values for AZ/f,« = 125kJmoi"1 and r m>a = 336K, leadtoa « 0.98. These
valuesindicatethatvirtuallythewholetriglyceridemolecule shouldbeintherightconformation for
incorporation in anucleus. This seems very unlikely. It is expected that amuch smaller proportion
of the triglyceride molecule should be in the right conformation: the rest of the triglyceride
molecule canbe incorporated relatively easy in anucleus. Thehighvalue of a suggest that besides
a certain part of the triglyceride should be in the right conformation, there are other factors that
delaythe formation ofanucleus.

3.4 Conclusions
Ultrasoundvelocitymeasurement isasensitivetechniquetomonitor crystallization kinetics of
fat dispersions containingtriglycerideswith asimplephasebehaviour.
Crystallization of emulsified fully hydrogenated palm oil (HP) started at a supercooling of
about 7 K relative to the a clear point. The supercooling was independent of the average droplet
size. The isothermal crystallization of emulsified HP was best fitted by assuming heterogeneous
nucleation.
Crystallization ofemulsified 10%HPin sunflower oil (SF),stabilised with sodium caseinate,
started at supercoolings of about 14K below the a clear point. Isothermal crystallization of these
dispersionswasbest describedbyassuminghomogeneous nucleation.
If Tween 20 was used as stabilizer for the 10 % HP/SF emulsions, the crystallization
temperature increased by 3 K. The isothermal crystallization curves were best fitted assuming
heterogeneous nucleation. The nucleation isprobably catalyzed by ordered lauryl chains of Tween
20 in the droplet boundary in combination with impurities in the Tween 20.It is also possible that
the laurylchainsdecreasethelocal solubility oftheHPintheSF.
The surface Gibbs energy of a nucleus obtained from the temperature dependency of the
nucleation rate of caseinate stabilised 10 % HP/SF emulsions is about 4 mJ-m"2. Using this value
yields awetting angle of 90°between the nucleus and the catalytic surface for Tween 20 stabilised
emulsions of 10%HP/SF.
Nucleation inHP/SF mixtures isprobably initiated by groups oftriglycerides containing long
chain fatty acids,whicharepresent atlowamounts.
Pre-exponential nucleation frequencies indicate that a large proportion of the triglyceride
molecule shouldbeintherightconformation tobeincorporated inanucleus.
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4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 General
Fats are crystallized for several reasons, such as fractionation into certain groups of
triglycerides ortogive food products acertain structure.Forfractionationof groups of triglycerides
it is desirable that the remaining oil can be readily removed from the crystals by washing
procedures. Therefore, a low total crystal surface or large crystal size is desired. If fats are
crystallized to give food products textural properties like spreadability, very small crystals are
desired. These small crystals aggregate due tovan der Waals forces resulting in large aggregates or
a continuous crystal network that gives the dispersions its consistency (van den Tempel (1961),
Walstra etal.(1995)).Akeyparameter for describing the mechanical properties of a fat dispersion
is the amount of crystallized fat. Low amounts of solid fat can give a spreadable product, but may
also lead to undesired oiling-off; while high amounts of solid fat can give a hard, brittle product
(Walstra and Jennes (1984)). Besides by the amount of solid fat, the textural properties will be
influenced by the crystallization temperature.For example,if asolution of 10%hardened palm oil
in sunflower oil has crystallized at 25 °C, a spreadable, solid-like dispersion with small crystals is
obtained while crystallization at about 38 °C yields a pourable dispersion with large spherulitic
crystal agglomerates. The variations in structural properties initially arise from the variations in
crystal size distribution and in the arrangement of the crystals in space. Both crystal size and the
aggregation ofcrystalsdependonthecrystallizationkinetics.

4.1.2 Supersaturation
A requirement for crystallization to occur is the existence of a supersaturation. A solution is
supersaturated if the activity of a dissolved component x is higher than the activity of a just
saturated solution. So in a supersaturated solution, there is a chemical potential difference A//
between the supersaturated andthe saturated solution. Thechemical potential difference of an ideal
solution isgivenby:
A^i= RJïn^-

where Rg is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, cx the fraction soluble at supersaturated
conditions and xx the fraction soluble at saturated conditions of component x. The ratio cjxx is
called the supersaturation ratio ß and ln/7 is the supersaturation. At low supersaturations, the
supersaturation is often approximated by expanding the ln-term by a Taylor series and using only
thefirst term.Thisresultsin:

(4-1)
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(4-2)

Thisapproximation givesadeviation of 10%ataIn/?of0.20.
The fraction soluble for ideal solutions is given by the Hildebrand-equation (Hannewijk
(1964),Wesdorp(1990)):
f ,

In*. =

R.g

, "\

1 1
71..
T
v-'mi

(4-3)

where AHfi is the enthalpy of fusion and 7 ^ the melting temperature of polymorph /. The most
common way to supersaturate a solution or supercool a melt, is by decreasing the temperature so
that the fraction soluble becomes smaller than the fraction present. Other ways to apply
supersaturation are solvent evaporation or increasing the pressure. In the latter case this is only
possible ifthecrystalhasthehighest density.

4.1.3 Nucleation
Iwill briefly discuss the classical nucleation theory in thisparagraph since the crystallization
kinetics are determined by both nucleation and crystal growth. For a more complete description, I
refer tochapter 3.1.1 (Kloek(1998)).
A small crystal is only stable if its size exceeds a certain critical size r*. This critical size is
directly related to the applied supersaturation by the Gibbs-Thomson equation. For a spherical
nucleustheGibbs-Thomson equationisgivenby:
2-v-v -N
r*= ' c av
Aß

(4-4)

where yisthe surface free energy of thenucleus withrespect to the mother phase, vcthe molecular
volume in acrystal lattice andNmAvagadro's number. Theproduct ve-N„ equalsthemolar volume
inacrystallattice.
Theactivationfreeenergy for formation ofasphericalnucleusisgivenby:

3 Afj

3-(fcbr)

(hiß)2

wherek^isBoltzmann's constant. Tobe moreprecisely, the activation free energy is the activation
Gibbsenergysincethepressureisassumed tobeconstant. Thetermfreeenergy willbeused inthis
chapter.
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From isothermal crystallization experiments of emulsified hydrogenated palm oil/ sunflower
oil mixtures, we were able to reach conditions of homogeneous nucleation and we determined y«
4.1mJm"2(Kloek (1998),chapter 3).Homogeneous nucleation occurs iftheformation of anucleus
is not catalyzed by foreign surfaces from impurities, crystallizer walls, stirrer blades and so on.
Homogeneous nucleation conditions for fats canonlybereachedby dispersing the fat in such small
droplets,thatinmost dropletsnocatalytic impurities arepresent (Skoda and Tempel (1963),Phipps
(1964),WalstraandvanBeresteyn(1975)).
Ifnucleation iscatalyzed by impurities that are larger than thenucleus,thenucleation isof a
heterogeneous type. The activation free energy for heterogeneous nucleation is smaller than the
activation free energy for homogeneous nucleation. The activation free energy for heterogeneous
nucleation canbewrittenasfunction ofthecontactangle 0betweenthenucleus,foreign surface and
the mother phase. The activation free energy for heterogeneous nucleation in the case of a flat
catalytic surface and assuming the nucleus is a segment of a sphere is given by (Zettlemoyer
(1969)):
AG* 3D =f(0)-AG* 3Dihom

with f(0) =H 2 +cos0)-(l-cos0) 2

(4-6)

where 0 < f(&)<1. In reality, heterogeneous nucleation will occur in cavities which makes a
quantitative description of the nucleation process much more difficult. Using Equation 4-6, we
calculated acontact angleofabout 90° from nucleationrates of emulsified fully hydrogenated palm
oil/ sunflower oil mixtures that were stabilized with Tween 20, an emulsifier that contains a
hydrophobic lauryl chain (Kloek (1998)). This hydrophobic part of the molecule may act as a
template for the nucleating triglyceride molecules. Nucleation in bulk fats will always be of a
heterogeneousnature.
The number of nuclei that are formed per unit volume and unit time is called the nucleation
rateJ and is mostly expressed as an Arrhenius-type of equation using AG*3Das the activation free
energy fornucleus formation.
f

J=N--j--exp
h

a-AS^
-AG* 3D ,
•exp
Rn

In this equation N is the number of crystallizing molecules per unit volume, khTlh the maximum
collision frequency wherehisthePlanck-constant, a thefractionofthemolecule that should be in
theright conformation for incorporation inanucleus andAS=AHtiITmithe decrease of entropy on
crystallization ofonemoleoftriglyceride.Theterm exp(-a-AS/Rg) isproportional tothe probability
that a triglyceride molecule is in the right conformation for incorporation in a nucleus. From
homogeneous nucleation rates inthea polymorph inemulsified hydrogenated palm oil / sunflower
oil mixtures, we estimated that almost the whole molecule should be in the right conformation for
incorporation inanembryo/nucleus (Kloek (1998)).Asalreadywasindicated inchapter 3,onemay
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question the use of the term exp(-a-AS/Rs) in Equation 4-7; it may also include other effects like
diffusion from thebulktothenucleusandanisometryofthetriglyceridemolecules.
Another type of nucleation is secondary nucleation. This is nucleation occurring due to the
presence of crystals ofthecrystallizing compound. This is an additional nucleation whichresults in
anextraproduction ofpotential crystals.Walstra(1987, 1995)stressed theimportance oftheroleof
secondary nucleation intriglycerides. Emulsified triglyceride droplets,crystallized at conditions for
heterogeneous nucleation, showed hundreds of crystals per droplet while only one or two crystals
are expected on basis of homogeneous nucleation (Walstra and van Beresteyn (1975)). When
emulsion droplets of mixed paraffins had crystallized, only one or two big crystals were observed
(vanBoekel(1980)).

4.1.4 Crystal growth
The growth kinetics describes the crystal growth rate of a crystal face as function of the
supersaturation or supercooling. For detailed discussions on crystal growth, Irefer to some review
papers(Garside (1985),Garside(1987),Boistelle (1988)).Thegrowthrateofacrystal face depends
on the state of the crystal surface, or more precisely, on the strength of the bonds between liquid
molecules, solidmolecules and liquid- and solidmolecules.Thestateof asurface isdefined by the
surface entropy factor aswhichisgivenby(Jackson(1958)):

a =

^ JJ =YfV-^ss+^))

(4 8)

'

where s is the energy gain for formation of a solid (s)- liquid (f) bond. When starting with apure
solid and and a pure liquid, a solid and a liquid square cell are exchanged, 8 sf -bonds are formed
and4ss-bondsand4ffbonds arebroken. Sofor the formation ofonesf-bond, ahalf ss-bond anda
half ff-bond have to be broken. For low values of as (as < 3), the crystal surface is rough and
continuous crystal growth can occur. Forthis case,the growth rate Gc would beproportional to the
supersaturation:
Gc=Ar\nß
whereAx is a constant. Forhigher valuesof as(3< as< 4)for which the crystal surface is smooth,
two dimensional nucleation on a flat surface wouldbenecessary for growthof anew crystal layer.
This surface nucleation stepthen israte-limiting. Once a surface nucleus is formed, thenew crystal
layer canbe filled by attachment of molecules near the kink or by repeated surface nucleation and
subsequent surface diffusion to existing surface nuclei. For attachment of molecules near a kink,
less new surface needs to be created. The activation free energy for surface nucleation can be

(4-9)
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calculated, analogue to 3 dimensional nucleation, and is proportional to exp(-l/ln/7). If a crystal
growthsbyasurface nucleationprocess,thegrowthratewouldbegivenby:

Gc=A, •(Inß)> •e x p ^ J

with f <p <|

(4-10)

ConstantA2 containstheactivation free energyfor formation ofasurface nucleuswithcritical size.
For values of as > 4 or very low supersaturations, the activation free energy for surface
nucleationcanbecomesohigh,thatthecrystal surface shouldcontaindefects towhich growthunits
can attach. Such a defect can be a screw dislocation which can be seen as a step, from which a
growth spiral can developthatcancontinuously grow.Forthistypeofgrowth,Burton, Cabrera and
Frank developed the BCF-relation that describes the growth rate as a function of the
supersaturation.
G
c

c

= 4 ^ ^ - t a n h M ,
' ln/?c
ln^

inwhich ln/?cis aconstant specific tothesystem.Forln/7«ln/?ctheBCFrelation isequivalent to Gc
oc (ln/3)2and for lnß»lnßcthisrelationisequivalenttoGc x In/?.
When starting from conditions which gives a flat crystal surface, the supersaturation is
increased, atransition from a flat toarough surface isobserved. This transition iscalled the kinetic
roughening transition and is physically explained by the vanishing of the nucleation barrier
(Bennema(1992)).
Also a smooth-rough transition is observed when the temperature is increased at equilibrium
or slightly supersaturated conditions. This transition is called thermal roughening and is due to
statistical fluctuations only. Both thermal roughening transitions and kinetic roughening transitions
havebeen shown for paraffins atcritical supersaturation ratios of0.0044 and 0.015respectively and
appeared tobereversible (Liuetal. (1992)).
Only few accurate crystal growth rate measurements on triglycerides are to be found in the
literature. Skoda and van den Tempel (1967) determined growth rates of the lateral faces of single
tristearate crystals in tristearate/trioleate mixtures at low supersaturations. Figure 4-1 shows their
measured growth rates as function of supersaturation. The supersaturations are recalculated with
Equations 4-1 and 4-3 using T^ = 343.7 K and AH(fi = 206 kJ-mol"1 rather than using the
approximation thatwasusedby SkodaandvandenTempel (1967)givenbyEquation4-2.
For In/?< 0.47, the crystals were regularly shaped and the growth rate increased non-linear
with In/?. According to the authors, growth by a surface nucleation mechanism could be ruled out
because of the non-linearity of a plot of the logarithm of the growth rate against the reciprocal
supersaturation. However, this is not very clear if we plot the data using the supersaturation
calculatedbyEquations 4-1 and4-3.

(

4.n)
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Figure4-1. Growthrate of the lateralfaces of tristearatein trioleateasfunction ofrecalculated
supersaturations. DataafterSkodaandvan denTempel(1967).
For ln/7 > 0.47 the crystals were irregularly shaped and the growth rate increased about
linearly with ln/7. Skoda and van den Tempel (1967) stated that due to the presence of permanent
stepsof4Â,the short spacing length oftriglycerides,no surface nucleation isnecessary for growth.
Steps with a height of about 4.5 Â were shown in electronmicrographs of triacylglycerol crystals
(Heertje and Pâques (1995)). The presence of permanent steps would lead to continuous growth
and Skoda and van den Tempel (1967) suggested that the growth rate is mainly determined by the
probability that the triglycerides have a suitable orientation for incorporation in the surface. Other
triglycerides likePPPandPSP showed similargrowthbehaviour.
Anotherimportant observationwasthatthegrowthrateatacertainIn/?washistory dependent.
If a crystal was first grown at a certain supersaturation and subsequently grown at a lower
supersaturation, the growth rate at this low supersaturation was slower than if this lower
supersaturation was directly applied. This suggests that the state of the crystal surface and thereby
crystal growth,canbeinfluenced bythegrowthhistory.
Thisconclusion isimportant for thedescription ofthecrystal growthrateofnatural fats, since
they contain hundreds of different triglycerides. The different triglycerides cancause the formation
ofcrystal defects andretardthecrystal growth.
The aim of thework described inthis chapter isto describe the crystallization kinetics of the
model fat dispersion in terms of nucleation rates and crystal growth rates. To this end, also the
polymorphic behaviour of this model system is studied The results of description of the
crystallization kinetics will be compared to aggregation and gelling times of the dispersions in a
following chapter.
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4.2 MaterialandMethods
4.2.1 Materials
Adescription ofthephysicalproperties and thetriglyceride composition ofthemodel system
isgiveninchapter 2ofthisthesis.

4.2.2 Methods
MixturesofHPinSFweremadebymeltingtheHPat80°Candbringing anamount ofliquid
HP in a vessel. Care was taken that the HP remained liquid while transferring it to the vessel to
avoid fractionation due to crystallization. An appropriate amount of SFwas added to give the final
mixture. Mixtures were stored in such small volumes that they had to be heated not more than 3
times for use for experiments. Prior to any experiment, the mixtures were kept at 80 °C for 10
minutestodestroyanycrystalmemory.
The melting and crystallization behaviour of HP/SF mixtures was studied by means of
Differential Scanning Calorimetric(DSC) studiesusing aMettlerDSC-30 equipped with aTC-10A
processororaTA-Instruments DSCtype2910.
Time resolved X-ray diffraction was used to determine the short spacings from which the
crystal polymorph canbe extracted. Theradiation source (Cu-K^) used, operated at awave length
of 1.5405Â. Radiation was detected by using an 1025channel diode array positional detector. The
position ofthedetector was calibrated withpotassium iodide (4.08 and 3.53 Â).The sample holder
couldbeheated andcooledatratesofabout 1 K-s'.
Isothermal crystallization of HP/SF dispersion was monitored by pulsed Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (p-NMR) measurements using a Bruker minispec P20i (20 MHz). The amount of solid
fat was determined by measuring the relaxed signal at two times after applying a 90° pulse. The
signal could not be measured during the first 10 us after the pulse was applied due to electronic
recoveryfromthe electromagnetic pulse. Within this time already apart of the signal from protons
in the crystal lattice decayed. After 40 us the signal from the solid protons has decayed and the
signalwasonly duetothe signal oftheliquidprotons.Themeasured signalwasproportional tothe
amount of protons. From the measured signal at 10 us and 90 us after applying a 90° pulse, and
after applying acorrection for the signal decaybetween 0en 10us after thepulsebymeans of an/factor, the fraction solid canbecalculated. The/-factors were determined using themeasured NMR
signals and the expected fractions solidsfromEquation 4-3 using values of AH(iandTmithat were
determinedbyDSC.The/-factors for HP/SFdispersions crystallized inthea- andthe ß' polymorph
were 1.14 and 1.44, respectively. The fraction solid fat was determined by averaging the signals
from3pulses atrepetition times of5s.Thisrepetition timewas sufficient toavoid saturation ofthe
signaldueto incomplete relaxation. Theinaccuracy ofthisdetermination was about 0.3-0.4 % solid
fat.
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4.3 Resultsanddiscussion
4.3.1 Thermal properties offully hydrogenated palmoil
Figure 4-2 shows the thermal effects during heating of HP that had crystallized at various
conditions. The samples were first quenched to -80 °Cto crystallize theHP.During heating of the
sample (tracé 1)atarateof2Kmin', first anendothermicheat flow was observed, followed by an
exothermic heat flow and finally an endothermic heat flow. As the HP was cooled very rapidly to
-80 °C,it is likely that HP had crystallized in the most instable a polymorph. The first endotherm
onheating(T= 48°C)would correspondwiththemelting ofthea polymorph. Theexotherm at 50
°C then corresponds with the recrystallization of the a polymorph to a more stable polymorph (ß'
and/orß) and the final endotherm at 59 °C corresponds with the melting of the more stable
polymorph. Simultaneous with the endothermal melting of the a polymorph, also exothermal
recrystallization toamorestablepolymorphmayoccurwhichexplainsthesmallmelting endotherm
of the a polymorph compared to the large melting endotherm of the more stable polymorph. The
final endotherm seems to be formed by more than one peak, which suggests the simultaneous
occurrenceofdifferent polymorphsortheexistenceofcompound crystals,orboth.
heatflow
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Figure4-2. DSC heatingcurves ofHP,crystallizedbyrapidcoolingfrom 80 °Cto-80°C. (trace
1)heatingfrom -80°Cto80°Cat2K-min"7;(trace2)heatingfrom 50to80°C at2
K-min"7 afterisothermalcrystallizationfor 30minat50°Candcoolingto30°C.
Whenthemelting scanwas stopped at 50°Cfor 30minutes toallow theHP to (re)crystallize
isothermally followed by cooling to 30 °C and next determining a melting scan (trace 2), only an
endothermic melting effect was observed. The peak temperature was observed at a lower
temperaturethaninacontinuousscanandthemeltingpeak seemedtobe continuous.Thisindicates
that after isothermal crystallization at a temperature slightly above the a clear point, the HP
crystallizes inalessstablepolymorph,probablythe ß'polymorph.
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The polymorphs were checked by determining the X-ray diffraction spectra for HP,
crystallized at 5 °C and at 45 °C for 30 minutes (Figure 4-3). It is clear that isothermal
crystallization at 5°Cpredominantly yielded thea polymorph whilecrystallization at45 °C almost
exclusively yielded the ß' polymorph. It isnot clearwhether continuous heating ofHP, crystallized
in the a polymorph, yielded the ß' polymorph, the ßpolymorph or amixture of both polymorphs.
The latter seems most likely to occur. If only the ß' polymorph was formed, crystallization
conditions may have had a considerable effect on the presence of crystal defects and on the
composition oftheresulting compound crystalsregarding thedifferences intheDSC melting peaks
after isothermal crystallization at 50 °C and recrystallization from the a polymorph. Inthe absence
ofoil,thea polymorphwasobservedtobestablefor atleast 30minutes.
counts
0.410

r=5°c

characteristic
shortspacings:
a : 0.415(s)
ß':0.38(s);0.42(s)
ß : 0.46; 036-0.39

T=45°C

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

shortspacing (nm)
Figure4-3. X-ray diffraction spectraofHP crystallizedat T =5°Cand T - 45 °C. The indicated
numbersare theshortspacingsinnm.Also the theoreticalshortspacings aregiven;
s=strong.

4.3.2 Thermalproperties ofHP/SFmixtures
The DSC melting curve of HP in the ß' polymorph only shows one broad melting peak.
Although extensive compound crystal formation will occur due to the variety of triglycerides
present, we will treat the HP as an one component system with one melting point and one melting
enthalpy for each polymorph. This is more or less allowed since, the triglycerides in HP are all
similar: they all contain completely saturated fatty acid residues and most of these arepalmitic and
stearic acid. We will also treat the sunflower oil (SF) as a one component system. Under the
experimental conditions, SFwill alwaysbe a liquid. As the melting points ofHP and SF differ by
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more than 45 K, the solubility of HP in SF can be approximated by the Hildebrand-equation
(Equation 4-3) (Hannewijk, 1964;Wesdorp, 1990)).Thisequationassumes idealmixing behaviour,
which will certainly be not be quite true for the ß' polymorph of our model system. By fitting the
meltingtemperatures ofacertainpolymorph ofdispersionscontainingvariousamountsofHPtothe
Hildebrand-equation, effects duetonon-ideal mixing willbe incorporated inthe calculated melting
enthalpy and melting temperature. However, the combination of melting enthalpy and melting
temperaturewilldescribethesolubility ofHPinSF.
Thea polymorph canbeobtained bycooling asolution sorapidly thatnucleation inthe ß' or
ßpolymorph does not occur. Since the a polymorph inbulk fats cannotbe supercooled deeply, the
onset-temperature or the peak temperature measured by DSC would only be a little below the ccclear point. After crystallization in the a polymorph, the dispersions were heated at a rate of 2
K-min'. None of the HP/SF dispersions showed an a-melting peak, nevertheless an exothermal
crystallization peak was present. The endothermal effect of melting of the a polymorph may be
compensated by the simultaneous exothermal effect of recrystallization of the more stable
polymorph. Melting of the recrystallization product showed a large endothermic melting peak (ß'
or ß polymorph). This peak did not show a discontinuity, aswas seen for a 100% HP sample. To
obtain the ß' polymorph, solutions were crystallized for 30 minutes at a temperature of 4 K above
theclearpoint ofa-crystals.After coolingbackto-5°C,theDSCmeltingprofile wasmeasured.

0.4
0.6
molefraction HP (-)
Figure 4-4. Peak temperaturesof the crystallizationand meltingprocesses measured byDSC as
function of thefraction HP inHP/SF dispersions.D crystallized in apolymorph; 0
melting after crystallization in the a polymorph; * melting after isothermal
crystallizationat 4Kabovethe a clearpoint. Thelines"werefitted to theHildebrand
equation.
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Figure4-4 showsthatthemeasuredpeaktemperatures canbefittedwellusingthe Hildebrand
equation. There is only a very slight difference between melting of the polymorph obtained after
melting of the a polymorph and the polymorph obtained after isothermal crystallization at 4 K
above the a clear point. The melting enthalpies and melting temperatures obtained from the fit,
togetherwiththedatafor 100%HParegiveninTable 4-1.
Table4-1. Melting enthalpies and melting temperaturesof HP, with 95 % confidential limits,
obtained by fitting peak transition temperatures of HP/SF dispersions to the mole
fraction ofHP,usingtheHildebrandequation.
Fromdispersions
FrompureHP
experiment
AHU
7V
AHU
T^
(Jmol')
(°C)
(J-mol')
(°C)
4
4
a-crystallization
(8.4±0.8)-10
41.9±1
9.810
41.8
exotherm
meltingafter a(1.7±0.1) 105 57.210.5
1.1210s
57.4
crystallization
endotherm
meltingafter ß'(1.7±0.1)105
57.9±0.7
1.3510s
57.6
crystallization
endotherm
The fitted melting temperature corresponds well with thetemperatures measured for pureHP.
There isonly a slight difference inthe enthalpy of fusion for the a polymorph, which suggests that
the Hildebrand-equation well describes the solubility of the a polymorph of HP in SF. Wesdorp
(1990) concluded from an extensive study that the formation of compound crystals in the a
polymorph hardly disturbed crystal packing due to freedom ofthe fatty acids chain for oscillations.
Therefore themixingofthesolidphaseinthea polymorphisaboutideal.
There was abig difference between the melting enthalpy for HP obtained from the fit of the
peak temperatures and obtained from the pure HP sample when crystallization occurred in a more
stable polymorph. This is probably due to the highly non-ideal mixing behaviour in the ß'- and ß
polymorph (Wesdorp, 1990)andtheapplication oftheHildebrand-equation. Anotherpossibility for
the lower molar enthalpy of "pure"HP, is that liquid impurities in the HP are dissolved in the oil
phase in case of HP/SF dispersions and therefore do not cause crystal defects in HP. There is no
significant difference betweenthemeltingtemperature,whenthemorestablepolymorph isprepared
by recrystallization from the a polymorph orby direct crystallization at a temperature above the a
clearpoint.
Although melting temperatures andmelting enthalpies obtained from DSC melting scans can
give some indication about the polymorph(s) that is/are present, the only reliable way to determine
this is by means of X-ray diffraction. Therefore we determined X-ray spectra of 10 % HP/SF
dispersionsthathadisothermally crystallized at5°Cand 15°C.
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Figure 4-5 clearly shows that at a temperature of 5 °C, crystallization takes place in the a
polymorph (0.415nm). Theintensity ofthea-peakat0.415 nmdecreasesintime andpeaks at 0.37
and 0.39 nm and astrong doublepeak at0.45 -0.46nm appearorincrease inintensity. Thesepeaks
correspond to the ß polymorph. There is also a increase in intensity of a peak at 0.42 nm which
corresponds tothe ß'polymorph. Socrystallization inthe a polymorph ofHP/SFmixtures leadsto
afast transformation toamixtureofthesomeß'-crystalsandpredominantly ß-crystals.
shifted intensity

0.3

0.35 . 0.4
0..45 , 0,5
0.55
Shortspacing (nm)

Figure 4-5. X-ray diffraction spectra of a 10 % HP/SF dispersion crystallized at T
function ofholdingtime(indicatedinminutesnearright-hand Y-axis).

5 °C as

At a temperature of 5 °C the polymorphic transformation from a to ß'/ß in a 10 % HP/SF
dispersion takes place in about 30 minutes. Isothermal crystallization experiments at a temperature
of 15 °C gave transformation on a time scale of about 3 minutes. Pure HP crystallized at a
temperature of 5°Cdid not show anytransformation atthis temperature in 30minutes. This shows
that both the presence of liquid phase and a higher temperature increases the transformation rate
fromthea polymorph toamorestablepolymorph.
The activation energy for thepolymorphic transition canbe estimated from the time scales of
the transition at the two temperatures. The time scales of the transition are inverse proportional to
the reaction rate of the transitions. The reaction rate is, in turn, proportional toexp[-AE*J(RgT)],
whereAE*a isthe activation energyoftheratelimiting stepofthepolymorphic transition. Theratio
between thetime scalesofthetransition attemperaturesTx andT2 isgivenbyexp(-AE*JRg-(Tfl-T2~
l
)) from whichA£*acanbecalculated. Substituting timescalesof 1800and 180sattemperatures of
278 and 288 K respectively gives an activation energy of 153kJ-mol"1. This value is close to the
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melting enthalpy of HP in the ß'/ß polymorph as determined from the melting curves of HP/SF
dispersions. Therefore it is likely that the crystallization of the ß'/ß polymorph is the rate limiting
step in the polymorphic transition of the a polymorph. Probably the transition occurs by a
dissolution- crystallization process since it is associated with a change in the extent of compound
crystal formation. Initiation of the more stable polymorph can occur by nucleation in this
polymorph as there is only a limited solubility of the a polymorph in the SF, so that the soluble
material can become supersaturated for the more stable polymorph. The solubilities of the a
polymorph at temperatures of 5and 15 °C are, according to the Hildebrand equation, 0.7 % and 3
%, respectively. At these conditions the supersaturation of the soluble triglycerides in the ß'
polymorph, assumingtheirthermodynamic propertiestobethesameasfor HP,would equal 6.0 and
5.0, respectively.
Ifthedispersions hadcrystallized atatemperature abovetheonset ofthea-clearpoint, X-ray
diffraction spectraonlyshowedthe ß'polymorph, evenafter severaldaysofstorage.
This leaves the question why the transformation a -> (ß',ß) does occur, even with some
preference for the ßpolymorph, while after crystallizing in the ß' polymorph no transition to the ß
polymorph occurs. This may probably be due to the formation of compound crystals. Extensive
compound crystal formation in the a polymorph leads to a large difference in chemical potential
difference between the a polymorph and the most stable ß polymorph and therefore to a driving
force for recrystallization. Formation of compound crystals in the ß' polymorph is less extensive
and therefore the driving force for recrystallization is smaller. Furthermore the Gibbs-activation
energyfordissolutionwillbehigherfortheß'polymorphcomparedtothea polymorph

4.3.3 Crystallization kinetics
The crystallization kinetics of dispersions, containing 6, 8, 10, 12 or 14 % HP/SF at initial
supersaturations rangingfrom2.25 to4.00instepsof0.25,were determined byp-NMR. Figure 4-6
shows the determined crystallization curves of 12 %HP/SF dispersions at various initial Inyo.It is
clear that the induction time for crystallization increased with decreasing initial supersaturation.
This canbe explained by the strong dependence ofthenucleation rate on supersaturation according
to Equations 4-5 and 4-7. The final fraction of solid fat increased with increasing initial
supersaturation duetothedecreaseofsolubility asexpectedfromEquations4-2 and4-3.
To model crystallization kinetics, one has to know the relation between crystal growth rate
and supersaturation. To obtain the supersaturation as function of time we fitted the crystallization
curves to a modified Gompertz equation. This fit yields an analytical expression that gives the
supersaturation asafunction oftime.
TheGompertz equation is often used to described microbial growth but it can also beused to
describe the crystallization process asthere are several analogues withbacterial growth: production
of bacteria - nucleation and growth of crystals; consumption of nutrients - decrease of
supersaturation. Thereparameterized Gompertzequationisgivenby(Zwieteringetal.(1990)):
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Figure4-6. Isothermal crystallization curves of 12 % HP/SF dispersions at various initial
supersaturations.Solidlinesarefitted usingtheGompertz equation. Supersaturation:
U 2.25,+2.50, * 2.75,0 3.00,A3.25.

s

( 0 =5max-exp<;-exp

fi-e

(X-t) +\

(4-12)

wheres(i) isthe fraction solid fat at time /,s^ the maximum fraction of solid fat, n the maximum
increase rate in fraction solid fat (or tangent inthe inflection point of the crystallization curve), Xa
measure for theinductiontimedefined astheintercept ofthetangent attheinflection point withthe
time-axisandeequalsexp(l).Themaximum fraction solid fats m canbewrittenas:

i--L
where c0HP is the fraction HP present and ßü the supersaturation ratio at the start of the
crystallization which areboth constant. Soonlyparameters // and Xare left tofitthe crystallization
curve. Figure 4-6 shows that the reparameterized Gompertz equation described the crystallization
curvesverywell.
Theobtained induction timeX, canbeusedtoestimatethesurface free energy for formation of
a nucleus of critical size. If it is assumed that Xcanbe used as ameasure for the nucleation rate in
whichX« J'\ thenextproportionalitywouldbevalidforacubicnucleus:

(4-13)
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(KT)' (ln/?0)2

O 8%HP/SF
ü 10 % HP/SF
A 1 2 % HP/SF
X 14% HP/SF
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Figure4-7. Induction time Âasfunction of a supersaturationterm to allow determinationofthe
surfacefree energyfor nucleusformation
From the slope of aplot of InAagainst (ln/?0)"2, ycan be calculated. For the systems studied,
this plot is shown in Figure 4-7 and the fit results are given in Table 4-2. The data in Figure 4-7
show that there is a linear relation with good correlation coefficients (Table 4-2). The slopes yield
anaveragesurface free energy for formation ofannucleusofabout 3.4 -3.9mJm"2,independent on
the fraction HP. This value can be used to calculate the nucleation rate for modelling the
crystallization kinetics. The real value of the surface free energy of a nucleus will be higher since
nucleation type in bulk fats is heterogeneous and Equation 4-14 is valid for homogeneous
nucleation. Fromhomogeneous nucleationrates inthea polymorph of emulsified 10%HP/SF,we
determined asurfacefreeenergyof4.1mJ-m"2(Kloek(1998)).
Table4-2. Determination of the surfacefree energyfor nucleation of HP/SF dispersions with
variousHP contentsfrom the inductiontimefor crystallizationasfunction for initial
supersaturation.Theinduction timeissupposedtobeequaltoX(Equation4-12).
r2
HP/SF
r 2
(mJ.m )
(-)
(%)
3.7+0.2
0.978
8
3.6±0.3
0.976
10
3.6±0.2
0.988
12
0.998
14
3.6±0.1
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The only unknown parameter for calculating the nucleating rate as a function of time or
supersaturation is a, the fraction of the triglyceride molecule that should be in a suitable
conformation to be incorporated in the nucleus. From modelling nucleation kinetics in emulsified
fats we calculated a =1(Kloek (1998),chapter 3)when nucleation was assumed to occur in the a
polymorph. Itislikelythat fornucleation inthe ß'polymorph thisvaluewillbeaboutthesame.
Since thenucleation rate and the supersaturation areknown as function of time, it is possible
to calculate the crystal growthrate Gc as function of time or supersaturation. This was achieved by
calculating the number of nucleiJ-Atproduced in every time step At and by how much crystalline
material, produced in previous time steps had to grow (GcAt) to yield the fraction of crystallized
material as given by Equation 4-12.After every time step,the nucleation rate corresponding to the
new supersaturation wascalculated andthewholeprocedurewasrepeated. Soafter every time step
anew crystal size intervalwas created. Thesizeofthecrystal attimetthat isnucleated ontimezis
givenby Z'.^ <?„••A/.
It is assumed that the crystals are spherical. In reality, the crystals are needles or platelets
having more than one growing face and each having its own growth rate. Theratio of growth rates
ofthevarious faces equalstheratioofthecrystaldimensionsperpendicular tothefaces. Supposing
the crystals to be rectangular andhaving threepairs of growing faces x, y and zwith linear growth
rates of Gx, Gy and Gz and furthermore GJGy= a and GJGZ= b.The volume of the crystal in time
canbeexpressed asfunction ofonegrowthrate andisfor instancegivenby (a-b)~x-G*-?.Iftheratio
of the growth rate of the various faces remains constant, the volume of a crystal and thereby the
crystallization curvescanbefitted usingonlyonecrystal growthrate.
Because the modified Gompertz-equation does not fit the part of the crystallization curve
between t= 0 and t=X,which isbecause the fraction solid fat could not be determined accurately
enough,thegrowthrateinthistimeintervalhasbeencalculated usingtheAvrami equation (Avrami
(1939a,b)). The Avrami equation gives the fraction solids as function of time for a constant J and
Gc.Bothparameters areconstant for aconstant supersaturation. Thiswillbe approximately thecase
between t=0 and t =Xand then the Avrami equation canbe used to calculate the initial Gc,since
the nucleation rateJ is known. Thereto,we calculated the time after which 0.5 % solids would be
present using Equation 4-13, and substituting this time in the Avrami equation. In the case of no
impingement ofcrystals,theAvrami equation for sphericalcrystalsisgivenby:
s{t) = \K-G*-Jt*

(4-15)

After crystallization of0.5 %HP ina 10%HP/SF mixture, the supersaturation ratio is about
95 % of its initial value.Weneglect the effect ofthis decrease on the nucleation rate. At t>X,the
modified Gompertzequationwasusedtodescribetheamountofsolid fat.
Figure 4-8 shows the fitted growth rate as a function of supersaturation for 12 % HP/SF
dispersions during crystallization at various initial supersaturations. These growth curves coincide
for y= 3.8mJ.m"2while forhighervaluesof y thegrowthcurves stronglydeviatefrom eachother.
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Gc (m s"1)

In/? (•)
Figure4-8. Growth rate (GJ curves calculatedfrom crystallization curves of 12 % HP/SF
dispersionsfor variousinitialsupersaturations. ln/?0.-0:2.25 , D/2.50, A:2.75, x:3.00,
*:3.25, o:3.50. Nucleationparameters: a= 0.8; (a): y= 3.8 mJ.m"2; (b): y = 5.0
mJ.m"2.
The growth rate curves show some irregularities at the beginning of the crystallization
process,i.e.attherighthand sideofthegrowthratecurves.Thismaybeduetothechangefromthe
Avrami equation to the modified Gompertz equation at t =Â.As the increase rates of the fraction
solid at a solids percentage of 0.50 % differ for both equations, the calculated growth rate curve
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cannotbecontinuous atthatpoint.Figure4-8 showsthatfor supersaturationshigherthan 1,logGcis
linearwith ln/7,sothegrowthratecurvescanbedescribed byarelationofthefollowing form:
lnGc =ln^ g +bg ln/7 or Gc=Ag ß "'

(4-16)

This type of equation is not equivalent to one of the theoretical growth rate equations given in
paragraph4.1.4.1comebackonthispoint later
Sincenow afunction isknown(4-16)thatempirically describesthegrowthrateas function of
supersaturation, thecrystallization curves canbe fitted by varying onlyA% and bgfor a given a and
y. Onlythelastpartofthecrystallization curve,corresponding tosupersaturationsbelow 0.8,cannot
befitted. At asupersaturation of 1,only afraction c0HP-exp(l-/?0)oftheHP issoluble.Therearetwo
main advantages of using Equation 4-16: only two parameters are needed to describe the growth
rate as function of supersaturation and there isnodiscontinuity by goingfromtheAvrami equation
tothemodified Gompertz equation.
The measured data were fitted to Equation 4-16 by minimizing the sum ofthe squares of the
differences between thefittedandthemeasured fractions solid fat. Figure4-9showsthefittedlines.
Therearesomesmalldifferences comparedtothefitsobtainedusingtheGompertzequation (Figure
4-6).
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Figure4-9. Measured and fitted crystallizationcurvesof 12%HP/SF dispersionscrystallizedat
various initial supersaturations.The fits were obtained using growth rate Equation
4-16.Initialsupersaturations: D 2.25,+2.50,*2.75,03.00, A3.25.
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Table4-3. Coefficients A% and b% from growth rate Equation 4-19 obtained from a fit of
isothermal crystallization curves of 12 % HP/SF dispersion at various initial
supersaturations.

InA

A

(-)
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50

(IT1.S-1)

1.4-1011
1.11011
1.39-10"
1.24-1011
1.78-10"
1.8010"

bg
(-)
1.50
1.50
1.31
1.31
1.31
1.31

The fit coefficients in Table 4-3 show that for supersaturations below 2.75, slope bgis about
1.5. For supersaturations of2.75 and higher the slope decreases to a value of about 1.3. The same
slopesweredetermined for dispersions containingvarious fractions ofHP.The suddenchangeof bt
is probably related to the morphology of the crystal structures. From microscopic observations it
wasclearthatatsupersaturationsbelow2.75,spherulitic structureswere formed.
Asmentioned,thegrowthratecanalsobegivenbyapower-law withthe supersaturation ratio
/?as the independent parameter rather than the supersaturation In/?(Equation 4-16). These type of
engineering-equations areoften usedtodescribecrystal growthrateasfunction ofthe concentration
difference Acbetween asupersaturated and asaturated solution (Ac= COHP-*HP).The supersaturation
ratio, which is equal to c0HP/xm, is about proportional to the concentration difference for
supersaturations that are much greater than unity. This is true in the range of supersaturations we
studied. The scaling exponent bgin Equation 4-16 ranges from 1.3 to 1.5. These values are often
found when scaling relations like Gc<x (Ac)a are used (Garside (1987)). For constant bg,At was
aboutproportional totheinitial fraction HP.
As mentioned, it was not possible to fit the crystallization curves by using one of the
theoretical growthrateequations.Possible explanations for thisobservationare:
• The growth models normally used, are only suited for dispersions that are only slightly
supersaturated, say In/? of about 0.01 to 1. At higher supersaturations, their applicability is
limited because: (i)heat of crystallization has tobe removed and (ii) molecules must be able to
diffuse fast enough to reach the crystal surface. Both phenomena can result in an effectively
lower supersaturation at the solid-liquid interface then is calculated on base of the amount of
crystallized material, (i):Assuming aheat diffusion coefficient D* of 10"7m2s_1 and a diffusion
length x05= 4 mm (width of p-NMR tube) yields a characteristic time t05hduring which the
amount ofheat ishalved of 160saccording tox05 =(D*-t0Sl)m. Amaximum crystallization rate
of6-10"4s"1 (p inEquation 4-12; 12%HP/SF,lnyö0=3.50),correspondsto atemperature increase
rateof 0.027 Ks"1, assuming aspecific heat capacity of4kJkg'K" 1 and noheat loss.Int0Sh the
temperature increase would be about 4 K, which will certainly effect the real supersaturation.
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Near the crystal surface this increase rate will be even higher, so that a lower effective
supersaturation near the solid -liquid interface due to crystallization heat seems likely, (ii):The
diffusion length of a triglyceride molecule usingD* =10"10m2s_1 is about 10 s m fort05i = 1s.
Thisdistanceisverymuchlargerthanthedisplacement ofthesolid-liquidinterface in 1s.
Since HP consists of various triglycerides, the supersaturation, which determines the magnitude
ofthenucleation rate,is arather ill-defined term. The supersaturation is calculated for themean
thermodynamic bulk properties of HP/SF dispersions while during crystallization a kind of
fractionation of triglycerides may occur. Due to the variety of triglycerides, crystal defects will
form thatcaninfluence theincorporation ofothertriglyceridestothecrystal surface.
The anisometric shape of the triglyceride molecule and of the crystal will greatly hamper the
microscopic description ofthe incorporation process ofatriglyceridemolecule. Itisnot unlikely
thattheactivitycoefficient dependsonthesupersaturation for eachcrystal face inadifferent way
It is assumed that the nucleation rate can be described by the classical nucleation rate equation
although it is by no means sure that it is allowable. For instance, no direct account is made for
the occurrence of secondary nucleation. However, it may be incorporated in the surface free
energy for nucleationwhichcouldthanbeseenasakindofapparent surfacefreeenergythat also
includesothersupersaturation dependentprocesseslikesecondary nucleation.
Aggregation and sintering of crystals will lead to a decrease in the effective crystal surface and
therefore to a lower crystallization rate. This will become more pronounced if strong clustering
ofcrystalstocompact aggregatesorthickenedcrystal strandsoccurs.

4.3.4 Aggregation times
Although, as discussed above, there are many uncertainties in describing the crystal growth
rate as a function of supersaturation, it may provide important information about the crystal size
distribution as function of time, which can be used to estimate flocculation or gelling times.
According to Smoluchowski, the number of collisions per unit time due to Brownian motion
between sphericalparticlesinasystemcontainingcparticlesperunitvolumeisgivenby
•'con = - — =K-c2

with K =%Ji-D-a

(4-17)

at
The rate constant K depends on the diffusion constant D and the particle radius a. From this
equation the flocculation time for spherical particles, this is the time to decrease the number of
particlestohalfitsinitialvalue,canbederived andisgivenby:

4-kbT-c0

kj- +
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Aggregation will already occur at lowvolume fraction of solid fat. During the initial stage of
thecrystallization process,the amount of solid fat canbe approximated with Avrami's equation (415).This approximation is only valid if the nucleation rate and the crystal growth rate are constant
in this stage of the crystallization process. The volume surface averaged radius an of the crystals
formed isgivenby:
t

a32(0=^lvolume =

totalsurface

^
^ j ^ . . ^

wherez isthetimeatwhichanucleusis formed.
The flocculation time canbe estimated as function of the time t that crystallization proceeds
bysubstituting Equations4-15 and4-19into4-18.
t 05

lllh
64kbTJ-t

(4-20)

This equation shows that for a constant nucleation rate, the flocculation time decreases with
crystallization timet.Atthetimethatt05lt<1, thetime scaleof flocculation issmaller than the time
scaleofcrystallization andflocculation becomesimportant.This 'flocculation time' isgivenby:
3n
'°
64k,TJ

One should keep in mind that the calculated time is not a real flocculation time in the sense of a
timetohalfthenumberofinitialparticles,astherearenoparticlespresent att=0.
Using a- 0.8 and y= 3.8 mJ.m"2, obtained from the crystallization kinetics, yields for 12%
HP/SF dispersion at a ln/?= 3.5 a nucleation rate of about 410 16 m"3.s"' which corresponds to a
'flocculation time' of about 4 seconds. For \nß = 2.75, a flocculation time of 13 seconds is
calculated. After these times, hardly any solid fat had crystallized. Very short time scales for
aggregationwereindeedobserved from steadyshearviscositymeasurements duringthe aggregation
of fat crystalsin lowvolume fraction solids dispersions (Kloek (1998)),chapter 5).Aruleofthumb
isthat the gelling time is about ten times the flocculation time.Theorder ofmagnitude agrees well
with gelling times of 40 and 330 s as determined by dynamical rheological measurements of 12%
HP/SF dispersions at initial supersaturations of 3.50 and 2.75 respectively (Kloek (1998), chapter
6).
Figure 4-10 shows the effect of the fit parameters a and y on the calculated 'flocculation
times'. According to Equation 4-21, 'flocculation time' only depends on the nucleation rate. For

(4-21)
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givenexperimental conditions,nucleationratesonlydependonthevaluesof aand y Thegreyband
inFigure4-10 showstheexpectedrangeof 'flocculation times'.This showsthatnotmuch variation
inthevaluesofa and Yisallowedtoobtainrealistic 'flocculation times'.
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Figure4-10. 'Flocculationtime' t05as calculatedfrom Equation 4-21for various values of the
nucleation parameters a and y for a 12 % HP/SF dispersion at an initial
supersaturationof3.00.Thegreybandindicates theexpectedflocculationtimes.

4.3.5 Crystal sizes after complete crystallization
Besides 'flocculation time' it is also possible to estimate the mean crystal size from the fits
after (primary) crystallization has completed. The mean volume per crystal was calculated by
dividing themaximum fraction solids(c0HP-xm) bythetotalnumberofproducednuclei ( ^ J, •At).
/'
Fromthisvalue,theaveragecrystalradiuswas calculated.
Themean crystal sizedecreased onincreasing initial supersaturation (Figure4-11). The effect
was most clear between supersaturations of 2.25 and 3.0. At higher supersaturations, the effect of
supersaturation on the mean crystal size was not so pronounced. The mean crystal size increased
slightly when dispersions with increasing amount of HP were crystallized at the same initial
supersaturation.
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Figure4-11.Calculated number average crystal size after completed crystallization of HP/SF
dispersions,a:for a 12%HP/SFdispersionasfunction of initialsupersaturation,b:
for variousHP/SFdispersionscrystallizedatln/?0=3.00.

How realistic are the obtained crystal sizes? First, fat crystals are not spherical but have
anisometric shapes.Supposethelength-width-thickness scaleswithratios 50:10:1 and it is assumed
that an equivalent average volume canbe used, then aradius of 0.3 um corresponds to a length of
3.0 um. This length scale corresponds well with the size of the average longest crystal dimension
thatwasobserved inelectronmicrographs for similardispersions (Heertje etal.(1988)).
It is very difficult to obtain experimentally amean crystal sizeby other methods then EM.A
method that often hasbeen used isby determining the permeability coefficient B and relating B by
theKozeny-Carmanrelationto an average sizeofthecrystal clusters.TheKozeny-Carman relation
for sphericalparticlesisgivenby:

45

fi

Dispersions of 10%HP/SF,crystallized at initial supersaturations of 2.75, 3.50 and 4.00 had
permeability coefficients ofrespectively 2.7-1012,1.2-10'2 and 210"13m2(Kloek (1998),chapter6).
These permeabilities correspond to particle radii of 1.3 urn, 0.86 urn and 0.35 um. These sizes are
respectively a factor 7, 5 and 2 larger than the crystal sizes as calculated from the crystallization
kinetics. This suggests that at low supersaturations, compact crystal clusters are formed with big
pores inbetween. The size of these clusters decreased when crystallizing at higher supersaturation.
Thisisprobablyrelatedtotheaggregation andcrystallizationkinetics.
A complication is that the Kozeny-Carman yields a volume-surface averaged 'crystal size'
whilethecrystallization kineticsyieldsanumber averaged crystalsize.

(4-22)
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4.4 Conclusions
Thermalbehaviouroffully hydrogenatedpalmoil(HP)insunflower oil(SF)showsthat ifHP
has crystallized inthe a polymorph atransition to amixture ofthe ß' and the ßpolymorph occurs.
This transition takes place much more rapidly if SF is present. When crystallized in the ß'
polymorph, thedispersions arestableinthispolymorph. Themixingbehaviour inthe ß' polymorph
seems to be much less ideal than mixing in the a polymorph, although for both polymorphs the
melting temperature as function of the fraction HP could be described well with the Hildebrandequation.
The crystallization kinetics at different initial supersaturations, In/?,in the ß'polymorph of
dispersions containing various fractions ofHPwere described using the classical nucleation theory
and agrowthrateequationwiththefollowing form: logGc=\ogA+b\nß. Thisgrowthrateequation
is equivalent to an often-used engineering equation but does not correspond to theoretical growth
rate models.From the induction times for crystallization, we derived a surface free energyof about
3.4 - 3.9 mJ.m"2 for cubic nucleus formation. For such a surface free energy, the crystallization
curves could be fitted well by assuming that a fraction of about 0.8 of the triglyceride molecule
should be in the right conformation before incorporated in the nucleus. For the growth rate
equations, valuesofA « 10" m.s"1and b= 0.57 to 0.65wereobtained. For lnß <2.75,bwas about
0.65 andfor \nß> 2.75,bwasabout0.57.
'Flocculation times' derived from the crystallization kinetics corresponded well with
flocculation times measured in rheological measurements. Also the calculated mean crystal size
after crystallization wascompleted, agreedwellwithcrystal sizesobserved onEM-graphs and from
permeability coefficients.
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Structure ofFat Crystal Aggregates inLowVolume Fraction
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5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 General
One ofthe main functions offats infood products like margarine isits contribution to the
structureoftheproduct.This structureresults from afat crystalnetworkthatis formed asaresultof
aggregation offatcrystals byvan derWaals attraction (Walstra etal. (1995), van den Tempel
(1961)).During food manufacture, melted fats are cooled to below their final melting temperature
and nucleation is initiated. The formed nuclei, grow outinto crystals, andvolume fraction of
crystals and the average crystal size increase. Fat crystals already start to aggregate atlow volume
fractions ofcrystallized fatforming voluminous aggregates, while nucleation and crystal growth
still go on (Walstra et al. (1995), Kloek (1998) chapter 4). As will be shown later, a continuous
crystal network already can be formed atavolume fraction ofabout 0.02. Atthis stage, alarge
amount of fat has still to crystallize. Such ongoing crystallization after formation of anetwork can
stronglyinfluence themechanicalpropertiesofthefinal systems.

5.1.2 Aggregation
As every collision between twoparticles or aggregates leads to a permanent contact,
perikinetic aggregation ratewouldbegivenby Smoluchowski's equation(Smoluchowski (1917)):

%-\l.XIJ-crci-ct±KtJ.cJ

(5-1)

where ck isthe number concentration ofaggregates containing k particles and K^ thecollision
kernel for2 aggregates containing i andj particles, respectively. Smoluchowski has derivedan
expression forthecollision kernel forperikinetic aggregation, assuming that every collision is
effective:
Ki3j =An•(R; +Rj)- (D, +Dj )

(5-2)

whereRx andDx arethecollision radius andthe diffusion coefficient, respectively, of an aggregate
containingx particles.Thediffusion coefficient ofaggregatescanbeestimatedby:
Dx =

MkT
n

6X-JI0-RX

(5-3)
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where kb is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature and TJ0 the viscosity ofthe
continuousphase.Inthisequation,Rx isthehydrodynamic aggregateradiusratherthanthe collision
radius.
During theinitial stage of perikinetic aggregation the change of the number concentration of
aggregates andparticlescpintimeisapproximated by(Bremer(1992):
de.
p

dt -

\-kJ-c1

-A
with c=YéC\

L

3-70

(5"4>

i=l

From this equation itis easy to estimate the timeneeded toreducethe initial number ofparticlesc0
tohalfitsvalue.This so-called flocculation timetm isgivenby:

tm=-±^
4-khT-c0

=? ^ -

(5-5)

kbT-<fi0

where <j>0 isthevolumefraction ofdispersedparticles.
The flocculation time is an indication for the time scale atwhich aggregation takesplace and
can be compared with the time scale at which the mass crystallization of the fat takes place. Fora
dispersion of spherical particles with a volume fractionfoof 0.01, an averageparticle size a of 0.1
um and TJ0= 60 mPa.s (viscosity of oil at room temperature, T =298 K), Equation 5-5 givesa
flocculation timeofabout4.5s.
If effective particle motion is only due to an applied shear rate y, the collision frequency
kernelcanbewritten as(Smoluchowski (1917)):
KiJ=±-r(Ri+Rjf

(5-6)

This is called orthokinetic aggregation and the change in the number concentration of aggregates
andparticles,c0,intimeisapproximated by:
dc0
16-y- R'c2
r
~ =
—

^
with e-Ze,

(5-7)

The orthokinetic andperikinetic aggregation rates areapproximately additive. Whetherthe
application ofshear rate will enhance aggregation can be estimated bycomparing both rates.
Orthokinetic aggregation cannot be neglected if the following condition for the aggregate radiusif
is fulfilled:
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< KT v ' 3

(5-8)

A-Y-Vo

Atroomtemperature{T=298K),critical shearratesfor spherical crystalsaggregates inoil (TJ0= 60
mPa.s)ofsizes0.1 and 1(xmare 17and0.02 s', respectively.
In the above considerations it is implicitly assumed that at t = 0, all the primary particles are
present. To account for the production of particles by nucleation, a nucleation rate J should be
added to the equations for the aggregation rates (Meeussen (1995)). In the case of perikinetic
aggregation,Equation 5-4becomes:

dc £i=/_4^7^1

WIth c= fCi

(5 . 9)

Itis assumed thatthenucleation rateis constant. Thiswillonlybetrueduring theinitial stage
of the crystallization process in which the supersaturation will not decrease significantly.
Furthermore, it is assumed that secondary nucleation, this is additional nucleation due to the
presence of crystal surfaces, can be neglected. It is also assumed that after nucleation, particles
directly obtain their final size. Integration with respect to c and t gives the number density of
aggregates andparticles asafunction oftime.

, = - . I±^.tanh
"• 2 V3-LT
b
v

J

J-khT

(5-10)

3-7o )

This function is plotted in Figure 5-1 for some realistic nucleation rates and shows that the
number of aggregates increases with time until a steady state is reached. The initial slope of these
curves equals the nucleation rate as can be seen directly from Equation 5-9. After reaching the
steady state, newly produced particles will aggregate with existing aggregates. In the steady state
thenumberofaggregatesisgivenby:
3

\J-lo

liTij
As is clear from Figure 5-1, the aggregation rate strongly depends on nucleation rate. For
higher nucleation rates or crystallization athigher initial supersaturations, aggregation occurs more
rapidly asisclearfrom cbecomingconstant sooner.

(5 n)

-
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Figure5-1. The number density of aggregatesaccording to Equation 5-10 at variousnucleation
rates(indicatedasnumbersinm~3-s"1nearthecurves).T=298K, TJ0 =60 mPa.s.

5.1.3 Viscometry
Onewaytoestimatethedegreeofaggregationisbymeansofviscometry. Onaggregation, the
volume fraction of aggregates increases,leading toanincreaseinviscosity. Theextent towhich the
volume fraction aggregates increases, depends on the arrangement of theparticles in an aggregate.
Since the fractal approach to aggregate structure has been introduced, considerable progress has
been made in treating aggregation processes. According to the fractal concept, the number of
particlesperaggregateNf isrelatedtoitsradiusRby(Jullieneta/.(1984)):

MÎ
wherea is aprimary particle size andD the fractal dimensionality. From computer simulations ina
3-dimensional space, values for D were obtained ranging from 1.7 for rapid diffusion-limited
aggregation to 2.1 for reaction limited aggregation (Kolbetal.(1983),Meakin (1984)). Sincethese
numbers aresmaller than 3,the volume fraction ofparticles in an aggregate decreases on aggregate
growth.
The internal volume fraction particles $nt in a fractal aggregate is given by the ratio between
thenumberofparticlesNvandthetotalnumberofvolumeelementsinoneaggregateN^. The latter
scaleswiththedimensionless aggregateradiusinathreedimensional spaceas:

(5-12)
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A dispersion containing a volume fraction <f>0 of primary particles that have formed
monodisperse aggregates,willhaveatotalvolumefraction ofaggregatesgivenby:

< 5 - 14 >

*-=T-'•{-)"
Inmodelling theviscosity asafunction of shearrate,we shall follow the theorypresented by
Potanin (1991,1992,1993). It is assumed that the dispersion consists of monodisperse aggregates
and the viscosity is determined by hydrodynamic contributions only. So possible elastic interaggregateinteractionsareneglected.
Potanin showed from computer simulations that the aggregate radius can be related to the
shearratebythefollowing proportionality:
Rccy~m

(5-15)

where m i s a shear rate thinning exponent. This scaling relation was observed experimentally by
Sonntag andRüssel(1986).RewritingEquation 5-15 inadimensionless formyields:
- = CG~m

(5-16)

where C = (5l2)'m is a constant related to the break-up criterion for an aggregate and G the
dimensionless shearrate.Forasingleaggregatethelatterisgivenby:
G=2±Z

(5-17)

Theinterpartiçlebond strength amcanbe estimated from theinteractionpotentialbetween the
particles divided by the cross section on which it acts. For a dispersion of aggregates, the
assumption ismadethat theviscosity ofthewhole dispersion surrounding the aggregate equals the
viscosityofthedispersion 77(meanfield approach)sothatEquation 5-14 canberewrittenas:

R (*hY C

iHfJ ^
Itshouldbepointedthatthevalidityofthemean field approachisnotclear.

(5 18)

-
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The viscosity of dispersions can often be well described by the semi-empirical Krieger
relation(Krieger(1972)):

1=%-

l~p-

(5-19)

where $,isthevolumefraction ofaggregates and <fimtheirvolume fraction atrandom closepacking,
the latter being 0.63 for monodisperse, hard spheres in a 3-dimensional space and [TJ] the intrinsic
viscosity which is 2.5 for spheres. To model the viscosity of a dispersion as function of the shear
rate, only a relation between the volume fraction of aggregates and the dimensionless shear rate is
needed.
Theshearratedependency oftheviscosity ofdispersionscontaining fractal aggregates canbe
modelled by fitting measured viscosities toEquations 5-14, 5-18 and 5-19.Fitparameters arem, D
and <7m. Belowwe shallexaminetheshearrateexponent minmoredetail.
The shear rate exponent m depends on the type of interaction between two particles. If the
particles are aggregated in a deep primary minimum, its structure responds elastically to small
deformations. These aggregates aresaid toberigid(Potanin (1992,1993)). Theyield stress of such
anaggregate isproportional totheelasticmoduluswhich,inturn,scaleswiththevolumefraction of
particles in anaggregate with anexponent ju orwiththe aggregate radiuswith anexponent -x.The
exponentp isdefined as:
ju =-^—
3-D
Theconstantx depends onthe geometry ofthestress carrying strands inthe aggregate.It may vary
from 2for straight strandstohigherthan4for completely flexible strands(Bremer(1990,1992)).
As a break-up criterion, one may equal the shear stress TJ•y to the aggregate yield stress CT3.
Since theyield stresswould scalewiththe aggregate radiustothepower -x,the shearrate exponent
m would equal l/x. This relation can be useful, because it relates the aggregate structure to
properties likeyield stressandelasticmodulusofgelled dispersions.Forrigidaggregates values for
m are known to range from 0.2 to 0.4. These values compare well with exponents that were
determined from the dependency of elastic moduli on the volume fraction of particles. Potanin
showed by computer simulation for particles that are aggregated in a weak secondary minimum,
thattheshearrateexponent mwouldbeofabout0.5.

(5-20)
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5.1.4 Light scattering

Anotherwaytodetermine the structure ofaggregates isbymeasuring the scattered intensity /
oflightbythe aggregate asfunction ofthescattering angle 9. Thescattered intensity as function of
the wave vector q, which is related to 6,isproportional to the particle form factor P (intra-particle
factor) andstructure factor S(inter-particle factor):

I(q)ccP(q,a)-S(q)

(5-21)

The wave vector q depends onthe refractive index of the continuous phase n0 and the wave
lengthÂandisgivenby:
AK-

q=

^•sinf

(5-22)

If there is no correlation between the position of the primary particles, S(q) equals unity and
the scattered intensity isproportional toP(q,a)which canbecalculated for a givenparticle sizeand
geometry.
log/
Guinier

slope = -D

Porod

MR

1/a

logg

Figure5-2. Scattered intensity I as afunction of the wave vector qfor afractal aggregate at
differentwavevectorregions. R andaindicatetheaggregatesize andtheparticle size
respectively
At very small scattering angles and small particle size, P equals unity and the correlation
between theposition oftheparticles canbe extracted from the angular dependency of the scattered
intensity. S(q) is related to the distribution function g(r) that gives the probability of finding a
particle at a distance r from areference particle. Thedistribution function is proportional to r°"3. It
canbe shown that S(q) <x q~D(Werffand Ackerson (1986)).This relation is only valid if the wave
vector is within the Guinier-Porod region. In the Guinier region the scattering of the whole
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aggregate is seenwhileinthePorod region the scattering oftheprimary particles is seen (Figure52).Intheintermediate Guinier-Porod regionthe structure ofthefractal aggregate is seen (Werffand
Ackerson(1986)).

5.2 Materialsandmethods
5.2.1 Materials
Adescription ofthephysical properties andthetriglyceride composition ofthemodel system
is given in chapter 2 of this thesis. The solubility of HP in SF is given by the Hildebrand equation
(Hannewijk (1964),Wesdorp(1990)):
f

l n xVOHP
T=•

R.g

,

1
T
\*mj

i~\

1

(5-23)

Here,xm isthemole fraction ofdissolved HPinpolymorphiattemperature T,Rg the gas constant,
AHfi themolar enthalpy of fusion ofHP inpolymorphiand r m i themelting temperature ofHP in
polymorph i. The Hildebrand equation can be used for systems in which the liquid phase and the
solid phase have a similar chemical structure and which differ considerably in peak melting
temperature.
The driving force for crystallization isthe difference inchemical potential A// betweena
supersaturated dispersion andasaturated dispersion:
Au=RTln^-

=RIT\nß

X

cHPisthemolefractionHP and*„,isgivenby Equation 5-24,ßisthe supersaturation ratio andIn/?
iscalledthe supersaturation.

5.2.2 Methods
Prior to any experiment, the HP/SF mixtures were first heated to 80 °C for10 minutesto
destroyanycrystalmemory.
LowvolumefractionHP/SF solutions (<f>0 < 0.01) had crystallized at ashearrateof460 s' in
aconcentric cylinder devicefor 30minatvariousinitial supersaturations inthe ß'polymorph. After
crystallization, thedispersions were allowed to aggregate atvarious lower shear rates during which
the viscosity was determined asa function oftime. After aggregation, a shear rate sweep was
applied. The rheometer used was astrain rate controlled Bohlin VOR and the temperature was
controlled using aJulabo water bath.During crystallization of the dispersions in the rheometer, the

(5-24)
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torquebar was fixed to prevent the software to stop the shearing due to an overload message. The
temperature dependency of the viscosity of sunflower oil was determined at a shear rate of 4.6 s'.
Sunflower oilbehavesNewtonian.
Figure 5-3 shows the set-up of the light scattering equipment. Two-dimensional light
scattering ofafew dispersionswasmonitored duringcrystallization andaggregation, using aspecial
glass-madeconcentric cylindergeometrywithaninnergapof 1 mm.

laser
X=633nm

shearcell

projection
screen

Figure5-3. Experimentalset-upoftheshear-lightscatteringequipment.
The inner cylinder rotated, yielding shearrates rangingfrom0.04 to about 400 s'. As a light
source, a He-Ne laser with awavelength of 633nm was used. The concentric cylinder device was
thermostatted by aglassmadetoluenebath.Photographs ofthetwo-dimensional scattering patterns
weremadeusing aCCDcamerawith 165x 192light sensitivepixels (resolution 28) and converted
to intensity-wave vector curves by home-made software. Corrections were made for refraction of
the light when passing the glass-air interface. With the experimental set-up, scattering angles
rangingfrom0.5to 18°couldbeobtained.

5.3 Resultsanddiscussion
5.3.1 Viscometry
gelled dispersions
Figure 5-4 shows the viscosity -timeprofile of a 0.5 %HP/SF dispersion crystallized at rest
for 30min.Afterwards, itwas subjected to aconstant shear rate and the stress or the viscosity was
monitored in time. Every shear curve was obtained on using afreshlycrystallized dispersion. The
viscosity or stress profiles look very irregular. At the lowest shear rate (Figure 5-4a), yielding is
clearly visiblefromthe stressovershoot that occurstwotimes.Theviscosity, which is proportional
to the shear stress, became constant after some time. At higher shear rates, yielding was less
pronounced, but there was still a considerable stress increase. The stresses after one hour of
shearing increased with increasing shear rate.The final stresses at shear rates of 0.0146, 0.073 and
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2

0.146 s~' were 0.055, 0.15 and 0.88 N.m" respectively. The stress overshoot indicates that the
dispersionswere gelled.
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Figure 5-4. Viscosityofa0.5%HP/SFdispersion aftercrystallization at5°Catrest,asafunction
shearingtimefor variousshearrates.Shearratesareindicated.
When the gel was a sheared, fairly strong van der Waals bond and possibly much stronger
sintered crystal bridges have to be broken. Inhomogeneous structures and different bond strengths
between crystalswillleadtoaninhomogeneous stressdistribution andtherefore causethe formation
of shear planes with solid aggregates in between. The local stress needed for further deformation
will decrease assoon assomewhere inthe fat yielding occurs.This causes the flow tobecome even
more inhomogeneous. The end viscosities from Figure 5-4 do not show an over all shear rate
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thinning effect. This may be due to the time and shear rate dependent and uneven way of shear
plane formation: at a low shear rate the formation of slip planes may be pronounced, giving low
viscosities while athigher shearratesamorehomogeneous yielding canoccur,which could lead to
ahighermeasured viscositythan incaseoffew shearplanes.
Whether a gel canbe formed within 30min duetoperikinetic aggregation, even at a volume
fraction primary particles aslow as0.005,canbeestimated using the equation for the gel timetg as
given by Bremer (1992). This equation assumes fractal aggregation, which is true for the present
system aswillbeshown.

+
K=^~-\^-Ti^
^rh\-z-r^-<t>^
8
l
ro
2D+3 D+6J KT
*!>•*

where z is a constant depending on the fractal dimensionality D. If we assume diffusion-limited
aggregation, thenD would be 1.7 (z= 0.884); TJ0 = 0.120 Pa-sat T= 278 K, and for a = 0.1 um, a
geltimeofabout21minisobtained. Soitistheoreticallypossiblethatoveratimescaleof30mina
gel is formed, even at these low volume fractions. In reality, this time may even be much shorter
because the crystals are anisometric and will therefore have a higher collision probability. At the
other hand, ifD = 2, the calculated gel time would be several hours. Since the experiments show
that agel isformed within30min,itislikelythatitexistofaggregates ofsmallD.
Whether a gel can be formed in the measuring body of the rheometer also depends on the
width of the gap: it should be wide enough to allow growth of the aggregates to such a volume
fraction that a gel is formed. For fractal aggregates, that willbethe case at the moment the internal
volume fraction particles in an aggregate, as given by Equation 5-13, equals about the volume
fraction ofprimaryparticlespresentatgellingconditions. Substituting 0gd= $„,=0.005 andD= 1.7,
yields adimensionless aggregate radiusRla atthe gelpoint of 59.Foraprimary particle size of 0.1
um, this yields an aggregate radius of 5.9 um which is much smaller than the gap size of the
measuring geometry;hence,agelcanbereadily formed.
Presheared dispersions
It is clear that crystallization, aggregation and network formation are processes that occur
simultaneously when fat solutions have crystallized in rest. This can have important consequences
for the interaction between crystals. Firstly, crystals will aggregate due to van der Waals forces.
These aggregated crystals are close to each other. Separation distances of about 10Â or lower are
reported. These are distances close to the molecular dimensions of triglycerides. The formation of
solid crystal bonds (sintering) between aggregated crystals is therefore expected (Walstra (1987),
Johannson (1994)).Icomebacktothispointinchapter6.
To study the aggregation process, it is necessary to separate crystallization and aggregation
processes. To this end, mixtures were crystallized while being sheared at a rate of 460 s'. In this

(5-25)
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way, very small crystal aggregates or single crystals were produced which could be considered as
primary particles. Due to the high shear rate during crystallization, contact times between crystals
will be so short that sintering of crystals will not occur. When the crystallization process was
finished, a lower shear rate was applied, allowing the primary particles to aggregate to more
voluminous aggregates. Since all dispersion had crystallized at a shear rate of 460 s', the starting
conditionswerethesamefor eachaggregation shearrate.
viscosity ( N m ' 2 s )
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Figure 5-5. Viscosity of 0.5%HP/SFdispersions, crystallizedat 5 °Cat ashearrateof 460s~',
as afunction of shearing timefor variousshear rates.Aggregation shear rates are
indicated.
Figure 5-5 shows the viscosity during aggregation at various shear rates. The viscosity
increases from roughly that of the continuous phase to values several times higher. The viscosity
increase can be explained from the increase of the volume fraction of aggregates. Directly after
crystallization this volume fraction wouldroughly equalthe initial volume fraction HP ($,= 0.005)
assuming that no or only very dense aggregates had been formed. At shear rates of 0.046 and 0.46
s', the time scale over which the steepest increase in viscosity took place was about 200 s. This
indicates that atthese shearratesthe aggregation process wasadiffusion-limited process. This can
be checked by calculating the critical shear rate above which perikinetic aggregation cannot be
neglected from (Equation 5-8). Substituting T= 278K, TJ0 = 120mPa.s andR=a=10"7m,yields a
critical shear rate of 8 s 1 . The order of magnitude corresponds well with the experimental result,
which showsthat atshearrateshigherthan 4.6 s_1 the final viscosity was reached much sooner than
atlowershearrates.
After one hour, the viscosity was almost constant: an equilibrium situation had more or less
been reached, in which the growth rate of the aggregates would equal the break down rate of the
aggregates. The viscosity after one hour of aggregation decreased with increasing shear rate. This
can be explained by the increasing shear stress applied on the aggregates which causes them to
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become smaller and or more dense and therefore causes the volume fraction of aggregates to
decrease. Figure 5-6 shows the measured relative viscosities after one hour of aggregation for
dispersions containingvariousvolumefraction ofHPthathad crystallized at aln/?= 5.The relative
viscosities were fitted by Equations 5-14, 5-18 and 5-19, by minimizing the following equation
(Potanin(1992):

(5-26)
,

where Ç =

^m(3-D)

'»7o
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Figure 5-6. Measured (markers) andfittedfinalviscosities(curves) asfunction of theshearrate
duringaggregation ofHP/SF dispersions crystallizedathiß =5. Volumefractions of
HP: x 0.0020; A 0.0050; 00.0075; D0.01.
Thefitted linesshowthattheviscosities after onehourofaggregation asfunction ofshearrate
canbefittedsatisfactorily assuming afractal geometry ofthe fat crystal aggregates. Table 5-1 gives
a compilation of the fit parameters for the various volume fractions. For low dimensionless shear
rates, m andD were directly related to each otherby the relation m(3-D) =constant; consequently
m and the breaking stress am were used as fit parameters for some realistic values of D (Potanin
(1992)).Values taken for Dranged from 1.7 for the case of diffusion-limited aggregation to 2.3 for
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reaction limited aggregation with some compaction due to rearrangements, for instance due to
shear.
Table5-1.

Fitted m valuesfor a number offractal dimensionalitiesD as determinedfrom the
final viscositiesasfunction ofshear rateat variousfractions HP. Also theoptimum
<7misgiven.Dispersionshadcrystallizedintheß'polymorph ataninitiallaß = 5.
m
o-m
<t>0
D=\.l
(-)
0.002
0.005
0.0075
0.01

D=\.9

0.38
0.36
0.38
0.34

D=2.\

0.45
0.43
0.45
0.40

0.55
0.53
0.55
0.48

£»=2.3
0.70
0.68
0.71
0.63

(Km 2 )
104
10"
510 3
104

Assuming aconstant D, the shearrate exponent m increased slightly with decreasing volume
fraction HP or assuming a constant m, the dimensionality D decreased slightly with decreasing
volume fraction HP.The somewhat deviating results for $,=0.0075canbe explained bythe lower
optimum value of the interparticle bond strength am:an increasing o~m results in a decreasing m or
D. Itis surprising thatthevalueof <rmisindependent on <f>0 sinceit isexpected that crystallization at
aconstant initial ln/7for variousfractions HPwouldresultindispersionswithdifferent crystal sizes.
relativeviscosity (-)
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Figure 5-7.

The relative viscositiesmeasuredin a shear ratesweep starting at theaggregation
shearrateofa 0.75 %HP/SFdispersion atIn/?= 5. Thesolid lineisfitted according
themodelofPotanin. Aggregationshearrates:00.046s~'; D 0.092s~';A0.46s~';x
4.6s-1;* 46s-1.
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Figure 5-7 showstheviscositiesof0.75 %HP/SFdispersions,measuredinashear-ratesweep
applied after the aggregation step at a certain shear rate. The fitted curve is also given. The shearrate dependency of the viscosity did not significantly depend on the aggregation shear-rate.
Therefore, alltheresultsofthevariousshear-rate sweepsatonevolumefractionweretreated asone
group. The fit results are given in Table 5-2. The same trends are observed as from the fits of the
finalviscosities: m slightly increases or D slightly decreased with decreasing volume fraction HP.
Higher values for crm go alongwith lower values for m. Theobtained values for mranged from 0.3
to0.4 for£>= 1.7 andfrom 0.5to0.7forD =2.3(Tables 5-1 and 5-2).
Table5-2.

Fitted m valuesfor a numberoffractal dimensionalitiesD as determinedfrom the
viscositiesmeasured in ashear ratesweep after aggregationat variousshear rates
for variousfractions HP.Also theoptimum<rm isgiven.Dispersionshad crystallized
intheß'polymorph ataninitial\nß = 5.
m

A
D=l.7
(-)
0.002
0.005
0.0075
0.01

0.34
0.32
0.32
0.28

D=l.9
0.40
0.37
0.38
0.34

Cm

£»=2.1
0.49
0.46
0.47
0.41

£>=2.3
0.62
0.59
0.60
0.53

(N.m2)
4-104
410"
2-10"
410"

Aggregation of fat crystals is a rapid diffusion-limited process because no steric- or
electrostatic barriers are present (if no emulsifiers are adsorbed on the crystal surface). For rapid
diffusion-limited aggregation, a D of 1.7 is expected. This would correspond to low m values
ranging from 0.3 to 0.4. According to Potanin (1991, 1992, 1993), these values are indicative for
rigidand irreversiblebonds.This agreeswell with the deeppotential well that was estimated to be
about 30ATbyvandenTempel.
Theorderofmagnitudeof crrathatgavethebest fit, isreasonable for van derWaals attraction.
ThevanderWaalsattraction forceFwbetweensphericalparticlesisapproximatedby:

F

-'èw

whereAb istheHamakerconstant enHtheseparation distancebetweentheparticles.The separation
distancebetween theparticleswillbebetween4Â,roughlythespacingbetweentwoparaffin chains
in a crystal, and 10Â, a value estimated from shear moduli of fat dispersions by van den Tempel
(1961). Areasonable estimate for Ah = 2.5-10"20J(6.5kj for T= 278K)(van denTempel (1961)).
Assuming an averageH = 7Â and am=FJ(it-a2), yields for am 104and 105N-m"2for particle radii
of 140 nm and 14 nm respectively. These values sound realistic, although one should be careful

(5 27)
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applying these equations since the particles are strongly anisometric. The anisometric nature of fat
crystalswillprobably giveanunderestimation ofthecalculated a.Furthermoretheanisotropicity of
thecrystalswillcauseAh tobedependent onthecrystalplane.
Thebond strength between the crystals should be influenced by particle size, as indicated by
Equation 5-27 and the relation am = FJ(n-a2), and should therefore be sensitive to the initial
supersaturation atcrystallization. Figure 5-8 showstheviscosities obtainedfromashear-rate sweep
of0.5%HP/SF dispersions thathad crystallized atvarious initial supersaturations. The dispersions
wereaggregated atashearrateof0.046s"1 after whichtheshear-rate sweepwas applied.

relativeviscosity (-)

40
30

si

20

*\V

10
0
0.01

1
0.1

T*"i|MlJLJLk
1

10

100

1000

shear rate(s'1)
Figure 5-8. The measured (markers) and fitted (lines) relative viscosities of 0.5 % HP/SF
dispersions crystallized at various initial supersaturations flnß). Viscosities are
determinedinashear-ratesweepafteraggregation at 0.046s~'. \nß: D 4.5;05.0;
A5.5;x6.0.

The fitted values are compiled in Table 5-3. The bond strength seems to increase with
increasing initial supersaturation, indicating that the average particle dimension decreased with
increasing supersaturation. This is expected when considering the crystallization kinetics (Kloek,
chapter 4). The nucleation rate is much more temperature dependent than the crystal growth rate.
Due to the higher nucleation rates, more particles will be produced that grow to a lesser extent as
the amount of HP is limited. As the amis inverseproportional to the particle size, the particle size
shouldbereducedbyafactor 7whentheIn/?isincreasedfrom4.5to5.5.Itshouldberemarked that
thatwhen assuming alinearrelationbetween ln/7and crm ,thedifferences in amarenot significant at
aprobability levelof95%.
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Thedeviating valueof amfor thedispersion crystallized atln/?=6maypossibly be explained
by some crystallization occurring inthe a polymorph, because at a supersaturation of 6.0 in the ß'
polymorph, the bulk phase of this polymorph is almost supersaturated. As the HP consists of
numerous triglycerides, at least a small proportion of them would be supersaturated in the a
polymorph. The crystals in the a polymorph will transform rapidly into a mixture of mainly the ß
polymorph and some in the ß' polymorph (Kloek, chapter 4). This transformation is accompanied
byacoarseningofthecrystals.
Since shear rate sweeps of dispersions, crystallized at various supersaturations, were only
performed on dispersions aggregated at a shear rate of 0.046 s"1, somewhat higher values for crm
were found. By combining several shear rate sweeps, starting at a shear rates that are equal to the
variousaggregation shearrates,theviscosities obtained athigher shearratesareweighted morethan
intheseexperiments.Thisdifference inweightingwould alsobethereason for the somewhat lower
values of m in comparison with the experiments in which dispersions were aggregated at various
shearratespriortotheshear-ratesweeps.

Table5-3.

Fittedmvaluesfor fractal dimensionalities (D)of1.7and2.3asdeterminedfromthe
viscositiesmeasuredinashearratesweepafteraggregation atashear rateof0.046
s~'. Also the best fit for am is given. Solutions of 0.5 % HP/SF were allowed to
crystallize in the ß' polymorph at various initial In/?. Exponent p relates the elastic
modulitothevolumefraction ofparticlesaccordingtoEquation5-20.

\nß

(-)
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0

1

m

M

D=\.l

D=2.3

(-)
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.28

(-)
0.52
0.50
0.49
0.51

<Tm

m - ( 3 - D)

(")
2.77
2.85
2.94
2.80

(N-m"2)
M0 5
3-105
7-105
4-105

5.3.2 Light scattering
Since it was notpossible to distinguish between m andD by viscometry, light scattering was
used to estimate D. The dispersions ($, = 0.0025) had crystallized in a glass-made shear cell at a
shear rate of about 460 s'1 and were subsequently allowed to aggregate at a shear rate of 0.04 s'.
The two-dimensional scattering profiles were measured during shearing. Figure 5-9 shows the
scattering profiles as seenon the projection screen directly after crystallization and after 40 min of
aggregation at 0.04 s'. The scattering patterns show that directly after crystallization, light was
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scattered up to relative high 9. The crystallization process it self could also be monitored by the
increaseoftheintensity intime.Assoonastheshearratewasloweredtotheaggregation shearrate,
scattering became more concentrated to lower 9.This indicates that the scattering structures were
increasing insize.After correction for therefraction oflightbytheglass/airinterface, the scattering
patternsdidnot showany anisometry.

a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B H
b
Figure 5-9. Scatteringpatterns (not correctedfor refractionat glass/air interface)of a 0.25 %
HP/SF dispersion,a: after crystallizationat a shear rate of 460 s"1 at ln/7 = J. b:
after 40minofaggregationat 0.04s~'.Blacksquare incentreisapiece ofpaper to
protect CCDfrom overexposure.
Verduin (1996)found, for aweaklyaggregating system,abright vertical lineonthescattering
pattern, perpendicular to the flow direction during shearing of the system. Cessation of the shear
caused this line to disappear. The line was explained by the influence of the shear rate on the
structure factor S(q)asthepair correlation function becomes direction dependent ina flow field. In
aggregating HP/SF dispersions no bright vertical line could be observed, which suggests that the
aggregate structure did not become strongly anisotropic. This could have been due to the strong
attractive forces between the fat crystals. Figure 5-10 shows the calculated I-q curves after various
timesof aggregation.
Fractal aggregates shouldyieldstraight lines for log/versuslogc.Directly after crystallization
was completed, such apower-law relationwasnot observed. At the shearing during crystallization,
the primary particles are expected to be "seen" by light scattering. The angular dependency of
intensity is determined by the particle form factor only if there is no correlation between the
positions of the primary particles. From this factor it is possible to calculate the particle size.
However, the intensity at 9 =0 is not known and also the anisotropic nature of the fat crystals
interferes withparticle sizecalculations.
After 1min of aggregation the relationship was still curvilinear but after longer times the
slopesbecamenearly linear. After 5min,anaverageslopeof-1.6 was obtained.After longertimes,
correlation coefficients became higher with a final slope of about -1.7 to -1.8 (Table 5.4). Fitted
slopes would correspond to fractal dimensionalities of 1.7 to 1.8. These slopes correspond well to
theresultsobtainedbyVreekeretal.(1992)fortristearatecrystalsinoliveoil.
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q (m1)

10

Figure5-10. Scattered intensity (shifted along the I-axisfor clarity) as afunction of the wave
vectorqofanaggregating0.25%HP/SFdispersion aftershearingfor varioustimes
at0.04s~'.Shearingtimesareindicatednearthecurves.

Table5-4.

Slopesobtainedfrom thepower-lawdependency ofthescatteredintensityasfunction
ofwavevectorofanaggregating0.25%HP/SFdispersion atashearrateof 0.04 s~'
aftervarious times.
r2
slope(=-D)
time
slope(=-D)
time
?
(min)
(min)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
30
-1.75
0
0.995
1
35
-1.69
0.996
0.995
-1.68
-1.57
40
0.996
5
0.995
45
-1.73
10
-1.58
0.999
-1.76
0.996
50
-1.78
0.997
15
-1.62
0.993
55
-1.75
0.997
20
-1.67
0.998
25

Dimensionalities of 1.7 - 1.8 are expected for aggregates that are formed due to rapid
diffusion-limited aggregation in the absence of shear. However, the aggregates were grown under
shear.Thiscancauserearrangementsoftheparticlesintheaggregates,leadingtocompaction ofthe
aggregates and therefore higher dimensionalities. Dimensionalities up to 2.1 are expected when
aggregates aregrownundershear(Hoekstra etal.(1992)).Ontheotherhand,rotational diffusion of
the anisotropic crystals would lead to a smaller dimensionality. Whether rotational diffusion is
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important compared to the effect of shearing can be examined by calculating the rotary Peclet
numberPer:
Pe =

with D, = •

KT

(5-28)

8x-tj0-a

whereaais aconstant depending onthe axissizeratio oftheparticleandDTtherotational diffusion
coefficient. For Per < 1, the rotational component cannot be neglected compared to aggregate
movement due to shear. To calculate the rotational diffusion coefficient, a particle size has to be
known. However, the primary particles were too small to be sized by light microscopic
observations. Therefore, the particle size was estimated from the flocculation times. From
viscometricdata, itwasconcluded that growth of aggregates tookplaceduring, say, duringthe first
200 s. Before aggregate growth becomes detectable by an increase in viscometry, aggregates must
havegrowntoratherhighdimensionlessradii.Theflocculation timewillthusbemuch smaller than
200s.Thegreatest changeinthelight scatteringpatterns oncessation of sheartookplaceduring 10
to 60 s. Substituting </>0 = 0.0025, T= 278 K, %=0.120 N - r n V and flocculation times of 10and
60 s in Equation 5.5 yields as estimate for the average particle sizes 63 and 120 nm respectively.
These sizes correspond to diffusional rotation coefficients of 5.09 and 0.74 s"1 respectively.
Assuming aa = 1and substituting y =0.04 yields Per « 1. Therefore, rotational diffusion may be
important andcanpossiblyexplainthelowdimensionalities obtained.
If the aggregates grow, its "particle size" increases and already at low dimensionless radii
(about 5),Perwillbe largerthen 1.Thiswould lead to anincrease ofthedimensionality sincetimedependent rearrangementsbecome important.
log/ (a.u.)

q (m 1 )
Figure5-11. Scattered intensityas afunction of wave vector q of an 0.25 % HP/SF dispersion
aggregatedat0.04s~'oftheaggregates remainingaftersubjectingthemfor 3minto
variousshearrates.Shearratesareindicatednearcurves.
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SlopesobtainedfromFigure5-11.
shearrate
slope
?
s"1
(-)
(-)
0.04
-1.75
0.995
0.3
-1.79
0.997
1.4
-1.91
0.998

shearrate
s"1
5.6
14
50

slope

r2

(-)
-2.21
-

(-)
0.997
-

After aggregation at a shear rate of 0.04 s', the dispersions were subjected to a shear rate
sweep. Every shear rate was applied for about 3 minutes. This time was sufficient to reach an
equilibrium situation. Figure 5-11 shows the I-q curves at the various shear rates and Table 5-5
compilessomecorrelationresults.
On increasing the shear rate in the range from 0.04 to 5.6 s"1, a power-law relation remains
valid. Assuming the slope of thepower-law equals -D,it canbe concluded that the dimensionality
increases more strongly at shear rates of about 1 s"1 and higher. These are shear rates at which
rotational diffusion can be neglected, so that higher dimensionalities are expected due to
rearrangements.
At ashearrateof 14s', theresults couldnotbe fitted to apower-law. This maybe dueto the
effect ofshearrate onthe form factor. Another explanation maybethat theaggregate size becomes
so smallthatthewavevector isoutsidetheGuinier-Porod region.At ashearrateof 14s', thelower
limit of the Guinier-Porod region is at q « 310 s m"1. This limit should correspond with the
reciprocal aggregateradius(Figure 5-2).Form=0.3,<rm=105and rj/rj0=2,Equation 5-18 yieldsan
dimensionless aggregate radius Rla of 17. Combining R/a = 17 with q = 3-105m"1= MRyields a
particle size of 200 nm, which is somewhat larger than the size obtained from flocculation times.
For m = 0.5 aparticle size of 30nm is obtained which is somewhat smaller then the size obtained
fromflocculation times.
If compaction of the aggregates occurs at shear rates higher than a certain critical shear rate,
thismaysomewhat affect fit parametermobtained byviscometry.Howbigthis effect willbeisnot
clear.

5.4 Conclusions
The aggregate structure of low volume fraction HP/SF dispersions can be described well
using afractalapproach.Light scattering ofdispersions aggregated atlowshearratesyieldedfractal
dimensionalities ofabout 1.7 -1.8,whichisindicativefor rapiddiffusion-limited aggregation.From
viscometric dataattheseshearrates,ashearrateexponent m=0.3 -0.4 couldbederived. Thebond
strengths between the primary particles could be explained by van der Waals attraction. The bond
strength increased with increasing initial supersaturation on crystallization, which is explained by a
decreasing particle size. Shearing these aggregated dispersions at higher shear rates lead to higher
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dimensionalities which can be explained by rearrangements becoming more important than
rotational diffusion.
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6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 General
Fats are important components in food products due to their sensorial and structural
properties.They can occur asaliquid oilphaseor asolid crystal phase,depending on composition,
temperature andpressure.Indispersions offat crystalsinoil,thestructural properties arise from the
presence of aggregated fat crystals. The continuous fat crystal network determines the mechanical
propertiesofproducts likemargarine andbutter.Ahighpercentageofsolid fat yieldsahardproduct
with undesirable brittle properties. Lower amounts of solid fat can give a more spreadable product
butmay alsoresult inundesirable oiling-off: the crystal network istoweak to carry its own weight
andliquidoilcanpermeatethroughtheporesinthecrystalnetwork.
From anutritionalpoint ofview fats act assuppliers ofenergy and essential fatty acids andas
a solvent for somevitamins.It isrecommended thattheintakeof fats, especially thosecontaining a
proportion of saturated fatty acids, is reduced. However, triglycerides containing saturated fatty
acids are the ones that crystallize under conditions as applied in food processing. A reduction of
triglycerides containing saturated fatty acids will reduce the amount of solid fat and therefore will
affect mechanical properties. The latter properties depend on the geometrical structure of the fat
crystal network i.e. how are the fat crystals distributed in space, the number of crystals and on the
interaction forces between crystals. A better understanding of how crystals are arranged and how
they interact with each other can provide tools to optimize the mechanical properties of fat
continuous systemsusing aslittlesolidfat aspossible.
The aim of this research isto determine the mechanical properties of fat dispersions at small
deformations as a function of the crystallization conditions and to interpret the results in terms of
interactionbetweenthecrystalsandthespatialdistribution ofthecrystals.

6.1.2 Crystallization
Fats can only crystallize if the triglycerides are supersaturated: then the solubility of a group
of triglycerides at certain conditions is lower than the fraction present. For a given liquid
triglyceride blend this can be achieved by increasing the pressure or by lowering the temperature.
Thelatterismostcommoninfood industry althoughalsopressuretreatments aregaining interest.
Crystals can only grow after nuclei havebeen formed. So the number density of crystals and
the crystal size distribution will be directly related to the nucleation rate.Nucleation is the process
inwhichembryos i.e. aggregatesofmolecules areformed asaresultofadditionofmonomers.Ifthe
embryo exceeds the critical size defined by the Gibbs-Thomson relation, it is called a nucleus.
Homogeneous nucleation, which is nucleation in the absence of any external structured surface, is
very strongly temperature dependent and only occurs at considerable supercooling (20 - 40 K). In
fats, homogeneous nucleation can only be achieved if the fat is finely dispersed, for example
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emulsified. In bulk fats heterogeneous nucleation, which occurs at higher temperatures, will be
predominant. This type of nucleation is catalyzed by foreign surfaces like micellesof
monoglycerides and walls of equipment used. It is also very temperature dependent, though less
thanfor homogeneous nucleation.
Bychanging the temperature of crystallization orthe applied supersaturation, it ispossible to
influence thenucleationrateandtherefore thenumberofcrystals;thenumberofcatalytic impurities
increaseswithdecreasingtemperature andnucleation rateismuchmoretemperature dependent than
the crystal growth rate. As soon as a nucleus is formed it will grow out to form acrystal. Fat
crystals are anisometric and their dimensions depend on the polymorph inwhich they have
crystallized. Every crystal face has a different growth rate and the differences are large because of
the anisometry of atriglyceride molecule. Thelinear growthrateofacrystal face is supersaturation
dependent, but not as strong as the nucleation rate. If the temperature dependencies of nucleation
rate and growth rate are known, it is in principle possible to calculate at every time the number
density ofcrystals and their size distribution, aslong as no fusion ofcrystals orsecondary
nucleation occurs.Attheinitial stageofisothermal crystallization, bothnucleation rate/and crystal
growth Gc rate would be constant. During this stage the fraction solid <j»{t) may be calculated as a
function of timetby the Avrami-equation (Avrami (1939) a and b). For the hypothetical case of
spherical crystalstheAvrami-equation isgivenby:
m=^-Gc3-j-t<

(6-1)

6.1.3 Aggregation
FatcrystalsinoilexhibitBrownianmotionandthuscanmeeteachother.Asthey areattracted
to each other by van der Waals forces, they can aggregate forming voluminuous aggregates and
finally acontinuous crystal network. The collision frequency Jcoll of a dispersion containingc
sphericalparticlesperm3duetoBrownian motionisgivenby(Smoluchowski (1917)):
dc 4-A-kh-T-c2
&

3-îJo

^
,-.,

wherekb istheBoltzmann constant, Ttemperature, TJ0 theviscosity ofthecontinuousphase andA a
constant depending on the type ofcolloidal interaction between the particles, hydrodynamic
interactions and polydispersity (Bremer etal.(1995)).Forparticles that are only subject to van der
Waals forces, like fat crystals {i.e.fast diffusion-limited aggregation),A is about unity. This means
that every collision is effective in creating a permanent bond between two particles and that every
new cluster may be considered as aparticle having the same collision probability. The time needed
toreducetheparticlenumbertohalfitsinitialvaluethen isgivenby:
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A-kJ-c

(6-3)

kbT-0o

whereais theparticle radius and $,thevolume fraction ofparticles.Arequirement for aggregation
is that the van der Waals attractional energy, which depends on the particle size, is larger than the
thermal energy i.e. is larger than khT. As can be seen from Equation 6-3 this "flocculation time"
time is very sensitive to the particle size. An order of magnitude calculation for a dispersion of
spherical crystals (a =0.1 um; </>0= 0.10) in an oil phase of rj0=60 mPa.s at T= 298 K yields a
flocculation time of about 0.5 s. For anisotropic fat crystals this time will be even smaller due to
their higher collision probability. As aggregation proceeds, the aggregates become more
polydisperse. This would further enhance flocculation rate. The 'flocculation time' as calculated
from Equation 6-3wouldtherefore be overestimated.
During crystallization both crystal size and volume fraction ofcrystals areincreasing. During
theinitial stageofisothermalcrystallization, theaveragecrystal sizewould increase linearly intime
and the volume fraction of solids would be proportional to f. As a result, the flocculation time
therefore decreases as crystallization proceeds. 'Flocculation times' would even be shorter if
secondarynucleation istakeninto account.
From modelling the crystallization kinetics of fat dispersions, it appeared that already at
volume fractions below 0.01, the time scale of crystallization is longer than the time scale of
flocculation. This would mean that already in the beginning of the crystallization process
considerableflocculation occurs(Kloek(1998),chapter4).
The simultaneousness of nucleation, crystal growth and aggregation has important
consequences for describing and modelling crystallization and aggregation kinetics. As soon as
considerable aggregation of crystals occurs, the crystal surface that is available for growth
decreases.Thiswill slowdownthecrystallization rate.
Equations 6-2 and6-3 assumethat att= 0thevolume fraction ofparticles is $,.However, att
= 0nocrystals arepresent ($,), sothenucleation rateJ hastobe taken into account to calculate the
number ofparticles andaggregates.Ifadispersionofsay 10%potential solids issupersaturated and
secondary nucleation is neglected, J may be considered constant during the crystallization of the
first onepercent ofsolids(Meeussen(1995)).

±= J_*-KT-S
At

(6 . 4)

3-7 0

Integratingthisequationwithboundary conditionc^ =0andsolving for cyields:

•tanh|2-J5^|

(6-5)
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This equation isplotted inFigure 6-1, togetherwiththetotalnumber ofpotential crystals(J-i)
that could be produced by primary nucleation. After a certain time the total number of particles is
constant: the decrease of its number by aggregation is compensated by the production of particles
by nucleation. So the number of aggregates is determined inthe initial stages of the crystallization
process.
c, Jt CIO17!?!-3)
10

5--

0

50

100

time (s)
Figure 6-1. Thenumberdensityof aggregateand crystalsc andthe maximumnumberdensityof
crystals as function of time during simultaneous nucleation and aggregation
accordingtoEquation6-5. J =1016m V , TJ0 - 60 mPa-sandT= 298K.
Thenumberconcentrationofaggregates andcrystalsinthesteady state(css)wouldbegivenby:

(6-6)

3-kbT

Thetime atwhichhalfofthis steadystatenumberdensityisreached isat:
3

t, =| •arctanh4

"7o

(6-7)

J-kJ

The average number of particles in an aggregate Npis simply calculated by dividing the number
densityofcrystals(Jt) bythenumberdensityofaggregates.Thisgivestherelation:
Np =£-tanhÀ:

with

k=

arctanh!«0.55

(6-8)
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Fort>S-tVrC, theaveragenumberofparticlesperaggregatewouldroughlybegivenbyt/t,Ac which is
proportional withtime.
The consideration of simultaneous aggregation and crystallization given above assumes that
the particles produced by nucleation directly have their final size. However, the crystals grow in
time.Anincrease ofparticle sizewilldelay aggregation ofcrystalsbutit isnot cleartowhat extent.
Another consequence of simultaneous crystallization and aggregation is that solid bridges can
readily be formed between aggregated crystals (sintering) since these are in very close contact
(Walstraeta/.(1995)). The separation distance between two aggregated crystals is of the order of 1
run which is comparable with the dimension of a triglyceride molecule. Sintering may markedly
influence themechanicalproperties oftheaggregates andthenetwork.

6.1.4 Network models
When aggregation proceeds, a continuous crystal network will generally be formed. The
mechanical properties of the network depend on the amount of solid fat, the spatial distribution of
thefat crystals,theinteraction forces betweenthecrystalsandthesizeandtheshapeofthecrystals.
If an elastic network is deformed, energy is applied to the structural units. The change in
GibbsenergyAAondeformation canbestoredenthalpically (AH)orentropically (TAS) :
AA =AH-T- AS

(6-9)

In case of macromolecular gels the deformation energy is mostly stored in an entropie way.
Ondeformation thechainsbetweenjunctions arestraightened andthey losepart oftheir entropy. In
caseofparticlegels,likefat crystalnetworks,thereishardly anylossof entropy sothemain energy
changeisenthalpic.Theshearmodulus Gofanetwork isgivenby(vanVlietandWalstra(1985)):
d^4
G =CN-rT 2
dx
where C = Ax/y is a constant relating the macroscopic strain y to the displacement Ax of two
structural elementswithrespect toeachotherandTVisthenumber ofeffective strandsper unit cross
sectionofthegel.
Van den Tempel (1961) was the first to try and explain the shear modulus Gof a fat crystal
network (tristearate in oil) on thebasis of van der Waals attraction, assuming a linear arrangement
ofsphericalcrystalsparalleltothethreeaxesofanorthogonal co-ordinate system(Figure 6-2).

(6-10)
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H„
e=(H-H0)ld
H

y=2-e

ft
d
Figure 6-2. Arrangementoffat crystalinanetworkaccordingtovandenTempel(1961). Particles
incorporatedinstress-carryingstrandsare filled.
In a dispersion of spherical crystals of diameter d and volume fraction $» the total length of
the crystal chains per unit volume equals 6-0J(n-d2). Then stretching the network, a third of the
chains will carry the stress so that N equals 2-0J(n-d2). Van den Tempel assumed van der Waals
attraction to be the only interaction force. To correct for the non-spherical shape of the crystals, it
was assumed that the interaction energy couldbeconsidered as an intermediate between for that of
spheres and cubes. This yielded for the interaction energy A =Ah-dl'5/(l2-Hls) where Ab is the
Hamaker constant and H the distance between the crystals. The stress per unit cross-section crcis
givenbyN-(dA/dH) andtheshearmodulusoftheunstrainednetwork isthengivenby(l/3)-(dcrJd£).
Converting the relative extension Eto a shear strain yby y=2-e=2(H-H0)/d, it finally yields for
theshearmodulus atvery small deformations:
„ 5-4, <j>0-d°
G= —
24K-Hi

This equationisequivalenttoEquation 6-10,for C=dß.
Van den Tempel obtained reasonable values for the shear moduli. A consequence of this
equation is that themodulus isproportional to the amount of solid fat, and is slightly dependent on
the crystal size. According to the derivation of Equation 6-11 there would be no region of linear
deformation. From theliterature it isknown that themodulus scaleswiththe amount of solidswith
an exponent of 4 to 8. It is also known that the crystal size has a large effect on the modulus: an
increase oftheparticle size leadto adecrease ofthemodulus (Tempel (1979)).Furthermore, linear
regionsofdeformation ofabout 10"to 10"3areobserved.
Nederveen assumed a similar geometrical model but calculated the interaction on the base of
spherical particles and took into account van der Waals attraction and Born repulsion so that N =
2-0J(n-d2) and A = ({Awdl24-H)i\-{W)iHJHf)).
In this case the shear modulus for small
deformations wouldbe:

(6-11)
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(6-12)

whichisequivalenttoEquation6-10,for C=d.
Also this model shows linear scaling of the modulus with the volume fraction of solids. It
predicts a decrease of the modulus with increasing particle size. The term in brackets gives the
deviation of the modulus from the linear region and is introduced by taking into account Born
repulsion. Assuming a particle diameter of 0.1 um, a distance between the particles at equilibrium
of 0.5 run and an allowable deviation of the modulus of 10 % yields a linear elongation of about
910"5. This corresponds with a linear strain of about 210" 4 . This value compares rather well with
experimentalvalues.
Thenetworkmodelsdescribed sofar assumedthat allthesolid fat ispresent in stress-carrying
chains.This seems not veryrealistic. Papenhuijzen assumed that only a fraction a was effective in
contributing to the modulus sothatN equals la-fyjiji-d1). Assuming spherical crystals and van der
Waalsattraction onlythenyields:
G= a

ArA

6n H3

For a dispersion containing 7 % solids it was calculated that only 4 % of the solid fat was
effective. This was translated to a geometrical model as given in Figure 6-3. Linear chains of
crystalsconnectbigclustersoffat crystalstoeachother.

Figure6-3. Cross-sectionof the arrangementof crystalsin clustersand linear chainsaccording
toPapenhuijzen. Particlesincorporatedinstress-carryingstrandsare filled.
The models of van den Tempel, Nederveen and Papenhuijzen assume that the crystal chains
areoriented parallel tothe axis of anorthogonal co-ordinate system and that onlythechains in one
direction arestresscarrying.

(6-13)
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Kamphuis put forward anisotropic network model;amodel inwhichtheprobability to find a
chain is equal for all directions. In this model alsobreaking and formation ofbondsdue to thermal
movementwasincorporated. Theresultofthat analysiswas:
G=

(6-14)

20n-Hi

Thisresult is closetotheresult oftheearlier mentioned models, except for anumerical coefficient.
Thedifference inthis coefficient is about a factor 3and canbe explained by the use of an isotropic
network modelin stead ofanetwork inwhichthereareonly chainsinthreemutually perpendicular
directions. Themodels ofKamphuis andPapenhuijzen yield the same equation for Gwhen a =0.3
in Equation 6-13. Bremer (1992)performed a similar analysis but in a much less complicated way
and found anequation similartothatofKamphuis:

G=4(l-ln2) 2
71

A

Hi

Thenumerical front factors found byBremerandKamphuishardly differ.
Large progress in describing mechanical properties of particles gels as function of volume
fraction particles has been made after the introduction of the fractal concept (Bremer et al.(1989),
Bremer (1992) and de Rooij (1996)). By using the fractal concept it is possible to describe the
geometric distribution ofparticles in space.Thisdistribution canbe incorporated into equations for
elasticmoduli viaNand C(Equation 6-10).

Figure 6-4. Example of a deterministicfractal aggregate (a) and a stochasticfractal aggregate
(b).Particlesincorporatedinstress-carryingstrandsare filled.

(6-15)
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Afractal isastructurethatisrepeated atdifferent length scales.Adeterministic fractal isbuilt
of structures that areconnected toeachother asaresult oftransformations according tostrict rules
(e.g.Figure6-4a).Astochastic fractal isbuildupofstructures connectedtoeachother asaresultof
a random process (Figure 6-4b). Many aggregates formed during aggregation canon average be
modelled as a fractal. The number of particles iVn in a fractal aggregate scales with the
dimensionlessradius(Rid)withanexponentD,thefractal dimensionality:
ATp=(f)C

(6-16)

Disacharacteristic parameter describingthestructureoftheaggregate.Theprimary particle sizea
maybethesizeofa crystal,ortheradiusofasmall, compact aggregate ofcrystals.The numberof
volume elements in a three-dimensional space Aftot scales with an exponent of 3 with the
dimensionlessradius.Thevolumefraction ofparticlesinanaggregateisthusgivenby:

^-£--(*)"

(6 ,7)

-

An important consequence of this equation is that the volume fraction of particles in an
aggregate decreases with increasing radius.Asaggregation proceeds, theaggregates become more
tenuous.Atthemoment thevolume fraction ofparticles intheaggregate equalsthevolume fraction
of primary particles, a three-dimensional network is formed. At the gel point, the radius of an
aggregate equalsa-^0"<3D).Thenumberofstress-carrying chainsTVinanetwork consisting of fractal
aggregates depends onthe sizeoftheaggregates andisinverselyproportional tothesurface areaof
an aggregate. Thisisbecausethenumber ofcontactpointsbetween two aggregates willbeconstant
and independent ontheaggregate size, asfollows from thescale invariance ofaggregate structure.
ForNthefollowing relationholds:

N«{*)2

=<*o/(3"D)

Ifchainsbetween the aggregates arestraight,thedeformation ofthe chainsisindependentof
the aggregate size sothat Cisindependent ontheaggregate size.Forhinged chains Cdependson
the aggregate size andscales with (Ä/a)"1 (Bremer (1992)).Forchains that have afractal backbone
of dimensionality (1+JC), Cisproportional to (7?/a)"2x (Brown andBall (1985)). Inserting 6-18in
6-10andusingtheappropriate equationsforCyieldsthefollowing proportionalities between Gand
</>0 (Bremer(1992)):

(6-18)
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The fractal network models can explain the observed power-law scaling between elastic
moduli and volume fraction solids. It has been used with success to explain mechanical properties
ofparticle gels.From the slopeof alog -logplot of Gagainst $,,thefractaldimensionality can be
obtained if the geometry of the stress-carrying strands is known. The intercept of this plot is a
measureoftheinteraction forcebetweentheparticlesat <j>0= 1
The fractal dimensionality can also be determined from other physical parameters, like yield
stress,permeability, viscosity, ifthesearedetermined asfunction ofthevolumefractionparticles.A
very powerful technique to determine the geometric distribution of particles is Confocal Scanning
Laser Microscopy (Bremer (1992)). From a single micrograph of a dispersion at one volume
fraction itispossibletodeterminethefractaldimensionalitybycalculatingthedistribution function.
From thesetypeof experiments itbecameclearthat adistribution ofdimensionalities mayoccur in
several systems (Bos, 1997). The dimensionality may vary among aggregates in the same
dispersion, but it may also vary among regions in an aggregate. Determining the fractal
dimensionality from physical parameters would therefore yield an average dimensionality that will
depend on the way it is determined. It is likely that elastic moduli will yield other dimensionalities
than the values obtained from permeabilities, since parameters determined by the properties of the
strands andoftheporesaremeasured,respectively.

6.1.5 Particle interactions
The interaction energy between aggregated fat crystals in oil can be described well by a
Lennard-Jones type equation which gives the energy content AA of a bond between two spherical
non-polar particles (van den Tempel (1961), Kamphuis (1984)). It contains a van der Waals
attraction and ahardcorerepulsionterm.Theintegrated form oftheoriginal equationisgivenby:

24-H

7 \H

(6-20)
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Figure6-5. Lennard-Jones potential and the corresponding attractive interaction force as a
function oftheseparationdistanceHfor twosphericalparticles witha = 70~7m, Ab =
2-10-21JandH0 = 5-10-l0m.
When the energy content is differentiated with respect to the interparticle distance H, the
interaction forceF w isobtained:

F.-^L

24-H2

>"t)l

(6-21)

Both equations are plotted in Figure 6-5. At a separation distanceHQ, the interaction force is zero.
Movingtheparticlesfromthisequilibrium situationtoeachothercauses anetrepulsive force, while
moving theparticles away from eachothercausesanattractive force. Themaximum attractive force
isataseparation distanceof2m-H0.
By using this analysis, it is implicitly assumed that theparticles are undeformable. In reality,
fat crystals are strongly anisometric and can be subject to bending. The resistance to bending will
dependonthelengthtothicknessratio andthebendingmodulusofthecrystal£ b .Iftwocrystals are
situated perpendicular to each other and one crystal is moved, several things can occur: the
separation distance remains constant but the crystal bends, the crystal does not bend but the
separation distanceincreasesor somethingintermediateoccurs(Figure6-6).Thedeflection xc atthe
non fixed endofacantileverwithlength/c,widthwcandthicknesstc isgivenby(Roark(1985)):

x, = —

(6-22)
3-Eh-I
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whereI ismoment of inertia, which is givenby wc-tc3/l2,andF isthe force acting onthenonfixed
end.
H»

Ho+*c

&A

Figure 6-6. Possibledeformation ofanisotropiccrystals:a; nodeformation b; displacement over
a distancexc if thevander Waals attractionisweakcomparedto thestiffness ofthe
crystal c; deflection over a distance xc if the van der Waals attraction is strong
comparedtothestiffnessofthecrystal.
Themaximum attractional force occurs atH= 2I/3-i/0. Ifthis force is taken asthe load on the
end of the cantilever and taking d = (wc-?c)"2 in Equation 6-21, the following relation for the
deflection xr is found:
I
*

,

=

•

16 m-Eb tc

Vw, -L

Themacroscopic strain /of thecrystal isestimatedbyxjlc. Inserting crystal dimensions of /c
= 1urn,wc= 0.2 um andtc =0.05 um and using Ah =2-10"21J,H0 = 5-10"10 m and£„= 109Nm"2,
yields a macroscopic strain of 2.510"3. This shows that fairly high macroscopic strains can be
reached due to attractional forces between crystals required to separate them from each other.
Especially the dimensions ofthecrystal (last term inEquation 6-23) willdetermine towhich extent
itwillbend.
Figure 6-7 showsthedeflection oftheone-side fixed crystal asa function ofthe displacement
between the two crystals for various bending moduli of the crystals. On moving the crystals from
each other, the deformation of the fixed crystal increases and reaches a maximum deflection at a
separation distance between the crystals of 2 1/3 // 0 . This is the distance at which the van der Waals
attractional force ishighest. On further separation of the crystals,the deflection of the fixed crystal
decreasessincetheattractional forcedecreases.
Bending of the crystals by moving these away from each other will become more difficult if
more crystals arepresent or if crystals are not rectangular but somewhat curved and twisted. Such
crystalswill onlybend easily iftheforce isperpendicular tothedirection ofthecurvature. Bending

(6-23)
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of a crystal also becomes more difficult if both crystal ends are non-fixed i.e. if they are free to
move.Inthiscase,external forces canresultinaslidingmovement overthecrystal surface.

strain in crystal

A ,= 610
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Figure6-7. Relativebendingdeformation (yc/IJ ofacrystalthatisattractedduetovanderWaals
attraction of a crystal as function of the relative displacement (z/lj between the
crystals (see diagram at right). Bending moduli of the crystal (N-nr2) areindicated
nearthecurves.
If fat crystals are sintered due to simultaneous aggregation and crystallization or by
recrystallization of thermodynamically unstable crystals, the bonds between the crystals are very
stiff. Therefore, the deformation behaviour of such a sintered dispersion at strains smaller than the
yielddeformation, willbedeterminedbythebendingmodulusofthecrystalsandtheirdimensions.
Ifemulsifiers adsorb ontothe crystal surface theremaybe anadditional repulsive term dueto
steric or electrostatic repulsion. This would slow down the aggregation process (reaction limited
aggregation) and may result in more compact aggregates. Johannson and Bergenstahl (1992a)
showed by sedimentation studiesthat emulsifiers adsorbweakly onto fat crystals;they formed tight
monolayers at high and loosely packed layers at low emulsifier concentrations. Loosely packed
monolayers appeared to lead to a weaker crystal network and tight layers lead to an increased
strength.
Addition of a small amount ofwater (0.2 %)totristearate crystals in soybean oil dispersions
didnotaffect theelasticmoduli ofthedispersion,but itincreased theyield stressby afactor 4.Also
the region of linear deformation was extended from 1.2-10"3 to 510"3 by the addition of water
(Johansson et al. (1992e)). Johansson et al. (1992b) calculated that formation of water bridges
between fat crystalsmayyield adhesive forces ofamagnitude comparable to orhigher than van der
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Waals forces. It should be kept inmind that the authors used aHamaker constant of 2-10'22 J (0.05
£bT), calculated from dielectric permitivities and refractive indices. For this estimate, they used a
refractive index for the fat crystal of 1.45 (smaller than the refractive index of the oil phase). If a
refractive index of 1.56 is used (Meeussen (1995)), we calculate a more reasonable Hamaker
constant of210"21J,whichisabouttentimeshigher.
The results of Johansson can also be explained by assuming the crystals to bend. Adding
traces of water leads to stronger bonds between the fat crystals compared to van der Waals bonds
due to formation of water bridges. Assuming the van der Waals bonds are stiff compared to the
bending modulus of the crystals, the crystals will bend on small deformations but the separation
remains the same; the elasticity modulus is the same as for a dispersion that contains no water. At
largerdeformations around theyieldpoint,thecrystalsbend somuchthattheforce attheendofthe
crystal becomes so high that thewater bridge isbroken. Since for larger strains thewater bridge is
stronger than the van der Waals force, a higher stress is necessary to break the bond (higher yield
stress). This higher stress can only be obtained by deforming the crystal to a greater extent which
explainsthelargerregionoflinear deformation.

6.2 Materialsandmethods
6.2.1 Materials
Adescription ofthephysical properties andthetriglyceride composition ofthemodel system
is given in chapter 2of this thesis.Dueto the large number of different triglycerides, many crystal
defects will be formed and considerable recrystallization is expected to occur. Both factors will
probablypromote sinteringofaggregatedcrystals.
Also solid phases with a much more homogeneous triglyceride composition were used. The
first was tripalmitate (PPP). Moreover, a PSP-rich fat was used that had been obtained by
hydrogénation of POP (glycerol 1-3 dipalmitate 2-oleate); it will be referred to as PSP. The main
triglycerides in"PSP"are:PPP(0.7%);PSP(70.4 %);PSS/SSP(19.2%)and SSS(3.3 %).
Table6-1 gives somecharacteristics ofPSP.
Table 6-1. SomepropertiesofPSPandPPP.
component
PPP
PSP

molarmass
(g-mol')
807
821

Tma T^(°C) (°C)
44.7 55.7
42.4 62.2

A//fa
A//fp(J-mol') (J.mol')
9.5104 1.26105
8.7-10" 1.57105

The solubility of HP or another high melting fat in SF is given by the Hildebrand equation
assumingidealmixingbehaviour(Hannewijk (1964);Wesdorp(1990)).
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where^„pisthemolefraction solubleHP inpolymorph iattemperature T,AH(ithemolar enthalpy
of fusion of polymorph i, Rg the gas constant and T^ the absolute melting temperature of
polymorph i.
The driving force for crystallization is the chemical potential difference Aju between a
supersaturated solution andasaturated solution:
A/i = RiT\n—

= R%T\nß

(6-25)

where cm is the mole fraction crystallizing component, x^, the solubility given by 6-24, ß the
supersaturation ratio and ln/7the supersaturation. If the mole fraction crystallizing component is
known, the crystallization temperature Tcanbe calculated for every initial supersaturation. As the
crystallizing component, the whole group of "solid" triglycerides present will be taken. They are
treated asaone-component system.

6.2.2 Methods
6.2.2.1 Rheology
Mixtures of the model system were made by weighing the fats in the liquid state. Prior to
rheological measurements, the mixtures were kept at 80 °C for 10minutes to destroy all possible
crystalmemory. Themelteddispersionwasintroduced intotherheometer thatwas settothe desired
crystallization temperature. During crystallization, the dynamic moduli were determined at a
frequency of 0.10 Hz and a maximum strain of 5 10"4.This strain was within the linear region of
crystallized fat dispersions. Strainsweepswereperformed atafrequency of0.1Hz.
Frequency spectra were determined at a maximum strain of 5-10"4. The lowest applied
frequency was 0.001 Hz. At high frequencies problems occurred with very stiff samples using a
strain-controlled rheometer. Due to the stiffness of the sample, the measured storage moduli
decreased with increasing frequency above a critical frequency. This is physically not possible and
is explained by deformation of the driving gear of the rheometer. This deformation causes some
energyuptakethat isnot accounted for inthe software. This leadsto anapparent decrease in G' and
increase in losstangent with increasing frequency. Thecritical frequency decreased with increasing
modulus.For a 10%HP/SF dispersions,having astorage modulus of about 710 5 Nm"2 and avery
lowlosstangent (<3°),thecriticalfrequency wasabout0.4Hz.
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The rheological measurements were performed using a strain-controlled Bohlin VOR or a
stress-controlled Bohlin CS.In case of isothermal crystallization in the ß' polymorph, a concentric
cylinder geometry (code CI4) was used. In the case of crystallization in the a polymorph or
measurements onmechanically treated dispersions, aparallel plategeometry with roughened plates
wasused.

6.2.2.2 Permeability
Permeability coefficients weredeterminedbymeasuringthevolume flow rate Qof sunflower
oilthrough crystallized HP/SFdispersions. Theflow rateisrelated tothepermeability coefficient B
accordingtotheDarcyrelation:
„ BAC

AP

Q=

-•—

70

(6-26)

l

where Ac is the cross-sectional area of the dispersions through which the oil is permeating, APthe
appliedpressuredifference overadistance/and TJ0theviscosity oftheoil.
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Figure 6-8. Schematic representationof thepermeability set-up using the normal method (left)
andthecapillarymethod(right).
The HP/SF dispersions had crystallized in open-end permeability tubes (diameter 4 mm) for
one hour at the appropriate temperature. The tubes were placed in a bath thermostatted at the
crystallization temperature that was filled with sunflower oil. The pressure difference over the fat
plug could be changed byvaryingthe depth ofthetube inthebath (Figure 6-8, left). The flow rate
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was determined by monitoring the level of the permeating liquid in time with a travelling
microscope.Thiswasournormalmethod (vanDijk (1986)).
For lowpermeabilities, theflowratesweretoo lowtobe determined bythe above-mentioned
method. In this case, the flow rate was determined by measuring the linear speed of the oil-air
interface in avertical capillary.Tothisend,thepermeabilitytubethatcontained thecrystallized fat
dispersion was further filled with oil and athin capillary was fitted ontop of thepermeability tube
(Figure6-8,atright).Theratiobetweenthecross-sectional surfaces ofthepermeability tube andthe
capillary was about 22.5. The capillary rise Acapwas taken into account. The permeabilities were
calculatedbyinsertingthemeasuredoillevelsatdifferent timesinthefollowing equations:

B=-

1

Vo-1

*2-'l

Pg

•In

A.-AC)
A.-A(/ 2 )

normalmethod
(6-27)

B:

1
'j-'l

%-'-c

•In

A(f2)+Aoi|-Ac<

capillarymethod

Pg

wherecistheratiobetweenthecross-sectional surfaces ofthepermeabilitytubeandthecapillary.

6.3 Resultsanddiscussion
6.3.1 Elastic moduliduring crystallization
Figure 6-9 shows the storage modulus during the isothermal crystallization of 12 % HP/SF
dispersions atvariousinitial supersaturations inthe ß'polymorph.Under the applied conditions,the
a polymorphwasnot supersaturated.
As a supersaturation is applied, crystals areproduced by nucleation and crystal growth. After
a certain induction time,the storagemodulus starts to increase. This induction time depends on the
initial supersaturation. Theinductioncanbeseenasthetimeneeded for crystalstobe formed andto
flocculate to aggregates that are space filling i.e. the time needed to form a gel. For high
supersaturations (In/?=4)the induction time was a few seconds while for low supersaturations the
induction time was a few hundreds of seconds. This is in agreement with expectations: at a high
supersaturation, bothnucleation and crystal growth rate are fast. Because there is no energy barrier
toaggregation ofcrystals,thecrystalswillrapidly form aggregates andsubsequently agel.
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Figure6-9. StoragemoduliofJ2 %HP/SFasfunction oftimeduringisothermalcrystallization at
variousinitialsupersaturationsplotted onlinearscales(a)andtheinitialpart onloglog scales (b). 0: \nß=4.0, n.\nß=3.75, A:\nß=3.50, x:lnß=3.25, *:\nß=3.0,
o:lnß=2.75.
Bremer(1992)derivedanequationtoestimategeltimete; i.e. thetimeneededtoform aspace
filling network assumingfractalaggregation:
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wherezisa factor rangingbetween 0.85 and 1depending onthevalue ofD. This equation assumes
that at t = 0 already a volume fraction $, of particles with radius a is present. Although strictly
speaking notvalid for thecaseof simultaneous crystallization and aggregation, this equation canbe
used to estimate the order of magnitude of the gel time.Assuming D = 1.7 for aggregates at small
volumefractionof solid (Kloek (1998),chapter 5),aparticle radius of about 10"7 m (Kloek (1998),
chapter4)andavolumefractionofsolidatthegelpoint 0ge, of about 0.02,wouldyield ageltimeof
24s. At a ^ge,= 0.01 thegeltimewould equal 120s.Thesetimes correspond well with the timesat
which storage moduli obtain significant values (10-100 Nm"2, Figure 6-9b). The calculated gel
timesmaybeoverestimatedbytheanisometricnatureoffat crystals.
For a given dimensionality, the gel time according to Equation 6-27 is very sensitive to both
particlesize(«:a3)andfractionsolid(oc0"231îorD =1.7). Duringtheinitial stageof crystallization,
both nucleation rate and crystal growth rate areconstant sothat thevolumefractionsolid would be
givenby Avrami's equation 6-1,where the fraction solid isproportional to f. The volume-surface
average crystal size then is only proportional to t so that the gel time would be mainly determined
by the fraction solid. The influence of initial supersaturation on the gel time is therefore primarily
duetotheeffect ofsupersaturation onthecrystallizationkinetics.
After theinductionperiod,thestoragemodulus increased rapidly. Athigh supersaturation, the
storagemodulus reached amaximum, while atlower supersaturation themodulus became constant.
At very low supersaturations (In/?< 2.75), the storage modulus kept increasing over the time span
studied. Interpretation of the results for dispersions crystallized at In/? < 2.75 is somewhat
cumbersome, because at these low supersaturations spherulitic structures with sizes up to 100 \im
were often formed, asnoticed by microscopic evaluation. These structures aretoo large, compared
tothegapsizeofthemeasuringbody,toallow accuraterheologicalmeasurements.
The initial rateof increase ofthe storagemodulus (intherange 102< G' <103) is very high.
Scaling relations of G'x tv with p varying between 15 and 20 can be obtained for initial
supersaturations smaller than 3.75. At these supersaturations it was experimentally possible to
perform the first measurement while no solid fat was present. This was not possible at initial
supersaturations of3.75and 4.Thescaling exponent/? decreased toroughly4 - 6 after considerable
crystallization has occurred.During theinitial stageof crystallization thefractionsolids is given by
Avrami's equation and scales with t. If the relations G'oc tv with p « 15-20 and 0 <x f are
combined, G'wouldbeproportional to <j?8"5.Thisrangeofscaling exponents isoften observed and
can be explained well by assuming that the gel isbuilt of fractal aggregates (Equation 6-19). This
will be discussed later. The lower value of scaling exponent p, that prevails later on in the
crystallization process, can be due to two mechanisms. Firstly, supersaturation has decreased and
therefore the fraction solids is not proportional anymore to (* but to Mo a smaller exponent.
Secondly, the crystals that aggregate onto an existing network will probably be less effective in
contributingtothenetworkmodulusthanthecrystalsthatform theprimarynetwork.
Figure6-10 showsthatduringcrystallization the lossmodulus follows the samepattern asthe
storage modulus. After a certain induction time, the loss modulus increases rapidly. At a certain
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stage the loss modulus reaches a maximum value, while the storage modulus still increases. A
decrease ofthe loss modulus willbe duetorelatively lessenergy dissipation during deformation. A
possible explanation for a maximum in the loss modulus can be a gradual change in the type of
interaction.
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Figure6-10. Thestorage modulus (closedsymbols), the loss modulus (opensymbols) (a) and the
loss tangent (b) during the crystallizationof 12 % HP/SF at supersaturations of 0
4.00 and A3.50. Vertical linesindicatethe timeat whichthe lossmodulus obtainsa
maximum value.
During the initial stage of crystallization, the crystals are attracted to each other by van der
Waals forces. These bonds may exhibit considerable relaxation and therefore cause energy
dissipation. Ifthesebondsbecome sintered duetoongoing crystallization orrecrystallization, much
lessenergyrelaxationwilloccur.Thiswouldresultinadecreaseofthelossmodulus.
For intermediate initial supersaturations, the loss modulus was almost constant after
crystallization was about finished. Since also the storage modulus was constant, so was the loss
tangent. For the highest supersaturation (In/?= 4), the storage modulus decreased and the loss
modulus increased with time. Ostwald ripening of the small crystals produced at high
supersaturations canpossibly explain the decrease ofthe storagemodulus. These crystals will have
irregular shapes.Localradiiofcurvaturewillbevery smallandtherefore thelocal solubility willbe
high.Thiswould resultindissolution oftheirregular-shaped structures andrecrystallization to form
larger crystals. Structures with larger crystals but with about the same spatial distribution of the
crystals would result in lower storage moduli if the particles are bendable, because there is less
resistance to bend a longer crystal. Furthermore, the dissolving triglyceride may move to places
whereitiselastically less effective.
Dispersions that had crystallized at In/?= 4 were almost supersaturated in the a polymorph.
Because the HP consists of various triglycerides each having its own melting temperature and
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melting enthalpy, sometriglyceridesmayhavebeen supersaturated inthea polymorph asthevalue
of In/? was calculated using the "average" bulk properties of the HP. Time resolved X-ray
diffraction experiments have shown that an a -¥• ß' /ß polymorphic transition occurs when HP/SF
dispersionshavecrystallized inthea polymorph. Thistransition isaccompanied by acoarsening of
the crystals. So both Ostwald ripening and polymorphic transitions can be the reason for the
decrease of the storage modulus of HP/SF dispersions when crystallized at a high supersaturation
for the ß'polymorph.

6.3.2 Elastic moduliasafunction ofvolumefraction solids
From the elastic moduli as a function of the volume fraction maximal achievable solid ($,),
information can be obtained about the geometrical structure of the network and the interaction
parameterA between the structural elementsbyusingthe scaling G'=A-<j>£. Wetook themoduli at
thetimethat themaximum amount of solidswas obtained (asdetermined byp-NMR).When using
the final valuesofthemoduli instead, this didnot strongly influence the results.Figure 6-11 shows
that for all supersaturations a fairly good power-law relation between the storage moduli and the
volume fraction HP is obtained. This suggests that the network properties can be described by a
fractalapproach. The statisticsofthepower-law fit aregiveninTable6-2. Table 6-2 showsthat the
slope is almost constant having a value of about 6up to initial supersaturations of 3.75. The same
trend is observed for the interaction parameter A. Dispersions crystallized at an initial
supersaturation of4.00haveaclearly lowerslopeandinteraction term ascanalsobe seen in Figure
6-12.
G' (Nm"2)

10

105

104,-

103
0.01
^o (•)

Figure 6-11.Elastic moduliasfunction of volumefractioncrystallizedHP/SF aftercrystallization
atvariousinitialsupersaturation. 0: In/?= 2.75,D: In/?=3.00,A:In/?= 3.25,x: In/?
= 3.50, *: In/?=3.75, o:ln/3= 4.00.
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Table6-2. Slopesfj.and interactionparameters A obtainedfromcorrelationanalyses of elastic
moduliG' asfunction ofthevolumefraction solids<f>0accordingto G'-A.^0M.
\og(A/Pa)
r2
\nß
^for
M
G'=10Pa
(-)
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00

(-)
6.53
6.91
5.97
5.45
6.35
4.08

(-)
11.3
11.8
10.8
10.6
11.8
9.8

(-)
0.9998
0.9934
0.9754
0.9995
0.9957
0.9991

(-)
0.026
0.027
0.023
0.017
0.020
0.007

The decrease of both slope and interaction term suggests that the geometrical structure and
interaction between the particle changes when crystallizing at higher supersaturations. Most of the
slopes are somewhat higher than the slopes of 3.8 - 5 that were determined from the scaling
relationsbetween G' and </>asfunction oftimeduringtheinitial stageof crystallization.
At the moment a gelwas formed, the storage modulus started to increase. Already at storage
moduli of 1Nm"2 a gel would exist. The lowest detection limit was about 10Nm"2. At this value
also the phase angle became smaller than 45°, i.e. the elastic part dominated over the dissipative
part.From theslopesandtheinterceptsinTable6-2,thevolumefractioniscalculated atwhichsuch
a modulus would be obtained. This is the case at volume fractions solids of about 0.02 for
supersaturations upto3.75.At asupersaturation of4thecalculatedvolumefractionislower.
u (-)

Inß (-)

Inß (-;

Figure 6-12.Slopes ju and interaction parameters A and their 95 % confidential limitsobtained
from correlation analyses of elastic moduli G' asfunction of the volume fraction
solids (/>0accordingto G'=A.<fi0M.
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The slope ß can be used to calculate the fractal dimensionality of the network by using
Equation 6-19. Depending on the geometry of the backbone of the stress-carrying chains, several
dimensionalities canbeobtained.AcompilationisgiveninTable6-3.
Table6-3. Calculatedfractaldimensionalities ofHP/SF networksassumingdifferentgeometries
of the stress-carryingchains,x refers to the numeratorin the exponentsofEquation
6-19.
scaling
exponent
lowInyo: <3.75
highlnyft « 4

M
6
4

fractal dimensionality
D
x=2 x =3 x =A x =4.3
2.7
2.5
2.33
2.28
2.5
2.25
2.00
1.93

Assuming the aggregates to form straight stress-carrying strands (x = 2), very high
dimensionalities result. Thisgeometry,however, isnot very likely.Presumably, it can only occur if
shrinking of the strands takes place after formation of the network, as was shown for aged casein
gels (Bremer (1992)). Using a, more likely tortuous arrangement of the stress-carrying strands,
smaller dimensionalities result. The highest possible value of the numerator in the exponentfj.
would be 4.3 (Rooij (1996)).For this geometry, fractal dimensionalities ranging from 2.28 for low
supersaturations to 1.93 forhighsupersaturations werecalculated.
Computer simulations for diffusion-limited aggregation (translation diffusion only) showed
fractal dimensionalities of about 1.8. By introduction of a sticking probability (energy barrier for
aggregation), fractal dimensionalities of about 2.1 were obtained. Taking into account
rearrangements would even lead to a higher dimensionality (+ 0.2). The occurrence of rotational
diffusion will lead to a lower dimensionality. As the type of interaction between fat crystals in an
non-polar medium will be strongly attractive and some rotational diffusion may occur due to the
anisometric nature of the fat crystal, it is expected that the primary network consist of aggregates
with alowdimensionality. Itwas shownby light scattering on lowvolumefractiondispersions that
slightly smaller scaling exponents (1.7-1.8) were obtained when correlating the scattered intensity
asa function ofthewavevector (Vreeker (1992),Kloek (1998) chapter 5)).Thismay be due to the
occurrence of rotational diffusion ofthe anisometric fat crystals. However, it should be mentioned
thatthiskindofanalysisofscatteringdataonanisotropicparticlesisquestionable.
Apossible explanation for the difference inD obtained by light scattering and the analysis of
the G' versus <j>0 relation is in the strongly different range of <j>0 studied. As shown previously,
already at very low volume fraction solids, a primary network can be formed with a low fractal
dimensionality. Ongoing crystallization will produce more crystals that will aggregate in the pores
of the primary network or aggregate to the chains of the primary network. This will compact the
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network. If we assume that the primary network is formed at a volume fraction of <j>%A with a
dimensionality of£>gel,thedimensionless aggregateradiusRla atthegelpoint iscalculatedfrom0gel
= (Ä/a)D8e|3. Assuming that therelation </>0= (A/a)0"3remains valid during further crystallization but
that the aggregates can not increase in radius so that Rla = (Rla\à, an apparent fractal
dimensionalityD* canbecalculated asafunction ofvolumefractionfor ^>^gel:
D'=3 +(Dgü-3)^^

(6-29)

For <j>iA =0.01 and Z)gd = 1.7, we derive {Rla)=34.6. If an additional 5 % of particles aggregates
into existing aggregates, the radius cannot increase, so that aD' of 2.21 is obtained. At a volume
fraction solid of0.12,D' =2.4.AccordingtoEquation6-29,D' shouldincreasewithhighervolume
fractions and therefore a power law relation between G' and $, need not hold. However, there are
severalcomplicating factors.
* The assumption that aggregates grow not further than to a radius (Rla)gü can be questioned.
After the gel point, radial growth of aggregates will be hindered but some interpenetrating of
aggregates and therefore growth of aggregates will occur. Neglecting this growth would
overestimateD' since ^gelisoverestimated.
The volume fraction at which a space-filling network is formed, depends on the crystallization
kinetics of the dispersions. At the same initial supersaturation but varying volume fraction of
HP, the crystal growth rate will be constant but the nucleation rate will be higher for a higher
volume fraction HP. If the time scale of crystallization is much shorter than the time scale of
aggregation, aggregation is rate limiting. Therefore, 0gel can increase with increasing $,. A
higher 0gelwillresultinahigher D'.
At thegel point, the stress-carrying strands ofthenetwork willbetortuous. This corresponds to
high x-values in the scaling relation G' = $, X/(3D). On continuous crystallization, the stresscarrying strands will become less tortuous, especially when the new crystals aggregate onto the
strands of the primary network. This would result in lower x-values and which may
"compensate" for the increase in D* upon crystallization and thereby result in a power-law
scalingbetween G'and </>0.
It isnot possible to speak about the dimensionality of anaggregate. Therewill be a distribution
of dimensionalities, depending on the length scale considered. On scales smaller than particle
size and larger than the aggregate size,the dimensionality will be 3. In intermediate regions D
willbe smaller than 3.The fractal domainis inbetween the sizeregion ofthe crystalline region
(primary crystals) and the size region in which the gel is a homogeneous domain. Due to
inhomogeneities in thefractaldomain,D may locally vary and theD observed by experimental
techniquesthendependsonthephysicalparameterthatisdetermined.
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Table6-3 showsthat,onassumptionofaconstantx-value, at ahigh initial supersaturation of
crystallization, a lowerD is found than at a lower initial supersaturation. This canprobably also be
explained by differences in ^ge,duethedifferences intime scales of aggregation and crystallization.
Another parameter that can be important for explaining the difference in scaling exponents for
various initial supersaturations is the crystal size. The size (distribution) will depend on the initial
supersaturation during crystallization, leading to smaller crystals at higher supersaturations. It was
shownthat for certaingeometrical arrangements,theaveragesizeofparticles canhave an influence
onthescalingrelationsbetween G' and ^(vanVliet andKloek(1997)).
Furthermore, the type of interaction between theparticles caninfluence the scaling exponent.
Non-sinteredbondswillbemuchmoreflexiblethan sinteredbonds.For aconstant dimensionality,
more flexible bonds will lead to higher scaling exponents, since the numerator in the exponent //
will be higher. For higher initial supersaturations, the growing crystal surface will probably show
more defects, which willpromote sintering of crystals.This canprobably explain the lower scaling
exponents obtained athigherinitial supersaturations.
Besides the fractal dimensionality, the scaling behaviour of G' versus fo also gives some
information abouttheinteractionbetween thecrystals.Thisinteraction termA isgiven inTable 6-2
and plotted in Figure 6-12. Up to supersaturations of 3.75, A seems to be independent of
supersaturation. At a supersaturation of 4,A is, like the scaling exponent /i, markedly lower. If the
interaction between the crystals would be van der Waals attraction and the crystals are non
deformable, A is expected to increase with increasing supersaturation as the average crystal size
decreaseswithincreasing supersaturation. Therefore, itis expected that the crystals are sintered due
to simultaneous crystallization and recrystallization or that deformable (thin or long) crystals are
kept togetherby van der Waals attraction. Dueto thenature ofthe fats used, sintering seems most
likely.
Figure 6-13 shows storage moduli of HP/SF dispersion that had all crystallized in tubes at a
temperature of 20 °C for 20 hours. This means that all dispersions were supersaturated in the a
polymorph atvarious initial supersaturation, and that apolymorphic transition from a to ß'/ß must
have occurred. The elastic moduli were measured using a roughened parallel plate geometry,
directly after spreading the sample on the bottom plate with a spatula, as well as 1hour after this
mechanical treatment. The mechanical treatment will break sintered bonds. Scaling exponents of
4.25 and 4.50 and intercepts of 10803 and 10855 were obtained with excellent correlation (r2 >
0.9998). This is remarkable, as due to the isothermal crystallization process, the initial
supersaturation in the a polymorph is different for each dispersion. The scaling exponents are
comparable to those obtained for dispersions crystallized in the ß' polymorph at high
supersaturations (Table 6-2). The increase of the exponent during keeping indicates that some
reformation and rearrangement of the broken bonds take place. The increase of the intercept may
have been caused by sintering due to Ostwald ripening: due the mechanical treatment, the broken
crystals will locally have high radii of curvature. These regions will dissolve and the triglycerides
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willrecrystallize,forming solidbridgesbetweenthecrystals.

G' (Nm"2)
10 6
1 hour after
spreading

10 5

10*

10 3

directly after
spreading
i

i
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Figure 6-13.Storage moduli of HP/SF dispersion crystallized in the a polymorph at 20 °C as a
function ofthefraction HP
Papenhuijzen measured storage moduli of tristearate in olive oil crystallized in the a
polymorph. Storage moduli scaled with the volume fraction tristearate with an exponent of4.1 and
the intercept was 1080. Again the exponent is comparable to that of HP/SF dispersions crystallized
at high supersaturations, indicating there is nobig difference in the spatial distribution of the solid
fat. As the tristearate used was rather pure, sintering of the crystals is not likely and therefore van
der Waals attraction is expected to dominate the interaction term. This is consistent with the
relatively low intercept. Vreeker analysed the data of Papenhuijzen in the framework of a fractal
networkmodel and calculated afractal dimensionality of 1.95, assumingthecrystal aggregatestobe
arranged in abackbone with a fractal geometry (x= 4.3).This analysis may be questioned, because
the crystallization and aggregation processes were not separated. In our opinion, it is more likely
that the apparent fractal dimensionality will be higher due to formation of crystal aggregates in the
poresofaprimarynetwork oflowdimensionality.
Toobtain further information aboutthestructureoftheprimarynetwork, thedispersions were
subjected to a temperature sweep while measuring the storage modulus. As the temperature
increases,thesolubility ofHPintheoilphaseincreases.TheHPthatwilldissolve first issituatedat
theboundaries ofthecrystals. This ispresumably theHP containing triglycerides with low melting
temperatures and enthalpies. At temperatures atwhich not many solids are left, the structure of the
network may approximate the structure of the original primary network. The storage modulus at
temperature TrelativetothestoragemodulusatthestartingtemperatureTKfwouldthenroughlybe:
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(6-30)

G\TKf) U
where AT and AK( are the interaction terms at temperatures T and TKf> respectively, and xm is the
mole fraction ofHP soluble givenbyEquation 6-24.Thevolume fraction is assumed tobe equal to
themole fraction.
The melting curves of dispersions crystallized in the ß' polymorph in Figure 6-14 show two
regimes. First there is a rapid decrease of the modulus that is associated with the melting of
secondary crystallized fat andthebecomingthinner ofthecrystal chains.This isprobably relatedto
the change in ratio of the interaction terms. The second part of the melting curve has about the
shape of the theoretical curve, also given in Figure 6-14. This part could be associated with the
melting oftheprimary network of low dimensionality. Theprimary network will only be obtained
atlowvolumefractions solid,i.e. ratherhightemperatures.Thestoragemoduliwerecorrelated with
the volume fractions solid at a temperature of 42 °C. At this temperature roughly 5.8 % HP is
soluble sothatthedispersions studiedstillcontainabout2.2to 8.2 %solids.Table 6-4 showsthatat
the supersaturations studied, small values for fi were obtained ascompared to those given in Table
6-2,withfairly goodcorrelation coefficients.
G' (105Nrrr2)

G'(7)/ G'(25°C)

Figure6-14.Storage moduli of 10 % HP/SF dispersions crystallized at various initial
supersaturations as a function of temperature. Supersaturation: *:4.00, x:3.75,
A:3.50, \3:3.25, 0:5.00. Also the relative modulus (solid line) as function of
temperature calculated by Equation 6-30 is given, assuming a realfractal network
withscalingexponentß =6, A-Y/AK{ =1 andTK(=25 °C.
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Small values of // correspond to lowfractaldimensionalities. If it is assumed that thefractal
dimensionality of the primary network is 1.75, thenumeratorx inthe expression for //would equal
4, implying that the stress carrying chains can be bent completely. This does not seem irrealistic.
Assuminghingedchains(x=3)wouldyielddimensionalities rangingfrom2.0to2.2.
The interaction term A is smaller than the interaction term found for the fully crystallized
samples.Thismaybe explained bythemore flexible crystal chains if thetype of interaction would
bethesame i.e. sinteredbonds.

Table6-4. Scaling exponentßfrom correlationof storage moduli G' and volumefraction solid
(fytfXyn) of a partially melted networkat T = 42 °C that had crystallized at various
supersaturations.Thefractal dimensionalityD iscalculatedassumingfi = 4/(3-D)
In/?
n
\o%(Ä)
D
r2
(-)
(-)
(A/N-m-2)
(-)
(-)
4.00
3.16
1.73
0.9989
8.6
3.30
9.1
1.79
0.9934
3.75
9.4
3.74
1.93
0.9964
3.50
9.4
3.87
1.97
0.9760
3.25
8.6
1.78
0.9772
3.00
3.28

6.3.3 Permeability
Another method to observe network structure is by determining permeability as function of
the volume fraction solid. Bremer (1992) showed that for a fractal network, the permeability
coefficient B scales with the volume fraction of particles with an exponent 2/(D-3). According to
Darcy's law (Equation 6-26), the permeability is proportional to the flow rate Q through the gel
divided by the cross section area Av of the gel. Poiseuille's law states that the flow rate through a
cylinder isproportional toR4. Thetotalporeareainacross section of a fat scaleswithR2sothatthe
permeability scales with R2. At the gel point, the aggregate radius is given by a.$,1/<D"3);hence, the
permeability isproportional to a2.^0'^:
fioca2^o2/(D"3)
Figure 6-15 shows that for 2hours old, crystallized HP/SF dispersions, there is a power law
relationship between the permeability and the fraction HP. The scaling exponents at
supersaturations of 2.75 and 3.50 were -6.0 and -6.7 respectively. These negative slopes are quite
high and correspond to very high dimensionalities of 2.67 and 2.70, respectively. Bremer reported
scaling exponents of -3.05 in the case of sodium caseinate gels and -2.54 for polystyrene particle
gels.Theseslopescorrespond tomorerealisticdimensionalities of 2.34 and2.21 respectively.

(6-31)
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ln/7
2.75
3.50

slope
D
2/(Z)-3)
-6.0
2.67
-6.7
2.70

Figure6-15.Permeabilityof 2hoursoldHP/SFdispersions crystallizedat initialsupersaturations
of2.75(A)and3.50(0)andof 1dayoldHP/SFdispersionscrystallizedat aninitial
supersaturation of3.50(D) asafunction ofthefractionsolid.

De Groot et al.(1992) determined slopes of about -8 for isothermal crystallized milk fat and
commercial fat blends. In these cases, the crystallization rates were lower than in the case of
crystallization of HP/SF dispersions. The high negative slopes and thereby high fractal
dimensionalities, obtained for crystallized fat dispersions are probably due to the simultaneous
crystallization and aggregation. Therefore, Equation 6-29 may be better as an estimate for the
apparent dimensionality; it yieldsD* = 2.4 for <j>0= 0.12,Z)ge,= 1.7 and 0gel= 0.01.This calculated
apparent dimensionality is still much smaller than the apparent dimensionality calculated from the
permeabilities. Another explanation for the high apparent dimensionality i.e. the rapid decrease of
permeability on increase of the volume fraction solid fat can be due to the blocking of pores with
increase ofthefractionsolid fat. Blocking ofpores,which is more likely athigher volumefraction
solid,will leadto lowerpermeabilities

6.3.4 Interactions between fat crystals
So far, we mainly focused on the geometrical distribution of the fat crystals in space by
examining the elastic moduli as a function of the fraction solid. The mechanical properties of fat
crystal dispersions are determined by the geometric distribution of the crystals in space and the
interactionbetweenthecrystals.
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Crystals will aggregate due to the attractive van der Waals forces and can sinter due to
simultaneous crystallization and aggregation ortorecrystallization. Sinteringismorelikelytooccur
ifthesolid phase contains awiderange of triglycerides, sincethen more crystal defects are formed
andmorerecrystallization canoccur. Therefore, weused asecondmodel system,aPSP/SFmixture,
that iscomparable totheHP/SF system. This system showsthesamepolymorphic behaviour asthe
HP/SF system,but thetriglyceride distribution ismuchmorerestricted. The fat hardlycontains any
C20andC22-fatty acidcontainingtriglycerides.
Crystallization ofPSP/SF dispersions at a \nß =4 inthe ß' polymorph, resulted in very large
compact crystal clusterswith sizes upto 100 um. This microscopic picture wasvery different from
the HP/SF dispersions, which only showed very small structures. The crystallization rate of the
PSP/SF dispersions was also very slow. Similar very small microscopic structures could only be
obtained if the PSP/SF dispersions had crystallized in the a polymorph. This indicates that
nucleation rates are too slow for the PSP/SF dispersions if crystallized in the ß' polymorph. The
slower nucleation rates may be due to the more restricted triglyceride distribution of the PSP.
Specially the triglycerides containing C20 en C22 fatty acids,which are hardly present in PSP but
are present in HP, will have high melting temperatures and high melting enthalpies. At a given
temperature theHP/SF dispersions willbe supersaturated morethan the overall supersaturation and
may therefore cause high nucleation rates (Kloek (1998), chapter 4). Furthermore, the crystal
growth rate in PSP/SF dispersions will be faster since less crystal defects will be formed that can
poisonthecrystal surface.
To avoidthe formation oflargecompact crystal clusters,HPorglycerol monostearate (GMS)
was added to the PSP, to obtain higher nucleation rates in the ß' polymorph of these enriched
PSP/SF dispersions. Addition of HP to PSP showed a gradual change to smaller structures.
Addition ofonly 1 %GMStothePSPphasehadroughlythe sameeffect astheaddition ofabout 70
% of HP to PSP. GMS has a relative low solubility in the oil and may therefore cause rapid
heterogeneous nucleation.
Figure 6-16 shows the storage modulus and phase angle after 1 hour of crystallization of
enriched PSP/SF dispersions. It shows that the storage modulus increased and the loss angle
decreased on addition of HP to PSP. Addition of GMS to PSP was very effective in obtaining
higher storage moduli and lower loss angles. Addition of only 1 % GMS yielded loss angles of
about 3°.These smallvalues suggest that even inthis situationbondswillbe sintered, although the
amount of sintering willbe less as compared tothe HP/SF dispersion which showed loss angles of
about 1.5°.
Since it appeared likely that also enriched PSP/SF dispersions showed sintering, it was
necessary to use a pure triglyceride. However, crystallization of pure triglycerides in more stable
polymorphsthanthea polymorphwillresultintheformation ofcompact crystal clusters. Therefore
it was decided to crystallize all dispersions directly in the a polymorph to obtain high nucleation
rates.Tripalmitine(PPP)wasusedasthepuretriglyceride.
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Figure6-16.Storage moduli G' ( 0 ) andphase angle S( D ) of crystallizedenriched PSP/HP
dispersions as function of the percentage additive in PSP. All dispersions had
crystallized in the ß' polymorph at high In/?.The lines are a guide to the eye.Open
symbols:HPenriched; closedsymbols:GMSenriched.
All dispersion were crystallized at 10 °C on the lower part of the parallel plate body of the
rheometer. At this crystallization temperature it was possible to lower the upper plate of the
measuring body to the desired gap size before the sample had completely crystallized. Since the
crystallization proceeded rapidly, it was not possible to monitor the crystallization or aggregation
kinetics.About 30minutes after bringingthePPP/SF solutionontheplate,the storagemodulus was
constant in time. To study the type of bonds formed, moduli were also determined after the
crystallized dispersion was spread. Spreading will cause sintered bonds to break at certain length
scales.
Table 6-5. Storage moduli G' and loss angles ö at afrequency of 0.1Hz of crystallized fat
dispersions containing 10 % solids. Dispersions had crystallized at 10 °C in rest.
Moduliwerealsodeterminedafterspreadingand storingfor 1and20h.
dispersion -treatment
G'(0.1Hz)
S
(N-m2)
(°)
7.03-105
1.22
10%HP/SF-atrest
10%HP/SF-spread, t = l h
3.87-104
5.38
2.62
10%HP/SF-spread,t=20h
1.10-105
4
3.47-10
6.35
10%PPP/SF-atrest
5.19
10%PPP/SF-spread,t= 1 h
2.95-104
4
10%PPP/SF-spread,t=20h
3.15-10
4.30
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Table 6-5 compiles the storagemoduli and loss angles of dispersions that had crystallized at
rest and of dispersions whichhad first crystallized andwerethen allowed torecover for 1hour and
20 hours after spreading. The non-treated 10 % HP/SF dispersion showed the highest storage
modulus and the smallest loss angle. The very small loss angle indicates that the mechanical
properties are determined by very elastic bonds that hardly show any relaxation during the time
scale of the experiment which was \l(2n-f) = 1.6 s. Because van der Waals bonds can much more
easilyrelax than fixed sintered bonds,sintering ofthecrystal bonds isvery likely incase of HP/SF
dispersions.
Spreading ofthis dispersion ledto adecreaseofthemodulus (work softening) by about 90%
and an increase of the loss tangent. Spreading will lead to partial fracture of the sintered bonds,
probably at the length scales oftheaggregates. AspreadHP/SF dispersion will therefore consist of
aggregates that are attracted to each other by van der Waals attraction, while inside the aggregates
many of the bonds will probably be sintered. The change from completely sintered to partially
sintered can account for the strong decrease of the storage modulus and the increase of the loss
tangent. Storing the spread HP/SF dispersion led to an increase of the storage modulus and a
decrease of the loss angle. The increase of the storage modulus would be due to recovery of the
sintered bonds between the aggregates. Sintering may occur because of recrystallization of
compound crystals or recrystallization of crystal regions that have small radii of curvature due to
brittle fracture ofcrystalbonds.Theseregionshavehigh local solubilities andcantherefore enhance
sintering of crystals. The storage modulus was not completely recovered compared to dispersions
thathad crystallized atrest. Thiscanbeduetoincompleterecrystallization ordueto rearrangement
of aggregatesbythe spreading.Rearrangements will leadtoachanged geometric distribution ofthe
fat crystalsandaggregates.Sinteringafter spreadingcanalsoexplainthedecreaseofthelossangle.
The storage modulus of anon-treated PPP/SF dispersion was much smaller than the storage
modulus of a non-treated HP/SF dispersion. This may be due to a larger average crystal size or a
weaker interaction between the crystals. Since the average fatty acid length of triglycerides in PPP
is shorter than in HP, implying a lower melting temperature and melting enthalpy and therefore a
lower initial supersaturation during crystallization and less secondary nucleation, it is expected that
thecrystal sizeinthePPP/SFdispersions issomewhat larger.Thiscanleadtolowerstoragemoduli.
SincePPP is arelatively puretriglyceride,the extent of sintering inPPP/SFdispersions is expected
tobemuch less.Thiswould also lead to lower storage moduli for PPP/SF dispersions compared to
HP/SFdispersions,assumingthatvanderWaalsforces areweakerthantheforce neededtobendthe
crystals.Themuchhigher loss anglefor PPP/SFdispersions suggeststhatthesedispersionshaveno
or far fewer sintered bonds. Both storage modulus and loss angle of a non-treated PPP/SF
dispersion arecomparabletothenumbersfor aspreadHP/SFdispersion. Spreadingofacrystallized
PPP/SFdispersion ledtoawork softening of 15%after astoringtimeof 1 hour,whichismuchless
than the work softening of HP/SF dispersions after the same storing time. This much lower work
softening isexplainedbythesmallernumberofsinteredbondsthatarefracturedonspreading.
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Itisremarkablethattheloss angledecreased onspreading,although it shouldbekept inmind
that themoduli were determined after onehour after spreading. In this time,broken van der Waals
bonds will be recovered for the most part. If the contribution by sintered bonds in non-treated
PPP/SF dispersions is very small compared to the contribution by van der Waals bonds, the latter
canrearrangeduringstorageandthedispersionbecomesmoreelastic.
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Figure6-17.StoragemodulusG' asafunction offrequencyf for 10 %HP/SF dispersions (a) and
10 %PPP/SFdispersions(b)crystallizedat 10 °C, directlyafter crystallization, 1h
afterspreadingand20hafterspreading.
Storing the spread PPP/SF dispersions resulted in an increase of the storage modulus and a
further decrease oftheloss angle.It seems that the storage modulus almost fully recovers. It isnot
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clear whether this is the result of rearrangements of crystals or aggregates or the result of some
sintering.
Theabovediscussion was limited totherelaxation behaviour ofcrystallized fat dispersions at
a time scale of about 1.6 s since the measurements were carried out at a frequency of 0.1Hz. The
time scale ofrelaxation of interparticle bonds depends onthetype of interaction and on the size of
therelaxing structures.Bondswithahigh energycontent willrelax atlower frequencies than bonds
with lower energy content. To study the relaxation behaviour at a range of time scales, frequency
spectraofthevariousdispersionsweredetermined.
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Figure 6-18.Loss angle Sas afunction offrequencyf for 10 %HP/SF dispersions (a)and 10%
PPP/SF dispersions (b) crystallizedat 10 °C, directlyafter crystallization, 1h after
spreadingand20hafterspreading.
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Figure 6-17and6-18show thefrequencyspectraofthe storagemodulus andthephase angle.
SpreadingofHP/SFdispersions causedadecreaseofthe storagemodulus overthewholefrequency
range. Storing the spread dispersions caused an increase of the modulus over the wholefrequency
range. The loss angle of non-treated HP/SF dispersions indicates that the dispersions were very
elastic atfrequencieshigher than0.01 Hz.At lowerfrequencies,therelaxation behaviour wasmore
time dependent, as can be seen from the greater loss angles. This means that non-treated HP/SF
dispersions show some relaxation over long time scales. This may be relaxation of van der Waals
bondsatalengthscaleoftheaggregatesize.
SpreadingtheHP/SFdispersions ledtoanincreaseofthe lossangleoverthewholefrequency
range. The increase of the loss angle was somewhat larger at low frequency, which may be
explained by the stronger structure breakdown at larger length scales. After storing the spread
dispersion for 20 hours, the loss angle decreased over the whole frequency range but most at low
frequency. Again,thisindicatesthatmostofthechangesoccurontheleveloftheaggregates.
Thestoragemoduli weremuchmorefrequencydependent for non-treated PPP/SF dispersions
than for the non-treated HP/SF dispersion. This was also the case for the dependency of the loss
angleonfrequency:thelossangledecreasedwithincreasingfrequency.Itdidnot show aloss angle
plateau as the non-treated HP/SF dispersions did. This may be explained by van der Waals
attraction between structures having a very wide range of length scales. It is likely that van der
Waals attraction is dominant between aggregates, and also between crystals. Directly after
spreading the storage modulus was roughly constant at low frequencies but lower at higher
frequencies.
After spreading,the loss angle decreased most strongly at lowfrequenciesand only a little at
higher frequencies. After storing the spread PPP/SF dispersions for 20 hours, the storage modulus
hadincreased overthewholefrequencyrangewhilethegreatest decreaseofthelossangleoccurred
at lowfrequencies.This suggests that bonds with high-energy contents rearrange while hardly any
rearrangements occur to bonds with a lower energy content. The bonds with high energy content
may be associated with van der Waals bonds between crystal aggregates while lower energy
contents may be associated with van de Waals bonds between crystals located in the centre of
aggregates
The frequency spectra can also be interpreted in a more quantitative way by fitting them,
assuming a certain type of relaxation spectrum. The relaxation spectrum gives the relaxation
strengthH(T) asafunction ofrelaxationtime.H(T) isameasure for thecontribution ofrelaxation of
bondsofrelaxationtime rto theoverallrelaxation.Iftherelaxation spectrum isknownit ispossible
tocalculatethefrequencyspectra,andviceversa.
Foraninfinite arrayofMaxwell elements,thedynamicmoduli canbewritten asa function of
H(T) andtheangularvelocity m=2n-f (Ferry(1969);Whorlow(1980)):
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where r = 1/«. Ge is the contribution of the permanent bonds to the elasticity modulus, or in
experimental cases the contribution of the bonds that do not relax at time scales longer than
corresponding to the lowest frequency. It is assumed that the relaxation spectrum is normally
distributed around lnrwith awidthofoi„r:

H(\nr) = A0

1

CT,„r-V2^

-0.5-(lnr-lnr) :
•exp

A property of this function is that integration between -<x>< lnr < oo yields A0 as result. The
frequency spectrawere fitted to 6-32 and 6-33 usingA0, Gc, lnr and <7hras fit parameters. The sum
of A0 and Gcequals the storage modulus at high frequencies. In the fat systems, the permanent
modulus Gemay be a measure of the contribution of sintered bonds to the storage modulus. Table
6-6 showsthefit results for thevariousdispersions andthefits areplotted inFigure 6-19.
Table 6-6. Parametersobtainedfrom thefitoffrequencyspectraofcrystallizedfat dispersionsby
Equations6-32and6-33.
dispersion
A0
T
Ge
°te
(N-m2)
(N-m2)
(s)
(s)
HP-atrest
3.8-105
497
0.40
3.110s
HP-spread,t=0
4.010"
0.023
103
5.6103
HP-spread,t=20h
7.0-10"
241
0.088
4.810"
PPP -atrest
4.510"
0.042
106
-3.6103
PPP-spread, t=0
2.710"
0.040
78
6.7-103
4
PPP-spread,/=20h
3.0-10
236
0.019
6.2-103

Figure 6-19 shows that the frequency spectra are described reasonably well by assuming a
log-normal distribution oftherelaxation strengths.Thedistributions arerather wide.The fit ispoor
for the loss modulus ofthenon-treated HP/SF dispersion athigh frequencies, but this is due to the
lack of accurate data points at these frequencies. Since crystallized fat dispersions have van der
Waals bonds and sintered bonds, it was also tried to fit the frequency spectra with a bimodal
distribution function of relaxation times, where one peak would correspond to the van der Waals
attraction andtheothertothe sinteredbonds.However, itwasnotpossibletoadjust thedifferent fit

(6-33)
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parameters independently to obtain thebest fit duetothehigh number offitparameters. Therefore,
it was assumed that the relaxation spectrum could be described by only one type of bond with a
widedistribution.
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Figure6-19.Measured (symbols) and fitted (lines) frequency spectra of crystallized HP/SF
dispersions(a)andPPP/SFdispersions (b). G' :opensymbols,G": filled symbols.
0:atrest, D:spread, t =1h,A: spread, t = 20h
The average relaxation times show that on spreading the fat dispersions, the relaxation time
decreases compared tothenon-treated dispersions. Storing thetreated dispersions ledto an increase
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of the relaxation time. The relaxation times of the HP/SF dispersions were higher than the
relaxation times of the PPP/SF dispersions. All these results are consistent with a more sintered
character oftheHP/SFdispersions andmuchlesssinteringinPPP/SFdispersions.
The permanent modulus Ge,which will be ameasure for the amount of sintered bonds (very
long relaxation times) since integration is performed using a lower boundary of r= 10"7s, is very
high for the non-treated HP/SF dispersions. The decrease of G' on spreading for this dispersion is
very strong and considerable recovery occurs after storing the treated sample. This agrees with the
occurrence ofmany sintered bondsthat arebrokenduetospreading,butthatpartiallyrecover while
storingthetreated sample.
The permanent modulus of PPP/SF dispersions changes much less and is much lower. The
negativevalueofthePPP/SFdispersion crystallized inrestmustbeduetotheinaccuracy ofthe fit.

6.4 Conclusions
Interpretation of the mechanical properties of HP/SF dispersions crystallized at rest is
hampered by the simultaneousness of crystallization and aggregation. During the initial part of the
crystallization process (say the first one or two percent solids), fat crystals already flocculate to
form a space filling network. The properties of this primary network can be described by afractal
approach.
Correlating storage moduli with the volume fraction of solid HP in partially melted HP/SF
dispersions, assuming completely bendable stress carrying, chains yielded small fractal
dimensionalities of 1.7 -1.9.Thisisconsistentwiththeresults obtained for theaggregation ofdilute
HP/SFdispersions.
Continuous crystallization after formation of the primary network would cause deposition of
crystals into the pores of this network and possibly preferentially to the strands of the primary
network. The storage moduli of completely crystallized dispersion can be fitted to fractal models,
but because crystallization and densification of the primary network proceed simultaneously, this
would yield apparent dimensionalities. Assuming that the strands between the aggregates can bend
completely, the apparent dimensionality of dispersions crystallized at low supersaturations (In/?<
3.75) in the ß' polymorph would be 2.33, and 2.0 for dispersions crystallized at high
supersaturations inthe ß'polymorph (In/?> 3.75). Storagemoduli of dispersions crystallized in the
a polymorph at 20 °C yield apparent dimensionalities of about 2.1, irrespective of the
supersaturation. The lower apparent dimensionalities of dispersions crystallized at high
supersaturations may be explained by the shorter time scales of crystallization, leading to a higher
volume fraction of solids at which a gel is formed. This also holds for crystallization in the a
polymorph.
Due to the simultaneousness of crystallization and aggregation and the wide range of
triglycerides that are present in HP, the crystals are sintered when crystallization is finished. This
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means that crystals will bend on deformation of the gel rather than separate from each other. The
interaction term, which is a measure for the attractive force between crystals and is the
proportionality constant in the power-law scaling relation between the storage modulus and the
volume fraction of solids, was about constant for dispersions crystallized at supersaturations in the
ß' polymorph between 2.75 and 3.75. For a supersaturation of 4.0 in the ß' polymorph or for
supersaturation in the a polymorph, the interaction term decreased, but was still higher than
measured for dispersions in which no sintering was expected. Interaction terms obtained from
measurements on partially melted dispersions (T = 42 °C) were about the same as found for
dispersions crystallized at high supersaturations. The interaction term may be associated with the
length/thicknessratio ofthe crystals. Ifcrystals arethinner, whether duetomelting or tothe higher
numberconcentration crystals,itmustbeeasiertobendthecrystals.
Permeability as a function of the fraction solid can be described well with a power-law
relation. Assuming simple fractal aggregation yields very high dimensionalities of 2.67 to 2.70,
according to the model chosen. These high dimensionalities may be partially explained by
compaction after formation of the primary network, which occurs at a low volume fraction solid.
Blockingofthepores,thatismorelikelytooccurathighvolumefractionof solids,leadsto smaller
permeabilities andcantherefore alsoaccount forthehighapparent dimensionalities.
Frequency spectra of dispersions crystallized in rest indicate that HP/SF dispersions have
many sintered crystal bonds, whereas the bonds in PPP/SF dispersions are much less sintered.
Moduli of HP/SF dispersions are much higher than those of PPP/SF dispersions. The decrease of
the modulus on mechanical treatment (work softening), measured after 1 h working, is much
stronger for the sintered dispersion, which indicatesthat sintered bonds aremuch stronger than van
der Waals bonds. Mechanical treatment of sintered dispersions is followed by much stronger
recovery ofthe storagemodulus thanwas found for mechanically treated less sintered dispersions.
This would be due to resintering, possibly caused by Ostwald ripening (after short times) and
recrystallization (after longer times). It is likely that the propensity of a fat to exhibit sintering is
inverselyrelatedtothe"purity"ofthetriglycerideinthesolidphase.
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7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 General
Thelargedeformation behaviour ofsolidand semi-solid food products isanimportant quality
characteristic, yielding information about properties that are relevant to processing, handling and
eating. For fat continuous products like margarine, shortenings, spreads and butter, forces needed
for cutting andspreadability areespecially important.
Most solid food products consist of a large number of different structural elements that
interactwith each otherbydifferent type ofbondsofvariousenergy contents.Allthesebonds have
different relaxation times, resulting in a broad relaxation spectrum. This explains the visco-elastic
behaviour offood products.Bymeasuringtherheologicalbehaviour atvery smalldeformations asa
function of the time scale of deformation, so that the overall structure is not affected, information
can be obtained about the geometrical arrangement of the structural elements and the interparticle
interaction forces. During these small deformation experiments, part of the bonds may due to
thermalmotionsbreak andreform, whichmayresultinrelaxation of(applied)stressesand flow.
When large deformations are applied to food products, the initial structure is mostly
irreversibly changed. This is due to breaking of bonds and rearrangements between structural
elements.Anexampleisthework softening occurringwhenworkingmargarine.Margarine consists
of a continuous fat crystal network in which the crystals are partially sintered (Haighton (1965);
Walstra eta/.(1995);Kloek (1997)).Whenthemargarine is subjected to largedeformations, part of
the solid bonds are broken and the storage modulus decreases. After that, the modulus increases
slowly in time. Due to such treatment the product consistency changes from brittle, primarily due
thesolidbonds,tospreadable,primarilyduetotheweakervanderWaals forces.
In this chapter the large deformation behaviour of fat crystal networks is discussed with
special attention tofracture mechanics.

7.1.2 Fracture mechanics
There is no general definition for fracture. Fracture can be considered to occur if all bonds
between structural elements inmacroscopic planesbreak, resulting in adegradation of the structure
of theproduct over length scales much larger than the size of the structural elements and in falling
apartoftheproduct (vanVlietandLuvten(1995)).Characteristicsoffracture are:
1. All bonds between the structural elements in a macroscopic plane are broken within a relevant
timescale.
2. Visualchanges instructureoverrelativelongdistancesliketheformation ofcracks.
3. Falling apartofthematerialinto smallerpiecesorlumps
All of these changes have to occur forfracture.For flow, only change 1is needed. If only 1and 2
occur,thematerialyields.
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Fracture mechanics assumethat fracture initiates at a defect or inhomogeneity, constituting a
"weak spot"inthematerial.Thesedefects orinhomogeneities canbeconsidered asinitialcracks.
There are two prerequisites for growth of an initial crack. First, the stress near the tip of the
crack orinhomogeneity should exceed acritical valuewhichcorresponds tothecounteracting stress
due to the interaction forces between the structural elements. Second, the differential energy
released in the material due to stress relaxation near the tip on crack growth is larger than the
differential energyneeded for creationofnew surface.
Fracture initiation
The stress distribution in a deformed material depends on the arrangement of structural
elements and the interaction forces between them. At places where the structure is most
inhomogeneous, stress concentration is greatest, and fracture will probably start at such places.
Inhomogeneities in fat dispersions can be fat crystals, fat crystal aggregates or the pores in a fat
crystal network. Interactions that shouldbe overcome for fracture to occur arethose dueto van der
Waals-attractionbetween crystal oraggregates and/orthesintered crystalbonds.
Fracturepropagation
Ondeformation ofalinearelasticmaterialwith elasticity modulusE, anamount ofenergy W
iselastically storedthatisgivenby:
W= \crà£ = {Ee2

(7-1)

where a isthestressand fthe strain.Thestoredenergycanbeused for formation ofnew surfaces.

adi
Figure 7-1. a: Testpiece that is subject to an uni-axial tensile stress, showing strain energy
relaxationduetogrowthofacrackoveradistancedl.b:Schematicrepresentation of
awirecuttingset-up

Assuming the geometry drawn in Figure 7-la, the volume inwhich the stress relaxes would
be proportional to f-d where d is the width and / the length of the crack. The energy needed to
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create new surface is proportional to ld-Rs where Rs is the specific fracture energy. A crack will
grow spontaneously over a length d/ if the amount of energy released is larger than the amount of
energyneeded for thecreationofthenewsurface (Luyten(1988)):
•x-d-Ul +dlf -l2\-W

ZRsddl

(7-2)

Thiscondition isfulfilled ifhalfthecracklengthisequaltoorgreaterthan acritical lengthlc, which
isfoundbyneglecting(d/)2comparedto/and2-l-dl:

K
K-W

The amount of stored energy W in a elastic material can be measured relative simply in a
compression test in which the compressive stress is measured as function of strain. W is then
obtained by integrating the stress over strain from 0 to the fracture strain sf. The specific fracture
energy canbe obtained from wire cutting experiments inwhich acontrolled amount of surface can
be created while measuring the cutting force Fc.Dependent on the diameter of the wire also some
energy dissipation of amount W" due to flow can occur. Therefore the determined specific fracture
energyRs shouldbeextrapolatedtowirediameterdv=0:
!f = Rs+(W+W")-a-dw
where a is aproportionality constant that is related to the width of the disturbed region (Figure 7lb).
For viscoelastic materials always some energy dissipation takes place due to viscous flow
while for inhomogeneous materials also energy dissipates due to frictional movements between
structural elements. The energy dissipation can become important for large strains. As a
consequence, integration of the compressive stress-strain curve then gives an overestimate of the
amountofelastically storedenergy.
The aimofthiswork isto establish whichparameters areimportant for the large deformation
behaviour of fat crystal networks and to assign some values tothem. This is studied by performing
compression experiments and wire cutting experiments, to determine the amount of elastically
stored energy and the specific fracture energy,respectively. With these parameters information can
begainedaboutthesizeofinhomogeneities thatcanbeconsidered asdefects.

(7-4)
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7.2 MaterialsandMethods
7.2.1 Materials
The model system used consists of fully hydrogenated palm oil (HP) insunflower oil (SF),
the first being the solid phase and the latter being the liquid phase.Adescription of the physical
properties andthetriglyceridecomposition ofthismodelsystemisgiveninchapter2ofthisthesis.
Thesolubility ofHPinSFisgivenbytheHildebrand equation(Wesdorp(1990)).
Wj

1

l)

(7-5)

xm isthe mole fraction soluble HP in polymorph i at temperature T, AHUthe molar enthalpy of
fusion ofpolymorph i,Rg thegasconstant andT^theabsolutemeltingtemperatureofpolymorphi.
The driving force for crystallization isthechemical potential difference A// between a
supersaturated solution andasaturated solution:
Aju=RT\n^- =RJ-\nß
x HP
wherec„pisthemolefractionHP,x^ thesolubilitygivenby7-5,/?thesupersaturation ratioandIn/?
the supersaturation. When the mole fraction HP is known, the crystallization temperature Tcan be
calculated for everyinitial supersaturation.

7.2.2 Methods
Toobtain samples for compression andcutting experiments,ratherbigquantities offat blends
had to be crystallized. Since, the crystallization kinetics and therefore the aggregation kinetics are
strongly temperature dependent, it was important tohave a well-controlled temperature in the
crystallization cylinder. Therefore, thecrystallization vessel was embedded ina cooling jacket
through which thermostatted water was circulated. To obtain temperature homogeneity, a stirrer,
rotatingat300rpm,wasplaced inthecylinder.Theouterpartofthestirrerwascoveredwith Teflon
so that the cooled wall of the cylinder was scraped to disperse any crystallized material from the
wall in the bulk. The stirrer blades were atan angleofabout 80° with the wall of the cylinder to
obtainbetter dispersion ofthecrystallizedmaterial.
Prior tocrystallization, the fat blendshadtobeheated to 80 °C for 10minutesto destroy any
crystal memory that could influence the crystallization process. The hot blends were poured in the
crystallization cylinder that was precooled and inwhich the stirrer was rotating. As soon asthe
blend became turbid andshowed considerable thickening thestirrer was removed, thebulk
temperature Twas measured and the coolingjacket was set at T.The dispersion was kept atTfor

(7-6)
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onehourtocomplete crystallization. Thewater inthedoublewalledjacket was set at such aninitial
temperature that theresulting Twould correspond to a ln/7of4 in the ß' polymorph (Equations 7-5
and7-6).

Figure7-2. Schematicrepresentation oftestpiecepreparationfor compression experiments
To cutcylindrical testpieces for thecompression tests,thecrystallization vesselwas fixed in
a standard by means of a screw thread (Figure 7-2). The samplewas pushed out of the cylinder by
screwing down the plunger. Every rotation of the screw corresponded to a plunger movement of 1
mm. The part of the sample that was pushed out was cut with a stainless steel wire (0.10 mm
diameter) and collected on a piece of parafilm. After cutting the test pieces to be used for
compression, theywerestored at20°Cfor 20hourstoallowthecutting surface torecover. Thetop
surface ofthetestpiecewasalsocoveredwithparafilm. Thetestpieceheightwas approximately 10
mm and measured by a digital gauge meter (Mitutoyo). Compression experiments were performed
at 20 °C with a Zwick Material Tester 1425 equipped with a 50N load cell (resolution 0.001 N).
Compressionwasperformed using aperspex compression headhavingthesamediameter asthetest
piece (30mm).Parafilm was used to have the same, clean compression surface for every test. The
compression speedwas2mm-min"' inmostcases.
Forthewirecutting experiments the sampleswerestored at 20°C for 20hours.Awireframe
was attached to the Zwick Material Tester. The cylinder with the crystallized fat dispersions was
mounted horizontally with the end ofthecylinder vertically below thewireframe.The sample was
pushed out of the cylinder with the same plunger used for the compression test pieces over a
distance of about 20 times the wire diameter. Subsequently the test piece was cut while measuring
the required force as a function of cutting distance. No curling of the slices occurred. The friction
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forcebetween thewireandthesamplewasestimatedbymovingupthewireafter cuttingoff aslice.
Thisfriction force couldbeneglected inallcases.Thecutting speedwas20mm-min"1inallcases.

7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1 Compression
7.3.1.1 Calculation oflargedeformation-andfractureparameters
The force - deformation curves were recalculated to stress-strain curves. The stress a was
calculatedbydividingtheforceF bythecontact surface area^:
F
a = -A
A

(7-7)

TheHenckyornatural strain £j,wascalculatedby:
*„=-ln^

(7-8)

where h0 is the initial height of the test piece and ht the height after a deformation AA = h0-hv The
Hencky strain at each moment represents the deformation relative to the actual height of the test
piece.TheHencky strainrate s/, wascalculated from thecompression speedvusing:

(7 9)

^-lT-7
at

"

ht

Figure 7-3a shows a typical example of a force-deformation curve of a 12 % HP/SF
dispersion. The deformation of the test piece over the first 0.2 - 0.3 mm was difficult to determine
accurately, due to the non-perfect parallel alignment of the compression plate with the test piece
surface andbecauseoflocaldisturbanceofthetestpiecebythewirecutting.Atcompressions larger
than 0.3mmtherewasgoodcontactbetweenthetestpieceandthecompressionplate.
Figure 7-3b shows the stress-strain curves calculated from the force-deformation curves
shown inFigure 7-3a. The stress-strain curve is the starting point for the determination of Young's
modulus E, the fracture strain E{, the fracture stress af and the apparent uniaxial compression
viscosity TJC'. Young's modulus should be determined in the so-called linear region so that E is
independent of deformation:

*-(fL

<7lo,

-
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Figure 7-3. Measuredforce-deformation (a) and derived stress-strain curves (b) ofcrystallized
HP/SF dispersions.Initial heights are 9.88 and 10.08 mmfor 8 and 12 % HP/SF
dispersions, respectively.

By small deformation oscillation experiments it was shown that the linear region of fat
dispersions issmallerthan astrainof0.001.Thiswouldmeanthat for initialtestpieceheightsof 10
mm, Young's modulus should be determined at compressions smaller than 10 um. This is not
possible within the given experimental set-up, and only an apparent Young's modulus E* could be
determined. ThevalueofÉ willbesmallerthanthetrueE.ThetruevalueofE incompression can
be calculated from the shear modulus G using the Poisson ratio i\ that corrects for change of
volume{AVIV) oncompressivedeformations (Ferry(1969)):
1 f j _ dV_
Vde.

(7-11)

For isotropic, homogeneous materials the values of the shear and Young's moduli are related by
(Ferry(1969)):
£ =2-G-(l + // p )
Ifthereisnovolumechange(dV/V= 0),ju^,= 1/2 sothatE= 3G.
Themeasured shearmodulus of a 12%HP/SF dispersion was about 810 5 N m 2 (frequency:
0.1 Hz) so that a Young's modulus of about 2.5106 N-m"2would be expected. The determined
apparent Young's modulus was about 4-105N-m"2(strain rate: 0.02 s"1) which is about 15 % of the
expected value if E would have been determined in the linear region. Although the difference in

(7-12)
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time scale may explain a part of the difference, the much lower E will be the result of structure
breakdown duetothelargedeformations applied.
The apparent Young moduluswasdetermined by linearregression intherangeof 0.02 < eh<
0.05 so the regression was not forced through the origin. Correlation coefficients were higher than
0.99 in all cases. Dependent on the shape of the stress-strain curve, the fracture stress was
determined in two ways. If the stress-strain curve showed a peak stress, the maximum stress was
taken asthe fracture stress (Figure 7-4a). Thecorresponding strainwas taken as the fracture strain.
These types of stress-strain curves were obtained for dispersions containing 10 % or more solids.
The stress-strain curves of dispersions containing less than 10% solids did not show a peak stress
but they exhibited arather sudden change inthe slope ofthestress-strain curve.The intersection of
theextrapolated straightlinesbefore and after thesuddenchangewastakenasfracture point (Figure
7-4b).
stress

stress
slope=E*

slope=E*

ay

ay

strain

strain

Figure 7-4. Determinationofthefracture oryieldpoint andtheapparentYoung'smodulusE*for
differenttypesofstress-strain curves.
For none of the dispersions studied, the test piece fell apart at fracture, although there was a
visual change in structure and formation of cracks. According to the definition of fracture in
paragraph 7.1.2, these dispersions would yield rather than fracture. Therefore wewill use the terms
yield strain (fy) andtheyield stress (cry),rather than fracture strain and stress.Fracture and yielding
canoccursubsequently,thefirst atsmallandthelatterathigher deformations.
Whether yielding or fracture occurs will also depend on the fraction of solid fat. On
compression, the solid network is deformed and energy is stored inthe fat crystal aggregates. Ifthe
local stress exceeds a critical value, local fracture of the crystal network will occur. If the energy
input near the tip of the crack due to stress relaxation upon crack growth is high enough to create
the new surfaces, the crack will propagate. However, since pores around the crystal network are
filled with oil, part of the energy near the tip of the crack will dissipate; hence less energy is
available for crack propagation. The pores will therefore act like crack stoppers. For a high
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proportion of solid fat, less oil is present and less energy is dissipated near the tip of the crack
leadingtoamorebrittleappearance.
The formation of macroscopic cracks was most pronounced in dispersions containing more
than 10%solids.Itwasnotpossibletostudythis systematically sincethecrystallization conditions
couldnotbecontrolledproperly for dispersions containingmorethan 15%HP/SF.

7.3.1.2Effectoffraction solidsonparametersobtainedfromcompression
Figure 7-5 shows the apparent Young modulus as a function of the fraction HP.E* increases
with increasing fraction HP. In the range between 6 % HP and 12 % HP the relation can be
describedwellwithapower law.ThevalueofE* for the 15%HP/SF dispersion deviatesfromthis
trendby afactor of2. This isprobably duetothe lower initial supersaturation that couldbe applied
during crystallization ofthisdispersion,becauseofexperimental limitations.

0.1
c H p (-)

Figure 7-5. Theapparent YoungmodulusE* ofHP/SF dispersionscrystallizedat labscale asa
function of thefraction HP. Standard deviations are indicated with vertical error
bars. Thesolid line is the fit according to E = A-cfexcluding thepoint for 15 %
HP/SF.
If the results for the 15 % HP/SF dispersions are not taken into account, a power-law
coefficient // of 3.82 and an intercept A of 109' areobtained. This intercept canbe interpreted as a
measure oftheinteractionbetweentheparticles(itisanextrapolatedmodulus ofa 100%HPsolid).
Thecoefficient doesnot differ greatlyfromthecoefficient of4.1thatwas found for storage moduli
at very small deformations (Kloek (1998), chapter 6). It should be kept in mind that the structural
elements that deform will be different for small and large deformation experiments. The intercept
found for the low deformation experiments was about 1098. The lower intercept for the larger
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deformation results is probably due to the breakdown of structure occurring already at fairly small
deformations.

Figure7-6. Theyield stress ay ofHP/SF dispersions crystallizedatlabscaleasajunction ofthe
fraction HP.Standarddeviationsareindicatedwithverticalerrorbars. Thesolidline
isthefitaccordingto Oy=A-c" excludingthepointfor 15%HP/SF.
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0.01
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Figure7-7. Theyield strain ey ofHP/SF dispersionscrystallizedat lab scale asfunction of the
fraction HP.Standarddeviations areindicatedwithverticalerrorbars. Thesolidline
isthefitaccordingto£y=A-c"excludingthepointfor 15%HP/SF.
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Theyield stress (Figure 7-6) shows anidenticalpower-law dependency onthefractionHPas
the apparent Young's modulus up to afractionHP of 0.12. The scaling coefficient is 3.85 and the
intercept is about 1079. The yield strain (Figure 7-7) scales with the fraction HP with an exponent
-0.83. As can be seen, the scatter in yield strains is appreciable. This is due to the problem of
obtaining test pieceswith flat and parallel end faces. Despite the spread in the data, the decrease in
yieldstrainwithincreasingfractionofHPis significant.
The scaling exponents ofE*, <ryand eycanbe discussed interms offractalaggregate models
(Bremer etal.(1990, 1992)).Thesemodels assumethatthenetwork isbuilt of aggregates of which
the structure canbe described by afractalapproach. For such an aggregate the number of particles
in the aggregate A^ scales with the aggregate radius R to an exponent D, which is the fractal
dimensionality (Meakin (1988)). If D is smaller than 3 in a 3 dimensional space the aggregate
becomes even more tenuous on growth. Thehigher the value ofD, the more compact an aggregate
of a given size. The dimensionality of aggregates that are formed due to diffusion limited
aggregation is about 1.7 -1.8.ForlowvolumefractionHP/SFdispersions suchaDwasobservedby
means of light scattering (Kloek (1998), chapter 5). For high volume fraction HP/SF dispersions,
the aggregates are more compact due to simultaneous crystallization and aggregation. The latter
causes higher apparent fractal dimensionalities than are observed for the low volume fraction
dispersions.From smalldeformation experiments apparent dimensionalities ofabout 2.0 -2.2were
determined (Kloek (1998), chapter 6; Vreeker et al. (1992)). Elastic moduli can be discussed in
terms of fractal network models (Bremer et al. (1990,1992)). The elastic moduli scale with the
fractionof particles with an exponent x/(3-D) where x is a number that depends on the geometric
form of the stress-carrying strands. For straight strands x =2, for hinged strands x = 3 and for
completely bendable strandsx = 4.Afirstapproximation ishinged strands sincethe flexible stresscarrying strands of the primary network will become somewhat less flexible due to ongoing
aggregation.Thenascaling exponent of3.82would correspond toD=2.21.
If the strands are flexible, they can be deformed until they become more or less straight.
Further deformation of these strands will result in a strong stress increase and fracture will occur.
The yield stress of dispersions with flexible strands would therefore scale with x/(3-D) where x is
smaller than the value obtained for the elastic moduli. However, if the strands are not flexible, but
straight or brittle, they cannot be deformed greatly, and fracture will occur at small deformations.
Furthermore, thex-value in the scaling relation for the yield stress will then be about the same as
that in the scaling relation for the elastic modulus. From the compression experiments, scaling
exponents for E* and ay of respectively 3.82 and 3.85 were determined. If the apparent
dimensionality would not change on deformation this would mean that the geometry of the stresscarrying strands does not change strongly on deformation. This suggests that the stress-carrying
strandsarestraight orthatthey areverybrittle.Inthecaseoffat crystalnetworks itis likelythat the
crystal bonds areverybrittle dueto sintering ofthefat crystals. Since scaling exponents for E* and
ay are about equal, the relation givenpredicts that the yield strain should be almost independent of
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the fraction ofHP. However, we found anegative correlation,which ismorein linewithhinged or
bendable strands.
Onehastokeepinmindthatoncompression,thereallinearregionoffatcrystal dispersions is
ignored since it can not be detected. This will make description of fracture in terms of network
modelsmore difficult.
Integration of the stress-strain curve according to Equation 7-1 gives the energy input until
fracture or yielding of the sample. For linear elastic materials this energy can also be calculated
directly from the yield strain, yield stress and Young's modulus. Since the linear elastic region of
deformation for fat dispersions is far below the deformation that can be applied accurately, the
energy input until yielding occurs iscalculated by integration ofthe stress-strain curvebetween s=
0 and e- ey. Figure 7-8 shows that a power-law describes the relation between the energy input
until yielding and the fraction solid. The scaling exponent is about 2.7. Based on the scaling
exponents of the power-law behaviour of the yield stress and the yield strain an exponent of 3.850.83 « 3 was expected. Deviations will be caused by the non-linear elastic behaviour of the fat
dispersion atthesedeformations andtheinaccuracy indeterminingthescaling exponent of sy.
W (J m"3)
10000
1000
100

0.1
c H p (-)

Figure 7-8. Theenergyinput Wuntiltheyieldpoint ofHP/SF dispersions crystallizedatlabscale
asfunction of thefraction HP. Standarddeviationsare indicatedwith verticalerror
bars. Thesolid line is the fit accordingto W' = A-(f excludingthepoint for 15 %
HP/SF.

As already was indicated, compression experiments were carried out at deformations much
larger than the region of linear deformation. In this region, the dispersions behave elastically: loss
tangents, i.e. the ratio between viscous energy dissipation and elastic energy storage, are below
0.10. In this region, the elastic moduli are about 6 times as high as the apparent Young's moduli
determined atmuchhigherdeformations. Inthelinearregionthemeasured shearmodulus ofa 12%
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HP/SF dispersion is about 8-105N-m"2.The amount of stored energy in a linear elastic material is
givenby Vra-e= Vi-E-i.Uptoashearstrainof0.001thisgivesanamount of storedenergy for a12
% HP/SF dispersion of 0.4 Jm' 3 . Even if the deformation range is extended up to a shear strain of
0.02, the smallest deformation that can be applied accurately in compression, an amount of stored
energy of about 160 J-m"3 is calculated. In both cases the calculated amount of energy can be
neglected compared to the numbers determined by integrating the experimentally obtained
compressive stress-straincurvesuptomacroscopicyielding.
After thedispersions yield,theBingham apparent extensional viscosity ^ebcanbe determined
fromtheratio da Ide. From such ananalysis,it appeared thatthe extensional viscosity scaledwith
thefractionsolidswithanexponent 4.15 atastrainrateofapproximately MO 2 s"1 (Figure7-9).
rrf (N m 2 s )
10 7
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Figure7-9. TheBinghamapparentextensionalviscositytjeb* ofHP/SFdispersions crystallizedat
lab scale asfunction of thefraction of HP. Standard deviations are indicatedwith
vertical error bars. Thesolid line is the fit according to rjeb*= A-cf1 excluding the
pointfor 15%HP/SF.
Thecalculated coefficients ofthepower-law relationbetweenthecompressiveparameters and
thefractionsolid fat arecompiled inTable 7-1.
Table7-1. Compilation of coefficients calculated of power-law relations between the
compressiveparametersandthefraction ofsolidfat.
W
E*
°"y
y
£

.-)
lo&4

P

9.1±0.4
3.8±0.4

7.9± 0.3
3.9±0.3

-1.7±1.2
-0.83± 0.3

10.4
4.2

5.7
2.7
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7.3.2 WireCutting
F//w (N m"1)

0

10

20
Ax (mm)
Figure7-10.ForceF dividedbycontactwirelength /wasafunction ofthe cuttingdistanceAxofa
10% HP/SFdispersion.Wirediameterwas0.1 mm.
Figure 7-10 shows an example of a corrected force - cutting length curve. It shows a much
lowerresistance against cutting atthe outer sides ofthecylindrical testpiece.Thismay be dueto a
temperature gradient over the inner and outer side of the crystallization tube leading to a structural
gradient. The higher cutting force per unit length determined for the centre of the sample suggests
stronger bonds i.e. sintered bonds or higher proportions of solid fat. It is therefore not allowed to
averagethecutting force overdistancesatwhichthe force is about constant (8mm <Ax< 22mm),
but the whole sample should be considered. The properties at the outside of the test piece may be
different from those closer to the centre because the sample has been pushed out of the cylinder
before cutting it with the wire. This will cause some structure breakdown at the outer side of the
sample. When the cutting wire starts penetrating the sample, the accuracy of the force per unit
length is low duetothe small contact lengthbetween thewire and sample and the resolution ofthe
loadcell (0.001N).Inthefirstfew mm the contact length increases rapidly which makes it difficult
to calculate the contact length accurately. Taking into account above considerations, the average
forceper length andthestandard deviation havebeencalculated for cutting distancesbetween 2and
28mm.
Theaveragecutting forceperunitlengthwasmeasured withvariouswirediameters.Figure711shows the averageF/lw asfunction of thewire diameter. It shows that the corrected force varied
linearlywiththewire diameter. Inmost cases thecorrelation coefficient was inthe range of 0.95to
0.995.Thesecorrelationswere only calculated for measurements ontestpieces from the sametube.
So the cutting force of a fat dispersion was measured with various wire diameters for each tube.
From the intercept inFigure 7-11, the specific fracture energy was estimated according to Equation
7-4.Forthe 10%HP/SF sampleshown,thespecific fracture energywas3.2Jm"2.
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Figure7-11. Averageforce per unitcuttinglength(F/IJ asafunction of the wirediameterd„ on
cuttinga 10 %HP/SF dispersion.Thesolid line is a linear fit; the interceptwould
equalthespecificfracture energyRs.
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Figure7-12. Specificfracture energyRgasfunction of thepercentage HPfor crystallizedHP/SF
dispersions as determinedfrom wire cutting experiments.Standard deviations are
indicated.
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The specific fracture energy was determined for dispersions with various fractions HP. The
specific fracture energy increaseswith increasingfractionHP (Figure 7-12). This is expected since
with an increasing amount of solid fat more bonds have to be broken to allow the formation of
fracture planes.
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Due to the scatter ofthe data,it isnot clearwhether therelation between the specific fracture
energy and the fraction solids can be described best by a power-law or by a linear correlation. A
power-law yielded a scaling exponent of 2.6 and an intercept of 1030with a correlation coefficient
of0.93,while alinearrelation yielded aslopeof about 80Jm"2HPwith acorrelation coefficient of
0.96.
The standard deviation of Rs as determined when using different tubes (Figure 7-12) is very
largecompared tothe standard deviation for thedetermination ofRs for a singletube(Figure7-11).
This large difference betweenRs for fat dispersions from varioustubeswillbe caused by variations
incrystallization conditions.Firstly, therewillbevariation inthecrystallization temperature in one
tube.Thewallofthetubewascooledtoabout 10°Ctoobtainbulktemperatures that correspond to
a supersaturation of about 4 in the ß' polymorph. Near the wall of the tube, triglycerides will be
supersaturated in the a polymorph. So initially crystallization will occur in the a polymorph.
However, the stirrer will scrape the crystallized material from the wall and transport it to the bulk
where the temperature is higher and probably part of the crystallized material will dissolve again.
This will cause a broad supersaturation range for initial crystallization. As shown by X-ray
diffraction, the crystallized dispersions were inthe ß' polymorph one day after crystallization. This
indicates thatthedispersionshad also crystallized inthe ß'polymorph andnot inthea polymorph,
because crystallization inthe a polymorph is followed by apolymorphic transition to amixture of
mainly ß and some ß' polymorph. For every crystallization experiment, the temperature was
measured at which crystallization became visible. The corresponding supersaturation did not
correlatewithRs. Secondly, themoment atwhich stirringwas stoppedwaschosenrather arbitrarily.
Thiswould causevariationinshearingintensity andtimeandtherefore alsovariationintheaverage
crystallization temperature.
The slopeoftheF/l„-rfwcurves isameasure for the energy input ofthewirecuttingprocess.
This isplotted as function ofthepercentage solids inFigure 7-13.This figure showsthe sametrend
as the plot of Rs as function of the percentage HP. A power-law fit yielded a scaling exponent of
about3.3whichishigherthanthescalingexponent2.6found forthepower-lawrelationbetween Rs
andthefraction solids.
Atheoretical specific fracture energy canbe estimated from the interaction force between the
crystals and the size of the crystals. Ifthe crystals are aggregated due to van der Waals forces in a
primary minimum of, say, 30k^T, the energy per bond is about 1.2-10"19J. For a spherical crystal
with aradius a of 0.1 um the surface areaper bond equals n-a2 « 3-10"14m2. For adispersion of 10
%crystalsthe energyneeded tocreate asurface of 1m2equals 0.1- 1.2-10"19/310"14«4-10"7J. This
value isvery small compared tothe determined valueof about 4J-m"2.The same calculation canbe
made by assuming the crystals are sintered. To create new surface, the crystals themselves have to
be broken. It is likely that fracture occurs between the aliphatic chains. In a crystal lattice the
spacing between two atoms about 4Â. The energy content of the bonds in a crystal lattice is
estimated tobe200U-mol'1. Combination ofthesetwonumbersyields aspecific fracture energyof
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0.7 J-m"2for 100%HPor0.07 J-m"2for a 10%HP/SF dispersion. Tothesetheoretical values twice
the surface free energy oftheoilphase shouldbe added. This will amount to about 0.08 J-m"2for a
pureoil.
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Figure7-13.Energy input a-(W'+W") asfunction of thepercentage HPfor crystallized HP/SF
dispersions as determinedfrom wire cutting experiments. Standard deviations are
indicated
Before sintered bonds will fracture, much deformation energy is stored asbending energy in
thecrystal.Thisenergyislargely lostonfractureofthesinteredbonds.Therefore, calculationofthe
specific fracture energy on base of bond energies will underestimate the obtained value. The
numbers obtained can only be considered as a very rough order of magnitude estimation,
nevertheless itislikelythatthecrystalbondsaretoagreatextent sintered.

7.3.3 Comparison betweencompression andcatting experiments
A comparison between the amounts of stored energy as determined from compression tests
and cutting tests shows large differences. Integration of the compressive stress-strain curves yields
much lower stored energies than obtained from the slope of F//w - d„curves. These values are
comparedinTable7-2.
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Table7-2. Compilationofpower-law coefficientsoftherelationsbetweenthe energyinput Was
determinedfrom compression( lads ) or cutting experiments (a-(W+W")) and the
0

fraction solidfat.
log/4 (A/J-m3)
ju
(-)

compression
5.7
2J

wirecutting
7.6
33

The difference in the energy input for a 10 % HP/SF dispersion is about a factor 20 (see also
Figures 7-8 and 7-13). Since the specific fracture/yield energy is needed to calculate the defect
lengthlc it is necessary to discuss this difference inmore detail. There are several factors that may
account forthedifference inW:
• Thereis a large difference indeformation rate.Theinitial deformation rateon compression was
3.310 3 s"1 (Equation 7-9). The deformation rate on wire cutting can be estimated by the
following equation y =3•v/dw, where v is the speed of the wire and dv the diameter of the
wire. This equation gives the maximum shear rate at the surface of a sphere with diameter d
moving with a velocity v. At a speed of 20 mm-min"1 and a wire diameter of 0.1 mm, the
deformation rate is 10 s"1. This is a difference in deformation rate by a factor of 3000. Over
shorter time scales or for higher deformation rates normally less bonds contribute to stress
relaxation leading tohigher moduli. However, compression experiments at various deformation
rates ranging from 3.310"3 s"1to 3.310"1 s"1 did not show significant effect on the apparent
Young modulus and the fracture stress, in contrast to the effect of frequency on the storage
modulus G' determined inthelinearregion.
• Compression and wire cutting are different types of tests. On compression, a large test piece is
deformed (length scale equals the test piece dimensions; 10 - 30 mm), while on wire cutting
only asmallpartofthesampleisdeformed (length scale afew timesthewirediameter« ad„ ^
0.5 mm). In compression at deformations outside the linear region, major deformation occurs
due to formation of shear planes. In this case only a small new surface area is created per unit
volume test piece. In wire cutting experiments much more new surface is created per unit
volume. Furthermore,on compression only the energy up to theyield point is considered while
on wire cutting also energy dissipations after the yield point are taken into account. This will
yieldmuchhigher Wvaluesfrom wirecutting experiments.
Since in wire cutting experiments, specific fracture energy and energy input are determined at the
same time scales and length scales, it is preferable to compare these figures with each other
although itshouldbekeptinmindthatthetotalamountofenergy isoverestimated.
The energy input until fracture consists of an elastic part W and a dissipative part W". The
dissipative part arises from flow of the oil through the pores in the fat crystal networks and from
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frictiondue to flow ofthe aggregates with respect to each other. The amount of energy dissipated
duetoflow ofoilcanbeestimatedusingthefollowing equation:

(7-13)

W"=T]

where rf is the apparent viscosity of the oil, (dv/dx)the deformation rate or velocity gradient and
<exptheexperimental timescale.Thedissipation arisingfromflowofoilthroughthepores,estimated
by substituting rf = 7-10"2N-m"2-s,(dv/dx)= 10s"1(»3-v/rfJ and <exp*(dv/dx)_1yields 0.7 J-m"3.This
dissipation is very small compared to the total energy input. The dissipation of energy due to
frictionbetween the fat crystal aggregates will be much higher due to the higher viscosity of the
whole dispersion. The elongational viscosity at deformation rates of about 510"3 s"1 for a 12 %
HP/SF dispersion was about 106N-m"2-s. Since fat dispersions are highly shear rate thinning, the
viscosity at a deformation rate of 10s"' will be much lower. The shearrate thinning behaviour was
shown for low volume fraction HP/SF dispersion by steady shear viscosity measurements (Kloek
(1998),chapter 5),andisalsoobserved for highvolumefractiondispersions incompression (Figure
7-14).
elongational viscosity (Nm'2s)
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Figure7-14.Elongationalviscosity(=stressdividedbystrainrate)of 12%HP/SF dispersionsas
function of the initial deformation rate. Every line is one compression curve. The
dottedlinehasaslope of-1.
Figure 7-14 showstheviscosity (stress over strain rate) asafunction ofthe strain rate oftest
piecesthatwerecompressed atvarious initial strainrates. Thesteep increase ofthecurves indicates
the stage of the compression before yielding and is in fact an elastic effect. The dotted line with a
slope of-1, almost precisely crosses the curves at the yield points, which indicates that the yield
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stress was independent of the strain rate. After yielding, the viscosity decreased with increasing
strainrate.Theviscosity after yielding ofatestpiecescaleswiththe strainratewith anexponent of
about-0.2for lowinitialstrainratesto-0.4forhighinitial strainrates.Ifvarioustestpiecesthat are
compressed at various compression rates, areconsidered, the elongational viscosity scales with the
strain rate for constant overall deformation with an exponent of about -1. This implies that flow
probably occurs in shearplanes, the number of it depending onthe initial shear rate. Extrapolating
the dotted line to a strain rate of 10 s"1,predicts a viscosity of approximately 210 3 Nm" 2 s at the
yield point. Combining this viscosity and strain rates yields an energy dissipation of 2-10" Jm' 3 .
Compared with the total energy input of 4-10"Jm"3 for a 12 %HP/SF dispersion (Figure 7-13), it
can be concluded that a significant amount of energy (« 50 %)would be dissipated due to friction
between fat crystal aggregates.Infact,thelargestpartoftheenergycouldbedissipated inthisway.
Another way to estimate the contribution of energy dissipation to the total energy input is
from the loss tangent tan£at yield deformation. The loss tangent can be determined in oscillatory
tests and is defined by the ratio of loss modulus and storage modulus: this equals the ratio of
dissipated energyandstored energy.Inoscillation tests,amaximum strainof0.07 couldbe applied.
At this strainthe apparent loss angle S was approximately 50°(tanS = 1.2). The amount of energy
thatisstored(W) canbeexpressed asafunction ofthetotalenergyinput Why:

W=,

/ . -W
l+tan£

(7-14)

This means that roughly 54%ofthe applied energy is dissipated and isnot available for the
creation ofnew surface. The order of magnitude compares well with the 50 % calculated from the
extrapolatedviscositiesattheyieldpoint
The defect length /c of inhomogeneities from whichfractureinitiates, canbe calculated from
thespecificfractureenergyRs andtheamountofelastically storedenergy W usingEquation7-3.

'<=^=

t—w
n--—-—^r-W

<7-15>

l+tan<5

Table 7-3 summarizes the calculated defect lengths from both compression and wire cutting
experiments,inthe latter case for twofractionsofenergy stored.Theobtained critical defect length
usingtheenergy inputfromcompressiontestsyields anextremelyhigh defect length.Thismaydue
to an underestimation of the energy input of the regions where fracture occurs. This could be
checked by measuring the elastic recovery after applying a deformation that is close to the yield
point. Fromresults from cutting experiments andunder the assumption that material is assumed to
becompletely elastic uptohigh deformation, adefect length of40 um iscalculated. Assuming that
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only about the half of the input energy is stored elastically, a defect length of 87 |am is calculated.
Thecalculated defect lengthswereindependent onthefractionHP.

Table7-3. Defect lengthlc of a crystallized12 %HP/SF dispersioncalculatedfrom thespecific
fracture energyRs andthestoredenergyW'usingEquation7-15.Thestoredenergyis
expressedasafunction ofthetotalenergyWbyEquation 7-14.
PFobtained from tan<5
fraction elasticenergy
/c
compression
cutting
cutting

H

O

(m)

0
0
L2

1
1
046

1.3-10"3
4.010 s
8.7-1Q-5

There are some uncertainties in the determination of a.-(W+W") and Rs. Factor a is a
proportionality constant that is related to the width of the disturbed region. About a width of two
timesthewirediameterwillbedisturbed (a =2)sothatW' isinrealityonlyhalfthevaluegiven in
Table 7-3.Thiswillincreasethevalueofthecalculated defect length.Forthedetermination ofRs, it
is assumed that the fracture surface area is a flat plane. In reality it will be uneven and, moreover,
somesidecrackswillbeformed sothattherealfracturesurface areaissignificantly underestimated.
This means also that the specific fracture energy is overestimated. Assuming the fracture to occur
around spherical aggregates would give a fracture surface area of four times that of a smooth
surface. Together with side cracks the specific fracture energy may well be overestimated by a
factor of10.
These effects on the input energy and the specific fracture energy would result in an
overestimation of the calculated defect length from cutting experiments by a factor of 5. The
calculated defect lengths from compression experiments will be overestimated by a factor of 10.
This leads to defect lengths of 8 and 130 |am, respectively. Both overestimations may be partially
compensatedbytheuncertainty ofthecontribution of W tothetotalenergyinput.
The order of magnitude of the defect lengths may be compared with the size of fat crystal
aggregates at the gelpoint. The gel point isthemoment that aspace filling network is formed. The
size of the aggregates at the gel point can be estimated by assuming that the aggregates have a
fractalgeometry.Agelisformed atthemoment thatthevolumefractionofparticlesinan aggregate
0 equals the total volume fraction of primary particles $, (Bremer (1990,1992)). At the moment a
gel is formed, growth of the primary aggregates is hindered. The fat crystallizing after a gel is
formed, will be deposited within the existing gel and will thereby compact the "aggregates" that
formed the gel. Therefore, the size of the aggregate at the gel point could be a measure of the
inhomogeneities in aggregated fat crystal networks. For a fractal aggregate 0 can be written as
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function of the radius of the aggregateR and theparticles sizeausing the fractal dimensionality D
asascaling exponent:

H*T
In chapter 5,we showed that during crystallization at rest already at a volume fraction of fat
crystalsof0.005,agelwillbeformed. Substituting </>=0.005,D=1.7 andanaveragecrystal sizeof
1 um yields an aggregate radius at the gel point of 59 um. This is the same order of magnitude as
the defect lengths calculated from compression experiments. Since the crystallization of the first
few percent of HP occurs under stirring conditions, it is expected that the aggregates are more
compact i.e. have a higher dimensionality. A higher D leads even to higher Rla values at the gel
point forthesame0gel.

7.4 Conclusions
Compression tests on dispersions of fully hydrogenated palm oil (HP) in sunflower oil (SF)
that have crystallized in the ß' polymorph, showed that the apparent Young modulus, the yield
stress,the yield deformation and the Bingham extensional viscosity arerelated tothefractionsolid
by a power law relation. The scaling exponent of 3.82 found for the apparent Young modulus,
compared well with the scaling exponent of 4.1 observed for dynamic moduli, determined within
the region of linear deformation. ThetrueYoung modulus could not be determined in compression
tests, sincethe surface ofthetestpiecescouldnotbemade flat enough.Theyield stress scaled with
the same exponent as the apparent Young modulus. In terms of a fractal network approach, this
indicates that the stress-carrying strands are either straight, or that they are hinged but very brittle.
Solidcrystal bonds suggestverybrittlebonds,aconclusionwhichisalso supportedbythelowyield
deformations. The scaling exponent for theYoungmodulusyields for hinged stress-carrying strands
an apparent fractal dimensionality of 2.2. This dimensionality predicts a scaling exponent for the
yielddeformation of-1.25 whichdeviatessomewhatfromthedetermined -0.83.
Crystallized 10 % HP/SF dispersions had a specific fracture energy of about 4 J-m"2. This
orderofmagnitude canonlybeexplained by assuming sintering of fat crystals.Merevan der Waals
attraction between the crystals would yield much lower specific fracture energies. The specific
fracture energy scaledwiththefraction solidswithanexponent of2.6.
The critical defect length, which is the length of inhomogeneities that cause local yielding of
the network, was calculated from the energy input and the specific fracture energy. When using
energy inputsobtained from wirecuttingexperiments orcompression experiments,defect lengthsof
about40and 1300um,respectively, arecalculatedifitisassumedthatallthedeformation energyis
available for fracture. Due to overestimation of the specific fracture energy as a result of rough
fracture surfaces and formation ofsidecracks,thedefect lengthmaybe smaller thanthe calculated
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ones by a factor of 5 to 10 leading to values of 8 and 130 um, respectively. The size of 130 urn,
obtained from compression experiments,corresponds welltothe sizeof fat crystal aggregates atthe
gelpoint.
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Chapter 8
Mechanical Properties ofFat Dispersions Prepared in a
Votator Line
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8.1 Introduction
8.1.1 General
So far, we described the mechanical properties of fat dispersions that had crystallized under
non-shearing or weakly shearing conditions. However, in daily practice, fats nearly almost always
crystallize under non-quiescent conditions; the flow contains important elongational components
but the forces are mainly shear forces. Although it would be more correct to speak about velocity
gradients, the term shear is used throughout this chapter. Applying shear during crystallization or
during post processing of the crystallized product can have an important influence on the
mechanicalpropertiesofthefinal product.
Shearing during the crystallization process can accelerate polymorphic transitions of the a
polymorphtothe ß'or ßpolymorph (Wesdorp (1992)).Furthermore,shearingduring crystallization
can lead to fracture of crystals or to enhanced nucleation, both leading to on average smaller
crystals. Haighton (1976) showed that crystallization of hydrogenated fish oil in soy bean oil was
acceleratedby stirringtheblend.
Shearwillalsoinfluence the aggregationprocessofthecrystals.Fat crystals attract each other
duetovanderWaals forces.Underquiescent conditions,theywillmeeteach otherduetoBrownian
motion. The collision frequency increases if shear is applied and is, in case of orthokinetic
aggregation,proportional tothe shearrate y .Aboveacritical shearrate,which depends onparticle
sizeandviscosity, theaggregation ofcrystalsdueto shearwilldominate.For fat dispersions, taking
theparticle diameter tobe 1urn and aviscosity of 0.10 Pas, thecritical shearrateis about 0.08 s'1.
During processing of fats, shear rates are generally a few orders of magnitude higher and are very
inhomogeneously distributed. Inashearflow, therotationoftheanisometric fat crystalswill further
increasecollision frequencies.
If crystals aggregate, they tend to form voluminous aggregates with a volume that is much
greater than the total volume of theprimary crystals. This is monitored as an increase in viscosity.
However, if the shear rate is increased, the aggregates may break up again due to the shear forces
that actonthem. This force isproportional tothecross section ofthe aggregate andtherefore scales
with the aggregate radius R to a power of 2. Besides the break up of aggregates due to the shear
stress, the aggregates may also become more compact due to rearrangement occurring when shear
rate is increased (Kioek (1998), chapter 5). When the aggregates have grown so far that a space
filling network is formed, applying shear will cause break up of the network and rearrangement of
theaggregates.
Due to simultaneous crystallization and aggregation, crystals and aggregates may become
sintered (Kloek (1998),chapters 5and 6).If crystallization is finished and the crystals are sintered,
these solid bridges can be broken by the application of shear and the resulting structures are
attracted to each other by van der Waals forces. This change of the prevailing interaction between
the structural elements can also have a marked effect on the mechanical properties of the fat
dispersions.
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It is clear that applying shear during the crystallization and structure formation of fat
dispersionswillhaveacleareffect ontheresultingmechanicalproperties.Theaimofthischapter is
to describe the mechanical properties of fat dispersions that had crystallized and aggregated under
shearing conditions. The dispersions were processed using a Votator-line which as used for
margarine manufacture.

8.1.2 Mechanical Properties
To describe the mechanical properties of a fat dispersion one has to distinguish between
properties atsmallandatlargedeformations. Inthisthesis,smalldeformation properties are defined
astheproperties at such deformations that the determined parameters donot depend on the applied
deformation. Small deformation experiments yield information about the arrangement of the fat
crystals and aggregates in space and about the interaction forces between the structural elements.
Since for fat dispersions the deformations, at which mechanical characteristics are independent of
deformation, are very small (deformation E< 10°), these tests are normally carried out using
dynamical oscillatory measurements. Parameters that are determined are the storage modulus G'
and the loss modulus G". Also creep tests can be used in this deformation range. The region of
lineardeformation offats issosmall,thatcompressiontestsarenot suitable for determination ofthe
mechanical properties of the undisturbed network. This is due to the problem of obtaining test
piecesthat areflat enough.
Largedeformation testsarecarried out atdeformations outsidethe linearregion. Theycanbe
carried out using uni-axial compression tests or creep tests. Creep tests at large deformations are
often not accurate since the deformation is not homogeneous over the whole test piece. This has
been shown for fat dispersions (Papenhuijzen (1971)), and, for instance, also for concentrated
aqueous silica dispersions (Persello et al. (1994)). Compression tests are more often used to
determine the largedeformation behaviour of fat dispersions although theyhave several drawbacks.
One ofthemain drawbacks isthat considerable friction between thetestpiece and the compression
plate can occur. It is possible to correct for friction by performing compression experiments with
testpiecesofvarious initial heightand extrapolating theresultstoinfinite height (vanVliet (1991)).
Large deformation experiments yield parameters like an apparent Young modulus £*, yield or
fracture strain sy, yield or fracture stress ay and an apparent viscosity rf (Kloek (1998), chapter 7).
Young's modulus is called apparent since it is determined outsidethe region of linear deformation.
Outside this deformation range, bonds between structural elements are broken and considerable
rearrangement of structural elements will occur. Ë" will therefore be much smaller than 3timesG'
of the same dispersion determined in the region of linear deformation. The yield behaviour of fat
dispersions at large deformation is largely determined bythe occurrence of inhomogeneities. These
are spots at which stress will be concentrated if a material is deformed. If the stress exceeds a
certain critical value, fracture of the bonds between the structural elements occurs near the
inhomogenity. Parameters obtained from large deformation experiments may correlate better with
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spreadability than those by small deformation experiments, since then deformations can have the
sameorderofmagnitude.
Test pieces that are taken from a mass of fat, cannot be brought in close contact with the
parallelplatesofadynamicalrheometerwithout applying adeformation that isoutsidetheregionof
linear deformation. The critical strain for fat dispersions is smaller than 0.001. For a test piece
thickness of 5 mm, this would mean that it should not be deformed by more than 5 urn. It is
impossible to prepare test pieces that have a roughness smaller than 5 (xm. Therefore, it is
impossible to do dynamical measurements on test pieces that are taken from a bulk fat without
irreversibly affecting thestructureduringtestpiecepreparation andbringing itintherheometer.
Taking the above considerations into account, the fat dispersions obtained from the votator
line were mechanically examined by means of compression tests and penetrometer tests. The
penetrometer test is aquick and simple test inwhich acone of agiven angle andweight is allowed
topenetrateinthesamplefor acertaintimeafterfreefallfromagivenheight. Thepenetration depth
is a measure of the consistency of the sample. Disadvantages of the penetrometer test are the ill
defined deformation and deformation ratenearthecone.Atest that is used nowadays more often is
apenetrationofacylinderofgivendimensions atagivenspeedwhilemeasuringtheforce intime.

8.1.3 VotatorLine
Margarine isnormally madein avotator line.Thethreeprincipal processes are emulsification
("droplet disruption"), fat crystallization and working of the partly crystallized water-in-oil
emulsion (Young et al. (1976)). The aqueous phase and the melted fat phase, together with the
additives are mixed, and the resulting emulsion is pumped to a scraped-surface heat exchanger
(SSHE, also called A-unit), where the mixture is cooled and further emulsified. Some
emulsification will takeplace inthepump andthetubing between thepump and SSHE. The SSHE
normally consists of an innerrotor to which metal blades are attached that scrape the inner surface
of the outside wall of the SSHE. This inner surface of the SSHE is cooled by means of liquid
ammonia. The rotational speed of the inner rotor can be up to 800 rpm which causes locally high
shearrates. Sincethecooling surface area isvery large compared todimensions ofthe gap between
the rotor and the cooled surface, themixture is cooled efficiently. The first SSHE is normally used
to cool down themixture so far that the a polymorph becomes supersaturated and crystallization is
initiated. Afterwards the supersaturated emulsion passes a crystallizer (C-unit) in which
crystallization can proceed. To keep the material pumpable, the crystallizer contains a rotor fitted
with pins. The shear rate in the crystallizer is much smaller than in the SSHE, due to the larger
dimensions of the crystallizer. After passing the crystallizer, the emulsion is passed through a
second and sometimes even a third SSHE. In these SSHE's the emulsion is further cooled so that
crystallization can proceed and water droplets are further divided into smaller droplets. After
leaving the last SSHE, the emulsion enters a resting tube (B-unit) in which crystallization is
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completed. Often a sieve is placed in the exit of theresting tube, so that the crystallized product is
intensivelyworked.After leavingtherestingtube,theproduct canbepacked.
The order and number of SSHE's, crystallizer and resting tubes can be varied, according to
the desired product properties and the crystallization kinetics of the fat. The rate of the pump and
therotational speed oftheinnerrotoroftheSSHEcanalsobevariedtoinfluence theconsistency of
thefinal product.

8.2 MaterialsandMethods
8.2.1 Materials
The model system used consists of fully hydrogenated palm oil (HP) in sunflower oil (SF),
the first providing the solid phase and the latter remaining the liquid phase. A description of the
physical properties and the triglyceride composition of this model system is given in chapter 2 of
thisthesis.
Thesolubility ofHPinSFisgivenbytheHildebrand equation(Wesdorp(1990)).

ln^Hp =

Wu[ 1 1^
* g VT^ T)

(8-1)

wherexm isthemole fraction ofHPinpolymorph ithat issoluble attemperature T,AH(ithe molar
enthalpy of fusion ofpolymorph i,Rg the gas constant andT^{ the absolute melting temperature of
pure polymorph i. The driving force for crystallization is the chemical potential difference Aju
betweenasupersaturated solutionandasaturated solution:
A/u= RgT\n^-

= RgT-\nß
*HP

wherec^,isthemole fraction HPandxw the solubility givenby8-1;ß iscalledthe supersaturation
ratio andIn/?the supersaturation. Ifthemole fraction HPisknown,thecrystallization temperature T
canbecalculated for everyinitial supersaturation.

8.2.2 Crystallization invotator
Figure 8-1 illustrates the votator line used in these experiments. It is a very simple set-up,
compared to what is normally used during margarine manufacturing. It consists of one storage
vessel in which the sunflower oil and the hydrogenated palm oil are mixed and heated to 60 °C.
This temperature isroughly 15K abovethe final melting temperature of a 10%HP/SF dispersion.

(8-2)
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The storage vessel is a thermostatted double-walled tank of 65 1. The content of the tank is
continuously stirred.
storage vessel

temperature sensor
water out

product

pump
alcohol in

Figure8-1. Schematicrepresentation ofthevotatorline
Themelted fat blend ispumped bymeans ofasingleworm gearpump,bywhichtherate can
be varied from 20 to 100 kg-h'1 to the inlet of the SSHE. The SSHE (Schröder coolers, type UK
01/60-400) iscooledbymeansofalcohol circulation. Somecharacteristic dimensions ofthe SSHE
are: internal diameter 0.03 m; annular space between rotor and cooled wall 0.005 m, and internal
volume 0.41 1. The effective cooling surface area is 0.070m2. Therotational speed oftherotor was
inallcases 500r.p.m.Thetemperature inthe storagevessel,the in-andoutlet alcohol temperatures
andthein-andoutletproducttemperatureswerecontinuouslymonitored using adatalogger.
The dispersions were processed at a rate of 20 or 50 kg-h"1. By changing the rate it was
possibletoswitchbetween complete andpartial crystallization oftheHP inthevotator. The alcohol
inlettemperaturewas soadjusted thatToat ofthecrystallized product would correspond to aln/Jof4
inthe ß'polymorph (Equations 8-1 and 8-2). Crystallization inthe ß'polymorph wasperformed for
dispersions containing 8,10 and 15%HP/SF.Ifdispersions weretocrystallize inthea polymorph,
rout was set at 16 °C. Crystallization in the a polymorph was only performed for 10 % HP/SF
dispersions.
The crystallized dispersions were either collected in plastic cups (height: 85 mm , bottom
diameter: 40mm, topdiameter: 65mm ) or intubs (height: 27mm, bottom diameter: 85mm, top
diameter: 92mm)and stored at20°C.
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8.2.3 Analysis
8.2.3.1 Crystallinity
The amount of crystallized fat was determined directly after theproduct left thevotator using
ap-NMR (BrukerP20i,20MHz)byadirectmethod(PutteandvanEnden(1974)).
DSC melting curves of the crystallized dispersion were recorded on a TA-Instruments type
2910ataheatingrateof 2K-min"1after thedispersionhadbeencooledto 15°C.
X-ray diffraction spectra were recorded on Philips equipment (goniometer PW 1820, control
unit PW 18217, Cobalt radiation source (X= 1.7889 Â)). Radiation was detected using a
proportional detector.

8.2.3.2 Mechanical properties
A penetrometer test and a uni-axial compression test were applied. The penetrometer
(Sommer & Runge, PNR 10)was equipped with a cone of 40° angle and 80 g falling weight. The
penetration couldbemeasured with anaccuracyof0.01mm intherange of 0- 10mm andwith an
accuracy of 0.1 mm for penetrations larger than 10mm. The penetration can be converted into a
kindof 'yield stress' usingthefollowing equation(Haighton (1959)):
KW
yield stress=— —

where Wis the falling weight in g,p the penetration in units of 0.1mm and n a constant, which is
1.6formargarine,butterorshortening andKaconstant dependingontheconeangleandonn.Fora
40° cone,K equals 5840. The 'yield stress' is normally expressed in g-cm"2(»100Pa) and we will
alsousethisunit.Penetration testswereperformed onsamplesfilled intubs.
Testpiecesused for compression testswereprepared 24hoursbefore thetest. Thetest pieces
were cut very slowly out the plastic cup by means of a hollow cylinder. The cylinder was then
placed in a specially designed holder and the fat dispersions werepushed out slowly by means of a
rotating plunger (see chapter 7, Figure 7-1). The diameter of the test pieces was 30 mm and the
heightvaried from 6to 10mm.Thetestpieceswerecompressed using aZwickMaterial Testertype
1425 equipped with a load cell of 50 N (resolution 0.001 N). The diameter of the compression
plungerwasalso 30mm.Theforce-deformation curveswererecalculatedtostress-strain curves(see
chapter 7,section 3.1).Thetestpieceswerecompressed atalinearspeedofh0mm-min"'where h0is
theinitialheightofthetestpieceinmmsothattheinitialHencky strainrateequals0.017 s'.

(8-3)
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8.3 Results
8.3.1 Crystallization
Table 8-1 gives the fraction of solidified fat directly after crystallizing the HP/SF dispersions
in the ß' polymorph at rates of 20 and 50 kg-h"1. If the dispersions had crystallized in the ß'
polymorph at a rate of 20 kg-h"1, crystallization was virtually completed in the SSHE. If the
dispersion had crystallized at a rate of 50 kg-h"1, about 2 % HP had not crystallized and therefore
crystallized inthetub.
Table8-1. Fraction crystallized HP after leaving the votatorfor various HP/SF dispersion
crystallizedintheß'polymorph atprocessingratesof20and50kg-h"1.
% HP/SF
fraction
fraction
solids
solids
1
20kg-h"
50kg-h"1
0.083
0.062
8
0.098
0.088
10
15
0.15
0.125
Theresidence times oftheHP/SF dispersions inthe SSHE atrates of20 and 50kg-h"1canbe
estimated from the internal volume (0.41 1)and the average density (920 kg-m"3)and are about 68
and 27 s, respectively. In isothermal crystallization experiments of 10% HP/SF dispersions at rest
at high supersaturation of the ß' polymorph, the maximum amount of solid material was obtained
after 5minutes. After 1minute of crystallization only about 1-2 %of solid material was formed.
This indicates that the application of shear accelerates the crystallization of triglycerides. This may
be due to enhanced nucleation (Haighton (1976)) or a better heat transport. High shear variations
mayenhancesecondary nucleation.
Since only the input and the output temperature of the product could be monitored it is not
clear whether crystallization occurred in the a or the ß' polymorph; the a polymorph was
supersaturated at the alcohol temperature. Therefore, X-ray diffraction and DSC were applied.
Figure 8-2 shows the X-ray diffraction spectra. Their quality is rather poor because of the low
amount of crystalline material present, but they are good enough to distinguish different
polymorphs.
Thedispersion ofwhichtheoutput temperature oftheproduct corresponded to crystallization
in the ß' polymorph, shows diffraction peaks at 0.37-0.38 and 0.42 nm which are characteristic for
the ß' polymorph.
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Figure 8-2. X-ray diffractionspectraof10% HP/SFdispersions crystallizedinavotatorlinewith
product output temperatures corresponding to crystallization in the a and ß'
polymorphs(indicated).
Thedispersion ofwhich the output temperature oftheproduct corresponded to crystallization
in the a polymorph, shows a strong diffraction peak at 0.450 nm and weak peaks at 0.37 and 0.39
nm,which correspond tothe ßpolymorph, and aweakpeak at0.42nm,whichcorresponds tothe ß'
polymorph. There was no obvious diffraction peak at 0.415 nm, a spacing characteristic for the a
polymorph. The first X-ray spectra were determined 3 days after crystallization. There was no
difference between these spectra and spectra determined after 21 days. These results show that
dispersions crystallized inthea polymorph transform rapidlytoamixture ofmainly ßand some ß'.
We also observed this phenomenon for 10 % HP/SF dispersions that had crystallized in the a
polymorph at rest. Time scales ofpolymorphic transitions at temperatures of 5 °C and 15 °C were
30 and 3 minutes, respectively (Kloek (1998), chapter 4). The results also show that dispersions
initially crystallized inthe ß'polymorph, arestableintheß' polymorph.
InFigure 8-3,theDSCmelting curvesof 10%HP/SF dispersions areshownthathad initially
crystallized in the ß' polymorph (Figure 8-3a) or the a polymorph (Figure 8-3b) as function of
storage time. For both polymorphs the same trends are observed: the peak temperature slightly
increased and the width of the melting peak became smaller on storage. Integration of the melting
peak showed that the melting enthalpy increased with time. All effects are associated with
recrystallization. Both products had crystallized athigh supersaturation, whichwill causedefects in
the crystal lattice. Even more important is the presence of many different triglycerides in the HP,
which will lead to the formation of compound crystals. Recrystallization to crystals with fewer
defects and demixing of the compound crystals would lead to higher melting temperatures and
higher melting enthalpies. The melting peak seems to become narrower due to disappearance of a
left-hand shoulder. This would be due to recrystallization of fat crystals containing triglycerides
withrelative lowmeltingtemperature andmeltingenthalpy.
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Figure 8-3. DSC meltingcurvesof 10 %HP/SF dispersionscrystallizedin theß' polymorph (a)
andthe apolymorph (b) asfunction ofstoragetime(indicatedin days).

Integration yields melting enthalpies of 152kJ-mol"1HP for dispersions crystallized in the ß'
polymorph and 162 kJmol"1 HP in the others. These values correspond well with the melting
enthalpies of dispersions crystallized inDSC cups(Kloek (1998),chapter4). The somewhat higher
observed melting enthalpy for crystallization in the a polymorph will be due to the presence of a
largeproportion ofthe ßpolymorph, which generally has somewhat higher melting enthalpies than
ß'.Thedifferences may alsobecausedbyadifference inthe extent of compound crystal formation.
Thepeaktemperatures ofdispersions crystallized inthe ß'polymorphwere inallcases about0.8 K
higher than the peak temperatures of dispersions crystallized inthe a polymorph. This may be due
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to the triglyceride PSP,which is present at arelative high fraction and which has a higher melting
temperature inthe ß'polymorphthanintheßpolymorph (Wesdorp(1990)).

8.3.2 Mechanical properties
8.3.2.1 Penetration depths
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Figure8-4. Penetration of a 40° cone in HP/SF dispersions containing variousfractions HP,
crystallizedineitherthe apolymorph orthe ß' polymorph ina votatorat ratesof 20
kg-h"1(0)and50kg-h-1(D ).Standarddeviations areindicated.
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Figure 8-4 shows the penetration depths by the penetrometer cone for HP/SF dispersions
initiallycrystallized atdifferent ratesinthea orthe ß'polymorphasfunction ofstoragetime;thisis
tosay,botha, ß'and ßor ß'and ßpolymorphs aresupersaturated, respectively.
The penetration depths in dispersions crystallized in the ß' polymorph at a rate of 50kg-h"1
were constant as a function of storing time,whilethepenetration depths in dispersions crystallized
atarateof20kg-h"1decreased onstoring.After 15daysof storage,thepenetration depthwas about
the same for dispersions crystallized at 20 and 50 kgh"1 These trends were observed for all
dispersions containing various fractions HP. As already discussed in the section on solid fat
determinations, dispersions that had crystallized at a rate of 50 kgh"1 had not completely
crystallized when leavingthevotator. Anamount of about 2%HP stillhad tocrystallize inthetub
atrest.Thesettingofthedispersionsprocessed atarateof50kgh"1wasclearlyvisiblewhen filling
the tubs;the dispersion flowed like aliquid during filling but within a few seconds after filling the
dispersions set. This rapid setting was confirmed by penetration measurements directly after
crystallization (resultsnotshown).
The fat that crystallized in the votator, did so under high shear conditions. Under such
conditions, any aggregates formed willbe compact. Moreover, any sintered bonds formed between
crystals or aggregatesmaybebroken. Theproduct that leaves thevotator would get its consistency
from'compact' aggregatesthatareattracted toeachotherbyvanderWaals forces. Despite thehigh
shear rate, the crystals inside fairly small aggregates may be sintered. Crystallization of an
additional 2%solidsatrest,whichwouldcertainlyoccurwithin aday,would cause sintering ofthe
aggregates, resulting in firmer dispersions since the solid bridges are much stronger than van der
Waals bonds. Once, the sintered bonds are formed, no further change in firmness was observed
becausethesebondsaretoostrongtoallow anyrearrangements ofthestructure.
The dispersions processed at arate of 20kgh"1 had completely crystallized when leaving the
votator. When leaving the votator, these dispersions would mainly contain aggregates attracted to
eachotherbyvan derWaals forces. Sinceno further bulk crystallization occurred, these dispersions
wouldnotbecome sintered directlyafter leavingthevotator. Thisimpliesthataggregates could only
become sintered by recrystallization processes (e.g.due to demixing of compound crystals). These
processes took placeover longtime scales, as is seen on theDSCmelting curves.This can explain
the slow decrease in penetration depth as a function of ageing time. The initial high penetration
valueswouldbeduetotheabsenceofsinteredbondsbetweenaggregates.Onprolonged storage,the
aggregates would become sintered and the dispersion therefore becomes firmer resulting in small
penetration depths.After 2weeks,theextentofsinteringbetweenaggregateshasapparently become
sohighthatthepenetration valuesindispersionsprocessed at20and50kgh"1wereaboutthesame.
Recrystallization should alsooccurindispersionsprocessed atarateof 50kg-h"1,butitwould
not show up in an increase in firmness on storage. Apparently, the sintering caused by the 2% fat
that crystallizes at rest results in such a firm structure that additional recrystallization does not
materially affect ittoameasurable extent.
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Thepenetration depth indispersions decreased with increasing fraction solidspresent. This is
logical sincethenumberofbondsthathavetobebrokenincreaseswithincreasing fraction solids.
The penetration depth in dispersions crystallized in the a polymorph did not change on
storage and the penetration depths were comparable to those of 10 % HP/SF dispersions that had
crystallized in the ß' polymorph. The solubility of HP in SF in the a polymorph is about 3 % at a
temperature of 16°C.Iftheproduct leavesthevotator, the solid phasewould stillbe present in the
a polymorph. Apolymorphic transitionfroma to ß/ß' will lead tocrystallization of an additional 3
%HP.Sincethis transition occurs atrest,thiswillcause sinteringofthe aggregates, similartowhat
happens in the dispersions that had crystallized inthe ß' polymorph at arateof 50kg-h"1.Thétime
scaleofpolymorphic transition from a toß/ß' atatemperatureof 16°Cfor 10%HP/SF dispersions
would be about 3 min at rest (Kloek (1998), chapter 4) and about 2 minutes under shearing
conditions (Sassen (1996)),which is longer than the residence time inthevotator. This means that
soon after filling the tubs, the polymorphic transition will be finished. The dispersions that had
crystallized inthea polymorphwere liquid-like,directlyafter leavingthevotator and set inabout 1
min.
Dispersions that had crystallized in the a polymorph showed somewhat higher penetration
depthswhenprocessed atarate of50kg-h"1compared toarateof20kg-h"'.Wecannot explain this
result.
The appearance of the dispersions crystallized in the ß' polymorph was white, turbid like
while the dispersion crystallized in the a polymorph looked more glassy and shiny. The white,
turbid appearance was more pronounced for dispersions crystallized at a high rate and will be
causedby structures of sizeoftheorderofaumthat scatter light.These structures maybe compact
crystal aggregates. Itwas alsonoticed that during setting,the appearance ofdispersions crystallized
inboththea orthe ß'polymorphbecamemoreturbid.
The penetrations can be converted to 'yield stresses' by means of Equation 8-3. Values of
200to800correspondtoaproduct with asatisfactory plasticity and spreadability, valuesbelow 100
correspond to very soft, non spreadable products and values over 1000 correspond to too hard and
hardly spreadable products (brittle) (Haighton (1959)). The obtained 'yield stresses'(Table 8-2)
indicate that all dispersions, except the 15 % HP/SF dispersion, should have good spreadability
properties.Thiswasinagreement withvisual observation.
Table 8-2.

'Yieldstresses'ofHP/SF dispersionsprocessed inthe a andß'polymorph atarateof
50kg-h"' after16daysobtainedfrompenetration depths.
dispersion
"polymorph"
yieldstress
(gem 2 )
8 %HP/SF
270+20
ß'
10% HP/SF
460±70
ß'
15% HP/SF
1000±165
ß'
10% HP/SF
a
330±60
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8.3.2.2 Compression tests

Compression experiments wereperformed ontest pieces of various initial height at the same
initial Hencky strainratetocorrect forthefriction betweenthecompression plate andthetestpiece.
The influence ofheight canbe seen inFigure 8-5a. For small deformations, the stress-strain curves
coincide, but at larger strains the stress at the same strain increased with decreasing test piece
height.
stress (kN-m'2)
25

stress (kNm )

0.05

0.15
0.1
0.2
1//?0 (mm1)
Figure8-5. Stress-straincurvesin uni-axialcompression (a)for variousinitialtestpiece heights
of8%HP/SFdispersionsprocessedintheß' polymorphatarateof50kgh"1 andthe
stress asfunction of thereciprocaltestpiece heightfor someconstantHenckystrains
(b). Theinterceptoftheselineswouldcorrespondtothefriction-correctedstress.
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For test pieces of small height, the friction layer will contribute more to the total stress than
for higher test pieces with the same friction layer. By plotting the stress at a certain strain against
1/A0 and taking the extrapolated value at 1/A0 = 0, a friction-free stress-strain curve can be
constructed (van Vliet (1991)).Figure 8-5b gives the stress - \lh0 curves from theresults of Figure
8-5a.
Figure 8-5b shows good linear relations between the stress at a certain strain and the
reciprocal initial test piece height. For small strains, the stress is almost independent on the test
piece height, indicating that no friction occurs or that the friction is independent on test piece
height. For strains larger than 0.25,the stress is strongly dependent on the test piece height. These
are strains larger than the yield or fracture strain. This indicates that the apparent Young modulus,
theyield stress and theyield straincanbedeterminedfromtheuncorrected curves.At strains larger
thantheyield strain,thecurvesshouldbecorrected for friction.
stress (kN m"2)
10

0.2

0.4
strain (-)

0.6

0.8

Figure 8-6. Friction corrected compressive stress-strain curve of 8 % HP/SF dispersions
crystallizedintheß'polymorph atarateof50kg-h"1.
The corrected stress-strain curve in Figure 8-6 shows that after yielding the stress becomes
about constant with increasing strain. These type of figures were also shown by Heertje et al.
((1988) for crystallized fat dispersions. The ratio of the corrected stress at large strains and the
corrected peak stress is ameasure for the degree of worksoftening. Since the reproducibility of the
correction method was rather poor, it was decided to use the non-corrected stress-strain curves to
determine some characteristics. Only determination oftheviscosity after yielding is then subject to
largeerrors.
Figure 8-7 shows apparent Young's moduli as function of time. The scatter in the data is
rather large. Therefore it is difficult to indicate trends. Young's moduli of dispersions that had
crystallized in the ß' polymorph at a rate of 20 kg-h"1 increased in time while the moduli of
dispersions crystallized in the ß' polymorph at a rate of 50 kg-h"1 did not show a clear change in
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time.Forthe 15%HP/SFdispersions itisevenmoredifficult todistinguish acleartrend. Thismay
be due to thebrittleness of these dispersions, which makes it difficult to cut the test pieces without
disturbing them.Theseresults aresimilartothose obtainedfrompenetration measurements andcan
also be explained by part of the crystallization occurring at rest. Young's moduli of dispersions
crystallized in the a polymorph seem to decrease on storage although it is hard to explain this
observation. Apossible explanation wouldbethat recrystallization is accompanied by a coarsening
of the crystals, although itmaybe expected thatthis doesnot have much influence onthe modulus
ofanalready sintered network.
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Figure 8-7. Apparent Young moduli of HP/SF dispersions containing various fractions HP,
crystallizedineitherthe apolymorphortheß' polymorph inavotatorat arateof20
kg-h"1( 0 ) o r 5 0 kg-h-'(D).

The yield stresses (Figure 8-8) show a much smaller spread than the moduli. The observed
trends are clear. The yield stresses of the 50 kg-h"1 dispersions in which some crystallization
occurred at rest did not change on storage, whereas the yield stresses of 20 kg-h"1 dispersions that
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had completely crystallized inthe votator showed an increase on storage. The increase of the yield
stressisexplainedbythesinteringofaggregatesduetorecrystallization. Theyieldstressofthe 8%
HP/SFdispersioncrystallized atarateof20kg-h"1exceeded after 4daysthatobtained atarateof50
kg-h"1,For the 10% HP/SF dispersion the yield stresses equalled each other after 10 days and for
the 15%HP/SFdispersionsthisapparentlytooklongerthan 16 days.
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Figure 8-8. Yield stress of HP/SF dispersions containing variousfractions HP, crystallized in
either the apolymorph orthe ß' polymorph ina votatorat ratesof 20kg-h"1 (0 ) or
50 k g h - ' ( D ) .
The differences for the two rates seem to be caused by the difference in the yield stress
directly after crystallization. The difference increased in magnitude with increasing fraction HP.
The crystallization rate of HP/SF dispersions that had crystallized at the same supersaturation,
increased with increasing fraction HP (Table 8-1). Ifcrystallization occursmorerapidly, aggregates
will be formed in an earlier stage ofthecrystallization process and therefore more at the beginning
of the votator line. Since the rate is constant, the aggregates in faster crystallizing dispersions,
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would be longer subject to shear after their formation. This extra shear will probably result in a
further compaction of the aggregates, so that in dispersions with higher fractions of HP the
aggregateswouldbelessefficient informing aspace-filling network. Theyield stressof dispersions
thathad crystallized inthea polymorph showedthe sametrends asthe apparent Young's modulus:
theyield stressofdispersionscrystallized atalowratewasaboutconstant intime,while atahigher
rateit decreased somewhat duringthefirst4days.Therewasno clear influence of storagetime and
rate on the yield deformations as obtained from the compression tests (data not shown). This is
mainlyduetothelargescatter intheseresults.Yielddeformations wereapproximately 0.1to0.15.
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Figure8-9. Binghamelongationalviscosity r]^ ofHP/SF dispersions containingvariousfractions
HP, crystallizedineitherthe apolymorphortheß' polymorph inavotatorat ratesof
20kg-h"1(0)and50kg-h"1(D ).
The viscosity is related to the volume fraction of aggregates and increases with increasing
volume fraction aggregates. Figure 8-9 shows the Bingham viscosity (uncorrected for friction) of
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thedispersions asafunction ofstoragetime.Thesegraphs show again thesametrends as found for
the apparent Young modulus andtheyield stress.This canbe explained by thebreak up process of
thenetwork and the aggregates during compression. At strains around andjust larger thanthe yield
strain, part of the sintered bonds between the aggregates will be broken. On further compression
alsotheaggregateswillbedeformed strongerand successivelybebrokenupinto smaller aggregates
which results in a decrease of the volume fraction aggregates.. These aggregates will be broken up
in a similar way but at higher deformations. For the break-up of the aggregates, sintered bonds
inside the aggregates have to be deformed and successively be broken. The initial deformation of
the sintered bonds is associated with the Young modulus, fracture of the solid bonds is associated
withtheyield stress.So,ondeformation of fat dispersions,thesameprocesses arerepeatedbut ona
smaller length scale with increasing deformation. This view is supported by the observed decrease
oftheBingham viscositywithincreasing strainrate.

8.3.3 General discussion
Both from penetrometer measurements and compression experiments, it is clear that if a
HP/SF dispersion has not completely crystallized inthe votator line, it obtains its final consistency
within oneday after crystallization. Thepartofthesolid fat thatcrystallizes atrest (for instance ina
tub)actsassintering agent for theaggregates.Furtherrecrystallization intimewouldnotchange the
consistency noticeably, since strong bonds, which do not allow structural rearrangement, have
already been formed. The dispersions that had completely crystallized in the votator and that were
therefore also mechanically worked in the votator, showed an increase in consistency with ageing
over a period of about 10 days. This increase would be due to recrystallization, leading to the
formation ofsinteredbondsbetweentheaggregatesthatwereinitially attractedtoeachotherby van
der Waals forces. The recrystallization of compound crystals was shown by DSC melting curves:
bothmeltingpeaktemperature andmelting enthalpyincreased intime.
Penetrometer observations showed that after about 16 days the penetrations were equal for
dispersions that had either completely crystallized in shear orpartly atrest. However, results of the
compression experiments showed that after 16days the apparent Young modulus, yield stress and
Bingham viscosity werenot equal for dispersions that had eithercompletely crystallized in shear or
partly crystallized at rest. For 8 % HP/SF dispersions completely crystallized in shear, the
parameters obtained after 16dayswerehigherthan for dispersionspartially crystallizing atrest.For
10%HP/SF dispersions thevalueswere aboutthe sameand for 15%HP/SF dispersions the values
were lower. Apossible reason for the differences between the penetrometer measurements and the
compression experiments is the difference in deformation rates. In the compression experiments
which were performed at a constant compression speed, the Hencky strain rate increased from
initially 0.0167 s~' (f = 0) to about 0.075 s' at a strain of 1.5. So in compression, macroscopic
yielding occurred at a low strain rate while further flow and structure breakdown occurred at
somewhat higher strain rates. The speed of an initially free falling cone, on the other hand,
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decreased in time. The penetration in the material was reached in less than 0.1 s. For a total
penetration oftheconeof 10mm,anaveragefalling speedof 100mms"1isobtained. Suppose,that
on average a dispersion layer with a thickness of 1mm has to flow parallel to the cone. This will
cause a strain rate of roughly 100 s"1.These strain rates are much higher than in the compression
experiments. Furthermore the cone speed will initially be highest, rapidly decreasing in time.
Consequently fracture occurs at much higher strain rates than the subsequent flow of the yielded
dispersion. Effects ofthestrain rateonYoung modulus,yield stress and specially onviscosity may
be an explanation for the differences between the final consistency as determined with the
penetrometer and by the compression test. It is clear that compression tests showed differences
betweenvariousdispersionsthatwerenotobservedbythepenetrometertest.

£* ( N m 2 )

oy ( N m - 2 )

Figure8-10.Apparent Youngmodulus(a)andtheyield stress (b)(compression tests)asafunction
offraction HP ofHP/SF dispersionscrystallizedin a votator line. ( 0 ) after 1day,
rate50kg-h"1; (D )after 1day,rate20kg-h"1; (A)after 16days, rate20kg-h'1.
Table8-3. Regressionresultsof thepower lawplot of Young modulusE* andyield stress Oy as
function ofthefraction solidsofHP/SF dispersions crystallizedinavotatoratvarious
rates.// =slope;r2= correlation coefficient
parameter:
rate:
time(days)
1
2
4
8
16

E?
1

o^
1

20kg-h"

50kg-h"
2

0.90
0.88
0.98
0.83
0.99

20kg-h"

1

?

r
1.35
1.10
1.60
1.05
1.10

1

2.27
2.12
2.65
2.48
2.73

1.000
0.980
0.999
0.989
0.999

r
1.55
1.39
0.97
0.90
0.88

0.985
0.950
0.857
0.979
0.978

50kgh' 1
r2
1.94
1.83
1.96
1.92
1.75

0.997
0.989
0.997
0.977
0.988
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From all experiments itwas clear that thevolume fraction of solid fat has amarked influence
onthemechanicalproperties.Penetration depthsdecreased andapparent Youngmoduli,yield stress
and viscosity increased on increasing fraction HP. Figure 8-10 shows the relation between E* and
<ryobtainedfromcompression andthefractionsolidsplottedfor storingtimesof 1 and 16 days.
Therelation betweenE* or ayas function ofthevolumefractionsolids isdescribed wellby a
power law for arateof 50kgh"1and lesssatisfactorily for arateof20kgh"1.The scaling exponents
for thevariousconditions arecompiled inTable8-3.
The scaling exponents can be discussed in terms of networks that are built from fractal
aggregates (Kloek (1998),chapters 5and 6).Auseful scaling relationto describe the elastic moduli
asfunction ofthefractionparticlesis(Bremer(1990,1992)):
EccjÇ

with M = j^ß

(8-4)

wherex isafactor thatdependsonthewayfractalaggregates areconnected.
For low volume fraction HP/SF dispersions {<j>0 <0.01), we determined D to be about 1.7 1.8. Due to simultaneous crystallization and aggregation on isothermal crystallization of high
volume fraction HP/SF dispersions, higher apparent dimensionalities are expected. For fat
dispersions containing about 10%solids crystallized at high supersaturations atrest we found juto
be about 4 (Kloek (1998), chapter 6).For dispersions crystallized in a votator line we found much
lower scaling exponents relating the apparent Young modulus to </>0 (Table 8-3). Dispersions that
crystallized completely in shear,yielded // values ranging from 1.1 - 1.6. Dispersions that partially
crystallized atrest andthatunderwent muchlessshear,yieldedjuvaluesrangingfrom2.1 -2.7.The
correlation coefficients show that the fit is worse for dispersions crystallizing completely in shear.
The much lower scaling exponents compared to crystallization partially at rest can be explained in
twoways. Assuming that the arrangement of the aggregates does not change ( i.e.x is constant), a
lower scaling exponent can onlybe explained by less compact aggregates i.e.lowerD values. This
seemsveryunlikely sinceweshowedbefore that shearcausescompaction ofaggregates (chapter5).
Polarized light microscopic observations (results not shown) also indicated that the dispersions that
completely crystallized inshear,consisted ofmore compact aggregates. Thisis also consistent with
thewhiter colourofthedispersion. Thesecondreason for the lowerscaling exponent,if crystallized
inshear,maybeachangeinarrangement oftheaggregatesi.e.achangeinx. Uptonow,the lowest
possible value discussed for x is 2. In this case the stress carrying strands are linear. Scaling
exponents of 2.4 (part of the crystallization at rest) and 1.5 (crystallization in shear) would for this
case correspond to dimensionalities of 2.17 and 1.67, respectively. The dimensionality for the
dispersion that has completely crystallized in shear is unrealistic low. A possible explanation for
this canbethat dueto thehigh shear the aggregates become very compact andnon-deformable due
tothesintering ofcrystalsinthecompact aggregate. Theinteraggregate linksthen aremuchweaker
thanthebondsinsidethe aggregates andtheelasticity ofthe systemisdeterminedbytheweakinter
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aggregate linksonly. Shihetal.(1990) showed that for such amodelx = 1and therefore the elastic
moduli scalewith $,"<3"D).Applying thismodeltotheobserved scaling exponent of 1.5 for complete
crystallization inshearwouldyieldD=2.33,whichisarealisticvalue.
One should keep in mind that we are dealing with an apparent Young modulus, determined
outside the linear region. Owing to this, already some structure breakdown (fracture of sintered
bonds between aggregates) will have occurred. The aggregates will still be almost undeformable
whilethe aggregates canbemovedfromeachotherrelatively easy.Thiscanexplainwhy themodel
proposed by Shih etal.(1990)can account for the scaling exponents found for the apparent Young
moduli. It is likely that within the region of linear deformation a higher x-value is necessary to
explain the scaling exponent since in this region both inter-aggregate links and the links in the
aggregates are rigid. So on compression outside the linear region, it is likely that the mechanical
properties are determined by a system of hardly deformable aggregates that can be separated from
each other relatively easy while on compression inside the region of linear deformation, the
mechanicalproperties aredeterminedbythewholesystem.
The scaling exponents relating the yield stress and the volume fraction solids show the same
trends asthe scaling exponent for theapparent Youngmodulus:dispersions completely crystallized
inshearyieldedn valuesrangingfrom0.9 -1.6 anddispersionsthathadpartiallycrystallized atrest
yielded p values ranging from 1.8 - 2.0. These exponents do not greatly differ from the exponents
obtained for the apparent Young moduli. This indicates that the stress carrying strands are already
straight orthatthebondsareverybrittle.Thelatter seemstobethemost realistic in sintered crystal
dispersions.

8.4 Conclusions
HP/SFdispersions thathadpartially crystallized undershearinavotator andpartly atrest ina
tub, obtained their final consistency within a few hours. HP/SF dispersions that had crystallized
completely under shear in a votator obtained their final consistency after about 16 days. This was
shown bybothpenetrometer tests and compression tests. Duetoongoing crystallization atrest, fat
crystal aggregates sinter, thereby giving the product its final consistency. Dispersions that have
completely crystallized under shear, leave the votator as a dispersion consisting of aggregates that
attracted eachotherby van der Waals forces. Slowrecrystallization processes, cause the aggregates
tosinterwhichleadstoaslowincreasein firmness.
Applying shear to dispersions containing fat crystal aggregates, leads to compaction of
aggregates. Apparent Young moduli and yield stresses are related to the fraction HP by a power
law. The scaling exponent can be explained by assuming that the system contains very rigid
aggregatesthat areconnectedtoeachotherbyrelatively weaklinks.
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9.1. General discussion
9.1.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters it is shown that the formation of a structured fat crystal network from
a liquid fat blend is a complicated process in which several steps can be distinguished. A simplified
scheme is given in Figure9-1.
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Figure 9-1. Schematic representation of processes and their time scales during and after
crystallization of 10 % HP/SF dispersions (in rest) at moderate supersaturations in
the ß 'polymorph. Some factors are indicated that are important for the mechanical
properties of the final fat crystal network.

Generaldiscussion andconclusions

The scheme inFigure 9-1 shows that thevariousprocesses overlap. Thiswill greatly hamper
description of the crystallization process, since aggregation of crystals will cause a lower total
crystal surface than innon-aggregating dispersions.Moreover, the simultaneous occurrence ofboth
processes alsohampersthedescription oftheaggregation andnetwork formation processes.
In this chapter, Iwill briefly discuss each of the separated processes that lead to a fat crystal
network.

9.1.2 Crystallization ofHP/SFdispersions
9.1.2.1 Thermal behaviour
Starting from a liquid fat blend, the solution is cooled to supersaturate a group of
triglycerides. This supersaturation isthedriving force for crystallization. The supersaturation ln/7is
hard to define in a multi-component system like a fat blend. In this study the supersaturation was
calculated from the crystallization ormelting temperature andthe fusion ormelting enthalpy of the
pureHPineitherthea polymorph (crystallization) orthe ß'polymorph (melting)byassuming ideal
solution behaviour. By using the peak temperatures from DSC-thermograms, a kind of average
temperatures andenthalpieswerecalculated.
Crystallization inthea polymorphwasachievedbyrapidlycoolingHP/SF solutions inaDSC
cup. The peak temperatures, as determined by DSC, were fitted to the mole fraction of HP using
Hildebrand'sequation,yielding amolarenthalpyoffusion andthecrystallization temperature ofthe
a polymorph ofpureHP.Theresultsofthisprocedurewillslightlydepend onthecoolingrate. For
higher cooling rates, the onset crystallization temperature will shift to somewhat lower
temperatures, leading to a somewhat lower fitted crystallization temperature of the a polymorph of
HP. On the other hand it is known that in bulk fats the a polymorph can not be greatly
supersaturated, so the errors will not be too large. The enthalpy of fusion and crystallization
temperature of the a polymorph of HP obtained by DSC cooling experiments of pure HP yielded
about the same values as those obtained from fitting the peak temperatures estimated in DSC
cooling experiments on HP/SF dispersions. This may indicate that the mixing behaviour in the a
polymorph is virtually ideal. Since we were mainly interested in the supersaturation of the ß'
polymorph, it was sufficient to know whether a dispersion was supersaturated in the a polymorph
or not. Determination of the melting properties of HP/SF mixtures in the a polymorph was not
possible since this polymorph rapidly transforms into a more stable polymorph. From the solution
properties, we obtained for the a polymorph of HP an enthalpy of fusion of 98 kJ-mol"1 and a
crystallization temperature of 41.8 °C. Comparison of these numbers with the literature values for
the pure triglycerides as compiled in Table 2-2, shows good agreement for the enthalpy of fusion,
butthecrystallization temperature ofthepurecomponentsisabout7Khigherthanthesevalues.
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The enthalpy of fusion and the crystallization temperature of the ß' polymorph could not be
determined by simple cooling DSC-experiments similar to those carried out for the a polymorph,
because also in this way the a polymorph was obtained. The ß' polymorph could only be obtained
by isothermal crystallizationjust abovetheonset crystallization temperature of the a polymorph of
a dispersion containing the same fraction of HP. After isothermal crystallization in the ß'
polymorph, the dispersions were heated and the peak temperatures were fitted to Hildebrand's
equation. This yielded reasonable fits but especially the calculated melting enthalpy differed
considerably from the melting enthalpy obtained from the pure HP. This may indicate that the
mixing behaviour of the various triglycerides in the ß' polymorph is markedly non-ideal. The
melting enthalpy and the melting temperature obtained from the heating scans after isothermal
crystallization in the ß' polymorph will depend on crystallization conditions like temperature and
time. Ahigher crystallization temperature will probably lead to fewer crystal defects and therefore
to higher melting enthalpies and higher peak temperatures. If crystallization is allowed to proceed
for a longer time before a heating scan is carried out, recrystallization (demixing, fewer crystal
defects) would also lead to higher melting enthalpies and higher peak temperatures. Isothermal
crystallization inthe ß'polymorphwascarriedat4Kabovetheonsettemperature for crystallization
ofthea polymorph in dispersions with the same fraction ofHP. Thiswould mean that, despite the
same supercooling, the supersaturation atthis crystallization temperature varies with the fraction of
HP: dispersions containing larger fractions ofHPtherefore crystallize at ahigher supersaturation in
the ß' polymorph than dispersions containing smaller fractions of HP. Due to these higher
supersaturations this can yield somewhat lower melting enthalpies and melting temperatures for
dispersions containing higher fractions HP. The melting enthalpy and melting temperature as
determinedbyfitting DSCpeaktemperaturestoHildebrand'sequationwillcorrespond toproperties
of the triglycerides in the HP that crystallize when the crystallization rate is highest. Using these
numbers for calculation of the supersaturation at the onset of crystallization will therefore be not
fully correct.
Since inthis study most experiments were carried out on dispersions ofwhich thefractionof
HP did not vary too much, the errors made due to thepoints described above, would not be large.
The estimated magnitude of the supersaturation may not be exact but it still allows to compare
dispersionsthatcrystallizeatthesameinitial supersaturation.

9.1.2.2 Nucleation
Primary nucleation inbulk fats is always of an heterogeneous nature: impurities catalyze the
nucleationprocess.Bydividingthefat insuchsmallvolumesthatmostvolumeelementscontainno
impurities, homogeneous nucleation can be studied. Heterogeneous nucleation can best be studied
in systems where the fat is dispersed in such droplets that these contain on average only a few
catalyticimpurities.

General discussion andconclusions
Studyingnucleation kinetics indispersed fats bymeans ofultrasound velocity measurements
appeared to be very promising for fat blends with very simple polymorphic behaviour like that of
HP/SFmixtures.Nucleation inemulsified fats attemperaturesbelowthea clearpoint isbelieved to
occur in the a polymorph, although there is no clear evidence that this was also the case in the
emulsified HP/SF dispersions. The ultrasound velocity profiles as function of temperature showed
that in the case of nucleation in the a polymorph, a transition to a more stable polymorph had
occurred, since the fat melted at temperatures corresponding to the ß' or ß polymorph. The
polymorphic transition is supportedbythesuddenincreasesoftheultrasound velocity in emulsified
HP at atemperature that is a few Kabovethemelting temperature ofthea polymorph ofHP. This
increase invelocity canbe explained by adecrease of the adiabatic compressibility dueto ß' and ß
crystals,beingmore compact.
Crystallization ofemulsified HPwasinitiated atasupercooling inthea polymorph ofabout7
K.This suggestsaheterogeneoustypeofnucleation sincefor homogeneousnucleation supercooling
up to 20 - 30 K is reported (for pure triglycerides). Furthermore, the crystallization kinetics of
emulsified HP could only be modelled using atwo-parameter heterogeneous nucleation model. On
the otherhand, dispersions with abigger averagedroplet sizecrystallized atthe same supercooling.
Thiswould suggest homogeneous nucleation sincethenumber ofimpurities perdroplet is changed,
but no change in supercooling was observed. One way to explain this result is that heterogeneous
nucleation takesplace atmuch smallertime scales thanthecooling ofthedispersions.Another way
to explain these results is the broad triglyceride distribution present in the HP. We calculated that
triglycerides containing relative long aliphatic fatty acid chains can become more supersaturated
than triglycerides containing shorter fatty acids, despite of their low concentrations. Therefore it is
likely that triglycerides containing long fatty acids act as nucleating molecules. But due to their
presence atlowconcentrations (smallnumber ofcrystallizing moleculesN inEquation 3-6) andthe
aliphatic fatty acid chains being long (large decrease of entropy ASon crystallization, Equation 3-6
and Equation 9-1), the nucleation rate can be rather small. The nucleation rates caused by the
triglycerides present at small amounts may be so small that the kinetics are modelled best using a
heterogeneousnucleationmodel,eventhoughthenucleation inrealitywouldbehomogeneous.
Thesupercooling of7Kneededtoinducecrystallization ofemulsified HPinthea polymorph
is calculated by taking the bulk crystallization temperature of the a polymorph of HP. This is an
average property of the HP and therefore probably related to the triglycerides that are present at
relative high concentrations (PPS,PSS).However, thetriglycerides with long fatty acid chains that
induce nucleation in emulsified HP are supersaturated more strongly than the triglycerides present
athigh concentrations. The supercooling neededto induce crystallization of emulsified HP inthe a
polymorph would therefore be larger than 7 K. The difference between the bulk melting
temperature of long fatty acids containing AAA (trieiconate) and less long fatty acids containing
SSSisabout 8K,whichmaybeanindication fortheadditional supercooling.
Since crystallization kinetics studies and studies on the mechanical properties of crystallized
fat dispersions werecarried outwith dispersions containing 10%HP/SF,this systemwas also used
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to study the crystallization kinetics in the emulsified state. The crystallization kinetics could be
modelled by a homogeneous nucleation model (constant nucleation rate in time) and also the
supercooling needed to initiate crystallization suggested homogeneous nucleation. From the
temperature dependency of the fitted nucleation rate, a surface free energy for formation of a cubic
nucleusinthea polymorph of4.1mJ-m2wascalculated. Fromthesametemperature dependency it
was calculated that roughly the whole molecule should be in the right conformation to be
incorporated in a nucleus. The number of molecules in a nucleus of critical size can be calculated
using Equation 3-5. Substituting y= 4.1 mJ-m"2, a molecular crystal volume vc of 1.4-10"27 m3, a
temperature Tof 283Kand ln^= 1.90 (AHf= 98kj-mol"1,T^a =315K),yields about 21molecules
per nucleus. This number is quite small: in a 3 dimensional lattice it would correspond to about
3-3-2or2-5-2molecules.
If such a small number of molecules does suffice, occurrence of secondary nucleation would
be likely. Molecules close to a growing crystal surface will be ordered to some extent. It seems
likely that there is a kind of transition layer from very ordered near the surface to much more
disordered at larger distances from this surface. Only small energy fluctuations willbenecessary to
order a group of only a few molecules, so it would facilitate the formation of nuclei near a crystal
surface. Walstra (submitted) gaveahypothetical explanation for secondary nucleation in fats which
impliesthatclustersofpartiallyorientedtriglyceridemolecules diffuse awayfromacrystal face that
grows via kinetic roughening. These clusters may give rise to nuclei if the crystal growth rate is
smallenoughtoenableconsiderablediffusion ofsuchclusters.
Asmentioned, nucleation inemulsified HP/SF isinitiated inthe a polymorph although the ß'
polymorph isgreatly supersaturated. Attheconditions for homogeneousnucleation of 10%HP/SF,
the supersaturation inthe ß'polymorph is about 7.5.Canitbe explained that nucleation takes place
inthea polymorph evenifthe ß'issupersaturated thatmuch?Thiscanbeexamined by calculating
thenucleation rates assumingnucleation tooccurineitherthea orthe ß'polymorph. Nucleation in
the a polymorph will dominate if the nucleation rate in the a polymorph is about 10to 100 times
higherthanthat inthe ß'polymorph. Accordingtotheclassical nucleation theory asused in chapter
3,thenucleationrateJj inpolymorph iisproportionalto:

Ji ocexp

-32-r, 3

- a •AS,
exp

(*br>3-(lnß)2

Table 9-1 shows that if the surface free energy, the fraction a and the molecular crystal
volumearethesameforboththea- andthe ß'polymorph,thenucleationrateinthea polymorph is
already 11 times higher than the nucleation rate in the ß' polymorph. Correcting for the higher
density of the ß' polymorph would result in somewhat lower relative nucleation rates. So the
occurrence ofnucleation in emulsified fats inthe a polymorph rather then the ß'polymorph canbe

(9-1)
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explained by the higher entropy loss on crystallization in the ß' polymorph assuming a^ and y$to
remainconstant. Theratio ofthenucleationratesisextremely sensitiveto fraction a^.Itis expected
that /p.is somewhat higherthan ya asthe ß'polymorph ispacked moredensely. Thiswill leadto an
even higher value of JJJP, so that in emulsified fats nucleation in the a polymorph must be
dominant tonucleation inthe ß'polymorph
Table9-1. The ratio between nucleation rates in the a and the ß' polymorph calculated using
Equation9-1for variouscombinations ofa^, yp.andvp..Thefollowingparameters are
assumed:ASa= 311.2J-mol"',ASP= 487.2J-mol"', ya = 4.1mJ-m"2,va=1.4 lOr11m3
and T= 283.15K(sothat\nßa=1.90andln/?p.=7.50j. ASjisgivenby AH^/T^
2
rp .= 4.1mJm27 3
vp.=1.4-10- m

JJJfy
(-)
1
10
10.94
20
50
100

«p'/«<x

(-)
0.959
0.998
1.00
1.010
1.026
1.028

a„.=1
v

ß'

=1
2
=
ïv 4.1mJm"
Op

=1.4-10"27m3

Yv

(mJ-nV2)
-3.89
4.00
4.10
4.66
5.32
5.72

Vp.

(1027m3)
no solution
1.35
1.40
1.70
2.07
2.31

9.1.2.3 Crystallization kinetics
The crystallization kinetics of HP in the ß' polymorph in HP/SF dispersions was modelled
using aclassical nucleation function that contains (i) a surface free energy yfor nucleus formation;
(ii) the fraction of the molecule a^ that should be in the right conformation for incorporation in a
nucleus; and (iii) an empirical growth rate equation ofthe form logGc= log4g + 6g-ln/?,where Gc is
thecrystal growthrate. Thedetermined crystallization curveswerenumerically fitted tothetheory.
After every time step,thenew In/?wascalculated which allowed calculation of anewJ and Gc. As
indicated above, supersaturation ln/7is, in the case of crystallization of fat containing numerous
different triglycerides, an ill-defined parameter. This will certainly be true if already some HP has
crystallized. This is one of the reasons why the observed empirical growth rate equation was not
equivalenttoatheoretical growthrateequation.
From the induction time for crystallization ofHP/SF dispersions with variousfractionsHP at
various initial supersaturations, the surface free energy for nucleus formation in the ß' polymorph
was calculated at 3.4 - 3.9 mJ-m"2, for heterogeneous nucleation. The real surface free energy for
nucleus formation inthe ß'polymorphwilltherefore behigher.Above,itwasalreadydiscussed that
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Yp is expected to be higher than /„.This expectation is supported by the y$calculated from the
inductiontimes for crystallization (chapter4).
The determined crystallization curves fitted best for /p. = 3.8 mJ-m"2 an Op.= 0.8. For these
values the Gc- In/?curves coincided for all experiments.This value for yP is comparable to that
obtainedfromtheinduction timesfor crystallization. ThefractionOp. of0.8seemstobe comparable
tothefractionof about 1found for homogeneous nucleation inthe a polymorph, but would give a
difference innucleationratebyafactor 105.
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Figure 9-2. Thefraction of solid HP (a), the nucleation rate (b), the volume-numberaverage
crystalradius(c),andthecrystalgrowthrate(d),asafunction oftimefor isothermal
crystallizationof 12%HP/SF at an initialsupersaturationof 3.50(continuousline)
and2.75(dottedline).
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Figure 9-2 shows the fitted crystallization curve and the resulting nucleation rate, crystal
growth rate and average crystal radius as a function of time for a 12 % HP/SF dispersion
crystallized ataninitial supersaturation of3.50.Mostparticles areproduced duringthe first, say,80
s. After this time the nucleation rate decreased steeply. The crystal growth rate appears roughly
constant for about 100 s and then decreased but not as strong as the nucleation rate. The volumenumber average crystal size increased linearlywithtimeuntil thenucleation rate decreased steeply.
Base on these fits, an average crystal radius of about 0.2 um is expected after crystallization is
complete. Supposing the length-width-thicknessratios of the anisometric fat crystals to be 50:10:1
and assuming that an equivalent averagevolume canbe used, aradius of 0.2 urnwould correspond
to a length of 2.6 um. This length dimension canbe compared with the dimensions obtained from
electron microscopic observations of a 10 % HP/SF dispersion that had crystallized at a
supersaturation of approximately 4 in the ß' polymorph. The observations were made on samples
that were de-oiled for 10 days and fractured using a special device designed for this purpose
(Heertje etal.(1987,1988)).Figure9-3 showsthattheobtained longest dimension agreeswellwith
the calculated longest dimension. This SEMphotograph shows also that considerable clustering of
crystals occurs. This will lead to a lower effective crystal surface and therefore will hamper the
description ofthecrystallization kineticsinthewayitisdescribedinchapter4.

'•

,,M

2.5 urn

Figure 9-3. SEMphotograph of thefat crystalnetworkofa de-oiled10 %HP/SF dispersionthat
hadcrystallizedatasupersaturation ofabout4intheß' polymorph.
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9.1.3 Structureoffatcrystalaggregates inHP/SF dispersions
9.1.3.1 Aggregation ofcrystalsindispersions oflowvolume fraction
An important observation of the aggregation behaviour of HP/SF dispersions of low volume
fraction (^ < 0.01) was that crystallization in rest yielded a gel-like dispersion, which on shearing
showed avery irregular stress-time profile. This is an indication that thebonds in aggregates were
sintered and that on shearing probably a part of these bonds, situated in irregularly shaped shear
planes, is fractured. If these dispersions were crystallized while applying a high shear rate, and
afterwards were allowed to aggregate at a lower shear rate, aggregation of the fat crystals was
shown by a gradual increase of the viscosity in time. The occurrence of sintering during
crystallization in rest could be explained by the simultaneous occurrence of aggregation and
crystallization. Aggregated crystals are in very close contact so that ongoing crystallization can
easily glue the crystals together. If the dispersions are crystallized at high shear rates, the contact
timebetween crystals is very short andthe viscous stresses inthe system would be high enough to
keepthecrystalsseparated from eachother.Thiswouldprevent sinteringofcrystals.
Theobservationthatoncrystallization inrestofanHP/SFdispersion oflowvolume fraction a
gel can be formed, indicates that the aggregates that form the gel must have a very open structure.
The time needed to form a gel was shorter than 30 min. These gel times could be explained well
using a fractal aggregation model with a fractal dimensionality of 1.7 (Equation 9-3). This value
was also derived from light scattering experiments where aggregation occurred at low shear rates
(chapter 5) (Vreeker et al. (1992)). This value of the dimensionality may be explained by rapid
diffusion limited aggregation. The latter is expected, since the only interaction between fat crystals
would be due to van der Waals forces. Long range repulsive forces that can result in higher
dimensionalities, are absent. At higher shear rates, light scattering yielded higher fractal
dimensionalities, which is indicative for more compact aggregates. These high shear rates can lead
to more rearrangement of crystals in the aggregate. To minimize the van der Waals attractive
energy, the crystals tend to maximize the possible number of crystal-crystal contacts, resulting in
morecompact aggregates.
Theshearratedependencyoftheapparentviscosity oflowvolumefractionHP/SF dispersions
could be modelled well by assuming fractal aggregation. However, it was not possible to directly
derive the fractal dimensionality from these measurements since a fitting parameter that is
indicative for the geometry of the stress-carrying strands was directly related to the fractal
dimensionality. Using the dimensionalities obtained from light scattering experiments, the results
point to a structure inwhich the stress-carrying strands arehinged or somewhat more curved. This
does not seem irrealistic, since fat crystals have a anisometric shape and the continuous crystal
chains arenot very thick duetothe lowvolumefractionof crystals.Deformation ofthe strands can
occur between the contact points, but the crystals can also bend, which would imply rather
deformable, tortuous stress-carryingstrands.
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The interparticle bond strength that was derived from viscometry couldbe explained well by
van derWaalsinteraction andtherefore supportsthelowfractaldimensionalities that are indicative
for rapid diffusion limited aggregation. The interparticle bond strength increased with increasing
initial supersaturation during crystallization. This was explained by a smaller crystal size at higher
supersaturation. It was also derived from crystallization kinetics that the average crystal size
decreasedwithincreasing supersaturation.
Infat crystaldispersionsinwhichtheaggregationprocessisseparatedfromthe crystallization
process, the structure of the aggregates thus canbe explained by fractal aggregate models. At low
shear rates during aggregation, a low dimensionality (~ 1.7) was obtained while at higher shear
ratesmorecompact crystal aggregateswere formed.

9.1.3.2 Aggregation ofcrystalsindispersions ofhighvolume fraction
On crystallization of HP/SF dispersions of high volume fraction ( 0.06 < </> < 0.14), the
crystallization and aggregation processes can not be separated in time, so they occur
simultaneously. Thetime scale of aggregation canbe expressed inthe"flocculation time",which is
thetimeneededtoreducethenumberofparticlestohalfitsinitialvalue.Assumingrapid diffusionlimited aggregation in which every collision is effective in creating a permanent bond between
particles, the flocculation time t,A for a dispersion of particles with a radius a present at a volume
fraction$,isgivenby(chapter 5)(Smoluchowski (1917)):
(9.2)

^hi^L
1,2

* b r-*o

where TJ0 istheviscosity ofthecontinuousphase,khtheBoltzmann constant and Tthetemperature.
This equation assumesthat att= 0alltheparticlesarepresent, although during crystallization
boththefractionsolid andtheparticle sizeincrease. Therefore, this equation can only give arough
indication of the flocculation time for the number of crystals formed during the preceding
crystallization. Furthermore, the anisometry of the fat crystals would not allow any precise
calculation. The flocculation time is also avery rough measure for the gel time.An estimate of the
geltimeinthecaseoffractalaggregation isgivenbyanequationderivedbyBremer(1992):
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Figure 9-4 shows the calculated flocculation time and gel time for the crystallization of a 12 %
HP/SF dispersion at an initial supersaturation of 3.50 and 2.75. At initial supersaturations of 3.50,
already after about 20 seconds the time scale of aggregation is shorter than the time scale of
crystallization and after 80 seconds the estimation for the gel time is smaller than the time scale of
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crystallization. After 80 seconds only about 1.0 % fat has crystallized. At an initial supersaturation
of 2.75, after about 160 seconds the time scale of aggregation is smaller than the time scale of
crystallization and after 340secondstheestimation for thegeltimeis smaller than thetime scaleof
crystallization. Atthistimeonly0.7 %solid fathascrystallized. Oneshouldkeep inmindthat these
numbers areveryrough estimates since fat crystals arehighly anisometric: nevertheless, the results
showthatacontinuousprimarynetwork isalready formed ataverylowfraction ofsolid fat andthat
atthegelpoint lesssolid fatwouldbecrystallized for alowerinitial supersaturation.
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Figure9-4. Geltimetgcl calculatedbyEquation 9-3,asafunction of crystallizationtimefor a 12
%HP/SFdispersion crystallizingataninitialsupersaturation of3.5(continuous line)
or2.75(dottedline)(seealsoFigure9-2). D = 1.7.
From theviscometric- and light scattering studies itwas concluded that the dimensionality of
fat crystal aggregates atlowvolumefractionsoffat isabout 1.7. Itislikelythattheprimarynetwork
isbuiltofaggregates ofthesamedimensionality. After formation oftheprimarynetwork, the major
part of the fat still has to crystallize. This additional crystallization will lead to compaction of the
aggregates that form theprimary network and therefore will lead to higher dimensionalities. Since
the final network is not built of real fractal aggregates, it is better to use the term apparent fractal
dimensionality. Determination of elastic moduli G' within the linear region as a function of the
fraction crystallized fatyielded alinearrelationbetween logG' andlog^.Forcrystallization intheß'
polymorph, scaling exponents varying from 4 at high supersaturation to about 6 for low
supersaturations wereobserved.Forcrystallization inthe a polymorph, ascaling exponent of about
4 was obtained. These linear relations suggest that the elastic properties could be described by a
networkbuilt offractal aggregates.Thestress-carrying strandsoftheprimarynetwork will becomes
less flexible due to ongoing crystallization. Assuming a hinged geometry of these strands, the
calculated apparent dimensionalities range from 2.25 for ascaling exponent of4to2.5 for a scaling
exponent of6.Thesehigh apparent dimensionalities indeed indicate acompaction ofthe aggregates
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forming theprimary network due to ongoing crystallization. Thehigher dimensionality obtained at
a lowinitial supersaturation canpossibly be explained by the amount of solid fat atthe gelpoint. It
was shown before that the fraction solid at the gel point was smaller for lower initial
supersaturations. Assuming fractal aggregation up to the gel point, would imply that the
dimensionless aggregate radius at the gel point is larger for lower initial supersaturation. If it is
assumed that the aggregates can not grow anymore after the gel point, and that the primary
networks formed atboth supersaturations have the same dimensionality, the aggregates that form a
network atthelowestfraction ofsolidfat cancompacttothegreatest extent.
Can something be said about the crystallization of the fat after formation of the primary
network? According to Figure 9-2, there is still considerable nucleation directly after formation of
theprimarynetworkuntil about 5%fat hascrystallized. Souptoafraction of solidsof0.05,nuclei
areproduced that grow out to crystals; these would then aggregate onto the strands of the primary
network or aggregate with each other in thepores of the primary network. After 5% of the fat has
crystallized, the nucleation rate has decreased so much that, according to Figure 9-2, further
crystallization can only occur by growth of the present crystals. In this case further compaction of
theaggregates ishardlyexpected.Anotherpossibility isthat,duetothepresenceofcrystal surfaces,
secondary nucleation occurs. Inthat case during the whole crystallization process,nuclei would be
producedthatgrow outtocrystalsthat aggregatewithexistingcrystals.
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Crystalgrowth distance,diffusiondistancein onesecond (t =1) (Equation9-4)and
attractional energy (Equation 6-20) asfunction of crystallizationtimefor a 12 %
HP/SFdispersion crystallizingataninitialsupersaturation of3.5(continuousline)or
2.75(dottedline)(seealsoFigure9-2).

Whether a diffusing crystal directly aggregates onto the crystal network, or can diffuse away
into the pores of existing aggregates, would depend on the diffusion distance in a relevant time in
comparison with the crystal growth distance in the sametime and onthe attraction energy between
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the diffusing particle and the crystal network. The diffusion distance in time period t is calculated
by:
(*2)=- ^ -

(9-4)

Figure9-5 showsthatduring isothermalcrystallization, thediffusion distanceinonesecondismuch
larger than the crystal growth distance inthe same time, indicating that acrystal can easily diffuse
awayfrom acrystal surface.
In times scales of 10 seconds, the crystal can diffuse over a distance comparable to the aggregate
radius and therefore will probably be captured by the crystal network within this time scale.
Comparison ofFigure 9-5 andFigure 9-2 showsthattheattraction energybecomes sufficient (AA>
5k^T)tocaptureacrystal at timescalesatwhichtheaveragecrystal sizeisabout 50nm

9.1.3.3 Interactionsbetween fat crystals
Another consequence of simultaneous crystallization and aggregation is the formation of
sintered bonds. Initially, the crystals aggregate due to van der Waals forces and come in close
contact with each other. Sintering of two crystals will occur if some triglyceride molecules are
incorporated inthelatticesofbothcrystals.Thisismorelikelytooccuratcrystal surfaces thathave
defects due to lattice mismatches and may be related to the occurrence of compound crystal
formation. Therefore it is most likely that sintering occurs in fats that contain many different
triglycerides. Johansson (1994) showed that also thepolymorphic modification is important for the
occurrence of sintering. She showed that ß' crystals oftristearatewere easily sintered by ß' bridges
of palm kernel fat and that ß crystals of tristearate were easily sintered by ß bridges ofpartially
hydrogenated rapeseed oil. ß' crystals of tristearate could be sintered by ßstablepartially
hydrogenated rapeseed only by rapid cooling so that an supercooled ß' form was obtained. This
shows that sintering only occurs when the outerpart of the crystals and the bridging molecules are
inthesamepolymorph.
If a crystal network, in which the crystals are attracted due to van der Waals attraction, is
deformed the separation distance between the crystals is enlarged. If the bending modulus of the
crystalsis small orthelength-to-thickness ratioofthecrystal ishigh,we showedthatthe maximum
van der Waals attractional force can be large enough to allow bending of the crystals. Since the
crystals are not connected to each other, they are free to make sliding movements over the crystal
surfaces. This would mean that part of the deformation energy can dissipate over relatively short
timescales.Inthecaseofnon-sintered crystalbonds,thestressneededtobreak abondbetween two
crystals depends on the van der Waals force and their geometric arrangement. If the crystals are
sintered, deformation of the crystal network will always lead to bending of the crystals or crystal
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chains;sincethecrystalsareconnectedbysolidbonds,dissipation ofdeformation energyovershort
time scales isprobably ofminor importance.Inthe caseof sintered crystal bonds,the force needed
tobreak acrystalbondwould greatlydepend onthedeformability ofthe"crystal":the further itcan
be deformed before itbreaks,themoreenergyis storeduntilbreaking.In general, afat having only
van der Waals bonds between the crystals will have a lower elastic modulus than a fat of the same
structure,buthaving sinteredbonds.
To study the effect of sintering on the elastic properties of fat dispersions, a comparison was
made between a rather pure triglyceride, PPP, and HP, a fat containing a fairly wide spectrum of
triglycerides. Elastic moduli of 10%PPP/SF dispersions were much lowerthan the elastic moduli
of a 10% HP/SF dispersion crystallized under the same conditions and the loss angle of the 10%
HP/SF dispersion was much lower. This was explained by the occurrence of far more sintered
crystal bonds inthe 10%HP/SF dispersions,compared tothe 10%PPP/SFdispersion. Since solid
bridges are much stronger than van der Waals bonds, sintered dispersions show much more
worksoftening after spreading. On storing after working, the elastic modulus of the HP/SF
dispersion increased much more than that of the PPP/SF dispersions. The strong increase of the
modulus was accompanied by astrong decreaseoftheloss angle.Both effects canbe explained by
sintering of the broken crystal bonds. Among the processes that can lead to dissolution and
subsequent recrystallization after primary crystallization is more or less complete, are Ostwald
ripening, demixing of compound crystals and concomitant polymorphic transitions.
Recrystallization will mainly occur at locations with a negative curvature i.e.where crystals are in
closecontact.
The likelihood that crystals of HP/SF dispersions crystallized in rest are sintered was also
shown by the determination of the specific fracture energy from wire cutting experiments. The
specific fracture energy of a 10%HP/SF dispersion was about 4Jm"2,which is far too large to be
explained by van der Waals forces only. Fracture of crystal bonds could explain the observed
specificfractureenergy.

9.1.3.4 Largedeformation properties offatcrystaldispersions crystallized inshear
lowshearconditions
To obtain crystallized HP/SF dispersions that could be used for large deformation
experiments, it was necessary to crystallize large volumes. To obtain temperature homogeneity
during crystallization, the crystallizing dispersions had to be stirred. To this end, the dispersions
were crystallized in adouble walled cylinder inwhich astirrer wasplaced that was able the scrape
the cooled wall of the cylinder to disperse the crystallized material in the bulk. Stirring could be
applied until about 2-3 % fat had crystallized. This means that about 2-3 % of the fat had
crystallized and aggregated under shearing conditions. The strain rates in the crystallizing
dispersions will strongly depend ontheplaceinthecylinder,buttheywerenot high enough for the
aggregates to be completely broken up. By light scattering experiments it was shown that the fat
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crystal aggregates became more compact under shearing conditions. Therefore, it is likely that the
aggregates formed during crystallization of the first 2-3 % were compacted compared to those
formed by crystallization at rest. The first 2-3 % solid fat would be sufficient to form a primary
crystalnetwork.TheremainderoftheHP,whichcrystallizes atrest,will aggregateontothe existing
crystal strandsorintheporesoftheprimarynetwork.
The apparent Young modulus, obtained from compressing experiments, scaled with the
fraction of solid fat withanexponent of3.82.Thisvalueis slightly lowerthanthe scaling exponent
of4.1observed forthestoragemodulusofdispersionsthatwerecrystallized completely atrest. The
lowervalue ofthe exponent maybe explained intwoways: (i) The geometry ofthe stress-carrying
strands remains the same and the aggregates become more open, or (ii) the dimensionality of the
aggregates remains the same,orbecomes evenhigher and the stress-carrying strands become more
straight/lessflexible. Taking into account theexpected compaction of aggregates dueto shear,it is
likely that the stress-carrying strands become less flexible and that the dimensionality of the
aggregates increases during the first part of the crystallization. If the stress-carrying strands are
straight rather than hinged, a scaling exponent of 3.82 would correspond to an apparent
dimensionality of2.48.
It can be questioned whether comparing results obtained from storage moduli and apparent
Young moduli is allowed. The storage moduli are determined at deformations that are within the
linear region, so no (irreversible) structure breakdown occurs. The storage modulus of fat crystal
networks of a given geometry is determined by the type of interaction between the crystals. The
crystals inunworked HP/SF dispersions aresintered. The storage modulus of the HP/SF dispersion
is therefore determined by the bending modulus of the fat crystals. The apparent Young modulus
could only be determined at deformations far outside the linear region. This means that in this
deformation region alreadyirreversible structurebreak downhasoccurred duetofracture of part of
the sintered bonds. TheYoung modulus istherefore determined byboth the sintered bonds that are
left andthevanderWaalsbondsthat areformed after fracture ofpart ofthecrystalbonds.Thiswill
result in amuch lower value of the apparent Young modulus as compared to the storage modulus.
Besides the change in interaction between the crystals, the geometrical distribution of the crystals
and aggregates can also change due to the large deformations. This would change the geometry of
thestress-carrying strands.
Furthermore, the geometry of the stress-carrying strands can also change due to a change in
type ofinteraction.Inacompletely sintered dispersion all the crystal chains deform on deformation
ofthegelaslongas fracture isabsent.Ifpartofthesinteredbondsarebroken,theresultingvander
Waalsbondswilldeterminethedeformational behaviour. Asshown inFigure9-6, itispossiblethat
atortuous strandmechanicallybehaves likeastraightchain
Theyield stressasdetermined from compression experiments scaledwith the fraction ofsolid
fat with the same exponent as the Young modulus. This would also agree with the bonds being
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partially sintered bonds and partially due to van der Waals forces, whereby the stress-carrying
strandswould mechanicallybehaveasifbeingstraight (Figure9-6b).

undeformed

deformed

behaves like aflexible strand

fully sintered

^v

r\.

m

V^

partiallysintered and
partiallyvan derWaals bonds

behaves like astraight strand

Figure9-6. Schematic representationof the stretching behaviourof crystal strands that are (a)
completelysintered and crystal strands that are (b)partially sintered and partially
aggregatedduetovander Waalsforces.

highshearconditions
The HP/SF dispersions that were crystallized in a scraped surface heat exchanger (SSHE),
were subjected to high shearing conditions, and considerable compaction of the aggregates is
expected. The local strain rates in a SSHE canbevery high dueto thehigh angular velocity of the
scraper and the small annular gap.The average strain rates inthe SSHE varied from 400 to 800 s'.
Scaling exponents that relate the apparent Young modulus to the volume fraction of solid fat were
about 1.5 for dispersions that were completely crystallized in shear and about 2.4 for dispersions
thatwerepartially crystallized inshear.These scaling exponentsaremuch smaller thantheones for
dispersionscrystallized atrest(storagemodulus)orfordispersionsthatwerecrystallizedpartiallyin
shear atmild shearing conditions.Inthe latter case,the angular velocitywas afactor 2.5 lower and
therelevant gapsizewasaboutafactor 10larger.Fordispersions containinglessthan 1%solid fat,
shear rates of about 400 s"1were high enough to break up aggregates to primary crystals or very
small dense primary aggregates. However, for dispersions containing much more solid fat, broken
up aggregates will directly aggregate again with other aggregates and so become more compacted
due to further rearrangements. If thetotal shearing time is longer, or ifthedispersion is completely
crystallized in the SSHE, the aggregates will become more compact. The very low scaling
exponents of dispersions crystallized completely in shear, actually ranging from 1.1 to 1.6, can
almost be explained by the first network model proposed by van den Tempel (1961). This model
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assumed linear chains of particles in which the chains are arranged parallel to the axes of an
orthogonal co-ordinate system.Inthe approach ofvan denTempel,theparticleswere equivalent to
the crystals. According to our approach the particles are the compacted aggregates, in the case of
crystallization inthe SSHE under shearing conditions.This istrue ifthebonds inthe interior ofthe
aggregate are very strong compared to the inter-aggregate bonds. Deformation of the network will
almost exclusively be due to deformation of the bondsbetween the aggregates This is incorporated
in the fractal network model proposed by Shih et al. (1990). This model predicts that the elastic
modulus scaleswiththevolume fraction ofsolidswithanexponent of l/(3-Z>).Theapparent Young
modulus is determined atdeformations atwhich already some structure breakdown has occurred. It
is likely that the interaggregate bonds are broken but that the interior of the aggregates is more or
less intact. So the apparent Young modulus corresponds to a dispersion of rigid aggregates that are
aggregated by weaker van der Waals bonds. The observed scaling exponent of 1.5 corresponds,
according to this model, to an apparent dimensionality of 2.33. The higher scaling exponent that
was found incasethatthedispersionswerepartially crystallized underhigh shear, canbe explained
by lessrigid aggregates compared tothecaseofcomplete crystallization in shear. Thiswould cause
thenumerator inx/(3-D)tobelarger,yieldinghigher scaling exponents forthesame dimensionality.
Avaluefor* of2(straight strands)yieldsadimensionalityof2.17for ascalingexponentof2.4.
Table9-2. Scaling exponent fi and calculated apparentfractal dimensionalities D of HP/SF
dispersioncrystallizedat variousshearintensitiesbyassumingvariousgeometriesof
the stress-carryingstrands. Theshear intensityincreaseswhengoing downwardsin
the table. Grey coloured boxes indicate the most likely geometries of the stresscarryingstrands.
Experiment (in increasing
orderofshear intensity)
atrest;rheometer
mild shear, compression
50kg-hr-',SSHE
20kg-hr', SSHE

D
M
4.1
3.8
2.0
1.1

x=\
2.50
1.90

x=2
2.51
2.48
2.00
1.18

x= 3
2.27
2.21
1.50
0.27

Dispersionsthatwerepartiallycrystallized inshearinthe SSHE,andtherefore exhibited some
post crystallization at rest, obtained their final consistency already within one day and probably
already within 5 minutes. The fat that has crystallized in shear is aggregated to compact crystal
clusters and these aggregates are sintered due to post crystallization in rest. This was observed for
crystallization in the ß' polymorph, as well as in the a polymorph. In the case of crystallization in
thea polymorph,postcrystallization wouldbelargelyduetoapolymorphic transition from thea to
the p'/ppolymorph;itisaccompaniedbyanincreaseinthefractionofsolid fat.

Generaldiscussion andconclusions
Dispersions that had completely crystallized in shear, leave the SSHE as a dispersion of
(probably) sintered aggregates that are attracted to each other by van der Waals forces and which
maybe sintered only to some extent. Slow recrystallization would result in extra sintering between
theaggregates andtherebytoanincreaseinconsistencyonstorage.Thesedispersions obtained their
final consistency after storagefor about 16days.
Figure 9-7 showssomeexamplesofcryo-SEMimagesofdeoiled HP/SFdispersionsthatwere
crystallized inanSSHEundervariousconditions. Sincethereweresomeproblemswiththedeoiling
procedure,theimages areofsamplesthatwerestored for about oneyear. Storageover aperiod ofa
year caninduce changes inthedispersion. It is likely that coarsening ofthe crystal structure dueto
recrystallization has occurred. The samples were very inhomogeneous. Fracturing of the deoiled
samples inthe cryo-stage ofthe SEM,yielded several different fracture surfaces. Bycomparing the
images in Figure 9-7 with the image in Figure 9-3 of a sample that was deoiled directly after
crystallization at rest, it is clear that crystallization under shearing conditions leads to a strong
clustering ofaggregates.

completely crystallized intheSSHE(ß' polymorph)

Figure9-7. Cryo-SEMmicrographsof deoiled 10 %HP/SF dispersions crystallizedin an SSHE
under various conditions. Dispersions were stored for about one year and were
deoiledfor 72 hoursat 15°C. Thereference barcorresponds to10/jm. Continuedon
following page.
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partially crystallizedintheSSHE(ß' polymorph)

completelycrystallizedintheSSHE(a polymorph)

Figure9-7. - continuedfrom previous page- Cryo-SEMmicrographs of deoiled 10 % HP/SF
dispersionscrystallizedinanSSHEundervariousconditions. Dispersionswerestored
for about one year and were deoiledfor 72 hours at 15 °C. The reference bar
correspondsto 10jjm.

General discussion andconclusions
9.1.4 Comparisonbetweenbutter, margarineandthemodelsystem
The elastic deformability of butter is often said to be greater than that of margarine. To test
this and to see how the elastic properties of the model system compare with those of butter and
margarine, the elasticity of theproducts was measured in so called strain sweeps.In 10 subsequent
strain sweeps, apparent dynamic moduli and loss tangents were determined at increasing strains.
Every sweep was started at a strain of about 10"4and the maximum strain was increased so that the
effect of high strains on the linear region of deformation could be studied. Theresults are given in
Figure9-8.
The linear region of deformation increased in the order HP/SF; margarine; butter. It is
expected that crystals are sintered in allproducts, sothat thedifference in linearregionwould have
tobeexplained eitherbydifferences ingeometric arrangement ofthecrystals,orbydifferent crystal
dimensions and therefore different deformabilities of the crystals, as was shown in chapter 6. The
initial losstangentsareapproximatethesame(about0.2) for alldispersions.
The subsequent strain sweeps for butter shows coinciding G'andtan£-curveswhich indicates
that hardly any irreversible structure breakdown occurs up to strains of 0.03. Some reversible
changesoccur ascanbeseen from thelowerG' andhighertan£with increasing strain.The apparent
modulus decreases by a factor of 4 between strains of 10^ and 0.03.Even at high strains, thetanS
values areindicative for anelastic structure.Margarine shows amuch strongerbreakdown ofwhich
a considerable part is irreversible. The modulus decreases by almost 2 decades between strains of
10"4 and 0.03. At high strains, tanS is much higher than for butter, although at subsequent
application of a small strain, tan<? is low again. This shows that still much of the structure
breakdown is reversible. HP/SF shows a decrease of the modulus of 2 decades between strains of
10"4and0.03.Thestructurebreakdownistoalargeextent irreversible.
These results are consistent with butter having more elastic properties than margarine. The
margarine, inturn,hasmore elasticproperties thantheHP/SF dispersions. Thedifferences between
butter andmargarinemaypossiblybeexplainedbythecrystal sizesorthegeometric arrangement of
the crystals. Boode (1992) showed that the permeability coefficient for milk fat blends was much
smaller than for margarine fat blends with a comparable fraction of solid fat. This indicates that
eitherthecrystalsincrystallizedmilk fatblendsaremuchsmallerorthatthecrystalnetwork inmilk
fat blends is much more homogeneous. Smaller crystals are probably also thinner and may give a
different deformation behaviourforbutterincomparisonwithmargarine.
Inbutter, fat crystals arepresent inthe outer layer of intact orpartially disrupted fat globules
and throughout the oil phase. Oortwijn showed that the deformation behaviour of butter and from
this butter prepared recombined butter was almost identical which indicates that the presence of
crystallized fat in(partially disrupted) globulesdoesnotaffect thedeformation behaviour.
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Figure9-8. Apparent storage moduli( 0 G ) and loss tangents( • tan<5)determined insuccessive
strains sweeps of increasing maximum strain, starting at a strain of 10~4,of
margarine,butterandHP/SFdispersions.

General discussion andconclusions
9.1.5 Applicabilitytomargarine production
Can the conclusions from the work described in this thesis be applied in margarine
production? Nowadays, there is a trend to decrease the total fat intake and it is also desirable to
changethenatureofthe fat intake.Thereareguidelines tolowertheconsumption of fats containing
long-chain saturated fatty acids (especially C12-C16) and trans fatty acids. An important
consequence of this trend is that less solid fat would be available to structure fat continuous
products like margarine. The solid phase should therefore be optimized. In the search for low fat
margarines,products aremanufactured that even contain "0 % fat". In thisproduct thewater phase
is structured by monoglycerides that form a gel phase (Zeelenberg-Miltenburg (1995)). A
disadvantageoftheseproductsisthattheycannotbeused for baking,cannotbefrozenandlack fat
soluble flavouring substances and vitamins. Therefore there is still a need for fat containing
margarines.
There aresomemajor differences betweenthematerials andthemethods applied inthis study
and those used for margarine production. In our study we used a simple model system which
consisted ofanoilphase (sunflower oil)and asolidphase(fully hydrogenated palm oil),whichhad
crystallized in the ß' polymorph. The ingredients used for margarine production are much more
divers.The solid fat phaseofmargarine consists ofanumber of different of fats that areblended in
such away that the final melting point ofthedispersion isjust below mouth temperature, and that
solidfat content doesnotmarkedlyvaryoverthetemperaturerangeofstorageanduse.Inourstudy,
the solid phase consisted of triglycerides that arebuilt of saturated fatty acids. Fat blends used for
margarine production consist of mixed triglycerides that contain high amounts of unsaturated fatty
acids. Especially cw-unsaturated fatty acids aredifficult toincorporate into acrystal latticedueto a
kinkinthe fatty acidchain.Thiswillinfluence thecrystal growthrateandtheoverall crystallization
kinetics.Furthermore,margarine containswater droplets stabilized by emulsifiers. These molecules
can adsorb onto or even be incorporated in the crystal surface, and thereby influence the
crystallization kinetics.Also stabilizers likediglycerides areaddedtodelaypolymorphic transitions
fromthe ß' polymorph to the ßpolymorph (Hernqvist (1984)). Incorporation of these diglycerides
will influence the state of the crystal surface and thereby the crystallization kinetics.Moreover, the
crystallization kinetics of a fat blend is strongly dependent on fat composition and is therefore
difficult tocomparewiththekineticsofourmodel system.
However, some results of this work, like the simultaneousness of aggregation and
crystallization and the lowfractionofsolidsneeded to form aninitial fat crystalnetwork also holds
formargarine production.
If the fat crystals are aggregated under conditions of no or low shear, very open aggregates
structures are formed, sothat already at lowfractionsof solid fat, acontinuous crystal network can
be formed. Furthermore, the elastic modulus scales with a rather high exponent with the fraction
solid.Ifhigh shearing conditions areapplied duringtheaggregation, compact crystal aggregates are
formed. Much more solid fat is needed to create a continuous network of compact aggregates. The
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scaling exponent that relates the elastic modulus tothe fraction of solids is much lower than in the
caseofaggregation atrest.
Because of the trend to lower the intake of the fatty acids that form the triglycerides that
readilycrystallize,it wouldbedesirable to aggregate the fat crystalsunder low shearing conditions.
Duringmargarineproduction thiscanbeachievedbycoolingthefat blend inthefirst SSHE insuch
a way that at the outlet of the first SSHE, hardly any fat has crystallized. Parameters that can be
adjusted are the cooling temperature of the SSHE and the flow rate of the fat blend. The main
purpose of the first SSHE is then to cool the fat blend to below the crystallization temperature. If
this supercooled blend is collected intubs, it can crystallize and aggregate atrest. This will lead to
open aggregates so only little solid fat is needed to form a fat crystal network with a certain
strength. Furthermore, both the crystals bonds in the aggregates and the interaggregate bonds will
become sintered since aggregation and crystallization occur simultaneously. A disadvantage is that
such a product will show much worksoftening by treatments like cutting or spreading. This may
givetheproduct an undesirable inhomogeneous appearance. Thismay be overcome by mechanical
treatment of the crystallized product. To this end, the supercooled fat blend that leaves the first
SSHE should enter a crystallizer that is equipped with a rotor fitted with pins where the fat can
crystallize. The strain rates applied in such a crystallizer should be small enough to prevent
considerable compaction of the aggregates, but some shear would be necessary to break sintered
bonds between aggregates. Shear should also be applied to keep the material pumpable.
Crystallization can be completed in aresting tube.This may cause some extra sintering but a sieve
can beplaced inthe exit oftheresting tube so that theproduct isworked again before it is packed.
After packing theproduct, not too much crystallization should occur, sincethiswould lead to extra
sintering.However,recrystallization canneverbestopped, andsomesettingwillalways occur.

9.2. Conclusions
Conditions for homogenous nucleation in the a polymorph of 10%HP/SF dispersions could
be reached by dispersion ofthe fat phase using sodium caseinate as an emulsifier. The temperature
dependency of the nucleation rate of these dispersions yielded a surface free energy for nucleus
formation of about 4 mJm"2 The found pre-exponential term suggested that almost the whole
triglyceridemolecule shouldbeintherightconformation tobecomeincorporated inanucleus.
The polymorphic behaviour of HP/SF dispersions showed that on crystallization in the ß'
polymorph, the crystals were stable. Initial crystallization in the a polymorph was followed by a
transformation to amixture ofmainly ßand some ß' crystals.Thetransformation rate was strongly
dependent ontemperatureandthepresenceofoil.
Thecrystallization kinetics ofHP/SF dispersions inthe ß'polymorph couldbedescribed well
using a classical nucleation function and apower-law growth rate equation of the form Gc = A-ß"
where Gcis the crystal growth rate andß the supersaturation ratio. Heterogeneous nucleation rates

Generaldiscussionandconclusions
couldbedescribedbya 'heterogeneous' surfacefreeenergy fornucleus formation of3.8mJm"2and
about 0.8 part of the triglyceride molecule being in the right conformation for incorporation in a
nucleus. The crystallization kinetics predicts that the average crystal size decreases with increasing
initial supersaturation.
Comparing the time scale for aggregation, as determined from the crystallization kinetics
assuming rapid aggregation, and that for crystallization, shows that already at low fractions
crystallized fat, considerable aggregation occurs and that aprimary crystal network will already be
formed atalowfractionofsolid fat.
The structure of fat crystals aggregates in low volume fraction solid fat dispersions in which
the crystallization and aggregation steps are separated, is described well using fractal aggregate
models. Light scattering yieldedfractaldimensionalities ofabout 1.7 atno or low shear; this agrees
with rapid diffusion-limited aggregation. High shear rates during the aggregation process lead to
compaction oftheaggregates.Viscometric datayielded bond strengthsbetween aggregated crystals
that could be explained well by van der Waals attraction. Due to their anisometric shapes, fat
crystalscaneasilybendduetoexternal stressesandvanderWaalsforcesbetweenthecrystals.
Crystallization and aggregation of higher volume fraction HP/SF dispersions at rest initially
leads to formation of anetwork of crystal aggregates, which structure can described by lowfractal
dimensionalities. Ongoing crystallization after formation of the primary network, leads to
compaction of the primary network. The resulting network is not built of truly fractal aggregates,
though its rheological properties can be described well by using a fractal approach; the resulting
apparent dimensionalities maynotbequitecorrect.
Applying shear during the crystallization and aggregation processes leads to more compact
aggregates, but also to less flexible stress-carrying strands; this results in a weaker dependency of
theelasticmoduli onthesolidfat content.
Due to simultaneous crystallization and aggregation of HP/SF dispersions, crystals and
aggregates become easily sintered. Sintering in fat dispersions can also occur due to
recrystallization processes likepolymorphic transitions,demixing of crystals and Ostwaldripening.
Sintering occursmoreextensively insolidphaseswithawidetriglyceride distribution.
Specific fracture energies of HP/SF dispersions could be explained by assuming extensive
sintering of crystals. The scale of the inhomogeneities in HP/SF dispersions that cause yielding of
thenetwork appearstocorrespondtotheaggregateradiusatthegelpoint.
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Listofsymbols

Roman symbols
symbol
#
a
a

A
A
A
A
A

A„
A\ ,A2

A
B
B
c
Ac

p
C

HP

C

c
c2
d

description
number
radiusofaprimaryparticle
surface area
volume-surface averaged dropletradius
constant inequation forPedependingontheaxissizeratio
averagedroplet surface area
scalingexponent intherelation Goc Ac0«
surface areaofplanei
empiricalconstant inrelation logA^ = A-BT
constant inEq. 6-2
Gibbsenergy
proportionality constant inpower scalingbetween G' and ^
surface areaoftestpiece
fit parameterinEq. 6-33
constants intheoretical growthrateequations
constants inempiricalgrowthrateequation(Eq.4-16)
Hamaker constant
empirical constant inrelation logAT= A-BT
permeability coefficient
number concentrationofprimaryparticles
mole fraction difference betweensaturatedand
supersaturated conditions =coiW- xw
initialnumberconcentrationofprimaryparticles
initialmolefraction ofdissolved material
numberconcentration ofaggregatescontaining iparticles
heat capacity
molefraction ofdissolved solute
numberconcentration ofaggregatesinthesteadystate
constantrelatedtoaggregatebreak-up= (5/2)"1
constantrelatingmacroscopic strain y todisplacementAx
relative standarddeviation ofthedroplet sizedistribution
diameter

unit
m
m
m
m
m

J
N-m-2
m2
N-m"2
ms-1,m-s',J
K1
m
m

m
J-kg-'-K"1
m"3
m
m
m

chapter
1,3
1,4,5,6,7,9
3
4
5
3
4
3
3
6
6
6
7,8
6
4
4
5,6
3
4,6
6
4
1,5
4
5,6
4
all
5
5
6
3
3,6
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d
d}2
dv
D
D
D*

crack width
volume-surface average diameter
cutting wire diameter

D*

apparent fractal dimensionality
fractal dimensionality at the gel point
diffusion coefficient of an aggregate containing i particles
rotational diffusion coefficient
Young's modulus
apparent Young's modulus
activation free energy
bending modulus
frequency
constant relating activation free energies for homogeneous
and heterogeneous nucleation (0 < f^O) <1)
force
cutting force
van der Waals force
acceleration due to gravity
shear modulus
dimensionless shear rate
storage modulus
loss modulus
activation free energy for nucleus formation
activation free energy for nucleus formation
activation free energy for homogeneous nucleus formation
change in Gibbs energy for formation of embryo
linear crystal growth rate
contribution ofpermanent bonds to G'
change in Gibbs energy due to surface enlargement

£>ge.

A
A
E
E*
A£* a

Eh

f
Ä&)

F
Fc
Fv
g
G
G
G'
G"
AG*
AG*3D
AG*3DJloni
AG3D
Gc

Ge
AGS
AGV

fractal dimensionality
diffusion coefficient
heat diffusion coefficient

m
m
m
-

7
3
7

«,2 „-1

4
4

m
^ . 2-s„ 1
m -s

-

mV1
s"1
N-m"2
N-m"2

J
N-m"2

s"1
N
N
N
m-s"2
N-m"2

3,6,7,8

7
5,6
6
1,6,7

5

N-m"2
N-m"2

6,8,9

J
J
J
J
m-s"1
N-m"2

J
J.m"3

ht
H
H(\nr)

relaxation strength ofbonds with relaxation time r

N-m'2

h

6
6
5
5
7
7,8
4
6
6
3,4

-

change in Gibbs energy per unit volume due to volume
enlargement
change in Gibbs energy due to volume enlargement
Planck constant (6.63-10 34 )
initial height of test piece
height of test piece at time t
separation distance between two particles

AGV
h

1,5,6,7,8,9

J
Js
m
m
m

6,8
1
1,3,4
1,3,4

3
1,4,5,6,9

6
3
3
3
1,3,4

7,8
7,8
5,6
6
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H0
AH{;i
i*
I
I(q)
J
J0
Jcol,
J^
k
k
kh
ks
kv
K
K
K
Ku

interparticle distanceatwhich thenet van der Waals force
equals zero
molar enthalpy offusion ofpolymorph i
number ofmolecules inanucleus of critical size
moment of inertia
scattered intensity asafunction of thewave vectorq
nucleation rate
maximum nucleation rate inemulsified dispersions
collision frequency duetoBrownian motion
maximum nucleation rate (zero activation free energy for
nucleus formation )
reaction rate constant (first order)
constant inEq.6-8
Boltzmannconstant (1.3810 23 )
reaction rate constant proportional todroplet surface

n0
N
N

reaction rate constant proportional todroplet volume
compression modulus
reaction rate constant forcollisions duetoBrownian motion
constant depending onangle ofpenetrometer cone
reactionkernel for theaggregation ofclusterscontainingi
andy'primary particles
gellengthof specimen
crack length
lengthofcrystal
criticaldefect length
cuttingwirelength
shearratethinning exponent
molarmass
constant incalculationofyieldvalue;(equalsabout0.6 for
margarine)
refractive index ofcontinuous phase
number density of crystallizing molecules
number of effective strands per unit cross section

iVav

A v a g a d r o ' s n u m b e r (6.0-10 23 )

Nims>
Np
NM
p
P
ÀP
Pe

number density of catalytic impurities
number ofparticles inanaggregate
total number of volume elements inanaggregate
penetration ofpenetrometer cone inunits of 0.1mm
particle shape factor
pressure difference
Peclet number

m
M
n
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m

6
Jmol" 1
m4
W-m"2

mV

ail
3
6
5
1,3,5,6,9
3
4,6
1

s"1
IK"1
s"1

3
6
ail
3

s"1
N-rn"2
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Summary
The study that is described in thesis is focused on the crystallization of fats and the
mechanical properties ofpartially crystallized fat dispersions ("plastic fats"). Nowadays, there is a
trend to lower fat consumption. Furthermore, there is an advise of the Dutch Nutrition Council to
limit the consumption of saturated and transunsaturated fatty acids, because of supposed positive
effects on the prevention of coronary heart disease. However, the fats containing saturated and
trans unsaturated fatty acids are the ones that crystallize and give fat continuous products their
desired mechanical properties, which implies that adherence to the advice of the Dutch Nutrition
Council would lead to products with a lower solid fat content. To manufacture products with the
samemechanicalproperties,moreknowledge isneeded about factors thatdeterminethe mechanical
properties of partially crystalline fat dispersions, and how these properties are related to the
crystallization conditions of fats. Description of relevant processes is extremely complicated by
simultaneous occurrence of processes that lead to the formation of a fat crystal network, i.e.
nucleation, crystal growth, aggregation of crystals, gelation and recrystallization. Other
complicating factors are the anisometric shape of fat crystals which it makes it difficult to use
aggregation andnetworkmodelsandthenon-existenceofthermodynamic equilibrium infatblends.
The model system used in this study consisted of mixtures of fully hydrogenated palm oil
(HP) and sunflower oil (SF), the HP being the solid phase and the SF being the liquid phase. HP
mainly consists of triglycerides containing saturated fatty acids. The thermal properties and the
phase behaviour of the model system were characterized by means of differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) andX-raydiffraction. Fromthemelting enthalpy andthemelting temperature of
HP itwas possible to calculate the supersaturation at a given temperature for every composition of
the model system. Supersaturation of the model system for the ß' but not in the a polymorph
yielded the ß' polymorph whilesupersaturation for thea polymorph yielded amixture ofmainly ß
polymorph andsome ß' polymorph.
Prior to growth of acrystal, first anucleushastobe formed. This is amolecular aggregate of
crystalline structure that is large enough for further growth to lead to a decrease of the Gibbs
energy.Inbulk fats,nucleation isheterogeneous.Thismeansthatimpurities that arepresent act asa
catalyst for nucleation. To studyhomogeneousnucleation, i.e. nucleation intheabsence of catalytic
impurities, it was necessary to dividethe fat phase over such small droplets that by far most of the
droplets would not contain an impurity. Nucleation in such a droplet then occurs at a high
supersaturation and directly leads to complete crystallization of the fat in this droplet. The
crystallization kineticsthenisdeterminedbythenucleationkineticsandit couldbe studied wellby
determining theultrasound velocity incrystallizing emulsions.Thelow supercooling of 7K needed
for crystallization in thea polymorph suggested heterogeneous nucleation and the kinetics could
also be modelled by a heterogeneous nucleation model. On the other hand, the supercooling was
independent on the average droplet size which is indicative for homogeneous nucleation. The
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determined supercooling may have been underestimated, since it was calculated from the bulk
properties ofHP.Thetriglycerides thatwillbecome supersaturated first during cooling aretheones
that contain long chain fatty acids and therefore have melting enthalpies and melting temperatures
thatarehigherthanaveragevalues for HP.Asthesetriglycerides wereonlypresent inlowamounts,
the kinetics fitted heterogeneous nucleation models. The supercooling needed to initiate
crystallization in emulsified 10 % HP/SF was about 14 K. The crystallization kinetics of these
emulsions couldbewell described byhomogeneous nucleation. Thetemperature dependency ofthe
homogeneous nucleation rate yielded a surface free energy for nucleation in the a polymorph of 4
mJm"2. From the samedependency, it appeared that almost the whole triglyceride should be in the
rightconformation for incorporation inanucleus.IfTween20wasused asanemulsifier rather than
caseinate, the crystallization kinetics of emulsified 10 % HP/SF were described best with a
heterogeneous nucleation model and theneeded supercooling was U K instead of 14K. It is likely
thatthe lauryl chain ofTween20induces some ordering ofthe aliphatic fatty acid chains attheoilwater interface andtherefore lowerstheenergyneeded for surface nucleation.
The crystallization kinetics of HP/SF mixtures at various initial supersaturations in the ß'
polymorph was determined by pulsed wide-line proton NMR. The determined curves were
modelled by a classical nucleation model and an empirical crystal growth function that are both a
function of supersaturation. After every time step, the supersaturation was calculated from the
fractionof remaining dissolved material using the bulk properties of HP. This supersaturation was
then used for calculation of the new nucleation rate and crystal growth rate. Heterogeneous
nucleation rates in the ß' polymorph yielded a surface free energy for heterogeneous nucleus
formation of 3.8 mJm"2 and afractionof the triglyceride that should be in a suitable conformation
for incorporation of0.8.Therealsurfacefreeenergy for formation ofahomogenousnucleuswillbe
higherthan 3.8 mJ-m"2 sincenucleation isheterogeneous forbulk crystallization andbecause ofthe
occurrence of secondary nucleation. Induction times for isothermal crystallization in the ß'
polymorph yielded asurfacefreeenergy forheterogenous nucleusformation of3.4to3.9mJm"2.
Fat crystals,onceformed, aggregate due tovan der Waals forces. As no long-range repulsive
forces arepresent, the aggregation isdiffusion-limited. Description ofthe aggregation of crystals in
a crystallizing dispersion is complicated by simultaneous nucleation, crystal growth and
aggregation. Flocculation times, calculated from the fitted crystallization curves, showed that
already at low volume fractions of crystallized fat, the time scale for aggregation is much shorter
than the time scale for crystallization. Aggregation of fat crystals was studied by crystallizing low
volume fraction HP/SF dispersions at high shear rates so that single crystals or compact crystal
aggregateswereformed. Theseprimaryparticlesaggregatedwhentheshearratewasdecreased. The
resulting aggregates occupy ahigher volume than the separate single crystals and therefore yield a
dispersion with an increased viscosity. The viscosity was modelled as function of shear rate by
taking only into account the hydrodynamic interactions. This yielded a bond force between the
primary particles in the aggregates i.e the crystals, that could be well explained by assuming the
bonds to be due to van der Waals forces. Light scattering experiments carried out under shear,
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showed that the aggregate structure couldbedescribed wellby fractal models.In thesemodels,the
number of particles in an aggregate scales with the aggregate radius to a power D, the fractal
dimensionality. If this dimensionality is smaller than the Eucledian dimensionality, the internal
volume fraction of an aggregate decreases on aggregate growth. At low shear rates, the fractal
dimensionality was about 1.7 - 1.8 which can be explained by diffusion-limited aggregation. At
higher shear rates, the dimensionality was higher. Combination of these results and the shear rate
dependencyonviscosity, showedthatthestress-carryingstrandsofcrystalsarevery flexible.
Due to the low fractal dimensionality en the rapid aggregation, a solid fat network is already
formed at low volume fractions. At the gel point, the volume fraction of particles in an aggregate
equals the volume fraction of particles in the dispersion. For a crystallizing HP/SF mixture, this
occurs at a volume fraction of about 0.01. The primary network is formed by aggregates with a
fractal dimensionality of about 1.7 - 1.8. Ongoing crystallization leads to compaction (decrease of
porosity, no shrinkage) of the "aggregates" and therefore to higher apparent dimensionalities.
Furthermore, the flexibility of the stress-carrying strands will decrease, because the chains of the
primarynetwork sinterduetoongoingcrystallization andbecomethickerduetoaggregation
Networks that are built of fractal aggregates have elastic moduli that scale with the volume
fraction particles to a power of x/(3-D) where x is a factor that is related to the geometry of the
stress-carrying strands andwouldequal4 for completely flexible strands,3for hinged strands,2 for
straight strands and 1 for aggregates whose internal stiffness is much greater than the interaggregate stiffness. On crystallization in the ß' polymorph at rest at low supersaturation, scaling
exponents between the storage modulus in the region of linear deformation and the fraction
crystallized fat of about 6 were obtained. At high supersaturations in the ß' polymorph or at
crystallization in the a polymorph, scaling exponents of about 4 were obtained. If it assumed that
the stress-carrying strands are completely flexible (x=4), scaling exponents of 6 and 4 correspond
to fractal dimensionalities of 2.33 and 2.0, respectively. For hinged strands, this is 2.50 and 2.25,
respectively. As it is expected that due to simultaneous aggregation and crystallization x becomes
smaller, dimensionalities of 2.25 to 2.50 are more likely. This also in line with compaction of
primary aggregates duetoongoingcrystallization and aggregation after primary network formation.
Since the aggregates are not fractal anymore after additional crystallization, it is more correct to
speak about apparent fractal dimensionalities. Thedifferences between dimensionalities obtained at
high and low initial supersaturations may possibly be explained by differences in time scales for
crystallization and aggregation.
To prepare dispersions for compression experiments, it was necessary to crystallize them at
mildshearing conditions.TheapparentYoungmodulusofthesedispersions scaledwiththe fraction
of solid fat by anexponent of3.8.Thisvalueisabout equal for dispersions crystallized inrest. This
isremarkable sincetheYoungmoduluswasdetermined atdeformations thatwereabout 50timesas
high as for determination of storage moduli. These large deformations will cause structure break
down before the Young modulus can be determined. This was also clear from the Young moduli
being much smaller than the storage moduli. The yield stress determined in compression tests,
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scaled with the fraction of solid fat by the same exponent as the Young modulus did. In the
frameworkoffractalnetwork models,thismeans that the geometry ofthe stress-carrying strands is
not strongly changed over the deformation range inwhich the Young modulus and the yield stress
aredetermined. Atthesedeformations, part ofthesinteredbondsbetween aggregateswillbebroken
andthese aggregates attract eachotherbythemuchweaker vanderWaals forces only. Thevan der
Waals bonds will then mainly determine the deformational behaviour. Even if the stress-carrying
strandsaretortuous,theymaymechanicallybehavelikestraight strands.
HP/SF dispersions were also crystallized in a scraped-surface heat exchanger (SSHE), where
local strain rates are high, to apply more realistic conditions. The dispersions crystallized
completely orpartially under shear,possibly followed by crystallization atrest. TheYoung moduli
scaled with the fraction of solid fat by an exponent of 2.5 for dispersions that had partially
crystallized under shearand 1.5 for dispersions thathadcompletely crystallized under shear. Dueto
thehighshearratesandhighfractionsofsolid fat, compactcrystal aggregateswereformed inwhich
the crystals are strongly sintered. Dispersions that had completely crystallized under shear thus
leavethe SSHE asadispersion ofcompact aggregates that attract eachotherbyrelatively weak van
der Waals forces. Recrystallization would result in more sintering between the aggregates, but the
inter-aggregate bondswouldremainmuchweakerthantheintra-aggregatebonds.For suchsystems,
itisknownthattheelasticmoduli scalewiththefractionofsolidsby anexponent of l/(3-Z>),which
could explain the low scaling exponent. Dispersions that had partly crystallized under shear and
partly at rest will havemuch stronger inter-aggregate bonds. This may give a higher value for x in
x/(3-D),henceahigherscaling exponent.
Dispersions that had partly crystallized under shear and partly at rest, obtained their final
consistency within 1day asdeterminedfrompenetrometer and compression tests.This is explained
by the crystallization at rest, which causes sintering between aggregates and thereby formation of
strong bonds. Additional recrystallization did not result in an increased consistency. Dispersions
that had completely crystallized under shear obtained their "final" consistency only after about 16
days.Recrystallization leadsto sintering ofthenon-sintered aggregates andwould therefore causea
slow increase in consistency. The final consistency of these dispersions was comparable to that of
dispersionsthathadpartlycrystallized under shear.
The degree of sintering was higher in dispersions in which the solid phase consists of
triglycerideswith awiderangeof fatty acidsthanindispersions inwhichthe solidphaseconsistsof
only one triglyceride. This indicates that sintering of crystals occurs due to presence of compound
crystals.HP/SFdispersions appearedtobemuchmoresolid-like (lower loss angle)than tripalmitate
(PPP)/SF dispersions that had crystallized under comparable conditions. Sintered bonds, like those
in HP/SF dispersions, will show far less stress relaxation than the van der Waals bonds that are
more predominant in PPP/SF dispersions. Working of HP/SF dispersions that had crystallized at
rest showed a much stronger decrease in modulus than working of PPP/SF dispersions, which
indicates that onworking ofHP/SFdispersions far more sintered bonds werebroken. The modulus
ofaworked HP/SF dispersion increased during20hoursafter spreading,muchmorethan aworked
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PPP/SF dispersion. Recrystallization in HP/SF dispersions would cause sintering between
aggregates that are broken due to working. In PPP/SF dispersions, recrystallization hardly occurs;
thebiggest increaseofthemodulustookplaceinthefirst hourafter working.
An attempt was made to determine the size of the inhomogeneities from which fracture or
yielding is initiated. From the elastically stored energy and the specific fracture energy as
determined from compression tests and wire cutting tests, a defect length of about 80 jxm was
calculated. Thisisthesameorderofmagnitude asthe sizeofafat crystal aggregate atthemoment a
gelisformed. Duetothelargeinaccuracyofthedeterminedparameters,thecalculated defect length
maybesubject tofairly largeerrors.
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Samenvatting
Het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven, richt zich op de kristallisatie van
vetten en de mechanische eigenschappen van gedeeltelijke gekristalliseerde vetdispersies.
Tegenwoordig isereentrendommindervetteeten.Daarnaast iserhet adviesvandeVoedingsraad
om de consumptie van verzadigde vetzuren en frans-onverzadigde vetzuren te beperken, wegens
vermeende gunstige effecten op het voorkomen hart- en vaatziekten. Het zijn juist de vetten die
verzadigde en frans-onverzadigde vetzuren bevatten, die kristalliseren en aan vet-continue
Produkten,zoalsmargarines,gewenstemechanische eigenschappen geven.Opvolgenvanhet advies
vandeVoedingsraad leidtdantotproduktenmetmindergekristalliseerd vet.Omdezetoch dezelfde
mechanische eigenschappen te geven alsvoorheen, is ermeerkennis nodig over de factoren die de
mechanische eigenschappen van gekristalliseerde vetdispersies bepalen, hoe die kunnen worden
beïnvloed en hoe deze samenhangen met de kristallisatieomstandigheden. Beschrijving van de
relevante processen wordt ernstig bemoeilijkt door het gelijktijdig plaats vinden van processen die
leiden tot de vorming van een vetkristalnetwerk: kiemvorming, kristalgroei, aggregatie van
kristallen, gelering en herkristallisatie. Andere factoren die de beschrijving bemoeilijken zijn de
anisotrope vorm van de vetkristallen en het niet-voorkomen van thermodynamisch evenwicht in
vetmengsels.
Als modelsysteem werden mengsels van volledig gehydrogeneerde palmolie (HP) en
zonnebloemolie (SF)gebruikt,waarbij deHPdegekristalliseerde fase enSFdevloeibare fase moet
geven. HP bestaat voornamelijk uit triglyceriden die verzadigde vetzuren bevatten De thermische
eigenschappen en het fasengedrag van dit modelsysteem werden gekarakteriseerd met behulp van
differentiële-scanningcalorimetrie (DSC) en met Röntgendiffractie. Uit de smeltenthalpie en de
smelttemperatuur van HP voor de verschillende polymorfe vormen, was het mogelijk voor elke
fractie HP in SF een temperatuur te berekenen waarbij een bepaalde oververzadiging heerst.
Wanneer dit modelsysteem kristalliseerde in de ß'-polymorfbleef het stabiel in dezelfde polymorf.
Kristallisatie in de a polymorf werd gevolgd door een polymorfe overgang naar een mengsel dat
vooral deß-polymorfbevatte,maarwaarinookde ß'-polymorf aantoonbaarwas.
Voordat eenkristalkangroeien,moetereerst eenkiemwordengevormd. Dit iseen aggregaat
van moleculen met een kristalstructuur dat groot genoeg is om bij verdere groei een verlaging van
devrije Gibbs energie te geven.Inbuikvetten iskiemvorming altijd heterogeen. Dit wil zeggen dat
er onzuiverheden aanwezig zijn die de kiemvorming katalyseren. Om homogene kiemvorming te
bestuderen, dat is kiemvorming zonder aanwezigheid van katalytische onzuiverheden, werd de
vetfase gedispergeerd in zulke kleine druppels dat verreweg de meeste druppels geen katalytische
onzuiverheid bevatten. Kiemvorming in een druppel gebeurt danbij grote oververzadiging en leidt
onmiddelijk tot kristallisatie van het vet in deze druppel. De kristallisatiekinetiek in het
geëmulgeerde modelsysteem wordt dan bepaald door de kiemvormingskinetiek en bleek goed te
bepalen door meting van de geluidssnelheid. De onderkoeling (7 K) waarbij kristallisatie van
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geëmulgeerd HP in de a polymorf optrad, suggereert heterogene kiemvorming en ook de kinetiek
kon gemodelleerd worden met heterogene kiemvorming. De onderkoeling was echter niet
afhankelijk van de gemiddelde druppelgrootte, wat weer duidt op homogene kiemvorming. De
bepaalde onderkoeling ismogelijk een onderschatting, omdat dezewerdberekend ten opzichte van
de buikeigenschappen van HP. De triglyceriden die bij afkoeling als eerste oververzadigd zullen
zijn, zijn mogelijk degene die lange vetzuren bevatten en daardoor een hogere smeltenthalpie en
smelttemperatuur hebben dan overeenkomen met de gemiddelde waarden voor HP. Omdat deze
triglyceriden maar in kleine hoeveelheden aanwezig waren, kon de kinetiek gemodelleerd worden
alsdievanheterogene kiemvorming. De onderkoeling dienodig was om geëmulgeerd 10% HP/SF
te kristalliseren was ongeveer 14K. De kristallisatiekinetiek konbeschreven worden als homogene
kiemvorming.Uitdetemperatuursafhankelijkheid vandehomogenekiemvormingssnelheid kon een
grensvlakenergie voor kiemvorming in de a-polymorf van 4 mJ-m"2worden berekend. Bovendien
konuitdezeafhankelijkheid wordenberekenddatvrijwel hetgeheletriglyceridemolecuul indejuist
conformatie moet zijn voor inbouw in een kiem. Wanneer in plaats van caseïnaat, Tween 20 werd
gebruikt als emulgator, bleek de kristallisatiekinetiek van geëmulgeerd 10% HP/SF het best
gemodelleerd tekunnenworden alsheterogenekiemvorming, waarbij debenodigde onderkoeling 3
Kminderwas.Katalysator inditkiemvormingsproces waswaarschijnlijk de laurylketen van Tween
20 die ordening van de triglyceridemoleculen induceert door een soortgelijke alifatische
ketenstructuur.
De kristallisatiekinetiek van HP/SF mengsels bij verschillende initiële oververzadigingen in
de ß' polymorf werd bepaald met behulp van p-NMR metingen. De gemeten curven werden
gemodelleerd met klassieke kiemvorming en een empirische kristalgroeisnelheidsvergelijking.
Hierbij werd na elke tijdstap de nieuwe oververzadiging berekend, uitgaande van de
buikeigenschappen van HP. Hieruit werden vervolgens de nieuwe kiemvormingsnelheid en de
kristalgroeisnelheid berekend. De heterogene kiemvormingssnelheid in de ß'-polymorf kon goed
worden beschreven met een grensvlakenergie voor vorming van een 'heterogene' kiem van 3,8
mJm"2 en een fractie van 0,8 van het triglyceride dat in een gunstige conformatie moest zijn voor
inbouw in een kiem. De werkelijke grensvlakenergie voor vorming van een homogene kiem in de
ß'-polymorf zal groter zijn dan 3,8 mJ-m'2 doordat debestudeerde kiemvorming heterogeen was en
mogelijk ook door het optreden van secundaire kiemvorming, d.w.z. kiemvorming door de
aanwezigheid van kristaloppervlak. Uit de inductietijden voor kristallisatie in de ß'-polymorf kon
een grensvlakenergie voor vorming van een 'heterogene' kiem van 3,4 - 3,9 mJ-m'2 worden
berekend.
Devetkristallen dietijdens dekristallisatie gevormd worden, aggregeren door van der Waalskrachten. Doordat er geen repulsieve krachten met lange dracht aanwezig zijn, is het een snelle,
door diffusie bepaalde aggregatie. Beschrijving van de aggregatie van vetkristallen wordt
bemoeilijkt doordat ergelijktijdig ookvorming vankristallen plaatsvindt. Uit deberekening van de
vloktijden op basis van gegevens uit de beschrijving van de kristallisatiekinetiek, bleek dat al bij
lagevolumefracties aan gekristalliseerd vet de tijdschaal voor aggregatie korter is dan de tijdschaal
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voor kristallisatie. De aggregatie van vetkristallen werd bestudeerd door dispersies met een lage
volumefractie HP (< 0,01) eerst te kristalliseren in de ß'-polymorf onder hoge afschuifsnelheden,
zodat losse kristallen of zeer kleine compacte kristalaggregaten werden gevormd. Deze primaire
deeltjes aggregeren onder invloed van van der Waals krachten als de afschuifsnelheid wordt
verlaagd. Deresulterende aggregaten nemen meer volume in dan de afzonderlijke primaire deeltjes
waardoor de viscositeit toeneemt tijdens aggregatie. De viscositeit werd gemodelleerd als functie
van de afschuifsnelheid, waarbij alleen rekening werd gehouden met hydrodynamische interactie.
Hieruit volgt o.a. eenmaat voor desterktevan deinteractiekrachten tussen deprimaire deeltjes, die
verklaard kon worden door uit te gaan van van der Waals-krachten tussen de deeltjes. Uit proeven
met lichtverstrooiing onderafschuiving bleek datde aggregaatstructuur beschreven konwordenmet
fractale modellen. Dit zijn modellen waarbij het aantal deeltjes in een aggregaat schaalt met de
aggregaatstraal tot een bepaalde macht, welke macht de fractale dimensionaliteit wordt genoemd.
Als deze kleiner is dan de Euclidiaanse dimensionaliteit (in dit geval 3), neemt de interne
volumefractie aan deeltjes in zo'n aggregaat af met toenemende aggregaatdiameter. Bij lage
afschuifsnelheden was de fractale dimensionaliteit ongeveer 1,7 - 1,8, wat verklaard kan worden
met snelle,door diffusie bepaalde aggregatie. Bij hogere afschuifsnelheden was de dimensionaliteit
groter. Combinatie van deze resultaten met de afschuifsnelheidsafhankelijkheid van de viscositeit,
laatziendatdespanningsdragendekristalketensbuigbaar zijn
Door de lage dimensionaliteit en de snelle aggregatie kan al bij een lage volumefractie aan
gekristalliseerd vet eennetwerk worden gevormd. Tijdens simultane kristallisatie en aggregatie van
HP/SF mengsels was dit bij een volumefractie van ongeveer 0,01. Dit primaire netwerk is
opgebouwd uit aggregaten met een dimensionaliteit van ongeveer 1,7 - 1,8. Verdergaande
kristallisatie leidt tot een verdichting van de aggregaten wat leidt tot hogere dimensionaliteiten.
Verder zal de flexibililteit van de spanningsdragende ketens afnemen doordat de ketens van het
primaire netwerk dikker worden door aggregatie maar ook doordat de kristallen gaan sinteren
waardoor deonderlingebindingen steviger enbrosserworden.
Indien een netwerk is opgebouwd uit fractale aggregaten, schaalt de elasticiteitsmodulus van
dit netwerk met de fractie gekristalliseerd vet tot de macht x/(3-D), waarin de D de fractale
dimensionaliteit is en x een faktor die gerelateerd is aan de geometrie van de spanningsdragende
ketens.Deze laatste isvoorbuigbare ketens4,voor scharnierende ketens 3,voor rechteketens 2en
voor aggregatenwaarbij destevigheid vandeaggregaten zeergrootistenopzichtevandebindingen
tussen de aggregaten 1. Bij kristallisatie in de ß'-polymorf in rust werden bij lage
oververzadigingen schalingsexponenten tussendeopslagmodulus inhet lineairegebied ende fractie
gekristalliseerd vet gevonden van ongeveer 6 en bij hoge oververzadigingen schalingsexponenten
van ongeveer 4. Bij kristallisatie in de a-polymorf in rust werd ook een exponent van ongeveer 4
gevonden. Als wordt aangenomen dat de spanningsdragende ketens volledig kunnen buigen,
corresponderen exponenten van 6 en 4 met dimensionaliteiten van respectievelijk 2,33 en 2,00.
Voor scharnierende ketens is dit respectievelijk 2,50 en2,25.Omdatverwacht wordt dat dewaarde
van x kleiner wordt ten gevolge van gelijktijdige aggregatie en kristallisatie, zijn scharnierende
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ketens waarschijnlijker. Doordat na vorming van het primaire netwerk nog verdergaande
kristallisatie optreedt, zijn de aggregaten niet meer echt fractaal en is het beter om te spreken van
schijnbare fractale dimensionaliteiten. Het verschil tussen de dimensionaliteiten bij lage en hoge
overzadigingen kanmogelijk verklaard wordendoorhetverschil indetijdschalen voor kristallisatie
enaggregatie.
Om dispersies te bereiden voor compressieproeven was het nodig om de dispersies
gedeeltelijk te kristalliseren onder milde afschuiving. De schijnbare Young-modulus schaalde met
de fractie gekristalliseerd vet in de ß'-polymorfbij hoge oververzadigingen met een exponent van
3,8.Ditis ongeveer gelijk aandie voorkristallisatie inrust. Dit isopmerkelijk omdat de schijnbare
Young-modulus werd bepaald bij vervormingen die al snel een factor 50 groter zijn dan die bij de
bepalingvandeopslagmoduli. Doordezegrotevervormingen zaleralaanzienlijke structuurafbraak
zijn opgetreden voordat de Young-modulus kan worden bepaald. Dit bleek ook uit de veel lagere
waarde van de Young-modulus vergeleken met de opslagmodulus. De zwichtspanning, die werd
bepaald uit de compressiemetingen, schaalde met dezelfde exponent met de fractie gekristalliseerd
vet alsdeYoung-modulus.Vertaald infractale netwerkmodellen, betekent dit dat de geometrie van
de spanningsdragende ketens niet sterk verandert door vervormingen nodig ter bepaling van de
Young-modulus en de zwichtspanning. Doordat de gesinterde bindingen al gedeeltelijk verbroken
zijn, bestaan de spanningsdragende ketens uit zeer stevige, gesinterde bindingen en veel zwakkere
van der Waals-bindingen. Ten gevolge van uitwendige krachten zal vervorming dan ook vooral
optreden tussen structuurelementen die door van der Waals-krachten bij elkaar worden gehouden.
Ook al is de spanningsdragende keten sterk gekronkeld, dan zal die zich reologisch ongeveer
gedragen alseenrechteketen.
Ook werden dispersies gekristalliseerd in een schrapende warmtewisselaar (SSHE) onder
lokaal hoge afschuifsnelheden. De dispersies kristalliseerden geheel of gedeeltijk in de SSHE,
gevolgd door eventuele nakristallisatie in rust. De Young-modulus schaalde met de fractie
gekristalliseerd vet met een exponent van ongeveer 2,4 wanneer de dispersie gedeeltelijk onder
afschuiving kristalliseerde, en met een exponent van 1,5 in het geval van volledige kristallisatie
onder afschuiving. Door de hoge afschuifsnelheden en de hoge fracties gekristalliseerd vet zullen
compacte kristalaggregaten worden gevormd die intern sterk gesinterd zijn. Als de dispersie
volledig kristalliseert onder afschuiving, bestaat het produkt dat de SSHE verlaat uit een dispersie
van intern rigide aggregaten, die elkaar onderling aantrekken door de vrij zwakke van der Waalskrachten. Herkristallisatie zal leiden tot meer sintering tussen de aggregaten maar de interne
bindingen blijven sterker. Elasticiteitsmoduli voor dit soort systemen schalen met de fractie aan
deeltjes met een exponent van l/(3-D), wat de lage exponent kan verklaren. In dispersies die
gedeeltelijk onder hoge afschuiving kristalliseerden en daarna gedeeltelijk in rust, zal minder
compactie van aggregaten zijn opgetreden en zal het verschil tussen bindingssterkte in de
aggregaten entussen de aggregaten minder groot zijn. Dit levert eenhogere waarde voorx in x/(3D).
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Dispersies die gedeeltelijk onder afschuiving in de SSHE en gedeeltelijk in rust
kristalliseerden, bereikten binnen 1 dag hun eindstevigheid, zoals werd bepaald met een
penetrometer en met compressie, en waarschijnlijk nog veel sneller. Dit komt doordat bij
kristallisatie in rust de aggregaten onderling sinteren, zodat direct de stevigste binding wordt
gevormd. Eventuele herkristallisatie verandert daardoor de stevigheid niet. Dispersies die volledig
onder afschuiving kristalliseerden bereikten hun eindstevigheid pas na ongeveer 16 dagen. Deze
dispersies verlaten de SSHE als compacte kristalaggregaten, die onderling weinig gesinterd zijn.
Herkristallisatie leidt tot verdergaande sintering tussende aggregaten endaardoor tot een duidelijke
toename in de stevigheid. De eindstevigheid van deze dispersies was vergelijkbaar met die van de
gedeeltelijk onder afschuiving gekristalliseerde dispersies.
De mate van sintering is sterker in dispersies waarin de gekristalliseerde vetfase bestaat een
breedspectrum vantriglyceriden danindispersieswaarindegekristalliseerde vetfase bestaat uit een
enkel triglyceride. Dit duidt er op dat kristallen sinteren door het optreden van mengkristallisatie.
HP/SF dispersies bleken veel meer een vaste-stof karakter te hebben (lagere verlieshoek) dan
tripalmitaat (PPP)/SF dispersies die kristalliseerden onder dezelfde omstandigheden. Gesinterde
bindingen, zoals in HP/SF dispersies zullen veel minder spanningsrelaxatie vertonen dan van der
Waals-bindingen, welke meer voorkomen in PPP/SF dispersies. Spatelen van in rust
gekristalliseerde dispersies liet zien dat de modulus van HP/SF dispersies veel sterker daalde dan
van PPP/SF dispersies, wat er op duidt dat in de HP/SF dispersies meer gesinterde verbindingen
werdenverbroken.DemodulusvaneengespateldeHP/SFdispersiewas20uurnahet spatelenweer
veel meer toegenomen dan die van de gespatelde PPP/SF dispersie. Herkristallisatie in HP/SF
dispersies veroorzaakte weer sintering van de door spatelen verbroken inter-aggregaat-bindingen
over lange tijdschalen (>20 uur) terwijl in PPP/SF dispersies vrijwel geen herkristallisatie plaats
vondendegrootsteveranderingbinnenkortetijd (binnen 1 uur).
Tenslotte werd geprobeerd met behulp van compressie- en snijproeven de grootte te bepalen
van de inhomogeniteiten van waaruit breuk van het kristalnetwerk wordt geïnitieerd. Uit de
elastisch opgeslagen energie en de specifieke breukenergie werd een defectlengte van ongeveer 80
urnberekend.Ditisvandezelfde ordevangroottealsdeafmeting van eenaggregaat ophet moment
dat een gel wordt gevormd. Door de grote onnauwkeurigheden in de gemeten parameters is de
waardevoordedefectlengte echtereengroveschatting.
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